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AGENDA 

1. Call to Order  ...................................................................................................................................... Amy Jeon 3:00 

2. Approval of Agenda 

3. Approval of Minutes, September 22, 2021 

4. Chair's Report .......................................................................................................................................................  3:05 

5. New Business  

5.1. Fashion Marketing 2nd Annual Follow-Up Report ........  Jimmy Choi, Andhra Goundrey  3:10 

5.2. CNPS 1st Annual Follow-Up Report ............................ …Sarah Hickinbottom, Greg Millard 3:20  

5.3. Business Mgmt 1st Annual Follow-Up Report ....  Jeannette Paschen, Stephanie Howes  3:30 

5.4. CSIT Quality Assurance Plan................... Jendy Wu, Warren Edwards, Stephanie Howes 3:40  

5.5. Biology Self-Study Report ............. Layne Myhre, Nicole Tunbridge, Elizabeth Worobec 3:55  

6. Items for Discussion 

6.1 Mandate and Membership Sharing ................................................................................... Amy Jeon 4:15 

6.2 Notice of Election of Committee Vice-Chair .................................................................. Amy Jeon 4:20 

6.3 Election of Committee Chair .......................................................................................... David Burns 4:25 

7. Manager’s Report for OPA....................................................................................... Melike Kinik-Dicleli 4:30 

8. Adjournment .........................................................................................................................................................  4:45 
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Voting Member Quorum 8 members  
David Florkowski 
Xavier Ardez 
Shelley Boyd 
Aimee Begalka 
Lori McElroy 
Leeann Waddington 
Julia Denker 

Melissa Swanink 
Heather Cyr 
Marti Alger 
Tomasz Gradowski 
Nishan Perera 
Allison Richardson 
Fergal Callaghan 

 

Non-voting 
Amy Jeon – Chair 
Sandy Vanderburgh 
Steve Cardwell 
Melike Kinik-Dicleli 

Regrets  Senate Office Guests  
Stephen Yezerinac 
Lindsay Norris 
 

Meredith Laird Courtney Verhage 
Rebecca Harbut 
Mike Bomford 
Elizabeth Worobec 
David Burns 

1. Territorial Acknowledgement and Call to Order 

The Chair opened the meeting with a Territorial Acknowledgement and called the meeting to 
order at 3:00 p.m. 

2. Approval of Agenda 

David Florkowski moved the agenda be confirmed as presented. 

The motion carried. 

3. Approval of Minutes June 23, 2021 

Allison Richardson moved the minutes be accepted as circulated. 

The motion carried. 

4. Chair’s Report 

Amy Jeon, Vice-Chair of Senate, informed the committee that she will act as chair until a new 
chair is elected.  She welcomed new members to the committee and asked all members to 
introduce themselves. 

 English Upgrading Program Review Timeline 

The committee received the timeline.   
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The English Department has been granted a one-month extension for the submission of their 
Program Self Study Report, which will be presented to the committee next month. 

5. New Business 

 History External Review Report 

The committee received the report and discussed comments from the external reviewers 
related to workload and research. The committee also discussed remarks about campus 
closures and limitations during the pandemic, as well as a comment about the nature of the 
relationship of the Program with the Bookstore which may not be appropriate for the record. 

Shelley Boyd moved THAT issues pertaining to workload, regularization and class size are out of 
scope of program review. 

The amended motion carried. 

Action: The Chair will provide a memo to the Program to explain which review comments are 
out of scope of this committee’s feedback. 

Julia Denker moved THAT the SSCPR accept the History External Review Report as attached. 

The motion carried. 

 Foundations in Design External Review Report 

The committee received the written report. 

Heather Cyr moved THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Program Review accept the 
Foundations in Design External Review Report as Attached. 

The motion carried. 

 Sustainable Agriculture Self-Study Report 

The committee received the written report. The Chair noted a few minor copy edits and 
formatting changes that were suggested by the reviewers which have been addressed in the 
revised draft submitted for consideration. 

Rebecca Harbut responded to the reviewers’ comments about external accreditation, explaining 
that an external organization, BC Hydrologists’ Association , does regularly review the Program 
but does not provide any accreditation or certification. The committee discussed that 
Sustainable Agriculture has many more connections with other academic units than the ones 
listed in the report and suggested that including these relationships might enhance the report. 

The committee discussed the comments about Indigenization, and the possibility to increase 
connections with programs within the Melville School of Business and Sustainable Food 
Systems and Security.  Rebecca Harbut explained the varied careers that graduates of the 
program pursue, which include: consultancy, and a variety of careers in non-profit work, as well 
as food production. The committee discussed how the program competencies may be edited to 
more closely map to learning objectives of the program and courses. Mike Bomford and 
Rebecca Harbut commented on the opportunities that the creation of micro-credentials might 
present for formal, educational opportunities for current practitioners in the field and industry 
partners. 
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Lori McElroy moved THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Program Review accept the 
Sustainable Agriculture Self-Study Report as attached. 

The motion carried. 

 
6. Items for Discussion 

 Notice of Election of Committee Chair 

Amy Jeon informed the committee that the election for committee chair will take place at the 
next meeting and explained eligibility for this position and for the newly-created position of 
standing committee vice-chair. 

 New Program Review Guides 

Lori McElroy reminded the committee of the Quality Assurance Process Audit by the Ministry of 
Advanced Education and Development that took place several years ago, which resulted in a 
report that was then reviewed by Degree Quality Assurance Board.  She shared that 
recommendations in the report included the suggestion to create a curriculum-mapping 
process and to revise the program review process and associated guides.  In response to these 
recommendations, the Office of Planning and Accountability has reviewed and revised the 
program review process and guides and two programs have already piloted the new process. 

The committee discussed how program review will address indigenous content, how this new 
process will reduce workload for faculty members, and suggested that the Getting Started Guide 
infographic on the webpage might be programmed to be a clickable link to the guides.  Program 
Learning Outcomes and curricular mapping support from Teaching & Learning Commons is 
very helpful and the guide might be stronger in suggesting that programs seek advice to 
normalize seeking this assistance. The committee discussed the degree of detail expected in the 
curricular outcomes related to civic engagement and how transferable skills not specifically 
related to the discipline itself might be framed or labelled in the document to make it more 
obviously relevant to a broader range of programs. The use of examples might assist authors of 
this document to understand better what is being requested. 

Leeann Waddington shared information about how curriculum maps could be developed using 
course and program learning outcomes within the Leepfrog suite of software over the next few 
years and that this will assist faculty in their work in scaffolding and learning outcomes. 

Lori McElroy shared that these are living documents, Program Review has a continuous 
improvement philosophy and welcomes comments and feedback. 

7. Manager’s Report for OPA 

The committee received the written report.  Melike Kinik-Dicleli shared the numbers of reports 
in the various stages of review. The committee discussed how OPA may share which programs 
will have upcoming reviews with the Teaching and Learning Commons to assist in planning 
support. 

8. Adjournment 

The meeting adjourned at 4:26 p.m. 
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Agenda Item Fashion Marketing Second Annual Follow-Up Report 

  

Action Requested Motion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Program Review accept the 
Fashion Marketing Second Annual Follow-Up Report as attached.  

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

  

Attachments Fashion Marketing Second Annual Follow-Up Report 

  

Submitted by Melike Kinik-Dicleli, Manager of Quality Assurance 

Date submitted October 1,  2021 
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Date Self-Study Report approved by SSCPR: October 24, 2018 

Date of External Review Site Visit : February 8, 2019 

Date Quality Assurance Plan approved by SSCPR: September 18, 2019 

Date Second Annual Follow-Up Report submitted:  September 28, 2021 (First report was submitted on September 30, 2020) 

Second Progress Report  
  

MONTH/YEAR WHEN THE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN BEGAN: September 2019 

STRATEGY 1: Develop additional Fashion Marketing courses (Social Media Strategy for Fashion Marketing and Entrepreneurial e-commerce for Fashion Marketing) 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Enhance program's relevancy and currency (Goal 1), Strengthen industry connection and distinguish Fashion Marketing graduate attributes 

(Goal 4), and Update Curriculum (Goal 5) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on 
 (M/YY) 

Complete  
By (M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Review similar courses offered by other programs Jimmy Choi  Oct 2019 Nov 2019 Complete (July 2020) 

Consult with appropriate KPU stakeholders Jimmy Choi  Nov 2019 Apr 2020 Complete (July 2020) 

Consult with industry partners when developing the course 
outlines 

FMRK Faculty Nov 2019 Apr 2020 
Complete (Dec 2019) 

Submit initial proposal to Curriculum Committee (develop 
FMRK 2260 Entrepreneurial eCommerce for Fashion Marketing 
and adopt PRLN 2010 Social Media for Public Relations) 

Jimmy Choi, 
Michael Pope, 

& Shirley 
Thompson 

Apr 2020 Jan 2021 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 

Implement revised course curriculum Jimmy Choi 
Sept 2021 Sept 2021 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 
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STRATEGY 2: Review, revise, and/or eliminate the suggested electives list 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Enhance program's relevancy and currency (Goal 1), Reduce schedule conflict and restructure suggested electives list (Goal 2), Strengthen 

industry connection and distinguish Fashion Marketing graduate attributes (Goal 4), and Update Curriculum (Goal 5) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by  
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Consult with Wilson School of Design and KPU-wide community Jimmy Choi Sep 2019 Nov 2019 Complete (July 2020) 

Continue to communicate with MRKT department to reserve 
selected electives (e.g., MRKT 2111& MRKT 2321) 

Jimmy Choi Ongoing - 
N/A 

Select MRKT electives become required MRKT courses 
Jimmy Choi Feb 2020 Oct 2020 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 

Eliminate Suggested Electives List (replace with FMRK 2260 
Entrepreneurial ecommerce for Fashion Marketing, MRKT 2111 
Introduction to e-Marketing, and PRLN 2010 Social Media for 
Public Relations)  

Jimmy Choi Apr 2020 Jan 2021 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 

 

STRATEGY 3: Mandatory Information Session 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Update application process (Strategic Enrollment Management) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Test-run information session (2018-2019) Jimmy Choi Oct 2018 Feb 2019 Complete (Implemented for Fall 2020 intake) 

Record video for the online information session Jimmy Choi July 2019 Aug 2019 Complete (Implemented for Fall 2020 intake) 

Implement mandatory information session for Fall 2020 intake Jimmy Choi Sep 2019 Ongoing Complete (Implemented for Fall 2020 intake) 

Examine the effectiveness of the mandatory information 
session 

Jimmy Choi Sep 2019 Sep 2021 
Complete (There was a steady increase in qualified applicants over the past 
three years. And 11 students were on Dean’s Honour Roll for Spring 2021) 
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STRATEGY 4.1: Launch advisory committee for Fashion Marketing Diploma 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Strengthen industry connections and distinguish Fashion Marketing graduate attributes (Goal 4) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Develop potential advisory committee member list Jimmy Choi & 
Sharon Greeno 

Jul 2019 Aug 2019 
Complete (Had the first Advisory Meeting in Dec 2019) 

Contact and invite individual members (follow institutional 
process) 

Jimmy Choi & 
Sharon Greeno 

Aug 2019 Sep 2019 
Complete (Had the first Advisory Meeting in Dec 2019) 

Host the first advisory committee meeting and elect chair Jimmy Choi & 
Sharon Greeno 

Dec 2019 Dec 2019 
Complete (Hosting the next Advisory Meeting in Oct 2020: postponed due to 
COVID-19) 

 

STRATEGY 4.2: Increase industry projects and opportunities and encourage more community engagement 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Strengthen industry connections and distinguish Fashion Marketing graduate attributes (Goal 4) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Continue to network and attend events to build relationships 
with partners 

FMRK Faculty Aug 2018 Sep 2021 
All team members in the program are constantly expanding their network and 
working closely with the industry partners (e.g., Advisory Committee and guest 
speakers). The FMRK program has two work experience courses (requiring total 
120 hours) and numbers of projects that have strong connection with the local 
industry: fieldtrips to local retailers and businesses (changes every year based 
on availability, annually), projects that requires attending to local events (e.g., 
KnowShow, annually), networking, interviewing with, and writing about local 
brands, collaborating window display with local businesses (e.g., Brooklyn 
Clothing Co. in 2018, Still Fabulous in 2019), and hosting events with local 
expert panels (‘Behind the Brand’ in 2019). *Notes: All these activities will 
continue to occur after the report submission. 

Continue to link industry partners to classroom activity as 
suitable 

FMRK Faculty Sep 2018 Sep 2021 

Consult with the industry partners that can provide 
experiential learning opportunities 

FMRK Faculty Jan 2019 Sep 2021 

Present the collaborative projects to all stakeholders 

FMRK Faculty Apr 2019 Sep 2021 
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STRATEGY 5.1: Review learning objectives/outcomes, content and credit-allocation 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Update curriculum (Goal 5) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Review learning objectives/outcomes and content of current 
FMRK courses (follow KPU process) 

FMRK Faculty Oct 2019 Apr 2020 
Complete (Oct 2019) 

Review offered credits of current FMRK courses FMRK Faculty Apr 2019 Jan 2021 Complete (Dec 2019) (will be updated with D7 Program Change) 

 

STRATEGY 5.2: Review, revise, and/or eliminate prerequisites and co-requisites of FMRK courses 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Update curriculum (Goal 5) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Review and make appropriate changes to prerequisites and co-
requisites of current FMRK courses Jimmy Choi Jan 2020 Oct 2020 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 

Submit changes to Curriculum Committee (follow KPU's 
process) Jimmy Choi Apr 2020 Jan 2021 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 

 



      SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM REVIEW 
        Reviewers’ Comments: Annual Follow-Up Report 
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PROGRAM UNDER REVIEW:  Fashion Marketing Diploma 

Instructions for Reviewers 
Your assessment should ensure that progress on the Goals and Planned Actions is clearly articulated. If no progress has 
occurred on a Goal and/or Planned Action, please ensure that a clear rationale has been provided. 
 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT:  
Please provide a brief assessment of the Annual Follow-Up Report under review and an overall 
recommendation. 
 
Reviewer #1: All activities listed for in the five-year action plan completed. Impressive. Congratulations to the 
program review and implementation team. Curious as to how the program engaged with industry, got 
students to complete industry projects during the pandemic.   
 
Reviewer #2: The report indicates that considerable progress has been made on the outstanding goals from 
previous reports.  
 

The Report (click on the box that corresponds to your recommendation):  
 

☒          Reviewer #1: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR as is 

☒          Reviewer #2: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR pending suggested actions (see below) 

☐          Recommend for rejection by the SSCPR 
 

 
MAJOR ISSUES AND SUGGESTED ACTIONS:  
Complete this section ONLY if you have identified the following major issues with the Annual Follow-Up: 

a) Progress to date is unclear. 
b) No clear rationale has been provided for why no progress has occurred. 

Issue (page #) Suggested Action 

“Continue to communicate with MRKT department to 
reserve selected electives (e.g., MRKT 2111& MRKT 
2321)” marked as “ongoing” and n/a (p.2) 

Rather than N/A, in the “Progress” column provide a 
note to the effect that this is something the program 
does on a regular, ongoing basis.  

Page 3 
Host the first advisory committee meeting and elect 
chair. Hosting the next Advisory Meeting in Oct 2020: 
postponed due to COVID-19.  – Curious to know why 
this meeting could not be hosted online.  

 

 
MINOR EDITS (Spelling, syntax, word choice and other mechanical issues). 
Please list corresponding page numbers. Minor edits are NOT discussed at the SSCPR meeting. Add or remove 
rows as needed. 

Minor Edits (page #) 
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Date Self-Study Report approved by SSCPR: October 24, 2018 

Date of External Review Site Visit : February 8, 2019 

Date Quality Assurance Plan approved by SSCPR: September 18, 2019 

Date Second Annual Follow-Up Report submitted:  September 28, 2021 (First report was submitted on September 30, 2020) 

Second Progress Report  
  

MONTH/YEAR WHEN THE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN BEGAN: September 2019 

STRATEGY 1: Develop additional Fashion Marketing courses (Social Media Strategy for Fashion Marketing and Entrepreneurial e-commerce for Fashion Marketing) 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Enhance program's relevancy and currency (Goal 1), Strengthen industry connection and distinguish Fashion Marketing graduate attributes 

(Goal 4), and Update Curriculum (Goal 5) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on 
 (M/YY) 

Complete  
By (M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Review similar courses offered by other programs Jimmy Choi  Oct 2019 Nov 2019 Complete (July 2020) 

Consult with appropriate KPU stakeholders Jimmy Choi  Nov 2019 Apr 2020 Complete (July 2020) 

Consult with industry partners when developing the course 
outlines 

FMRK Faculty Nov 2019 Apr 2020 
Complete (Dec 2019) 

Submit initial proposal to Curriculum Committee (develop 
FMRK 2260 Entrepreneurial eCommerce for Fashion Marketing 
and adopt PRLN 2010 Social Media for Public Relations) 

Jimmy Choi, 
Michael Pope, 

& Shirley 
Thompson 

Apr 2020 Jan 2021 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 

Implement revised course curriculum Jimmy Choi 
Sept 2021 Sept 2021 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 
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STRATEGY 2: Review, revise, and/or eliminate the suggested electives list 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Enhance program's relevancy and currency (Goal 1), Reduce schedule conflict and restructure suggested electives list (Goal 2), Strengthen 

industry connection and distinguish Fashion Marketing graduate attributes (Goal 4), and Update Curriculum (Goal 5) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by  
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Consult with Wilson School of Design and KPU-wide community Jimmy Choi Sep 2019 Nov 2019 Complete (July 2020) 

Continue to communicate with MRKT department to reserve 
selected electives (e.g., MRKT 2111& MRKT 2321) 

Jimmy Choi Ongoing - 

The program chair has been communicating with the MSoB Dean’s Office 
scheduling team to secure seats for the electives. As the new program change 
eliminated suggested elective list, the chair is in close communication with 
respected parties regularly to request seat reservations and/or Richmond 
classes for ACCT 1160, BUQU 1130, MRKT 2111, and PRLN 2010. 

Select MRKT electives become required MRKT courses 
Jimmy Choi Feb 2020 Oct 2020 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 

Eliminate Suggested Electives List (replace with FMRK 2260 
Entrepreneurial ecommerce for Fashion Marketing, MRKT 2111 
Introduction to e-Marketing, and PRLN 2010 Social Media for 
Public Relations)  

Jimmy Choi Apr 2020 Jan 2021 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 

STRATEGY 3: Mandatory Information Session 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Update application process (Strategic Enrollment Management) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Test-run information session (2018-2019) Jimmy Choi Oct 2018 Feb 2019 Complete (Implemented for Fall 2020 intake) 

Record video for the online information session Jimmy Choi July 2019 Aug 2019 Complete (Implemented for Fall 2020 intake) 

Implement mandatory information session for Fall 2020 intake Jimmy Choi Sep 2019 Ongoing Complete (Implemented for Fall 2020 intake) 

Examine the effectiveness of the mandatory information 
session 

Jimmy Choi Sep 2019 Sep 2021 
Complete (There was a steady increase in qualified applicants over the past 
three years. And 11 students were on Dean’s Honour Roll for Spring 2021) 
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STRATEGY 4.1: Launch advisory committee for Fashion Marketing Diploma 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Strengthen industry connections and distinguish Fashion Marketing graduate attributes (Goal 4) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Develop potential advisory committee member list Jimmy Choi & 
Sharon Greeno 

Jul 2019 Aug 2019 
Complete (Had the first Advisory Meeting in Dec 2019) 

Contact and invite individual members (follow institutional 
process) 

Jimmy Choi & 
Sharon Greeno 

Aug 2019 Sep 2019 
Complete (Had the first Advisory Meeting in Dec 2019) 

Host the first advisory committee meeting and elect chair 
Jimmy Choi & 
Sharon Greeno 

Dec 2019 Dec 2019 
Complete (Despite postponing the March 18th 2020 meeting due to COVID-19, 
the advisory committee has now completed four meetings. Our last meeting 
hosted via Teams was October 8th 2021.) 

STRATEGY 4.2: Increase industry projects and opportunities and encourage more community engagement 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Strengthen industry connections and distinguish Fashion Marketing graduate attributes (Goal 4) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Continue to network and attend events to build relationships 
with partners 

FMRK Faculty Aug 2018 Sep 2021 
All team members in the program are constantly expanding their network and 
working closely with the industry partners (e.g., Advisory Committee and guest 
speakers). The FMRK program has two work experience courses (requiring total 
120 hours) and numbers of projects that have strong connection with the local 
industry: fieldtrips to local retailers and businesses (changes every year based 
on availability, annually), projects that requires attending to local events (e.g., 
KnowShow, annually), networking, interviewing with, and writing about local 
brands, collaborating window display with local businesses (e.g., Brooklyn 
Clothing Co. in 2018, Still Fabulous in 2019), and hosting events with local 
expert panels (‘Behind the Brand’ in 2019). *Notes: All these activities will 
continue to occur after the report submission. 

Continue to link industry partners to classroom activity as 
suitable 

FMRK Faculty Sep 2018 Sep 2021 

Consult with the industry partners that can provide 
experiential learning opportunities 

FMRK Faculty Jan 2019 Sep 2021 

Present the collaborative projects to all stakeholders 

FMRK Faculty Apr 2019 Sep 2021 
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STRATEGY 5.1: Review learning objectives/outcomes, content and credit-allocation 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Update curriculum (Goal 5) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Review learning objectives/outcomes and content of current 
FMRK courses (follow KPU process) 

FMRK Faculty Oct 2019 Apr 2020 
Complete (Oct 2019) 

Review offered credits of current FMRK courses FMRK Faculty Apr 2019 Jan 2021 Complete (Dec 2019) (will be updated with D7 Program Change) 

 

STRATEGY 5.2: Review, revise, and/or eliminate prerequisites and co-requisites of FMRK courses 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Update curriculum (Goal 5) 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Review and make appropriate changes to prerequisites and co-
requisites of current FMRK courses Jimmy Choi Jan 2020 Oct 2020 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 

Submit changes to Curriculum Committee (follow KPU's 
process) Jimmy Choi Apr 2020 Jan 2021 

Complete (D7 and updated course outlines were approved by the Design 
Curriculum Committee (11/25/2020), SSCC (1/13/2021), and Senate 
(1/25/2021)) 
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Agenda Item Counselling Psychology (CNPS) First Annual Follow-Up Report 

  

Action Requested Motion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Program Review accept the 
Counselling Psychology (CNPS) First Annual Follow-Up Report as 
attached.  

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

  

Attachments 
Memo to SSCPR from Dr. Hickinbottom 

CNPS First Annual Follow-Up Report 

  

Submitted by Melike Kinik-Dicleli, Manager of Quality Assurance 

Date submitted October 1,  2021 

 



MEMO: Regarding CNPS Program Review  

Context: 

This year we are in the midst of a major personnel change.


Prior to our program review we had two full-time faculty members (Dr. Faith Auton-Cuff, Dr. 
Briar Schulz) and one part-time faculty (Dr. Sarah Hickinbottom). We hired a second part-time 
faculty member (Dr. Erin Thrift) as the result of this review in January 2021.


In April 2021, one of our two full-time members, Dr. Faith Auton-Cuff, announced she was 
retiring from KPU.


CNPS Faculty conducted a search as a result in the Summer 2021. While we were successful 
in this hire, they will not begin until January 2022 and we have hired two contracts to cover the 
position until that time.


We are excited about our new hire who brings tremendous expertise regarding the K-12 public 
school system (Dr. Maureen Lee; beyond extensive counselling and teaching experience, Dr. 
Lee has been a School District Principle responsible for all Support Services for over a 
decade). We anticipate this expertise will present new possibilities for future curriculum reviews 
and directions. As such, our timelines on a number of items have been adjusted. 


 




CNPS First Annual Follow-Up Report 

Date Self-Study Report approved by SSCPR: April 24, 2019 

Date of External Review Site Visit : October 31, 2019 

Date Quality Assurance Plan approved by SSCPR: October 28, 2020 

Date First Annual Follow-Up Report submitted: Sept 25, 2021 

First Progress Report 

MONTH/YEAR WHEN THE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN BEGAN: January 2021 

STRATEGY 1: Expand the number of faculty members and build a stable core of regular faculty who are engaged in practice and/or have had extensive background in practice. 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Expand course offerings while increasing accessibility. 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led 
by

Start on 
 (M/YY)

Complete 
By (M/YY) Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

The Dean has approved the addition of a 50% Regular 
Counselling Faculty position.

CNPS 
Search 

Committee

Sept. 2020 Nov. 2020 Complete: Hire for 50% Regular Faculty, Dr. Erin Thrift, completed in 
Nov 2020. Dr. Thrift began January 2021.
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STRATEGY 2: Extend participation options for the current suite of courses to be available to other allied disciplines (e.g., nursing, human resources within business programs) 
through portable minors 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Expand course offerings while increasing accessibility. 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led 
by

Start on   
 (M/YY)

Complete 
by  (M/YY) Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

To meet with allied disciplines within Faculties to 
determine appropriateness of the Minor for their students 
through portable Minors (Faculty Academic Advisors, 
Departmental Chairs, and Faculty Councils)

Faith 
Auton-Cuff Nov. 2019 Dec. 2021

In Progress: 

Dr. Auton-Cuff retired in 2021. Prior to retirement Dr. Auton-Cuff 
reported she had conversations with Nursing who had expressed 
interest in portable minors. 

Dr. Hickinbottom will review programs that may be suitable and set up 
appropriate meetings with educational advisors and departments over 
this academic year (2021-2022).  

To explore with the Dean of Arts, Senior Administration 
and Facilities the possibility of repurposing existing space 
(e.g., at the Langley Campus) to construct two-way 
mirrors between at least two of the larger classroom 
spaces.

Faith 
Auton-Cuff, 
Briar Schulz

Jan. 2021 Sept. 2022

Complete: The CNPS Faculty has determined that we will not pursue 
this. The CNPS program is housed at the Surrey campus and has high 
demand. Students and faculty would like the program to remain at the 
Surrey campus.

To explore with the Dean of Arts the feasibility and 
purchase of camera-ready recording devices in each small 
room to be used for counselling practice courses requiring 
recording 
(standard practice) and supervision in repurposed existing 
spaces on the Langley Campus.

Faith 
Auton-Cuff, 
Briar Schulz

Jan. 2021 Sept. 2022

Complete: The CNPS Faculty has determined that we will not pursue 
this. The CNPS program is housed at the Surrey campus and has high 
demand. Students and faculty would like the program to remain at the 
Surrey campus.
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STRATEGY 3: Ensure that a minimum one year of CNPS course offerings plan is available to students via the Counselling program website to facilitate more efficient course planning. 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Expand course offerings while increasing accessibility. 

STRATEGY 4: Remove EDUC 1100 as a requirement from the Counselling Minor given that students frequently declare the Minor in their third or fourth year when the content of EDUC 
1100, a course focused on first year transitions, is no longer relevant to them. 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Engage in curriculum review/revisions and informed educational planning 

STRATEGY 5: Regular curricular review, revision and educational planning 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led 
by

Start on   
 (M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY) Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

Ensure EDST website is regularly updated with department’s educational 
plan for the year.

Chair, 
Department 

Assistant
Jan. 2021 Ongoing

Complete and Ongoing. CNPS course offers for a 
year published on website on a rolling basis (at least 
two future semesters published at all times. 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led 
by

Start on   
 (M/YY)

Complete 
by (M/YY) Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

Submit revision to Faculty of Arts Curriculum Committee 
for approval

EDST 
Curriculum 
Committee 

Representativ
e

March, 2020 Complete Complete: EDUC 1100 was successfully removed from the Minor at the 
March 2020 Faculty of Arts committee. 
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GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Engage in curriculum review/revisions and informed educational planning 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led by
Start on   
(M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY)

Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

Meet to engage in a full review of course curriculum to provide 
a logical sequence of the goals and outcomes of the program, 
with regular, yearly meetings thereafter to review delivery 
methods (e.g., in person, online, hybrid) and to continually 
ensure the inclusion of appropriate experiential components 
and culturally responsive pedagogy and up-to-date course 
content.

CNPS Faculty Jan. 2021 Ongoing

Ongoing: Initial meeting complete with ongoing meetings 
planned. Next meeting for substantial changes will occur 
Summer 2022. Our new full-time hire begins in Spring 2022. 
Once they have completed their first semester, we will 
reconvene to review curriculum and changes that integrate 
our now stable faculty member group’s expertise.

Survey students regarding preferences for course delivery 
methods (e.g., fully online, in person, hybrid) for each of the 
courses in the program.

Sarah 
Hickinbottom 

and EDST 
Departmental 

Assistant

Mar. 2021 Mar. 2021

Complete/Ongoing: Based on the university wide study 
regarding course delivery, we will offer multiple modes of 
course delivery for the 3000 level courses (in-person, hybrid, 
and fully online). 4000 level courses are highly experiential 
and require in person or hybrid. CNPS will also take direction 
from university more broadly on this issue with respect to the 
changing environment of the pandemic. 

Examine prerequisites and co-requisites for courses, and review 
which courses should be mandatory, elective, and added (i.e., 
Special Topics).

CNPS Faculty Immediately Dec. 2020

Complete/Ongoing: CNPS Faculty met to review these issues 
and decided to keep the prerequisites in place as they are 
necessary foundations and align with other university 
requirements. Electives were discussed (currently electives 
are Cultural Considerations in Counselling or Group 
Counselling). At this time it was determined it is necessary to 
continue with current offerings given a small number of 
students who need Group Counselling as a prerequisite to a 
particular Graduate programs, and that Cultural 
Considerations seemed essential to any counselling program. 
As noted above, CNPS faculty will meet in Summer 2022 once 
our new full-time faculty member is onboard to review the 
program again.
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STRATEGY 6: Inclusion of ePortfolios in appropriate counselling courses (e.g., CNPS 4310 Reflective Practitioner, CNPS 3330 Cultural Considerations) as a means to support the 
development of students’ digital literacy. 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Engage in curriculum review/revisions and informed educational planning 

If necessary, bring changes to curriculum committee through to 
Senate Curriculum for approval

EDST 
Curriculum 

Representative
Feb. 2021 May 2021

N/A

Explore the inclusion of additional experiential components in 
course review and revision CNPS Faculty Immediately Dec. 2020

Complete and Ongoing: With the exception of the Theories 
course, all courses have experiential components. Upper 
division courses are primarily experiential.

Revise course outlines to align directly with the new BA 
framework core competencies once the framework is approved 
(as necessary)

CNPS Faculty
Lack of Progress: In summer 2022 - all will review review 
when reviewing the program with new faculty group.

Increase offerings of high demand courses (specifically CNPS 
3310)

EDST 
Department Immediately Sept. 2020

Complete/Ongoing: CNPS increased offerings of CNPS 3310 in 
September 2020 to meet demand. The Department Chair 
decided that due to our hiring/instability of core faculty, 
there was a need to temporarily slow demand for the 
program, and consequently reduced the offerings 
temporarily. CNPS will offer the same number of sections of 
CNPS 3310 but across the year in order to adjust for these 
issues. 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led by
Start on   
(M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY)

Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

“Pilot” the inclusion of ePortfolios in CNPS 4310 The Reflective 
Practitioner

Faith Auton-Cuff Sept. 2020 Dec. 2020
Complete: Dr. Auton-Cuff piloted the inclusion of 
Pebble Pad
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STRATEGY 7: Develop Counselling External Advisory Board consisting of alumni, professionals, industry representatives on labour market trends, and key attributes and skills desired 
in new graduates that will also increase awareness in the community of KPU’s BA Minor in Counselling program. 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Explore the addition of workplace, service learning, applied experiential learning opportunities through building stronger 
internal and external partnerships. 

Evaluate the “pilot” using instructor and student feedback

Faith Auton-Cuff Dec. 2020 May 2021

In Progress: Dr Shulz and new hire will review and 
evaluate by May 2022 based on four semesters of use 
that include their experience with the platform in 
order to ensure the faculty teaching the course have 
a voice in whether to adopt this platform.

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led by
Start on   
(M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY)

Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

Identify and invite internal and external community stakeholders who 
could be potential community advisory board members serving CNPS 
(alumni, professionals, industry representatives) Briar Schulz Jan. 2021 May 2021

In Progress: Dr. Schulz submitted terms of reference 
the Deans office in April 2021. This was put on hold 
as the Advisory Board Policy is currently under 
review.

Schedule and hold Community Advisory Board meetings twice each year. Briar Schulz June 2021 Ongoing On hold: See above
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STRATEGY 8: Explore external expansion of the current minor using the same suite of courses to engage potential markets outside of current KPU students 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Explore the addition of workplace, service learning, applied experiential learning opportunities through building stronger 
internal and external partnerships; expanding diversity of student population. 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led by
Start on   
(M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY)

Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

Explore the feasibility of offering a Counselling Stream, Post-
Baccalaureate Diploma, and/or Graduate Certificate in Counselling.

CNPS Faculty Jan. 2021 Dec. 2021

Ongoing: CNPS Faculty met to discuss this possibility, 
and also discussed with the Associate Dean and Dean. 
The reality of Counselling is that the only post-
graduate degree that is considered worthwhile is a 
Masters Degree. The context of these programs in 
public universities in BC is that they lose money due 
to the structure of the program required for 
professional registration. They are also tremendously 
challenging to run based on need for practicum 
placements and supervision. As a program that 
currently just working to achieve consistency in 
terms of our Faculty members, it was determined 
that we are not in a place to offer any additional 
programs at this time. 

Our new hire has extensive experience in the public 
school system and we will be exploring the possibility 
of proposing post-bacclaureate credits for the BC 
Teachers +15 when they arrive. 

Depending on the decision reached, follow the necessary steps for 
Program Development

CNPS Faculty Sept. 2021 TBA
To be revisited in Summer 2022
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Depending on decision reached, target marketing towards more mature 
demographic (postgraduate students; mid-life career change). CNPS Faculty Sept. 2022 TBA To be revisited in Summer 2022
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      SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM REVIEW 
       Reviewers’ Comments: Annual Follow-Up Report 
 

1 
 

  
 

PROGRAM UNDER REVIEW:  CNPS 

Instructions for Reviewers 
Your assessment should ensure that progress on the Goals and Planned Actions is clearly articulated. If no progress has 
occurred on a Goal and/or Planned Action, please ensure that a clear rationale has been provided. 
 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT:  
Please provide a brief assessment of the Annual Follow-Up Report under review and an overall 
recommendation. 
Reviewer #1: Thank you for a thorough and detailed report. Exciting to see your integration of ePortfolios, 
your program is ideal for folio thinking!  
 
Reviewer #2: Despite the challenges posed by faculty retirement and by the pandemic, good progress has 
been made where possible. It is also clear that there are plans to restart the process in areas where there was 
unavoidable lack of progress. I just have a few suggestions below to increase clarity in a few areas. 
 

The Report (click on the box that corresponds to your recommendation):  
 

☒          Reviewer #1: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR as is 

☒          Reviewer #2: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR pending suggested actions (see below) 

☐          Recommend for rejection by the SSCPR 
 

 
MAJOR ISSUES AND SUGGESTED ACTIONS:  
Complete this section ONLY if you have identified the following major issues with the Annual Follow-Up: 

a) Progress to date is unclear. 
b) No clear rationale has been provided for why no progress has occurred. 

Issue (page #) Suggested Action 

Page 1. Strategy was to hire someone who is 
"engaged in practice" or who has “background in 
practice”, but that specific aspect is not addressed in 
the “progress to date” column. (Though it is clear 
from the memo that was sent that those 
requirements were met.) 

In order to clarify the progress that has been made, 
mention that the “practice” and “background” 
requirements for the new hire have been met. 

Page 4, student survey. Was the original intent to do 
a CNPS-specific survey, rather than just use the 
results of the university-wide study? 

If the original intent was to do a CNPS-specific survey, 
then it would be good to justify why the results of the 
university-wide survey are sufficient. 

Page 5, experiential components: 
- In the progress column, it is not clear if those 

experiential components were already there or if 
anything has been added as a result of this review 
process. 

- Progress column says “complete and ongoing”, 
but it is not clear from the description if this is still 
being explored. 

Clarify points raised on left. 
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       Reviewers’ Comments: Annual Follow-Up Report 
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MINOR EDITS (Spelling, syntax, word choice and other mechanical issues). 
Please list corresponding page numbers. Minor edits are NOT discussed at the SSCPR meeting. Add or remove 
rows as needed. 

Minor Edits (page #) 

Page 3: In progress on strategy 3, should “course offers” be “course offerings”? 

Page 5: Is there a typo in “all will review review when reviewing…”? 

Page 7: What does “BC Teachers +15” refer to? 

 

 

 



CNPS Annual Follow-Up Report  

Date Self-Study Report approved by SSCPR: April 24, 2019 

Date of External Review Site Visit : October 31, 2019  

Date Quality Assurance Plan approved by SSCPR: October 28, 2020 

Date Annual Follow-Up Report submitted: Sept 25, 2021; Revision submitted: Oct 14,2021 

First Progress Report  
  

MONTH/YEAR WHEN THE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN BEGAN: January 2021 

STRATEGY 1: Expand the number of faculty members and build a stable core of regular faculty who are engaged in practice and/or have had extensive background in practice. 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Expand course offerings while increasing accessibility. 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by

Start on 
 (M/YY)

Complete  
By (M/YY) Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

The Dean has approved the addition of a 50% Regular 
Counselling Faculty position.

CNPS 
Search 

Committee

Sept. 2020 Nov. 2020 Complete: Hire for 50% Regular Faculty, Dr. Erin Thrift, completed in 
Nov 2020. Dr. Thrift began January 2021. This hire met background/
practice requirements (Registered Clinical Counsellor; experience in 
practice and extensive scholarship/counselling research background).
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STRATEGY 2: Extend participation options for the current suite of courses to be available to other allied disciplines (e.g., nursing, human resources within business programs) 
through portable minors 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Expand course offerings while increasing accessibility. 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by

Start on   
 (M/YY)

Complete 
by  (M/YY) Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

To meet with allied disciplines within Faculties to 
determine appropriateness of the Minor for their students 
through portable Minors (Faculty Academic Advisors, 
Departmental Chairs, and Faculty Councils)

Faith 
Auton-Cuff Nov. 2019 Dec. 2021

In Progress: 

Dr. Auton-Cuff retired in 2021. Prior to retirement Dr. Auton-Cuff 
reported she had conversations with Nursing who had expressed 
interest in portable minors. 

Dr. Hickinbottom will review programs that may be suitable and set up 
appropriate meetings with educational advisors and departments over 
this academic year (2021-2022).  

To explore with the Dean of Arts, Senior Administration 
and Facilities the possibility of repurposing existing space 
(e.g., at the Langley Campus) to construct two-way 
mirrors between at least two of the larger classroom 
spaces.

Faith 
Auton-Cuff, 
Briar Schulz

Jan. 2021 Sept. 2022

Complete: The CNPS Faculty has determined that we will not pursue 
this. The CNPS program is housed at the Surrey campus and has high 
demand. Students and faculty would like the program to remain at the 
Surrey campus.

To explore with the Dean of Arts the feasibility and 
purchase of camera-ready recording devices in each small 
room to be used for counselling practice courses requiring 
recording 
(standard practice) and supervision in repurposed existing 
spaces on the Langley Campus.

Faith 
Auton-Cuff, 
Briar Schulz

Jan. 2021 Sept. 2022

Complete: The CNPS Faculty has determined that we will not pursue 
this. The CNPS program is housed at the Surrey campus and has high 
demand. Students and faculty would like the program to remain at the 
Surrey campus.
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STRATEGY 3: Ensure that a minimum one year of CNPS course offerings plan is available to students via the Counselling program website to facilitate more efficient course planning. 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Expand course offerings while increasing accessibility. 

STRATEGY 4: Remove EDUC 1100 as a requirement from the Counselling Minor given that students frequently declare the Minor in their third or fourth year when the content of EDUC 
1100, a course focused on first year transitions, is no longer relevant to them. 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Engage in curriculum review/revisions and informed educational planning 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by

Start on   
 (M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY) Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

Ensure EDST website is regularly updated with department’s educational 
plan for the year.

Chair, 
Department 

Assistant
Jan. 2021 Ongoing

Complete and Ongoing. CNPS course offerings for a 
year ahead are published on website on a rolling 
basis (i.e., at least two future semesters published at 
all times). 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by

Start on   
 (M/YY)

Complete 
by (M/YY) Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

Submit revision to Faculty of Arts Curriculum Committee 
for approval

EDST 
Curriculum 
Committee 

Representativ
e

March, 2020 Complete Complete: EDUC 1100 was successfully removed from the Minor at the 
March 2020 Faculty of Arts committee. 
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STRATEGY 5: Regular curricular review, revision and educational planning 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Engage in curriculum review/revisions and informed educational planning 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led by
Start on   
(M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY)

Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

Meet to engage in a full review of course curriculum to provide 
a logical sequence of the goals and outcomes of the program, 
with regular, yearly meetings thereafter to review delivery 
methods (e.g., in person, online, hybrid) and to continually 
ensure the inclusion of appropriate experiential components 
and culturally responsive pedagogy and up-to-date course 
content.

CNPS Faculty Jan. 2021 Ongoing

Ongoing: Initial meeting complete with ongoing meetings 
planned. Next meeting for substantial changes will occur 
Summer 2022. Our new full-time hire begins in Spring 2022. 
Once they have completed their first semester, we will 
reconvene to review curriculum and changes that integrate 
our now stable faculty member group’s expertise.

Survey students regarding preferences for course delivery 
methods (e.g., fully online, in person, hybrid) for each of the 
courses in the program.

Sarah 
Hickinbottom 

and EDST 
Departmental 

Assistant

Mar. 2021 Mar. 2021

Complete/Ongoing: Based on the university wide study 
regarding course delivery, we will offer multiple modes of 
course delivery for the 3000 level courses (in-person, hybrid, 
and fully online). 4000 level courses are highly experiential 
and require in person or hybrid. CNPS will also take direction 
from university more broadly on this issue with respect to the 
changing environment of the pandemic. We selected not to 
survey our own students at this time for a number of reasons: 
1. The ever-changing pandemic situation; 2.EDST is hiring at 
departmental student assistant at this time who will be doing 
such surveys as part of their work. 3. Most importantly, our 
delivery is based primarily on pedagogical reasoning. We are 
offering a variety of delivery modes for 3rd year (online, 
hybrid, in person) courses as these are primarily theoretical 
courses that can accommodate multiple means of delivery, 
however, the experiential and participatory nature of the 
practice classes require face-to-face due to the content 
matter.
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Examine prerequisites and co-requisites for courses, and review 
which courses should be mandatory, elective, and added (i.e., 
Special Topics).

CNPS Faculty Immediately Dec. 2020

Complete/Ongoing: CNPS Faculty met to review these issues 
and decided to keep the prerequisites in place as they are 
necessary foundations and align with other university 
requirements. Electives were discussed (currently electives 
are Cultural Considerations in Counselling or Group 
Counselling). At this time it was determined it is necessary to 
continue with current offerings given a small number of 
students who need Group Counselling as a prerequisite to a 
particular Graduate programs, and that Cultural 
Considerations seemed essential to any counselling program. 
As noted above, CNPS faculty will meet in Summer 2022 once 
our new full-time faculty member is onboard to review the 
program again.

If necessary, bring changes to curriculum committee through to 
Senate Curriculum for approval

EDST 
Curriculum 

Representative
Feb. 2021 May 2021

N/A

Explore the inclusion of additional experiential components in 
course review and revision

CNPS Faculty Immediately Dec. 2020

Complete and Ongoing: With the exception of the Theories 
course, all courses have, and always have had, experiential 
components. Upper division courses are primarily 
experiential. We meet once a year to review and make 
modifications, adjustments throughout the program and are 
continually looking to integrate experiential elements. 

Revise course outlines to align directly with the new BA 
framework core competencies once the framework is approved 
(as necessary)

CNPS Faculty
Lack of Progress: In summer 2022 - will be reviewing the 
program with new faculty group.
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STRATEGY 6: Inclusion of ePortfolios in appropriate counselling courses (e.g., CNPS 4310 Reflective Practitioner, CNPS 3330 Cultural Considerations) as a means to support the 
development of students’ digital literacy. 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Engage in curriculum review/revisions and informed educational planning 

STRATEGY 7: Develop Counselling External Advisory Board consisting of alumni, professionals, industry representatives on labour market trends, and key attributes and skills desired 
in new graduates that will also increase awareness in the community of KPU’s BA Minor in Counselling program. 

Increase offerings of high demand courses (specifically CNPS 
3310)

EDST 
Department Immediately Sept. 2020

Complete/Ongoing: CNPS increased offerings of CNPS 3310 in 
September 2020 to meet demand. The Department Chair 
decided that due to our hiring/instability of core faculty, 
there was a need to temporarily slow demand for the 
program, and consequently reduced the offerings 
temporarily. CNPS will offer the same number of sections of 
CNPS 3310 but across the year in order to adjust for these 
issues and will have met the requested increase again by end 
of Summer 2022

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led by
Start on   
(M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY)

Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

“Pilot” the inclusion of ePortfolios in CNPS 4310 The Reflective 
Practitioner

Faith Auton-Cuff Sept. 2020 Dec. 2020
Complete: Dr. Auton-Cuff piloted the inclusion of 
Pebble Pad

Evaluate the “pilot” using instructor and student feedback

Faith Auton-Cuff Dec. 2020 May 2021

In Progress: Dr Shulz and new hire will review and 
evaluate by May 2022 based on four semesters of use 
that include their experience with the platform in 
order to ensure the faculty teaching the course have 
a voice in whether to adopt this platform.
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GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Explore the addition of workplace, service learning, applied experiential learning opportunities through building stronger 
internal and external partnerships. 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led by
Start on   
(M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY)

Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress

Identify and invite internal and external community stakeholders who 
could be potential community advisory board members serving CNPS 
(alumni, professionals, industry representatives)

Briar Schulz Jan. 2021 May 2021

In Progress: Dr. Schulz submitted terms of reference 
the Deans office in April 2021. This was put on hold 
as the Advisory Board Policy is currently under 
review.

Schedule and hold Community Advisory Board meetings twice each year. Briar Schulz June 2021 Ongoing On hold: See above
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STRATEGY 8: Explore external expansion of the current minor using the same suite of courses to engage potential markets outside of current KPU students 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: Explore the addition of workplace, service learning, applied experiential learning opportunities through building stronger 
internal and external partnerships; expanding diversity of student population. 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led by
Start on   
(M/YY)

Complete by 
(M/YY)

Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress
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Explore the feasibility of offering a Counselling Stream, Post-
Baccalaureate Diploma, and/or Graduate Certificate in Counselling.

CNPS Faculty Jan. 2021 Dec. 2021

Ongoing: CNPS Faculty met to discuss this possibility, 
and also discussed with the Associate Dean and Dean. 
The reality of Counselling is that the only post-
graduate degree that is considered worthwhile is a 
Masters Degree. The context of these programs in 
public universities in BC is that they lose money due 
to the structure of the program required for 
professional registration. They are also tremendously 
challenging to run based on need for practicum 
placements and supervision. As a program that 
currently just working to achieve consistency in 
terms of our Faculty members, it was determined 
that we are not in a place to offer any additional 
programs at this time. 

Our new hire has extensive experience in the public 
school system.Thus, we will be exploring the 
possibility of post-bacclaureate credits for the BC 
Teachers Qualification Service (TQS) “Categories 
Upgrade” (often referred to as the +15). Credits 
approved by the TQS result in a category upgrade 
(i.e., pay raise) by the BCTF. They are sought out as 
both professional development and upgrades by BC 
teachers looking to improve skills and knowledge in 
particular areas. Undergraduate counselling courses 
equivalent to our courses at other universities are 
already accepted for this purpose at the TQS. We will 
be working with our new hire to explore various 
proposals we can put forth for the TQS given her 
extensive experience in the BC School system and 
administration. It may be we submit individual 
courses or develop particular credential depending 
on market demand. 
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Depending on the decision reached, follow the necessary steps for 
Program Development

CNPS Faculty Sept. 2021 TBA
To be revisited in Summer 2022

Depending on decision reached, target marketing towards more mature 
demographic (postgraduate students; mid-life career change). CNPS Faculty Sept. 2022 TBA To be revisited in Summer 2022
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Date Self-Study Report approved by SSCPR: June 20, 2018 

Date of External Review Site Visit : July 23, 2018 

Date Quality Assurance Plan approved by SSCPR: March 18, 2020 

Date Annual Follow-Up Report submitted: September 29, 2021 

First Progress Report  
MONTH/YEAR WHEN THE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN BEGAN: March 2020 

STRATEGY 1: Develop a method of regular data tracking to inform program quality and outcome initiatives 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS:  
GOAL 1: Update program and course learning outcomes and review all courses in the Business Management Diploma.  
GOAL 2: Establish a consistent and impactful connection with industry stakeholders.  
GOAL 3: Solidify and support a system of continuous improvement in all Programs and course offerings to align with Vision 2023 goal D1. 
 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by 

Start on 
 (M/YY) 

Complete  
By (M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Identify data that needs to be collected and monitored on a regular basis Dept Data Rep 8/2020 9/2020 Complete.  
a.   Collect, monitor and report data on declarations and graduation rates 
3x a year 

OPA/Dean’s 
Office 

12/2020 5/2025 Trialed in Spring 2021. Continuous collection beginning Fall 2021.  

b.   Determine where growth is coming from (internal and external), what 
should it be/what 

OPA/Dean’s 
Office 

9/2020 5/2021 Complete.  

c. Report out on business education framework data Dept 12/2020 12/2021 Complete.  
d.   Collect, track student success rates for jobs, where they are going OPA/Alumni 

Affairs 
12/2020 5/2025 Completed for 2021. We will use the Key Performance Indicators 

for Chairs launched Fall 2021 for ongoing data tracking. 
e.   Track data on bottlenecks to graduation re: scheduling (e.g. BUSI 2490) Dean’s Office 12/2020 5/2025 Complete. Added additional 2490s to address this in ACY 

2020/2021. Will continue to monitor ongoing. 
f. Determine other required data that will need to be monitored and 
reported. 

Dept 9/2020 9/2020 Complete. 
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Create a department representative for data tracking (data to be supplied by 
Dean’s Office) 

Dept 05/2020 05/2020 Complete.   

Once identified, data should be reported out as a dashboard each semester as 
applicable 

Dean’s Office 05/2020 5/2025 In progress and ongoing. 

Data to be reviewed at department meetings 3x a year and posted on Moodle Dept Data Rep 12/2020 5/2021 In progress and ongoing.  
Action plans crafted 1x a year (or more, as required) with follow up on use of 
data and success of action plans 

Entire Dept 05/2020 May 2020-
2025 

In progress and ongoing. Data Representative to provide input to 
Chair. Chair will report once a year at a Strategic Planning meeting 
with the Dean's Office.   

STRATEGY 2: Establish a method for regular feedback from Industry stakeholders 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS:  
GOAL 1: Update program and course learning outcomes and review all courses in the Business Management Diploma.  
GOAL 2: Establish a consistent and impactful connection with industry stakeholders.  
GOAL 3: Solidify and support a system of continuous improvement in all Programs and course offerings to align with Vision 2023 goal D1. 
GOAL 7: Fortify a team sharing and mentorship approach 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete 
by  (M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Create a Certified Institute of Management ‘CIM’ representative position within 
the dept 

Dept 03/2020 03/2020 Completed. 

Draft job description for CIM rep Dept, Chair 
and CIM Rep 

03/2020 03/2020 Completed.  

CIM rep to identify opportunities in the first year and report back to dept as 
discovered 

CIM rep 03/2020 03/2021 In progress. Delayed due to Covid 19. 

Review value of CIM connection CIM rep + 
Dept 

03/2021 03/2021 Not applicable yet, will commence once opportunities have been 
identified.  

Determine if position should continue and make adjustments to job description 
as required or discontinue position 

CIM rep + 
Dept 

03/2021 03/2021 Not applicable yet, will commence once opportunities have been 
identified. 

Creation of a Program Advisory Committee Dept 03/2020 03/2021 Completed.  
Appoint a faculty lead (possibly two co-leads) for a two-year term Dept 02/2020 03/2021 Completed.  
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Review the KPU Program Advisory Committee Policy PAC rep + 
Dept Chair 

03/2020 03/2021 Completed. 

Develop a terms of intent/reference document PAC rep 03/2020 05/2020 Completed. 
Consult with other departments for input on key success factors for PACs PAC rep 03/2020 04/2020 Completed. 
Review sample member lists and terms of reference from other departments PAC rep 03/2020 03/2020 Completed.  
Create a list of proposed committee members consisting of Industry 
Professionals, Alumni, and current students. Determine appropriate ratio of 
these members. 

Dept with PAC 
rep 

 
06/2020 

 
09/2020 

Completed. Initial committee members limited to industry 
professionals, looking to expand in 2022. 

Circulate the proposed list to faculty for input. PAC rep 06/2020 09/2020 Completed.  
Appointed faculty to connect with nominated Advisory Committee members PAC rep + 

faculty 
09/2020 11/2020 Completed. 

Once nominations are accepted, send list of potential Advisory Committee 
members to Admin Support to send out invitations 

PAC rep 09/2020 09/2020 Completed. 

Faculty lead, in conjunction with the department will distribute the Terms of 
Reference document to the Advisory Committee. 

PAC rep 09/2020 09/2020 Completed. 

First Advisory Committee Meeting (Dean’s Office to organize) PAC rep, Dept 
Chair 

11/2020 n/a Completed  in February 2021.  

Bi-annual Advisory Committee Meeting PAC rep, Dept 
Chair 

11/2020 11/2025 Completed (2nd Advisory Committee meeting scheduled for 
November 2021). 
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STRATEGY 3: Hold a working session to develop updated program and course learning outcomes 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS:  
GOAL 1: Update program and course learning outcomes and review all courses in the Business Management Diploma 
GOAL 3: Solidify and support a system of continuous improvement in all Programs and course offerings to align with Vision 2023 goal D1 
GOAL 6: Build internationalization and intercultural fluency in programs and courses 
GOAL 7: Fortify a team sharing and mentorship approach 
 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Book 3 day conference and facilitators Chair & Time 
Release 

(Strategy 
session) and 
Time Release 

(preo 

04/2019 
 

04/2020 
 

2 ½ day sessions held to review vision, values and alignment with 
Vision 2023 (256 departmental service hours).  
 
Program review (PLO and CLO) is supported by KPU internal staff 
over multiple workshop days (estimated 8 half-days with Program 
Revision committee; 8 half-days with Chair and Program Revision 
Lead). 

Using data collected from industry, Outlook 2027, internal stakeholders, 
students and alumni, create draft program outcomes 

Time Release 
(leads) , Dept 

9/2020 
 

11/2020 Completed. 

Based on program outcomes required for future success, review alignment of all 
courses within the BUSI Mgt Diploma program 

Time Release 
(leads), Dept 

05/2020 
 

05/2020 
 

Completed.  

Hold a 2-3 day working session facilitated by someone outside of the dept to 
engage faculty on PLO and CLO review and alignment 

Time Release 
(leads), Dept 

09/2020 
 

10/2020 
 

Adjusted approach: Supported by KPU internal staff  over multiple 
working sessions. PLOs were approved via departmental vote at 
06/2021 department meeting. CLO review and revision currently 
in progress. 

Review of courses to include inclusion, diversity and UDL principles (required by 
curriculum committee as well as goals 6 and 7 and Vision 2025) 

Time Release 
(leads), Dept 

09/2020 
 

12/2020 
 

Program and course level completed. Expected completion by 
12/2021.  

Target review of all courses and or/changes to program by the end of the 3 day 
session for submission to Curriculum Committee 

Time Release 
(leads), Dept 

09/2020 
 

10/2020 
 

Adjusted approach. Program review (PLO and CLO) is supported by 
KPU internal facilitators over multiple working sessions. 

If changes to program recommended, review with PAC and other stakeholders 
prior to submission to curriculum committee 

Dept Chair / 
PAC rep 

11/2020 
 

11/2020 
 

To review with PAC for November 2021 PAC meeting. 
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Develop PLO and CLO tracking and determine how often to review. Time Release 
(leads), Dept 

09/2020 
 

12/2020 
 

In progress  

Submit course and/or program changes to curriculum committee Curr Com Rep 02/2021 
 

02/2021 
 

On track. Submission planned for 01/2022  

Implement course and/or program changes Dept 09/2021 
 

09/2021 
 

On track. Implementation planned for 09/2022 

 
Review success of changes with stakeholders 

Dept Chair, PAC 
rep, CIM rep 

09/2023 
 
 

12/2023 
 
 

On track. Planned post-implementation of changes.  

Adjust as required and submit changes if needed to curriculum committee Dept 01/2024 
 
 

03/2024 
 
 

On track. Planned post-implementation of changes.  

Implement changes  09/2024 
 
 

9/2025 
 
 

On track. Planned post-implementation of changes.  

Review as necessary  9/2020 
 
 

09/2025 
 
 

On track. Planned post-implementation of changes.  

STRATEGY 4: Proactively connect students with resources available in the university to help support student success 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS:  
GOAL 4: Solidify and support a system of continuous improvement in all Programs and course offerings. 
 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Identify all support department services that BUSI faculty and students should 
have a link to 

Dept 
Resource 

Committee 

05/2019 09/2019 Completed. 

Reach out to support departments identified in step 1, gather information on 
services offered. Identify additional support departments to contact 

Dept 
Resource 

Committee 

5/2019 09/2020 Completed. 
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Produce resource document/slide deck for faculty use highlighting available 
support services to students and post to Moodle as applicable 

Dept 
Resource 

Committee 

09/2020 03/2020 Completed 

BUSI department to decide at department meetings which representatives of 
support services should be invited to speak at future department meetings: 
continuous link important to informing new faculty and advising others on new 
developments re: supports 

Dept 9/2020 5/2025 Completed and ongoing.  

Discuss value of strategy above and have regular discussion on how to refine as 
necessary 

Dept 9/2020 5/2025 Completed and ongoing. 

Revise periodically to ensure information is up to date Dept 
Resource 

Committee 

9/2020 5/2025 Review planned for Spring 2022.  

 

 

STRATEGY 5: Develop internationalization and intercultural literacy with faculty 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS:  
GOAL 7: Fortify a team sharing and mentorship approach 
 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Target certain % of faculty in department to train/take the intercultural 
workshop. 
Of 35 FTE (48 Faculty), by the end of 2019, 20% (12 people) of BUSI FTE to 
complete the ICT workshop. Min 2 people per teaching team so that they can 
inform the course revision process. If ICT is replaced with something else, that 
will be the replacement for these targets. 

 
 

Dept. Chair 
/Faculty 
Member 

 
 
 

01/2020 

   12/2019 
 
 

05/2020 

Completed. All teaching teams covered off other than BUSI 2490 
(only two people on the teaching team) 

Of 35 FTE (48 Faculty), by the end of 2020, 50% (24 people) of BUSI FTE to 
complete the ICT workshop. 

Dept. Chair / 
Faculty 

Member 

 
01/2019 

 
12/2020 

Completed.  
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Of 35 FTE (48 Faculty), by the end of 2021, 75% of BUSI FTE to complete the ICT 
workshop. 

Dept. Chair / 
Faculty 

Member 

 
01/2019 

 
12/2021 

In progress.  

Offer PD sessions 2x a year at BUSI meetings on intercultural topics. Target 15 
people per session for a total of 30 person hours of training per year 
Promote ICT advanced workshops as they are scheduled 

 
Dept/ Chair 

 
09/2020 

 
5/2025 

Completed and ongoing.  

Identify and promote external PD opportunities via the PD rep on intercultural 
teaching and training opportunities 

PD Rep 09/2020 5/2025 Completed and ongoing. 

Hold training sessions in BUSI meetings to discuss how to incorporate Inclusion 
and diversity principles in curriculum development 

 
Dept. Chair 

 
01/2020 

 
12/2020 

Completed and ongoing.  

Continue to promote BUSI 1101 and CMNS 1101 as opportunities for our 
international students to build foundational skills for success in the Canadian 
Business education environment 

Dept. 
Chair/Faculty 

Member 

 
01/2020 

 
12/2020 

These classes have not been well attended as it is outside of the 
program. Proposing other ways to build this into our program. 

Ensure that internationalization and intercultural learning opportunities are 
standing items on BUSI meeting agendas 

Dept. Chair 6x a year 5/2025 Completed and ongoing.  

Review progress and develop action plans as required Dept 09/2020 5/2025 Completed and ongoing.  

 

STRATEGY 6: Help build an authentic approach to indigenization 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS:  
GOAL 6: Build internationalization and intercultural fluency in programs and courses 
 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Faculty Education: Targets to complete UBC MOOC (or equivalent) on 
decolonization 10% FTE by 2019, 20% by 2020, 30% by 2021, 50% by 2022 and 
75% by 2023. 

Dept Chair  12/2023 On-track, need to reengage (lost focus due to Covid). 

Identify stakeholders and information sources that can assist BUSI with 
understanding indigenization topics related to BUSI course topics and 
decolonization. 

Dept 
nominated rep 

1/2020 05/2020 Completed,  need to reengage (lost focus due to Covid). 
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Identify other departments at KPU that have implemented strategies towards 
indigenization and decolonization. 

Dept 
nominated rep 

01/2020 09/2020 Delayed. 

Meet with the stakeholders and attain information sources identified in steps 
above, and collect information. 

Dept 
nominated rep, 

Dept Chair 

06/2020 09/2020 Delayed. 

Strike a committee to ensure policy rollout 2023 is addressed Dept 
nominated 
committee 

09/2020 09/2020 Not applicable yet (pending information collection from above) 

Summarize the information collected and present findings to BUSI Department. 
Propose course and program alterations as /if required. Revise faculty education 
plan to reflect new information. 

Dept 
nominated 

committee+ 
rep 

11/2020 01/2021 Not applicable yet (pending information collection from above) 

Review of courses related to indigenization every two years. Dept Rep 02/2023 02/2025 Not applicable yet and ongoing 
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STRATEGY 7: Develop a course teaching team and mentorship plan for each course offered 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS:  
GOAL 7: Fortify a team sharing and mentorship approach 
 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy Led  
by 

Start on   
 (M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Initial Meeting with QA Goal 5 team Ron Shay 03/04/19 Completed Completed. Agreed to terms of reference and suggested draft 
role expectations 

Draft role expectations to be ratified by QA Goal 5 team Ron Shay 08/04/2019 Completed Completed. Circulated to team 08/04/19; agreement reached 
15/04/19 

Call for mentor volunteers Ron Shay 19/04/19 Completed Completed. 
Meeting with all mentors Ron Shay 05/19 Completed Completed. 
Meetings called by mentors and course teaching teams Mentors 

(coordinators) 
Completed Ongoing Completed. 

Develop feedback loop and review at 1 year implementation Program Chair 9/2020 09/2025 Review in October 2021 planned 
Make adjustments as necessary end of year one Mentors 09/2020 12/2020 On target.  
Implement adjustments Mentors 01/2021 01/2022 On target. 
Review success and make action plans as required Mentors and 

Dept 
01/2022 2025 Completed and ongoing.  
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PROGRAM UNDER REVIEW:  Business Management 

Instructions for Reviewers 
Your assessment should ensure that progress on the Goals and Planned Actions is clearly articulated. If no progress has 
occurred on a Goal and/or Planned Action, please ensure that a clear rationale has been provided. 
 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT:  
Please provide a brief assessment of the Annual Follow-Up Report under review and an overall 
recommendation. 
 
Reviewer #1: Thank you to the Business Management team for their hard work and dedication completing the 
reports. The Annual Follow-Up Report demonstrates progress has been made with many items completed 
over the past year. The main area of the written Report that needs more qualification and/or specificity is 
Strategy 6 on Indigenization.  
 
Reviewer #2: Great report – It’s so wonderful to see so many tasks completed despite the difficulty of the past 
18 months. Thank you for your proactive effort and pushing through on these changes. Most of my 
suggestions are quite minor but I do feel strongly that it’s important to have a bit more updated 
info/timelines on the strategy 5 and 6 items I mentioned below as those strategies are so important.  
 

The Report (click on the box that corresponds to your recommendation):  
 

☐          Recommend for approval by the SSCPR as is 

☒          Reviewer #1 & #2: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR pending suggested actions (see below) 

☐          Recommend for rejection by the SSCPR 
 

 
MAJOR ISSUES AND SUGGESTED ACTIONS:  
Complete this section ONLY if you have identified the following major issues with the Annual Follow-Up: 

a) Progress to date is unclear. 
b) No clear rationale has been provided for why no progress has occurred. 

Issue (page #) Suggested Action 

Use of “ongoing” in last column on progress to date is 
discouraged. (Check pgs. 2, 7,) 

Qualify, be specific in the last column. (Steps in first 
column sometimes contain this info.) 

Strategy 1, page 2:  

Once identified, data should be reported out as a 
dashboard each semester as applicable 

The outcome is listed as “In progress and ongoing” – 
I’m wondering if the dashboard has been built? How 
much progress has been made? 

Data to be reviewed at department meetings 3x a 
year and posted on Moodle 

The outcome is listed as “In progress and ongoing.” 
Does that mean data have actually been reviewed at 
meetings yet? It would be nice to hear whether the 
data have been reviewed in the spring, summer, fall 
semesters so far, etc. 

p. 2 Strategy 2, 3rd step “CIM rep to identify…” – last 
column shows in progress, yet delayed. 

Qualify. What is in progress? What was delayed? 
Hiring sbdy? Add specific action/timeline to get back 
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on track.  

p. 3  “n/a” -avoid.  Change “n/a” to Feb. 2021?? Or put date through to 
next PR, and in last column, qualify and write first 
meeting happened Feb 2021. 

Strategy 4, page 6: BUSI department to decide at 
department meetings which representatives of 
support services should be invited to speak at future 
department meetings: continuous link important to 
informing new faculty and advising others on new 
developments re: supports 

If it’s not too much work to pull this together, it 
would be interesting to know which support services 
have spoken at the meetings to date.  

Strategy 5, page 6: Target certain % of faculty in 
department to train/take the intercultural 
workshop. Of 35 FTE (48 Faculty), by the end of 
2019, 20% (12 people) of BUSI FTE to complete the 
ICT workshop. Min 2 people per teaching team so 
that they can inform the course revision process. If 
ICT is replaced with something else, that will be the 
replacement for these targets. 

The status is listed as: “Completed. All teaching 
teams covered off other than BUSI 2490 (only two 
people on the teaching team).” Did the two people 
on the BUSI 2490 teaching team take the workshop in 
any of the following years? Or do those people 
overlap teach other courses too and picked up the 
workshop in relation to other courses? I just would 
like more detail to make sure this course did not get 
left out. Thanks!  

P . 7 Strategy 6 on Indigenization: “on-track” or 
“completed” but “need to reengage” and “lost focus 
due to COVID”  
 
p. 8 “delayed”  

Can it be both?  
Add specific actions/timeline to help get back on 
track.  
 
Add specific actions/timeline to help get back on 
track.  

Strategy 6 For the items marked as “Delayed,” can you provide 
an update on anticipated revised timeline? 

 
MINOR EDITS (Spelling, syntax, word choice and other mechanical issues). 
Please list corresponding page numbers. Minor edits are NOT discussed at the SSCPR meeting. Add or remove 
rows as needed. 

Minor Edits (page #) 

Page 1, step b: it looks like some words are missing – “what should it be/what” Is something supposed to 
come after the /what? 

Page 7 and 8: I think all instances of “indigenization” should be “Indigenization” – see page 3, Microsoft Word 
- Style Sheet for Indigenization Guides_final.docx (bccampus.ca) 

 

http://solr.bccampus.ca:8001/bcc/file/c0a932f4-8d79-4d3d-a5d4-3f8c128c0236/1/Style%20Sheet%20for%20Indigenization%20Guides_final.pdf
http://solr.bccampus.ca:8001/bcc/file/c0a932f4-8d79-4d3d-a5d4-3f8c128c0236/1/Style%20Sheet%20for%20Indigenization%20Guides_final.pdf
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Date Self-Study Report approved by SSCPR: June 20, 2018 

Date of External Review Site Visit: July 23, 2018 

Date Quality Assurance Plan approved by SSCPR: March 18, 2020 

Date Annual Follow-Up Report submitted: September 29, 2021 

 
First Progress Report 
MONTH/YEAR WHEN THE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN BEGAN: March 2020 

STRATEGY 1: Develop a method of regular data tracking to inform program quality and outcome initiatives 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: 

GOAL 1: Update program and course learning outcomes and review all courses in the Business Management Diploma. 
GOAL 2: Establish a consistent and impactful connection with industry stakeholders. 
GOAL 3: Solidify and support a system of continuous improvement in all Programs and course offerings to align with Vision 2023 goal D1. 

 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led 
by 

Start on 
(M/YY) 

Complete 
By (M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Identify data that needs to be collected and monitored on a regular basis Dept Data Rep 8/2020 9/2020 Complete. 

a. Collect, monitor and report data on declarations and graduation rates 
3x a year 

OPA/Dean’s 
Office 

12/2020 5/2025 Trialed in Spring 2021. Continuous collection beginning Fall 2021. 

b. Determine where growth is coming from (internal and external), what 
should it be/what is it 

OPA/Dean’s 
Office 

9/2020 5/2021 Complete. 

c. Report out on business education framework data Dept 12/2020 12/2021 Complete. 

d. Collect, track student success rates for jobs, where they are going OPA/Alumni 
Affairs 

12/2020 5/2025 Completed for 2021. We will use the Key Performance Indicators 
for Chairs launched Fall 2021 for ongoing data tracking. 

e. Track data on bottlenecks to graduation re: scheduling (e.g. BUSI 2490) Dean’s Office 12/2020 5/2025 Complete. Added additional 2490s to address this in ACY 
2020/2021. Will continue to monitor ongoing. 

f. Determine other required data that will need to be monitored and 
reported. 

Dept 9/2020 9/2020 Complete. 
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Create a department representative for data tracking (data to be supplied by 
Dean’s Office) 

Dept 05/2020 05/2020 Complete. 

Once identified, data should be reported out as a dashboard each semester as 
applicable 

Dean’s Office 05/2020 5/2025 Reviewed in Spring and Summer 2021. This will continue 3x a year as 
noted to next review.   

Data to be reviewed at department meetings 3x a year and posted on Moodle Dept Data Rep 12/2020 5/2021 Reviewed in Spring and Summer 2021. This will continue 3x a year as 
noted to next review.   

Action plans crafted 1x a year (or more, as required) with follow up on use of 
data and success of action plans 

Entire Dept 05/2020 May 2020- 
2025 

In progress and ongoing. Data Representative to provide input to 
Chair. Chair will report once a year at a Strategic Planning meeting 
with the Dean's Office. Reviewed in Spring and Summer 2021. This 
will continue 3x a year as noted to next review.   

 

STRATEGY 2: Establish a method for regular feedback from Industry stakeholders 
 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: 

GOAL 1: Update program and course learning outcomes and review all courses in the Business Management Diploma. 
GOAL 2: Establish a consistent and impactful connection with industry stakeholders. 
GOAL 3: Solidify and support a system of continuous improvement in all Programs and course offerings to align with Vision 2023 goal D1. 
GOAL 7: Fortify a team sharing and mentorship approach 

 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led 
by 

Start on 
(M/YY) 

Complete 
by (M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Create a Certified Institute of Management ‘CIM’ representative position within 
the dept 

Dept 03/2020 03/2020 Completed. 

Draft job description for CIM rep Dept, Chair 
and CIM Rep 

03/2020 03/2020 Completed. 

CIM rep to identify opportunities in the first year and report back to dept as 
discovered 

CIM rep 03/2020 03/2021 Primary opportunity is CIM designation for diploma graduates. CIM 
rep has created a communicator to send to students. Next step to 
determine how best to disseminate (will complete within the next 
4 weeks). Will monitor for to see if value over next year. 

Review value of CIM connection CIM rep + 
Dept 

03/2021 03/2021 Not applicable yet, will commence once opportunities have been 
identified. 
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Determine if position should continue and make adjustments to job description 
as required or discontinue position 

CIM rep + 
Dept 

03/2021 03/2021 Not applicable yet, will commence once opportunities have been 
identified. 

Creation of a Program Advisory Committee Dept 03/2020 03/2021 Completed. 

Appoint a faculty lead (possibly two co-leads) for a two-year term Dept 02/2020 03/2021 Completed. 

Review the KPU Program Advisory Committee Policy PAC rep + 
Dept Chair 

03/2020 03/2021 Completed. 

Develop a terms of intent/reference document PAC rep 03/2020 05/2020 Completed. 

Consult with other departments for input on key success factors for PACs PAC rep 03/2020 04/2020 Completed. 

Review sample member lists and terms of reference from other departments PAC rep 03/2020 03/2020 Completed. 

Create a list of proposed committee members consisting of Industry 
Professionals, Alumni, and current students. Determine appropriate ratio of 
these members. 

Dept with PAC 
rep 

 
06/2020 

 
09/2020 

Completed. Initial committee members limited to industry 
professionals, looking to expand in 2022. 

Circulate the proposed list to faculty for input. PAC rep 06/2020 09/2020 Completed. 

Appointed faculty to connect with nominated Advisory Committee members PAC rep + 
faculty 

09/2020 11/2020 Completed. 

Once nominations are accepted, send list of potential Advisory Committee 
members to Admin Support to send out invitations 

PAC rep 09/2020 09/2020 Completed. 

Faculty lead, in conjunction with the department will distribute the Terms of 
Reference document to the Advisory Committee. 

PAC rep 09/2020 09/2020 Completed. 

First Advisory Committee Meeting (Dean’s Office to organize) PAC rep, Dept 
Chair 

11/2020 02/2021   Completed in February 2021. 

Bi-annual Advisory Committee Meeting PAC rep, Dept 
Chair 

11/2020 11/2025 Completed (2nd Advisory Committee meeting scheduled for 
November 2021). 
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STRATEGY 3: Hold a working session to develop updated program and course learning outcomes 
 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: 

GOAL 1: Update program and course learning outcomes and review all courses in the Business Management Diploma 
GOAL 3: Solidify and support a system of continuous improvement in all Programs and course offerings to align with Vision 2023 goal D1 
GOAL 6: Build internationalization and intercultural fluency in programs and courses 
GOAL 7: Fortify a team sharing and mentorship approach 

 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led 
by 

Start on 
(M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Book 3 day conference and facilitators Chair & Time 
Release 

(Strategy 
session) and 
Time Release 

(preo 

04/2019 04/2020 2 ½ day sessions held to review vision, values and alignment with 
Vision 2023 (256 departmental service hours). 

 
Program review (PLO and CLO) is supported by KPU internal staff 
over multiple workshop days (estimated 8 half-days with Program 
Revision committee; 8 half-days with Chair and Program Revision 
Lead). 

Using data collected from industry, Outlook 2027, internal stakeholders, 
students and alumni, create draft program outcomes 

Time Release 
(leads) , Dept 

9/2020 11/2020 Completed. 

Based on program outcomes required for future success, review alignment of all 
courses within the BUSI Mgt Diploma program 

Time Release 
(leads), Dept 

05/2020 05/2020 Completed. 

Hold a 2-3 day working session facilitated by someone outside of the dept to 
engage faculty on PLO and CLO review and alignment 

Time Release 
(leads), Dept 

09/2020 10/2020 Adjusted approach: Supported by KPU internal staff over multiple 
working sessions. PLOs were approved via departmental vote at 
06/2021 department meeting. CLO review and revision currently 
in progress. 

Review of courses to include inclusion, diversity and UDL principles (required by 
curriculum committee as well as goals 6 and 7 and Vision 2025) 

Time Release 
(leads), Dept 

09/2020 12/2020 Program and course level completed. Expected completion by 
12/2021. 

Target review of all courses and or/changes to program by the end of the 3 day 
session for submission to Curriculum Committee 

Time Release 
(leads), Dept 

09/2020 10/2020 Adjusted approach. Program review (PLO and CLO) is supported by 
KPU internal facilitators over multiple working sessions. 

If changes to program recommended, review with PAC and other stakeholders 
prior to submission to curriculum committee 

Dept Chair / 
PAC rep 

11/2020 11/2020 To review with PAC for November 2021 PAC meeting. 
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Develop PLO and CLO tracking and determine how often to review. Time Release 

(leads), Dept 
09/2020 12/2020 In progress 

Submit course and/or program changes to curriculum committee Curr Com Rep 02/2021 02/2021 On track. Submission planned for 01/2022 

Implement course and/or program changes Dept 09/2021 09/2021 On track. Implementation planned for 09/2022 

 
Review success of changes with stakeholders 

Dept Chair, PAC 
rep, CIM rep 

09/2023 12/2023 On track. Planned post-implementation of changes. 

Adjust as required and submit changes if needed to curriculum committee Dept 01/2024 03/2024 On track. Planned post-implementation of changes. 

Implement changes  09/2024 9/2025 On track. Planned post-implementation of changes. 

Review as necessary  9/2020 09/2025 On track. Planned post-implementation of changes. 

 

STRATEGY 4: Proactively connect students with resources available in the university to help support student success 
 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: 
GOAL 4: Solidify and support a system of continuous improvement in all Programs and course offerings. 

 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led 
by 

Start on 
(M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Identify all support department services that BUSI faculty and students should 
have a link to 

Dept 
Resource 

Committee 

05/2019 09/2019 Completed. 

Reach out to support departments identified in step 1, gather information on 
services offered. Identify additional support departments to contact 

Dept 
Resource 

Committee 

5/2019 09/2020 Completed. 
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Produce resource document/slide deck for faculty use highlighting available 
support services to students and post to Moodle as applicable 

Dept 
Resource 

Committee 

09/2020 03/2020 Completed 

BUSI department to decide at department meetings which representatives of 
support services should be invited to speak at future department meetings: 
continuous link important to informing new faculty and advising others on new 
developments re: supports 

Dept 9/2020 5/2025 Completed. Chair will continue to monitor awareness and invite 
support services as needed. Chair also reviews support services with 
new hires. Included: The learning center, teaching and learning on 
topics such as UDL, Moodle basics, Moodle advanced, assessments 
(online and otherwise), constructive alignment, international student 
services, early alert.  

Discuss value of strategy above and have regular discussion on how to refine as 
necessary 

Dept 9/2020 5/2025 Completed. Next review will be 2022.  

Revise periodically to ensure information is up to date Dept 
Resource 

Committee 

9/2020 5/2025 Review planned for Spring 2022. 

 

STRATEGY 5: Develop internationalization and intercultural literacy with faculty 
 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: 
GOAL 7: Fortify a team sharing and mentorship approach 

 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led 
by 

Start on 
(M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Target certain % of faculty in department to train/take the intercultural 
workshop. 
Of 35 FTE (48 Faculty), by the end of 2019, 20% (12 people) of BUSI FTE to 
complete the ICT workshop. Min 2 people per teaching team so that they can 
inform the course revision process. If ICT is replaced with something else, that 
will be the replacement for these targets. 

 

Dept. Chair 
/Faculty 
Member 

 
 

01/2020 

12/2019 

 

05/2020 

Completed. All teaching teams covered off other than BUSI 2490 
(only two people on the teaching team). Total departmental % 
goals met. Only 1 of two faculty teaching 2490 have taken this 
course.  

Of 35 FTE (48 Faculty), by the end of 2020, 50% (24 people) of BUSI FTE to 
complete the ICT workshop. 

Dept. Chair / 
Faculty 

Member 

 
01/2019 

 
12/2020 

Completed. 
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Of 35 FTE (48 Faculty), by the end of 2021, 75% of BUSI FTE to complete the ICT 
workshop. 

Dept. Chair / 
Faculty 

Member 

 
01/2019 

 
12/2021 

In progress. 

Offer PD sessions 2x a year at BUSI meetings on intercultural topics. Target 15 
people per session for a total of 30 person hours of training per year 
Promote ICT advanced workshops as they are scheduled 

 

Dept/ Chair 
 

09/2020 
 

5/2025 
Completed and ongoing. 

Identify and promote external PD opportunities via the PD rep on intercultural 
teaching and training opportunities 

PD Rep 09/2020 5/2025 Completed and ongoing. 

Hold training sessions in BUSI meetings to discuss how to incorporate Inclusion 
and diversity principles in curriculum development 

 
Dept. Chair 

 
01/2020 

 
12/2020 

Completed and ongoing. 

Continue to promote BUSI 1101 and CMNS 1101 as opportunities for our 
international students to build foundational skills for success in the Canadian 
Business education environment 

Dept. 
Chair/Faculty 

Member 

 
01/2020 

 
12/2020 

These classes have not been well attended as it is outside of the 
program. Proposing other ways to build this into our program. 

Ensure that internationalization and intercultural learning opportunities are 
standing items on BUSI meeting agendas 

Dept. Chair 6x a year 5/2025 Completed and ongoing. 

Review progress and develop action plans as required Dept 09/2020 5/2025 Completed and ongoing. 
 

STRATEGY 6: Help build an authentic approach to Indigenization 
 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: 
GOAL 6: Build internationalization and intercultural fluency in programs and courses 

 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led 
by 

Start on 
(M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Faculty Education: Targets to complete UBC MOOC (or equivalent) on 
decolonization 10% FTE by 2019, 20% by 2020, 30% by 2021, 50% by 2022 and 
75% by 2023. 

Dept Chair  12/2023 On-track, need to reengage (lost focus due to Covid).To clarify we 
are meeting the overall target for this action item but we must 
reengage on promoting the importance of this. This is a Chair role 
as well as identifying allies in the department who can also 
promote this. Jennifer Anaquod from T&L will be holding a 1.5 
hour session with our department November 2021 as a starting 
point to reengagement. 
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Identify stakeholders and information sources that can assist BUSI with 
understanding Indigenization topics related to BUSI course topics and 
decolonization. 

Dept 
nominated rep 

1/2020 05/2020 Completed, need to reengage (lost focus due to Covid). 
To clarify, identification was completed but next steps absent. 
For instance, more thought is required about meeting with 
stakeholders as we want to make sure it is done appropriately 
and in conjunction with the Dean’s office.  

Identify other departments at KPU that have implemented strategies 
towards Indigenization and decolonization. 

Dept 
nominated rep 

01/2020 09/2020 Delayed. Meeting with PRLN Chair October 2021 to discuss their 
approach. Met with Jennifer Anaquod (T&L) to discuss this. 
October-December 2021 we will find and incorporate strategies 
towards this (in CLOs and also functioning at a departmental 
level) 

Meet with the stakeholders and attain information sources identified 
in steps above, and collect information. 

Dept 
nominated 
rep, 

Dept 
Chair 

06/2020 09/2020 Delayed. See above for next steps. 

Strike a committee to ensure policy rollout 2023 is addressed Dept 
nominated 
committee 

09/2020 09/2020 Not applicable yet (pending information collection from above) 

Summarize the information collected and present findings to BUSI 
Department. Propose course and program alterations as /if required. 
Revise faculty education plan to reflect new information. 

Dept 
nominated 
committee+ 

rep 

11/2020 01/2021 Not applicable yet (pending information collection from above) 

Review of courses related to Indigenization every two years. Dept Rep 02/2023 02/2025 Not applicable yet and ongoing 
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STRATEGY 7: Develop a course teaching team and mentorship plan for each course offered 
 

GOAL(S) FROM THE QA PLAN THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: 
GOAL 7: Fortify a team sharing and mentorship approach 

 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
Led 
by 

Start on 
(M/YY) 

Complete by 
(M/YY) 

 
Progress to Date/Reasons for Lack of Progress 

Initial Meeting with QA Goal 5 team Ron Shay 03/04/19 Completed Completed. Agreed to terms of reference and suggested draft 
role expectations 

Draft role expectations to be ratified by QA Goal 5 team Ron Shay 08/04/2019 Completed Completed. Circulated to team 08/04/19; agreement reached 
15/04/19 

Call for mentor volunteers Ron Shay 19/04/19 Completed Completed. 

Meeting with all mentors Ron Shay 05/19 Completed Completed. 

Meetings called by mentors and course teaching teams Mentors 
(coordinators) 

Completed Ongoing Completed. 

Develop feedback loop and review at 1 year implementation Program Chair 9/2020 09/2025 Review in October 2021 planned 

Make adjustments as necessary end of year one Mentors 09/2020 12/2020 On target. 

Implement adjustments Mentors 01/2021 01/2022 On target. 

Review success and make action plans as required Mentors and 
Dept 

01/2022 2025 Completed and ongoing. 
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Date submitted to SSCPR: September 29, 2021 
 
Date Self-Study Report approved by SSCPR: November 25, 2020  
 

Date of External Review: March 1 & 2, 2021 

 

SUMMARY 
Summarize what the program has determined - through evidence - about program quality (e.g. strengths, challenges, opportunities for improvement, potential threats, etc.)  

Background: The Computer Science and Information Technology (CSIT) department offers three academic programs: a Certificate in Computer Information Systems (1 year, 30 credits), a Diploma in 
Computer Information Systems (2 years, 60 credits) and a Bachelor’s Degree in Information Technology (4 years, 120 credits).  The CSIT department has enjoyed significant enrollment growth over the 
last 4 years, particularly with international students.   This growth has been challenging to respond to and we have had to add faculty quickly and focus on execution rather than strategic planning.  Our 
two-year Diploma program has seen the most growth and continues to significantly outpace the certificate and degree programs and is worthy of continued focus and investment. 
 
We have sought and received feedback on our program from our Program Advisory Committee (PAC), students, alumni, faculty, and discipline/sector experts.  We have received some very positive 
feedback on the program structure, content, and delivery.  Our PAC membership has been refreshed and we have many industry experts that want to see us evolve, improve our competitiveness, and 
become a top educator for the IT industry.  At the same time, we see our graduates completing degrees but wanting more than what they received.  Even existing students and faculty recognize that 
there is room for improvement and with their feedback, they are challenging us as a department to listen and respond. 
 
Strengths: (What do we excel at and what separates from competition?) 

• The CSIT programs are in high demand with a > 90% fill rate for classes [SSR] 

• Program has a strong emphasis on teamwork and group projects [SSR] 

• Class sizes are small allowing faculty to be more accessible [SSR] 

• Course content is relevant to current industry needs and designed to focus on the fundamentals and provide hands-on practical experience [SSR, ERR] 

• Course contents are aligned to industry-recognized certification where possible (e.g., Cisco, CompTIA A+) [SSR] 

• Majority of program courses can be transferred to other BC post-secondary institutions [SSR] 

• Co-op option provides students with relevant industry work experience which strengthens their resume’s when looking for employment post-graduation [SSR] 

• Dedicated CSIT student labs provide hands-on experience with real computing devices [SSR] 

• There has been a recent expansion and reinvigoration of the Program Advisory Committee (PAC) with relevant IT industry experts [SSR, EER] 
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Weaknesses: (What is stopping the organization from performing at its optimum level? What do we need to improve to remain competitive?) 

• Students need to strengthen their capabilities to collaborate with people/groups in the same and different professions/departments [SSR, EER] 

• Students need to balance a strong technical foundation with good business skills and emotional intelligence [SSR, EER] 

• Students need to improve both their written and oral communication skills [SSR, EER] 

• Students need to strengthen independent learning and develop resourcefulness [SSR, EER] 

• Faculty need be more collaborative, both within the department and in other disciplines/departments [SSR, EER] 

• Course content needs to be regularly reviewed, updated, and refreshed [SSR, EER] 

• New course content needs to be developed to include emerging topics (e.g., multidisciplinary analytics, cloud computing, AI/machine learning) [SSR, EER] 

• Accessibility to courses needs to be improved for students (more sections, more class times) to allow for timely graduation [SSR, ERR] 

• Additional options need to be introduced (e.g., analytics, AI/machine learning, cloud computing) for both the Diploma and Degree programs [SSR, ERR] 

• Improve accessibility to computer labs with physical equipment (servers, desktops, switches), lab technicians and hands-on activities [SSR, ERR] 

• Students require more accessibility to faculty and staff to provide guidance and support [SSR, ERR] 

• Improve accessibility to equipment for computer intensive courses, such as high-performance laptops which can be borrowed from library [SSR, EER] 

• Provide a mechanism/forum for students to provide feedback and ensure that follow-up is provided [SSR, EER] 

Opportunities: (What are the favorable external factors that could give an organization a competitive advantage?) 

• Offer courses on relevant industry topics (e.g., AI/machine learning, data analytics) for working professionals delivered through KPU’s Continuing and Professional Studies (CPS) program [SSR] 

• Enhance the uniqueness and quality of instruction at KPU using project-based learning as a fundamental pedagogy form [SSR, ERR] 

• Integrate CSIT course offerings with other courses within the School of Business (SoB) and other KPU Faculties and creating new credential offerings such as data analytics [SSR] 

• Integrate and assure greater general business skill competencies within the CSIT offerings 
 

Threats: (What are unfavorable external factors that could harm the organization?) 

• Other post-secondary institutions are offering contemporary and progressive IT options – attracting both domestic and international students [SSR] 

• The current program is buttressed by substantial international student demand for technical, computer-science related credentials.  Federal government immigration policies may impact 
international student access to Canadian post-secondary programs and thus subject the program to significant risk [SSR] 

• Industry technology, standards and trends experience fast paced changes and advancements that create challenges in aligning course content and industry expected learning outcomes. 

• Challenges in funding availability for contemporary capital equipment/software to align with industry  
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QUALITY ASSURANCE GOALS 
List the program’s Quality Assurance Goals (broad statements about what the program intends to accomplish to ensure program quality). Identify the Recommendation(s) – drawn from the Self-Study 

Report and External Review Report - each Goal addresses. Provide a brief Rationale for each Goal (see the Quality Assurance Plan Guidelines for instructions). Add or remove rows as necessary. 

GOAL 1: Renewal of the CSIT Two-year Diploma Program 

RATIONALE FOR THIS GOAL:  Evidence from the CSIT self-study report clearly indicates the two-year Diploma is very popular and growing.   The Diploma program has shown over 500% growth over the 
last 5 years, as compared to no growth in the Certificate program and modest growth in the BTech in IT program (approximately 50%).   This observation suggests that the Diploma program is worthy of 
significant investment and renewal, and we have identified two core elements for consideration. 

 
Recommendation(s) this Goal Addresses Report (page number) 

Add options to the diploma program – Unlike other post-secondary institutions, the current CSIT diploma program lacks any options (e.g., data analytics, full-
stack web development, game development).  Additionally, the student/industry survey recommendations and feedback from the PAC recognizes this limitation 
in the program and suggests options in several areas including AI/machine learning, cloud computing, and data science/data analytics.   

SSR – 15, 19, 23, 44, 68-69, 75-77  

ERR – 2, 6 

Strengthen general business education in the diploma program - Feedback from employers of our KPU graduates and the discipline/sector survey indicates KPU 
students and alumni need to strengthen their soft skills, particularly in the areas of oral and written communication, reading, comprehension, student 
resourcefulness, interview preparedness and group collaboration.   Recommendations from the most recent PAC meeting reinforced this need, suggesting that 
strong foundational business/technical skills need to be balanced with emotional intelligence, self-learning, interdisciplinary collaboration, and communication. 

SSR – 18-19, 23, 32, 44, 69, 75, 77  

ERR – 3, 6 
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GOAL 2: Strengthen the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program 

RATIONALE FOR THIS GOAL: Evidence from the CSIT self-study report clearly indicates the four-year BTech in IT program is on the right track but requires some attention and “polish”.   As mentioned 
previously, the BTech in IT program has enjoyed modest growth over the last 5 years (approximately 50% growth).  Additionally, the BTech in IT program has two relevant options in the areas of (1) 
Computer Network Administration and Security and (2) Mobile and Web Application Development.  However, there have not been any significant changes in the degree program in recent years and 
feedback received from the PAC and survey respondents suggests the program requires some attention in four core areas. 

 
Recommendation(s) this Goal Addresses Report (page number) 

Strengthen options through PAC Advisement – As mentioned previously, CSIT’s PAC has significantly updated its membership, with strong participation and 
representation in several relevant disciplines/sectors.  In recent meetings, the PAC has provided valuable suggestions for refreshing our existing four-year program and 
associated options. 

SSR – 15, 19, 23, 44, 70, 75-77 

ERR – 2, 6 

Embed Business Management Skills - Being part of the School of Business provides the CSIT a unique opportunity to collaborate cross functionally and identify 
ways to strengthen and enhance our technical program.   More specifically, we can strengthen our graduate’s skill sets and marketability by identifying 
complementary business management skills that can be introduced as part of our existing BTech in IT program.  This addition will provide the needed technical 
skills as well as the business skills to compete in today’s challenging job market.  

SSR – 18-19, 23, 32, 44, 69, 75, 77 

ERR – 3, 6  

Strengthen BTech in IT Core Technical Skills - The student and alumni surveys identified dissatisfaction in three program core competency areas.  These areas are 
network management, software development, and database management.  Although we provide instruction in these areas, we can improve and strengthen them 
in the BTech in IT degree program.  

SSR – 32, 44, 71 

ERR – 3, 6 

Enhance Experiential Learning - One of the objectives of the CSIT BTech in IT program is to provide experiential learning opportunities for our students so they 

can be productive very quickly when entering the workforce, requiring minimal on-the-job training.  We provide this capability through lab and assignment work 

and through our co-op program.   However, several opportunities regarding experiential learning are identified in the self-study and external review reports that 

will allow us to strengthen the BTech in IT degree program. 

SSR – 46-48, 57, 62-65, 71, 75, 77 

ERR – 3, 5, 6 
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GOAL 3: Collaboration focus through Project-based Learning 

RATIONALE FOR THIS GOAL: The CSIT department recognizes that IT programs require more than the traditional teacher-led lecture-style instruction.  We aspire to incorporate student-centered learning 
approaches through hands-on labs, individual and group-based projects, and experiential learning through solving real-world challenges and problems.  Feedback from students and alumni indicates we 
fall short of our aspirations in four key areas.  Specifically, top areas of dissatisfaction are found in 1) the quality of instruction, b) the ability to accommodate diverse learning styles, c) lack of practical 
hands-on experiential learning opportunities, and d) faculty/student connection.  With this goal, the CSIT department would formally adopt project-based learning pedagogy as a unifying platform within 
its program streams.   Embracing a project-based learning approach will require thoughtful changes and require significant collaboration among KPU faculty, students, and staff. 
 

Recommendation(s) this Goal Addresses Report (page number) 

Improve quality and consistency of instruction - A focused and purposeful adoption of a common pedagogy within the department and among faculty will 
naturally drive improvements in the quality and consistency of instruction.  Faculty will need to be trained in the concepts of project-based learning and those 
who teach the same classes will need to collaborate to ensure all classes are consistent with this common learning approach.   

SSR – 47, 52, 57-59, 72, 75, 77 

ERR – 4, 6  

Accommodate diverse learning styles - Project-based learning is a student-centered approach that shifts the focus of instruction from teaching to learning 
facilitation.  Students become responsible for engaging the learning process and employ learning approaches that work best for them, including the pace of 
learning and how they will assess their understanding of the material. 

SSR – 47, 72, 75, 77 

ERR – 4, 6 

Practical hands-on experiential Learning - Project-based learning is designed to teach students through doing.  Teachers provide the resources and support for 
the students to solve real-world problems, often through individual and group projects.  By thoughtfully and purposefully ensuring our courses and curriculum 
are project-based, we will enhance and improve our student’s practical hands-on learning experience. 

SSR – 47, 57, 62, 64, 72, 75, 77 

ERR – 2, 3, 6 

Faculty/Student connection - Project-based learning facilitates faculty/student connection by recasting the instructor as a coach and guide, assisting students 
with problem solving, knowledge development, and soft skills development as they work collaboratively with their classmates.  

SSR – 49, 57, 59, 72, 73, 75, 77 

ERR – 4, 6 
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GOAL 4: Integration of the CSIT Programs with the Larger School of Business 

RATIONALE FOR THIS GOAL: 

Recommendation(s) this Goal Addresses Report (page number) 

Collaborate cross-functionally within the School of Business to develop new courses and programs - As a department in KPU’s School of Business, CSIT has a 
unique opportunity to collaborate cross functionally and identify ways to strengthen and enhance the technical program.   Additionally, there is an opportunity 
for the CSIT department to marry its technical expertise with other SOB programs and develop new courses and programs.  For example, there is interest within 
the SOB for the CSIT program to collaborate with other programs to develop a suite of data analytic courses that could be part of a certificate credential in data 
analytics.   This suite of data analytic courses could also be available in modified form through Continuing Professional Studies (CPS) and therefore be available to 
business professionals seeking training in this emerging area.   

SSR – 15, 19, 23, 44, 73, 75-77 

ERR – 2, 6 
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RECOMMENDATIONS THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN DOES NOT ADDRESS 
List the Recommendations from the Self-Study and External Review this Plan does not address. Provide a brief rationale for why these Recommendations cannot be addressed. Add or remove rows as 
necessary. 

Recommendations Report (page number) Rationale 

N/A – all major recommendations addressed. 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN 
Describe the Quality Assurance Strategies (specific plans of action) the program must achieve to attain its Goal over the next five year. Detail the steps the program will take to achieve each Strategy. 

Add or remove Strategies and tables as necessary. 

MONTH/YEAR WHEN THE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN BEGINS: September, 2021 
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STRATEGY 1: Add Options to the Diploma Program 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 1: Renewal of the CSIT Two-year Diploma Program 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY) 

Notes 

Consult with faculty, identify IT diploma options offered by other post-secondary institutions Wei Li Sept/21 Dec/21 Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Consult with PAC, identify prioritized list of diploma options recommendations Mayyadah 
Al-Ani 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Present findings at department meeting and identify/approve diploma option recommendation Mayyadah Jan/22 Jan/22 

Draft preliminary diploma option proposal, including curriculum Wei Li Jan/22 May/22 

Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department Mayyadah May/22 June/22 Annual PAC meeting, department meeting 

Create formal proposal Xing Liu June/22 Aug/22 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for new diploma with option 
Xing Liu Aug/22 May/23 

Approval can take 6-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps 

Consult with CDS regarding internships/work placement arrangements Wei Li Sept/22 Dec/22 

Consult with SoB Dean’s office regarding Sept/23 option launch Xing Liu Sept/22 Dec/22 

Launch new diploma option – approvals, marketing/ scheduling, etc. Xing Liu Jan/23 Sept/23 Approved through Senate by March 2023 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time, upgraded HW/SW for option, PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Institutional approval of new diplomas with options, CDS advisement regarding provision of 
internships and work placement arrangements, financial resources for expanded computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW).  Sub-committee: 
Mayyadah Al-Ani, Wei Li, Xing Liu 
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STRATEGY 2: Strengthen BTech IT Program 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 2: Strengthen and refresh the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY) 

Notes 

Consult with faculty, identify recommended changes to existing BTech options (e.g., curricular 
adjustments, strengthening core technical skills) 

Wei Li Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Consult with PAC, identify recommended changes to existing BTech options Mayyadah 
Al-Ani 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Present findings at Department meeting and identify/approve strengthening actions Mayyadah Jan/22 Jan/22 

Draft preliminary BTech Degree proposal Wei Li Jan/22 May/22 

Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department Mayyadah May/22 June/22 Annual PAC meeting, department meeting 

Create formal proposal Xing Liu June/22 Aug/22 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for any curricular/program adjustments, budget approval 
Xing Liu Aug/22 May/23 

Approval can take 6-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps 

Consult with CDS regarding internships/work placement arrangements Wei Li Aug/22 Sept/22 

Launch – 12-month implementation starting with “quick hits” 
*quick hits = easily attainable changes that have big impact without major curricular adjustments not
needing approvals 

Xing Liu Sept/22 Sept/23 
“Quick hits” may be achieved without 
institutional approval and can begin before 
approval of other changes 

Annual Review Sept/23 to Sept/26 - Follow-up, review, adjustments Chair Sept/23 Sept/26 Annual review 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
upgraded HW/SW for options, PAC advisement  

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Institutional approval of curricular/program adjustments, CDS advisement regarding provision 
of internships and work placement arrangements, financial resources for expanded computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW).  Sub-committee: 
Mayyadah Al-Ani, Wei Li, Xing Liu 
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STRATEGY 3: Adjust all credential offerings to assure greater program graduate business skill competencies 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 1: Renewal of the CSIT Two-year Diploma Program, GOAL 2: Strengthen the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY) 

Notes 

Consult with SoB faculty program leaders and CDS staff, identify critical business education soft skills 
required (e.g., oral/written communication, reading, comprehension, student resourcefulness, group 
collaboration, self-learning, collaboration, etc.) 

Warren 
Edwards 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting, shared 
committees 

Consult with PAC, identify critical business education soft skills required Bojiang Ma Sept/21 Dec/21 Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Review effectiveness of current roster of arts, business, and INFO courses within diploma and BTech 
programs at contributing to soft skills development, review timing/assessment/reinforcement of soft 
skills through the duration of the programs 

Bojiang Ma Jan/22 May/22 
Online-survey, series of working sessions 

Draft preliminary proposal for curricular development/adjustment Warren Jan/22 May/22 

Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department Bojiang Ma May/22 June/22 Annual PAC meeting, department meeting 

Create formal proposal Warren June/22 Aug/22 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for any curricular/program adjustments, budget approval 
Bojiang Ma Aug/22 May/23 

Approval can take 3-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps 

Launch – 12-month implementation starting with “quick hits” 
Warren Sept/22 Sept/23 

“Quick hits” may be achieved without 
institutional approval and can begin before 
approval of other changes 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Advisement from SoB faculty program leaders, CDS staff, institutional approval of 
curricular/program adjustments. Sub-committee: Bojiang Ma, Warren Edwards 
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STRATEGY 4: Strengthen BTech in IT Core Technical Skills 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 2: Strengthen the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY) 

Notes 

Identify courses to focus on based on program review self-assessment report – review faculty, alumni, 
student and PAC surveys 

Cesar Lopez 
Castellanos 

Sept/21 Oct/21 

Consult with faculty, critically review all selected course – identify gaps and improvement opportunities Hao Ma Sept/21 Dec/21 Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Consult with PAC, identify gaps and improvement opportunities Mandeep 
Pannu 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Present findings at Department meeting for feedback/approval Cesar, Hao, 
Mandeep 

Jan/22 Jan/22 

Draft preliminary proposal for curricular development/adjustment Cesar Feb/22 May/22 

Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department Cesar May/22 June/22 Annual PAC meeting, department meeting 

Create formal proposal Cesar, Hao, 
Mandeep 

Jul/22 Oct/22 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for any curricular/program adjustments, budget approval 
Mandeep Oct/22 Dec/22 

Approval can take 3-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps 

Launch – 12-month implementation starting with “quick hits” 
Cesar, Hao, 
Mandeep 

Sept/22 Sept/23 
“Quick hits” may be achieved without 
institutional approval and can begin before 
approval of other changes 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Institutional approval of curricular/program adjustments, financial resources for expanded 
computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW).  Sub-committee: Cesar Lopez Castellanos, Hao Ma, Mandeep Pannu 
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STRATEGY 5: Adopt Project-based learning to enhance quality of instruction 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 2: Strengthen the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program, GOAL 3: Collaboration focus through Project-based Learning 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY) 

Notes 

Consult with Teaching and Learning Commons (TLC) define project-based learning as it applies to CSIT, 
define and develop plan to adopt project-based learning across all programs, identify/define/prepare 
two workshops that will be delivered to faculty over the next 12 months 

Ted Chiou Sept/21 Feb/22 

Consult with CDS regarding internships/work placement arrangements beyond Co-op to enhance 
experiential learning 

Edward Lo Sept/21 Dec/21 

Workshop #1: Explore and implement project-based learning for all programs, develop teaching teams, 
summarize findings, and capture actions 

Edward Lo Feb/22 Feb/22 During KPU Reading week 

Draft preliminary proposal for adopting project-based learning as a fundamental pedagogy Edward Lo Jan/22 May/22 

Workshop #2: Explore and implement project-based learning for all programs, develop teaching teams, 
summarize findings, and capture actions 

Ted Chiou May/22 May/22 
During spring semester break –  3-6 months 
later? 

Consult with PAC and CSIT department, gather feedback on project-based learning pedagogy Jendy Wu May/22 June/22 Annual PAC meeting, department meeting 

Create formal proposal Ted Chiou June/22 Aug/22 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for any curricular/program adjustments, budget approval 

Jendy Wu Aug/22 May/23 

Approval can take 3-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps – can 
existing course learning outcomes be 
achieved using the new pedagogy, minimizing 
the need for course outline changes? 

Launch – 12-month adoption starting with “quick hits” Edward Lo Sept/22 Sept/23 

Annual Review Sept/23 to Sept 26 - Follow-up, review, adjustments Chair Sept/23 Sept/26 Annual review 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 
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What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Advisement/tailored workshops provided by Teaching and Learning Commons specialists, CDS 
advisement for provision of internships/work placements, financial resources for expanded computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW). Sub-
committee: Edward Lo, Ted Chiou, Jendy Wu 
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STRATEGY 6: Develop suite of data analytic courses 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 4: Integration of the CSIT Programs with the Larger School of Business 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY) 

Notes 

Consult with SoB faculty program leaders as well as programs in other Faculties, identify collaboration 
opportunities to develop new certificate in data analytics  

Warren 
Edwards 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting, shared 
committees 

Consult with PAC, identify data analytics certificate option for SoB & KPU students Warren 
Edwards 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Present findings at Department meeting for feedback/approval Jendy Wu Jan/22 Jan/22 

Draft preliminary proposal for curricular development/adjustment Warren 
Edwards 

Jan/22 May/22 

Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department Jendy Wu May/22 June/22 Annual PAC meeting, department meeting 

Create formal proposal Warren 
Edwards 

Jul/22 Aug/22 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for new data analytics certificate 
Jendy Wu Aug/22 May/23 

Approval for new certificate can take 12 
months, may have to adjust timelines for 
subsequent steps 

Launch new certificate – 12-month implementation including approvals, marketing/ scheduling, quick-
hits, etc. 

Warren 
Edwards 

Sept/22 Sept/23 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Advisement from SoB faculty program leaders, CDS staff, institutional approval of 
curricular/program adjustments, financial resources for expanded computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW). Sub-committee: Warren Edwards, 
Jendy Wu 
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PROGRAM UNDER REVIEW:  Computer Science and Information Technology (CSIT) 

 
Instructions for Reviewers 
Your assessment should ensure the Quality Assurance Plan does the following: 

o address all the recommendations in the Self-Study and External Review reports (or provide a clear 
rationale when a recommendation is not addressed); 

o provide clear, realistic plan of actions that are within the department’s purview; 

o clearly articulate how the Program will demonstrate Progress on a Goal, Strategy and/or Step in its One-
Year Follow-Up Report. 

 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT:  
Please provide a brief assessment of the Quality Assurance Plan under review and an overall recommendation. 
 
Reviewer #1: The CSIT Program Review Team has provided a comprehensive, detailed QA Plan that acts on 
recommendations from the Self-Study Report and External Reviewers’ Report, including but not limited to: 
improving curriculum design and course content, identifying and incorporating business, technical, and soft 
skills competency training, improving communication between faculty and students, and providing expanded 
computing lab resources. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and potential threats – that capture the 
previous report findings and recommendations - are clearly outlined at the onset of the report.  
 
Specific and realistic steps are identified, with achievable timelines, to address each strategy (with clear notes 
where some timelines may have to be adjusted). 
 
Involvement/consultation with the recently-refreshed PAC is positively noted for each strategy. 
 
Kudos to the CSIT Program Review Team for their hard work preparing this meticulous framework! 
 
*Question: given that this is meant to be a 5-year plan, should consideration be made to add ‘annual review 
through 2026’ for each strategy, and not only strategies 2 and 5? 
*Question/suggestion: does the Team feel clear that they can adequately demonstrate progress for each 
strategy in the One-Year Follow-up Report (or do they want to consider clearly identifying in this QA Plan what 
will be reported on at that time, for each strategy) 

Reviewer #2: The authors of this report have created a realistic and achievable QA plan with about 18 months 
of lead time for new courses/programs starting in September 2023. While perhaps lacking some detail, due to 
the need for further consultation with a strengthened PAC and others, and the curriculum development, the 
plan is reflective of the realities of a rapidly changing and competitive discipline. The proposed changes will 
bring about greater appreciation and success of the CSIT program. In particular, the proposed changes with 
respect to new options (data analytics, cloud computing, and AI/machine learning), inter-
departmental/Faculty collaboration, more industry-related experiences for students via internships/work 
placements (in conjunction with the CDC), and a desire to improve pedagogy through problem-based learning 
are all identified. 

The Dean had commented earlier in the Self Study report that by strengthening “the quality of instruction and 
delivering new industry-desired program/course offerings alongside industry-based experiential learning 
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opportunities, the program stands ready to create significant additional value for students and stakeholders.” 
This QA plan reflects these comments and the need to address weaknesses and threats while seeking 
opportunities and continuing to build on the strengths of the CSIT program. 

 
The Report (click on the box that corresponds to your recommendation):  
 

☐          Recommend for approval by the SSCPR as is 

☒          Reviewer #1 & #2: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR pending suggested actions (see below) 
*pending response to questions at end of overall assessment, as above. 

☐          Recommend for rejection by the SSCPR 

 
MAJOR ISSUES AND SUGGESTED ACTIONS:  
Complete this section ONLY if you have identified the following major issues with the Plan: 

a) Recommendations made in the Self-Study Report and/or External Review Report are not appropriately 
addressed. 

b) Goals, Strategies, Steps and/or Resource Implications are not worded clearly. 
c) It is unclear how the Program will demonstrate Progress on a Goal, Strategy and/or Step in its One-Year 

Follow-Up Report. 

Issue (page #) Suggested Action 

It is not always clear how progress towards achieving 
elements of the plan will be demonstrated. 

Perhaps indicate this in the ‘Notes’ 
section. 

There was previously a discussion about adding courses at 
other campuses – Richmond/Langley. Has there been any 
further discussion about this? 

 

A question was raised in the earlier self-study with regard 
to extending the CSIT programming re coding, cyber-
security) already taking place in local high schools? eg 
demand for more advanced curriculum. Any further 
comments on this for example to further exploration of 
dual credit opportunities? 

 

The self-study mentioned an interest in employing “third- 
and fourth-year students to act as …lab assistants” – has 
this been explored or will it be pursued? 

 

Comments were made about students perhaps lacking soft 
skills – an issue that is often raised by employers. Would you 
elaborate on how these skills might be enhanced? 

 

Any comments on the consideration of potential graduate 
programs – post-bacc. and Masters? 

 

What are some examples of “Quick hits”?  

Goal 4 on p.6 did not have a stated rationale  

Strategy 2 on p.10: Can you provide specific examples of 
‘easily attainable changes’? 

 

Strategy 4 on p12: Has the step ‘Identify courses to focus on 
based on program review self-assessment report – review 
faculty, alumni, student and PAC surveys’ been completed 
already?  
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MINOR EDITS (Spelling, syntax, word choice and other mechanical issues). 
Please list corresponding page numbers. Minor edits are NOT discussed at the SSCPR meeting. Add or remove 
rows as needed. 

Minor Edits (page #) 

P1: perhaps add to Strengths line ‘…separates us from the competition’ or something similar (see brackets) 

P1: ‘resumes’ – no apostrophe 

P9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15: change ‘CDS’ to ‘CDC (Career Development Centre)’ 
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Date submitted to SSCPR: September 29, 2021 

Date Self-Study Report approved by SSCPR: November 25, 2020 

Date of External Review: March 1 & 2, 2021 

SUMMARY 
Summarize what the program has determined - through evidence - about program quality (e.g. strengths, challenges, opportunities for improvement, potential threats, etc.) 

Background: The Computer Science and Information Technology (CSIT) department offers three academic programs: a Certificate in Computer Information Systems (1 year, 30 credits), a Diploma in 
Computer Information Systems (2 years, 60 credits) and a Bachelor’s Degree in Information Technology (4 years, 120 credits).  The CSIT department has enjoyed significant enrollment growth over the 
last 4 years, particularly with international students.   This growth has been challenging to respond to and we have had to add faculty quickly and focus on execution rather than strategic planning.  Our 
two-year Diploma program has seen the most growth and continues to significantly outpace the certificate and degree programs and is worthy of continued focus and investment. 

We have sought and received feedback on our program from our Program Advisory Committee (PAC), students, alumni, faculty, and discipline/sector experts.  We have received some very positive 
feedback on the program structure, content, and delivery.  Our PAC membership has been refreshed and we have many industry experts that want to see us evolve, improve our competitiveness, and 
become a top educator for the IT industry.  At the same time, we see our graduates completing degrees but wanting more than what they received.  Even existing students and faculty recognize that 
there is room for improvement and with their feedback, they are challenging us as a department to listen and respond. 

Strengths: (What do we excel at and what separates us from the competition?) 

• The CSIT programs are in high demand with a > 90% fill rate for classes [SSR]

• Program has a strong emphasis on teamwork and group projects [SSR]

• Class sizes are small allowing faculty to be more accessible [SSR]

• Course content is relevant to current industry needs and designed to focus on the fundamentals and provide hands-on practical experience [SSR, ERR]

• Course contents are aligned to industry-recognized certification where possible (e.g., Cisco, CompTIA A+) [SSR]

• Majority of program courses can be transferred to other BC post-secondary institutions [SSR]

• Co-op option provides students with relevant industry work experience which strengthens their resumes when looking for employment post-graduation [SSR]

• Dedicated CSIT student labs provide hands-on experience with real computing devices [SSR]

• There has been a recent expansion and reinvigoration of the Program Advisory Committee (PAC) with relevant IT industry experts [SSR, EER]
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Weaknesses: (What is stopping the organization from performing at its optimum level? What do we need to improve to remain competitive?) 

• Students need to strengthen their capabilities to collaborate with people/groups in the same and different professions/departments [SSR, EER]

• Students need to balance a strong technical foundation with good business skills and emotional intelligence [SSR, EER]

• Students need to improve both their written and oral communication skills [SSR, EER]

• Students need to strengthen independent learning and develop resourcefulness [SSR, EER]

• Faculty need be more collaborative, both within the department and in other disciplines/departments [SSR, EER]

• Course content needs to be regularly reviewed, updated, and refreshed [SSR, EER]

• New course content needs to be developed to include emerging topics (e.g., multidisciplinary analytics, cloud computing, AI/machine learning) [SSR, EER]

• Accessibility to courses needs to be improved for students (more sections, more class times) to allow for timely graduation  [SSR, ERR]

• Additional options need to be introduced (e.g., analytics, AI/machine learning, cloud computing) for both the Diploma and Degree programs [SSR, ERR]

• Improve accessibility to computer labs with physical equipment (servers, desktops, switches), lab technicians and hands-on activities [SSR, ERR]

• Students require more accessibility to faculty and staff to provide guidance and support [SSR, ERR]

• Improve accessibility to equipment for computer intensive courses, such as high-performance laptops which can be borrowed from library [SSR, EER]

• Provide a mechanism/forum for students to provide feedback and ensure that follow-up is provided [SSR, EER]

Opportunities: (What are the favorable external factors that could give an organization a competitive advantage?) 

• Offer courses on relevant industry topics (e.g., AI/machine learning, data analytics) for working professionals delivered through KPU’s Continuing and Professional Studies (CPS) program [SSR]

• Enhance the uniqueness and quality of instruction at KPU using project-based learning as a fundamental pedagogy form [SSR, ERR]

• Integrate CSIT course offerings with other courses within the School of Business (SoB) and other KPU Faculties and creating new credential offerings such as data analytics [SSR]

• Integrate and assure greater general business skill competencies within the CSIT offerings

Threats: (What are unfavorable external factors that could harm the organization?) 

• Other post-secondary institutions are offering contemporary and progressive IT options – attracting both domestic and international students [SSR]

• The current program is buttressed by substantial international student demand for technical, computer-science related credentials.  Federal government immigration policies may impact 
international student access to Canadian post-secondary programs and thus subject the program to significant risk [SSR]

• Industry technology, standards and trends experience fast paced changes and advancements that create challenges in aligning course content and industry expected learning outcomes.

• Challenges in funding availability for contemporary capital equipment/software to align with industry
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QUALITY ASSURANCE GOALS 
List the program’s Quality Assurance Goals (broad statements about what the program intends to accomplish to ensure program quality). Identify the Recommendation(s) – drawn from the Self-Study 

Report and External Review Report - each Goal addresses. Provide a brief Rationale for each Goal (see the Quality Assurance Plan Guidelines for instructions). Add or remove rows as necessary. 

GOAL 1: Renewal of the CSIT Two-year Diploma Program 

RATIONALE FOR THIS GOAL:  Evidence from the CSIT self-study report clearly indicates the two-year Diploma is very popular and growing.   The Diploma program has shown over 500% growth over the 
last 5 years, as compared to no growth in the Certificate program and modest growth in the BTech in IT program (approximately 50%).   This observation suggests that the Diploma program is worthy of 
significant investment and renewal, and we have identified two core elements for consideration. 

Recommendation(s) this Goal Addresses Report (page number) 

Add options to the diploma program – Unlike other post-secondary institutions, the current CSIT diploma program lacks any options (e.g., data analytics, full-
stack web development, game development).  Additionally, the student/industry survey recommendations and feedback from the PAC recognizes this limitation 
in the program and suggests options in several areas including AI/machine learning, cloud computing, and data science/data analytics.   

SSR – 15, 19, 23, 44, 68-69, 75-77 

ERR – 2, 6 

Strengthen general business education in the diploma program - Feedback from employers of our KPU graduates and the discipline/sector survey indicates KPU 
students and alumni need to strengthen their soft skills, particularly in the areas of oral and written communication, reading, comprehension, student 
resourcefulness, interview preparedness and group collaboration.   Recommendations from the most recent PAC meeting reinforced this need, suggesting that 
strong foundational business/technical skills need to be balanced with emotional intelligence, self-learning, interdisciplinary collaboration, and communication. 

SSR – 18-19, 23, 32, 44, 69, 75, 77 

ERR – 3, 6 
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GOAL 2: Strengthen the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program 

RATIONALE FOR THIS GOAL: Evidence from the CSIT self-study report clearly indicates the four-year BTech in IT program is on the right track but requires some attention and “polish”.   As mentioned 
previously, the BTech in IT program has enjoyed modest growth over the last 5 years (approximately 50% growth).  Additionally , the BTech in IT program has two relevant options in the areas of (1) 
Computer Network Administration and Security and (2) Mobile and Web Application Development.  However, there have not been an y significant changes in the degree program in recent years and 
feedback received from the PAC and survey respondents suggests the program requires some attention in four core areas. 

Recommendation(s) this Goal Addresses Report (page number) 

Strengthen options through PAC Advisement – As mentioned previously, CSIT’s PAC has significantly updated its membership, with strong participation and 
representation in several relevant disciplines/sectors.  In recent meetings, the PAC has provided valuable suggestions for refreshing our existing four-year program and 
associated options. 

SSR – 15, 19, 23, 44, 70, 75-77 

ERR – 2, 6 

Embed Business Management Skills - Being part of the School of Business provides the CSIT a unique opportunity to collaborate cross functionally and identify 
ways to strengthen and enhance our technical program.   More specifically, we can strengthen our graduate’s skill sets and marketability by identifying 
complementary business management skills that can be introduced as part of our existing BTech in IT program.  This addition will provide the needed technical 
skills as well as the business skills to compete in today’s challenging job market.  

SSR – 18-19, 23, 32, 44, 69, 75, 77 

ERR – 3, 6  

Strengthen BTech in IT Core Technical Skills - The student and alumni surveys identified dissatisfaction in three program core competency areas.  These areas are 
network management, software development, and database management.  Although we provide instruction in these areas, we can improve and strengthen them 
in the BTech in IT degree program.  

SSR – 32, 44, 71 

ERR – 3, 6 

Enhance Experiential Learning - One of the objectives of the CSIT BTech in IT program is to provide experiential learning opportunities for our students so they 

can be productive very quickly when entering the workforce, requiring minimal on-the-job training.  We provide this capability through lab and assignment work 

and through our co-op program.   However, several opportunities regarding experiential learning are identified in the self-study and external review reports that 

will allow us to strengthen the BTech in IT degree program. 

SSR – 46-48, 57, 62-65, 71, 75, 77 

ERR – 3, 5, 6 
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GOAL 3: Collaboration focus through Project-based Learning 

RATIONALE FOR THIS GOAL: The CSIT department recognizes that IT programs require more than the traditional teacher-led lecture-style instruction.  We aspire to incorporate student-centered learning 
approaches through hands-on labs, individual and group-based projects, and experiential learning through solving real-world challenges and problems.  Feedback from students and alumni indicates we 
fall short of our aspirations in four key areas.  Specifically, top areas of dissatisfaction are found in 1) the quality of instruction, b) the ability to accommodate diverse learning styles, c) lack of practical 
hands-on experiential learning opportunities, and d) faculty/student connection.  With this goal, the CSIT department would formally adopt project-based learning pedagogy as a unifying platform within 
its program streams.   Embracing a project-based learning approach will require thoughtful changes and require significant collaboration among KPU faculty, students, and staff. 

Recommendation(s) this Goal Addresses Report (page number) 

Improve quality and consistency of instruction - A focused and purposeful adoption of a common pedagogy within the department and among faculty will 
naturally drive improvements in the quality and consistency of instruction.  Faculty will need to be trained in the concepts of project-based learning and those 
who teach the same classes will need to collaborate to ensure all classes are consistent with this common learning approach.   

SSR – 47, 52, 57-59, 72, 75, 77 

ERR – 4, 6  

Accommodate diverse learning styles - Project-based learning is a student-centered approach that shifts the focus of instruction from teaching to learning 
facilitation.  Students become responsible for engaging the learning process and employ learning approaches that work best for them, including the pace of 
learning and how they will assess their understanding of the material. 

SSR – 47, 72, 75, 77 

ERR – 4, 6 

Practical hands-on experiential Learning - Project-based learning is designed to teach students through doing.  Teachers provide the resources and support for 
the students to solve real-world problems, often through individual and group projects.  By thoughtfully and purposefully ensuring our courses and curriculum 
are project-based, we will enhance and improve our student’s practical hands-on learning experience. 

SSR – 47, 57, 62, 64, 72, 75, 77 

ERR – 2, 3, 6 

Faculty/Student connection - Project-based learning facilitates faculty/student connection by recasting the instructor as a coach and guide, assisting students 
with problem solving, knowledge development, and soft skills development as they work collaboratively with their classmates.   

SSR – 49, 57, 59, 72, 73, 75, 77 

ERR – 4, 6 
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GOAL 4: Integration of the CSIT Programs with the Larger School of Business 

RATIONALE FOR THIS GOAL: As a department in KPU’s School of Business, CSIT has a unique opportunity to collaborate cross functionally and identify ways to strengthen and enhance the technical 

program by working with other programs in the School of Business.   Additionally, there is an opportunity for the CSIT department to marry its technical expertise with other SOB programs and develop 

new courses and programs.   

Recommendation(s) this Goal Addresses Report (page number) 

Collaborate cross-functionally within the School of Business to develop new courses and programs - There is interest within the SOB for the CSIT program to 
collaborate with other programs to develop a suite of data analytic courses that could be part of a certificate credential in  data analytics.   This suite of data 
analytic courses could also be available in modified form through Continuing Professional Studies (CPS) and therefore be available to business professionals seeking 
training in this emerging area.   

SSR – 15, 19, 23, 44, 73, 75-77 

ERR – 2, 6 
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RECOMMENDATIONS THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN DOES NOT ADDRESS 
List the Recommendations from the Self-Study and External Review this Plan does not address. Provide a brief rationale for why these Recommendations cannot be addressed. Add or remove rows as 
necessary. 

Recommendations Report (page number) Rationale 

N/A – all major recommendations addressed. 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN 
Describe the Quality Assurance Strategies (specific plans of action) the program must achieve to attain its Goal over the next five year. Detail the steps the program will take to achieve each Strategy. 

Add or remove Strategies and tables as necessary. 

MONTH/YEAR WHEN THE FIVE-YEAR ACTION PLAN BEGINS: September, 2021 
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STRATEGY 1: Add Options to the Diploma Program 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 1: Renewal of the CSIT Two-year Diploma Program 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY)

Notes 

Consult with faculty, identify IT diploma options offered by other post-secondary institutions Wei Li Sept/21 Dec/21 Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Consult with PAC, identify prioritized list of diploma options recommendations Mayyadah 
Al-Ani 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Present findings at department meeting and identify/approve diploma option recommendation Mayyadah Jan/22 Jan/22 Record in meeting minutes 

Draft preliminary diploma option proposal, including curriculum Wei Li Jan/22 May/22 Circulate drafts for review and revisions 
Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department 

Mayyadah May/22 June/22 
Annual PAC meeting, department meeting, 
record in meeting minutes 

Create formal proposal Xing Liu June/22 Aug/22 Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for new diploma with option 
Xing Liu Aug/22 May/23 

Approval can take 6-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps 

Consult with CDC regarding internships/work placement arrangements Wei Li Sept/22 Dec/22 

Consult with SoB Dean’s office regarding Sept/23 option launch Xing Liu Sept/22 Dec/22 
Launch new diploma option – approvals, marketing/ scheduling, etc. Xing Liu Jan/23 Sept/23 Approved through Senate by March 2023 

Annual Review Sept/23 to Sept/26 - Follow-up, review, adjustments Chair Sept/23 Sept/26 Annual review 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time, upgraded HW/SW for option, PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Institutional approval of new diplomas with options, CDC advisement regarding provision of 
internships and work placement arrangements, financial resources for expanded computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW).  Sub-committee: 
Mayyadah Al-Ani, Wei Li, Xing Liu 
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STRATEGY 2: Strengthen BTech IT Program 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 2: Strengthen and refresh the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY)

Notes 

Consult with faculty, identify recommended changes to existing BTech options (e.g., curricular 
adjustments, strengthening core technical skills) 

Wei Li Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Consult with PAC, identify recommended changes to existing BTech options Mayyadah 
Al-Ani 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Present findings at Department meeting and identify/approve strengthening actions Mayyadah Jan/22 Jan/22 Record in meeting minutes 
Draft preliminary BTech Degree proposal Wei Li Jan/22 May/22 Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department 
Mayyadah May/22 June/22 

Annual PAC meeting, department meeting, 
record in meeting minutes 

Create formal proposal Xing Liu June/22 Aug/22 Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for any curricular/program adjustments, budget approval 
Xing Liu Aug/22 May/23 

Approval can take 6-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps 

Consult with CDC regarding internships/work placement arrangements Wei Li Aug/22 Sept/22 
Launch – 12-month implementation starting with “quick hits” 
*quick hits = easily attainable changes that have big impact without major curricular adjustments not
needing approvals 

Xing Liu Sept/22 Sept/23 
“Quick hits” may be achieved without 
institutional approval and can begin before 
approval of other changes 

Annual Review Sept/23 to Sept/26 - Follow-up, review, adjustments Chair Sept/23 Sept/26 Annual review 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
upgraded HW/SW for options, PAC advisement  

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Institutional approval of curricular/program adjustments, CDC advisement regarding provision 
of internships and work placement arrangements, financial resources for expanded computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW).  Sub-committee: 
Mayyadah Al-Ani, Wei Li, Xing Liu 
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STRATEGY 3: Adjust all credential offerings to assure greater program graduate business skill competencies 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 1: Renewal of the CSIT Two-year Diploma Program, GOAL 2: Strengthen the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY)

Notes 

Consult with SoB faculty program leaders and CDC staff, identify critical business education soft skills 
required (e.g., oral/written communication, reading, comprehension, student resourcefulness, group 
collaboration, self-learning, collaboration, etc.) 

Warren 
Edwards 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting, shared 
committees 

Consult with PAC, identify critical business education soft skills required Bojiang Ma Sept/21 Dec/21 Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Review effectiveness of current roster of arts, business, and INFO courses within diploma and BTech 
programs at contributing to soft skills development, review timing/assessment/reinforcement of soft 
skills through the duration of the programs 

Bojiang Ma Jan/22 May/22 
Online-survey, series of working sessions 

Draft preliminary proposal for curricular development/adjustment Warren Jan/22 May/22 Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department 
Bojiang Ma May/22 June/22 

Annual PAC meeting, department meeting, 
record in meeting minutes 

Create formal proposal Warren June/22 Aug/22 Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for any curricular/program adjustments, budget approval 
Bojiang Ma Aug/22 May/23 

Approval can take 3-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps 

Launch – 12-month implementation starting with “quick hits” 
Warren Sept/22 Sept/23 

“Quick hits” may be achieved without 
institutional approval and can begin before 
approval of other changes 

Annual Review Sept/23 to Sept/26 - Follow-up, review, adjustments Chair Sept/23 Sept/26 Annual review 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 
What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Advisement from SoB faculty program leaders, CDC staff, institutional approval of 
curricular/program adjustments. Sub-committee: Bojiang Ma, Warren Edwards 
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STRATEGY 4: Strengthen BTech in IT Core Technical Skills 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 2: Strengthen the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY)

Notes 

Identify courses to focus on based on program review self-assessment report – review faculty, alumni, 
student, and PAC surveys 

Cesar Lopez 
Castellanos 

Sept/21 Oct/21 

Consult with faculty, critically review all selected course – identify gaps and improvement opportunities Hao Ma Sept/21 Dec/21 Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Consult with PAC, identify gaps and improvement opportunities Mandeep 
Pannu 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Present findings at Department meeting for feedback/approval Cesar, Hao, 
Mandeep 

Jan/22 Jan/22 
Record in meeting minutes 

Draft preliminary proposal for curricular development/adjustment Cesar Feb/22 May/22 Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department 
Cesar May/22 June/22 

Annual PAC meeting, department meeting, 
record in meeting minutes 

Create formal proposal Cesar, Hao, 
Mandeep 

Jul/22 Oct/22 
Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for any curricular/program adjustments, budget approval 
Mandeep Oct/22 Dec/22 

Approval can take 3-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps 

Launch – 12-month implementation starting with “quick hits” 
Cesar, Hao, 
Mandeep 

Sept/22 Sept/23 
“Quick hits” may be achieved without 
institutional approval and can begin before 
approval of other changes 

Annual Review Sept/23 to Sept/26 - Follow-up, review, adjustments Chair Sept/23 Sept/26 Annual review 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Institutional approval of curricular/program adjustments, financial resources for expanded 
computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW).  Sub-committee: Cesar Lopez Castellanos, Hao Ma, Mandeep Pannu 
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STRATEGY 5: Adopt Project-based learning to enhance quality of instruction 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 2: Strengthen the CSIT Four-year BTech in IT Program, GOAL 3: Collaboration focus through Project-based Learning 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY)

Notes 

Consult with Teaching and Learning Commons (TLC) define project-based learning as it applies to CSIT, 
define and develop plan to adopt project-based learning across all programs, identify/define/prepare 
two workshops that will be delivered to faculty over the next 12 months 

Ted Chiou Sept/21 Feb/22 

Consult with CDC regarding internships/work placement arrangements beyond Co-op to enhance 
experiential learning 

Edward Lo Sept/21 Dec/21 

Workshop #1: Explore and implement project-based learning for all programs, develop teaching teams, 
summarize findings, and capture actions 

Edward Lo Feb/22 Feb/22 During KPU Reading week 

Draft preliminary proposal for adopting project-based learning as a fundamental pedagogy Edward Lo Jan/22 May/22 Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Workshop #2: Explore and implement project-based learning for all programs, develop teaching teams, 
summarize findings, and capture actions 

Ted Chiou May/22 May/22 
During spring semester break –  3-6 months 
later? 

Consult with PAC and CSIT department, gather feedback on project-based learning pedagogy 
Jendy Wu May/22 June/22 

Annual PAC meeting, department meeting, 
record in meeting minutes 

Create formal proposal Ted Chiou June/22 Aug/22 Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for any curricular/program adjustments, budget approval 

Jendy Wu Aug/22 May/23 

Approval can take 3-12 months, may have to 
adjust timelines for subsequent steps – can 
existing course learning outcomes be 
achieved using the new pedagogy, minimizing 
the need for course outline changes? 

Launch – 12-month adoption starting with “quick hits” Edward Lo Sept/22 Sept/23 
Annual Review Sept/23 to Sept/26 - Follow-up, review, adjustments Chair Sept/23 Sept/26 Annual review 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 

What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 
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What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Advisement/tailored workshops provided by Teaching and Learning Commons specialists, CDC 
advisement for provision of internships/work placements, financial resources for expanded computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW). Sub-
committee: Edward Lo, Ted Chiou, Jendy Wu 
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STRATEGY 6: Develop suite of data analytic courses 

GOAL(S) THIS STRATEGY SUPPORTS: GOAL 4: Integration of the CSIT Programs with the Larger School of Business 

Step(s) Required to Achieve this Strategy 
To be Led 

by 

To Start 
on (M/YY) 

To be 
Completed 
By (M/YY)

Notes 

Consult with SoB faculty program leaders as well as programs in other Faculties, identify collaboration 
opportunities to develop new certificate in data analytics  

Warren 
Edwards 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting, shared 
committees 

Consult with PAC, identify data analytics certificate option for SoB & KPU students Warren 
Edwards 

Sept/21 Dec/21 
Online-survey, Zoom meeting 

Present findings at Department meeting for feedback/approval Jendy Wu Jan/22 Jan/22 Record in meeting minutes 
Draft preliminary proposal for curricular development/adjustment Warren 

Edwards 
Jan/22 May/22 

Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Review draft proposal with PAC and CSIT department 
Jendy Wu May/22 June/22 

Annual PAC meeting, department meeting, 
record in meeting minutes 

Create formal proposal Warren 
Edwards 

Jul/22 Aug/22 
Circulate drafts for review and revisions 

Obtain institutional approvals from SoB, KPU for new data analytics certificate 
Jendy Wu Aug/22 May/23 

Approval for new certificate can take 12 
months, may have to adjust timelines for 
subsequent steps 

Launch new certificate – 12-month implementation including approvals, marketing/ scheduling, quick-
hits, etc. 

Warren 
Edwards 

Sept/22 Sept/23 

Annual Review Sept/23 to Sept/26 - Follow-up, review, adjustments Chair Sept/23 Sept/26 Annual review 

Resource Implications (if applicable) 
What are the resources required to achieve this Strategy?   Faculty PD/accountable time for consultation and curricular development/adjustment, 
PAC advisement 

When are these resources required?  Sept/21 

What Faculty and/or Institutional support is required?  Advisement from SoB faculty program leaders, CDC staff, institutional approval of 
curricular/program adjustments, financial resources for expanded computer lab capacity and support (HW/SW). Sub-committee: Warren Edwards, 
Jendy Wu 
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PROGRAM UNDER REVIEW:  Computer Science and Information Technology (CSIT) 

 
Instructions for Reviewers 
Your assessment should ensure the Quality Assurance Plan does the following: 

o address all the recommendations in the Self-Study and External Review reports (or provide a clear 
rationale when a recommendation is not addressed); 

o provide clear, realistic plan of actions that are within the department’s purview; 

o clearly articulate how the Program will demonstrate Progress on a Goal, Strategy and/or Step in its One-
Year Follow-Up Report. 

 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT:  
Please provide a brief assessment of the Quality Assurance Plan under review and an overall recommendation. 
 
Reviewer #1: The CSIT Program Review Team has provided a comprehensive, detailed QA Plan that acts on 
recommendations from the Self-Study Report and External Reviewers’ Report, including but not limited to: 
improving curriculum design and course content, identifying and incorporating business, technical, and soft 
skills competency training, improving communication between faculty and students, and providing expanded 
computing lab resources. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and potential threats – that capture the 
previous report findings and recommendations - are clearly outlined at the onset of the report.  
 
Specific and realistic steps are identified, with achievable timelines, to address each strategy (with clear notes 
where some timelines may have to be adjusted). 
 
Involvement/consultation with the recently-refreshed PAC is positively noted for each strategy. 
 
Kudos to the CSIT Program Review Team for their hard work preparing this meticulous framework! 
 
*Question: given that this is meant to be a 5-year plan, should consideration be made to add ‘annual review 
through 2026’ for each strategy, and not only strategies 2 and 5? Great advice, already add ‘annual review 
through 2026’ for each strategy. 
*Question/suggestion: does the Team feel clear that they can adequately demonstrate progress for each 
strategy in the One-Year Follow-up Report (or do they want to consider clearly identifying in this QA Plan what 
will be reported on at that time, for each strategy) Yes, we feel confident to demonstrate the progress in one 
year follow up report. For example, for each strategy, the formal proposal will be created and reported in one-
year follow-up report. 

Reviewer #2: The authors of this report have created a realistic and achievable QA plan with about 18 months 
of lead time for new courses/programs starting in September 2023. While perhaps lacking some detail, due to 
the need for further consultation with a strengthened PAC and others, and the curriculum development, the 
plan is reflective of the realities of a rapidly changing and competitive discipline. The proposed changes will 
bring about greater appreciation and success of the CSIT program. In particular, the proposed changes with 
respect to new options (data analytics, cloud computing, and AI/machine learning), inter-
departmental/Faculty collaboration, more industry-related experiences for students via internships/work 
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placements (in conjunction with the CDC), and a desire to improve pedagogy through problem-based learning 
are all identified. 

The Dean had commented earlier in the Self Study report that by strengthening “the quality of instruction and 
delivering new industry-desired program/course offerings alongside industry-based experiential learning 
opportunities, the program stands ready to create significant additional value for students and stakeholders.” 
This QA plan reflects these comments and the need to address weaknesses and threats while seeking 
opportunities and continuing to build on the strengths of the CSIT program. 

 
The Report (click on the box that corresponds to your recommendation):  
 

☐          Recommend for approval by the SSCPR as is 

☒          Reviewer #1 & #2: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR pending suggested actions (see below) 
*pending response to questions at end of overall assessment, as above. 

☐          Recommend for rejection by the SSCPR 

 
MAJOR ISSUES AND SUGGESTED ACTIONS:  
Complete this section ONLY if you have identified the following major issues with the Plan: 

a) Recommendations made in the Self-Study Report and/or External Review Report are not appropriately 
addressed. 

b) Goals, Strategies, Steps and/or Resource Implications are not worded clearly. 
c) It is unclear how the Program will demonstrate Progress on a Goal, Strategy and/or Step in its One-Year 

Follow-Up Report. 

Issue (page #) Suggested Action 

It is not always clear how progress towards achieving 
elements of the plan will be demonstrated. 

Perhaps indicate this in the ‘Notes’ 
section.  Additional notes have been 
added. 

There was previously a discussion about adding courses at 
other campuses – Richmond/Langley. Has there been any 
further discussion about this? 

CSIT offers courses in Richmond and 
Surrey, but not Langley as of today. No 
further discussions on this topic have 
taken place. 

A question was raised in the earlier self-study with regard 
to extending the CSIT programming re coding, cyber-
security) already taking place in local high schools? eg 
demand for more advanced curriculum. Any further 
comments on this for example to further exploration of 
dual credit opportunities? 

Currently we have 4 dual credit courses in 
CSIT.   We had a discussion in the 
department, dean’s office and with the 
dual credit coordinator about expanding 
our offering to include coding and cyber-
security. Discussions ongoing and hope to 
report out on decision with the one-year 
follow-up report. 

The self-study mentioned an interest in employing “third- 
and fourth-year students to act as …lab assistants” – has 
this been explored or will it be pursued? 

The lab assistant position is a BCGEU 
position.  We discussed with the Dean and 
decided to remove it from our QA Plan 
prior to submission to the Senate as it is 
not a Senate approved process.  Generally, 
there is support in the SoB to pursue this 
approach and we will continue to explore 
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this option. 

Comments were made about students perhaps lacking soft 
skills – an issue that is often raised by employers. Would you 
elaborate on how these skills might be enhanced? 

The committee responsible for Strategy 3 
will consult with various stakeholders and 
develop a comprehensive approach for 
executing this strategy.  Progress towards 
this strategy will be include in the one-
year follow-up report. 

Any comments on the consideration of potential graduate 
programs – post-bacc. and Masters? 

This topic has been discussed with faculty 
at department meetings previous and 
currently. There has not been a lot of 
support for these programs.   Additionally, 
the CSIT survey did not suggest this as a 
high priority item for the department. 

What are some examples of “Quick hits”? “Quick hits” are actions we can take in the 
short term (1-3 months) that do not 
require institutional approval and can 
begin before approval of other more 
complex changes.   For example, a “quick 
hit” for Strategy #5, we will work with 
Teaching and Learning Commons to 
develop a Professional Development 
workshop to develop our approach to 
Project Based Learning.   As a result of this 
workshop, faculty will naturally employ 
some of the techniques into their courses.  

Goal 4 on p.6 did not have a stated rationale Updated in QA Plan. 

Strategy 2 on p.10: Can you provide specific examples of 
‘easily attainable changes’? 

One example of a “quick-hit” is for faculty 
to include coverage for current and 
relevant topics in existing courses (e.g., 1-
2 hours coverage on Machine Learning, 
Business Intelligence, Cybercurrency, 
Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, etc.…). 

Strategy 4 on p12: Has the step ‘Identify courses to focus on 
based on program review self-assessment report – review 
faculty, alumni, student and PAC surveys’ been completed 
already?  

This step has not been completed 
however discussions have begun.  

 
MINOR EDITS (Spelling, syntax, word choice and other mechanical issues). 
Please list corresponding page numbers. Minor edits are NOT discussed at the SSCPR meeting. Add or remove 
rows as needed. 

Minor Edits (page #) 

P1: perhaps add to Strengths line ‘…separates us from the competition’ or something similar (see brackets) 

P1: ‘resumes’ – no apostrophe 

P9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15: change ‘CDS’ to ‘CDC (Career Development Centre)’ 
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Agenda Item Biology Self-Study Report 

  

Action Requested Motion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Program Review accept the 
Biology Self-Study Report as attached.  

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

  

Attachments 
Biology Self-Study Report 

Biology Self-Study Report Appendices 

  

Submitted by Melike Kinik-Dicleli, Manager of Quality Assurance 

Date submitted October 1,  2021 
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Abbreviations Used Throughout the Self Study Report  

Abbreviation Term or Meaning 

AGC Applied Genomics Centre 

ARTI Applied Research Tools and Instruments 

B.Sc. Bachelor of Science 

BAC Biology Articulation Committee 

BC British Columbia 

BCCAB British Columbia College of Applied Biology 

BCCAT  British Columbia Council on Admissions and Transfer 

BIOL Biology (typically referring to a Biology course number or section) 

CICan Colleges and Institutes Canada 

DFW The percentage of students who received a grade of D, F, or withdrew 
from the course; a common metric used to identify courses with high 
rates of poor student performance. 

FSH Faculty of Science and Horticulture 

ISH Institute of Sustainable Horticulture 

KPU Kwantlen Polytechnic University 

NSERC Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada 

PAC Program Advisory Committee 

PD Professional Development 

PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction 

SFU Simon Fraser University 

SMART Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time-bound; metrics 
typically considered when setting goals or outcomes. 

UBC University of British Columbia 

WI Writing Intensive 
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 Program Overview 

Program Description  

The Biology (BIOL) program at Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU) is offered as a four-
year Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) degree. The program is administered by the Faculty of 
Science and Horticulture (FSH) at KPU. The B.Sc. Major in Biology equips students for 
graduate study, health professional and teacher certification programs, or jobs in 
industry, government or academic research. Central to this program is the provision of a 
lab intensive experience where students learn first-hand the appropriate use of 
equipment and techniques to investigate living organisms and how they function. There is 
currently no Honours option, nor are there specialized streams. Completion of the degree 
requires students to complete a minimum of 138 credits of university coursework. The 
FSH Admission Requirements, consisting of KPU’s undergraduate English Proficiency 
Requirement, apply to this program; however, first-year BIOL courses require English 12 
with a B grade or equivalent. 
 
The curricular requirements for a B.Sc. at KPU include: 

 120 credits from courses at the 1100 level or higher.  

 45 credits from a minimum of 15 courses at the 3000 level or higher, including 9 
credits at the 4000 level. 

 18 credits of breadth electives (see Electives below) including: 
o at least 12 credits from courses that are offered outside the Faculty of 

Science & Horticulture; and 
o up to 6 credits from fields of science not prescribed in the Major 

requirements; and 
o 3 credits from a course at the 3000 level or higher. 

 Cumulative GPA of 2.0 or higher 

 At least 50% of all courses for the BSc, and at least 66% of upper-level courses for 
the BSc, must be completed at KPU. 

The Biology department also offers a Minor in Biology, in which a minimum of thirty-
three credits comprising a set of core courses and electives must be taken 
(https://www.kpu.ca/calendar/2018-19/science-hort/biology/biology-bsc.html).  A Minor 
in Biology is awarded as part of a Bachelor’s degree program.   
 
The Biology department currently offers courses at KPU’s Langley, Richmond and Surrey 
campuses. Langley sections are restricted to first year general Biology, first year Anatomy 
and Physiology, and second year Ecology. These courses are generally offered to students 
in the B.Sc. in Nursing programs and the Environmental Protection Technologies and 
Horticulture programs. Students attending the Richmond campus can complete the first 
two years of the BIOL program. The majority of BIOL sections are run at KPU’s Surrey 

https://www.kpu.ca/calendar/2018-19/science-hort/biology/biology-bsc.html
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campus, including all BIOL courses at the third and fourth-year levels. The Surrey campus 
also has dedicated research spaces. 
 
As of June 2021, the Biology department at KPU includes 19 regular faculty members, 13 
laboratory instructors and five technicians. There is also a lab supervisor that manages 
the laboratory instructors and technicians (under the guidance of the FSH Dean’s office) 
and research coordinator for the newly minted Applied Genomics Centre laboratory. 

Brief History of the Program 

KPU has been offering BIOL courses since the inception of the institution in 1981.  

The Biology program was originally designed to cover the first two years of a General 
Biology degree, with the intention of transferring students to one of the large universities 
for completion of their upper-level courses such as the University of British Columbia 
(UBC) or Simon Fraser University (SFU). The B.Sc. Major in Biology degree was approved 
by Senate in August 2010 and by the Ministry in December 2010. The following changes 
were implemented prior to the launch and progressive roll-out of this program beginning 
in September 2013: to update and standardize the entrance requirements for all students 
entering the program and to restructure the program to increase course offerings in 
common with the Health Science degree. 
 
In 2016, the Biology department transitioned to offering a full four-year course load. The 
B.Sc. Major in Biology was originally developed to help satisfy the expected growing need 
for graduates that have practical skills in the life sciences. Its initial priority was to help 
retain current students enrolled in heavily subscribed first and second year Biology 
courses who wished to pursue a B.Sc. degree in the field, as well as provide transfer 
opportunities for students from other institutions. This was important since the ability to 
obtain a B.Sc. degree in Biology in the region that KPU serves (Langley, Surrey, Delta, 
Richmond) was and is limited. By incorporating small class sizes, a broad-based degree 
program with an emphasis on practical skills and undergraduate research opportunities 
with community/industry affiliations, the goal was to produce graduates who have a 
competitive edge in the job market in comparison to graduates from other institutions. In 
addition, graduates would be eligible for entry into professional, graduate or teaching 
programs. 

External Accreditation 

Currently, the B.Sc. Major in Biology is not designed to fulfill specific accreditation 
standards of an external body.  

Scope of the Review 

This is the first program review for both the B.Sc. Major in Biology and the Minor in Biology. 
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 Program Currency and Connections 

Competitive Context 

In British Columbia (BC), KPU is one of nine institutions that offer a B.Sc. with a Major in 
Biology. 
 
Some of the features that make KPU’s Biology Program unique relative to other BC 
programs include: 
 

 designation of KPU as a special-purpose teaching institution with small class sizes 
relative to larger research institutions (e.g., UBC, SFU). 

 the polytechnic mandate and focus on experiential learning. 

 the option to take first- and second-year courses across multiple campuses. 

 the senior research project (BIOL 4199/4299). 
 
Table 2.1 compares the programs that offer a B.Sc. Major in Biology across BC. Key 
differences between the Biology Program at KPU and other BC institutions are as follows: 
 

 KPU’s Biology program requires the highest number of credits of all BC 
institutions, at 138.  

 All other institutions in BC offer some sort of degree specialization, whether it be 
Honours degrees in different areas of biology, biology degree streams with 
different subsets of upper division courses, or distinct biology majors.  

 All other BC institutions offer a Biology Honours program, and seven offer biology 
Co-op programs.  



Table 2.1: Comparison of Biology Major Programs in BC. 

 



Program’s Connections to its Advisory Board  

The Biology Program Advisory Board includes broad representation from a variety of 
sectors and industries in BC that are relevant to the Biology discipline, as well as KPU 
student and faculty representatives. The Board currently consists of the following 
members: 
 
Cheryl Wiens (Chair) - BC Ministry of Agriculture – outgoing 
Elizabeth Worobec - Dean of FSH 
Jeff Dyck - Associate Dean of FSH 
Cate Anderson - Admin Assistant of FSH 
Gregory Harris - BIOL Faculty Member 
Amy Jeon - KPU Biology department Co-Chair - outgoing 
Nick Inglis - KPU Biology department Co-Chair - outgoing 
Lauren Macleod - Veterinarian, Agwest Veterinary Group 
Ashley Welsh - Science Faculty Liaison, UBC Teaching and Learning 
Bashe Bashe - Business Development Specialist, Applied Biological Materials 
Marina Winterbottom - Senior Marine Biologist, Golder Associates 
David Woodsk - BC Ministry of Agriculture Greenhouse lead 
Jermaine Walcott - KPU Biology Graduate - outgoing 
 
The Biology Program Advisory Committee held its first meeting on March 21, 2019. Policy 
dictates two meetings per calendar year; however, because of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
there have only been two intervening meetings (November 13, 2019, and January 27, 
2021). Meetings consist of a review of the current Biology programs (Major and Minor) 
followed by a broad discussion, driven by the members of the committee. Discussions and 
suggestions included the introduction of a Co-op program, incorporation of specific ethics 
curriculum, degree streams, and the need for an Honours option. 

Program’s Connections to the Discipline/Sector  

The Biology program maintains connections within the scientific community through its 
annual Program Advisory Committee (PAC) meetings. The present and past members of 
PAC represent various sectors including academia, medicine, industry, biotechnology, 
agriculture, government, ecological & environmental research, and biology consulting. 
The members of the department are also actively engaged in various organizations 
serving as members of the BC Bio community, BC Biology articulation committee, BC 
Anatomy and Physiology articulation committee, Society for Canadian Woman in Science 
and Technology, Society for Developmental Biology, Society for Conservation Biology, 
Society of Wetland Scientists, College of Naturopathic Physicians of British Columbia, 
Canadian Consortium for the Investigation of Cannabinoids, Canadian Society of Plant 
Biologists and others. Moreover, the biology program graduates are now working in 
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various sectors including medicine, industry, academia, pharmaceutical, ecology & 
environmental, and biotechnology. Some faculty continue to mentor graduates by 
providing guidance and advice on post-graduate academic endeavors and professional 
careers. Through industrial and government partnerships maintained by the KPU Applied 
Genomics Centre (AGC, see below) and other Biology Faculty research activities (Table 
2.2), students in the Biology Program have performed a wide variety of undergraduate 
research projects. Additionally, since 2017, the AGC has hired 18 undergraduate students 
and graduates of the program and plans to continue hiring additional students and 
graduates as contract research assistants for the next five years. 

Table 2.2: Examples of industrial and government partnerships and description of research 
projects within the biology program.  
 

Company Name Project Description 

Westgen Developing detection assays for bovine 
infections in dairy cows. 

Boviteq and Semex Monitoring DNA methylation for in vitro 
bovine embryo development. 

Van Belle Nursery Ornamental plant breeding program, plant 
genotyping and metagenomics analysis of 
soil 

BC Ministry of Agriculture, and 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 
(Summerland) 

Developing a qPCR detection assay for soil 
nematodes. 

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 
(Agassiz) 

Identification of plant pathogens through 
DNA sequencing and barcoding. 

Agwest Veterinary Group Using 16S rDNAs metagenomics assay to 
determine cause of equine gut dysbiosis. 

Thomson Rivers University Breeding climate tolerant beef cattle in 
Canada 

Green Flora Greenhouses Breeding new varieties of hops. 

Myrtle Meadows Testing terroir effects on new hop varieties. 

Barnside Brewing Testing new hop varieties in beer 
production. 

Topps Hops Testing terroir effects on new hop varieties. 

Bredenhof Farms Testing terroir effects on new hop varieties. 

Atkins Veterinary Clinic Developing on-farm testing for bacteria in 
dairy herds in Alberta and BC. 
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Bakerview Farms Breeding climate tolerant beef cattle in 
Canada 

Western Canada Turfgrass Assn. Testing impact of microbial communities on 
soil health. 

Terralink Testing impact of microbial communities on 
soil health. 

UBC Dairy Research Centre  Effects of metritis on calf health in dairy 
cows. 

BC Hops Growers Association   Hops chemical testing. 

City of Richmond and City of Surrey Studying the Garden City Lands Bog 
Conservation area. 

BC Ataxia Society Whole exome sequencing of ataxia patients 
to find causative mutations in ataxia. 

 
The program has achieved considerable connections with industry leaders and expanded 
our presence in various disciplines and sectors. These recent initiatives can be considered 
one of the strengths of our growing program, and are expected to continue to expand in 
future. 

Program’s Connections to Other KPU Academic Units 

The Biology program offers and shares many courses with various Faculties and 
departments. Selected courses within the Biology program curriculum are offered for 
programs within the FSH (Health Science, Chemistry, Math, Physics, Astronomy & 
Engineering, Horticulture, Environmental Protection, Sustainable Agriculture & Food 
systems), Faculty of Arts (Psychology) and Faculty of Health (Nursing, Health 
Foundations). Moreover, the Biology program is intertwined with the Health Science 
program within the Biology department, where several faculty members are teaching in 
both Biology and Health Science programs. Additionally, the Biology program is affiliated 
with the Institute for Sustainable Horticulture (ISH) and the AGC. The Applied Genomics 
Centre is a new state of the art genomics research facility established in January 2019, led 
by Dr. Paul Adams, Scientific Director and faculty member in the Biology department, 
with funds from the Canadian Foundation of Innovation and the BC Knowledge 
Development Fund. The students enrolled in courses such as BIOL 3320 (Molecular 
Genetics), BIOL 4320 (Human Genetics), and BIOL 4199/4299 (Research Project) are both 
directly and indirectly using the cutting-edge genomics analysis equipment in their course 
work and in research. This experience allowed several of our graduates to secure 
research-related positions in the industry immediately after graduation from the 
program. 
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Program’s Articulation and Credential Recognition Processes 

KPU is an active participant in the provincial Biology Articulation Committee (BAC) 
organized by British Columbia Council on Admissions & Transfer (BCCAT).  BCCAT guides 
the articulation process by providing a handbook on How to Articulate 
(https://www.bccat.ca/pubs/resources/HowToArticulate2018.pdf) and is the repository 
for established transfer credit agreements. 
  
The BAC meets annually to discuss changes to biology programs at all BC institutions and 
to ensure that articulation is consistent across the province. Each new or revised KPU 
biology course outline is sent by the Dean’s office to BCCAT to establish articulation 
agreements with other institutions. Students can search the BCCAT website to look for 
courses that transfer between institutions to ensure that they will receive transfer credit 
for specific courses that they have taken or want to take. Requests for Prior Learning 
Assessment are addressed on a case-by-case basis and are guided by the KPU Policy and 
Procedures AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning.   
 
BCCAT is expanding its transfer credit system to include courses from non-BC institutions.  
Coursework from non-BC postsecondary institutions, or without an established transfer 
agreement, are assessed on a case-by-case basis by the KPU articulation committee 
member(s). 
 
Even though the Biology program is not an accredited program, the courses in the 
program were originally selected to provide entrance requirements for students applying 
to postgraduate professional programs. As the entrance requirements for professional 
programs change, KPU students can achieve the needed entrance requirements by 
selecting relevant elective courses offered at KPU. 

Program’s Public Information and Community Outreach 

The Biology program has been showcased at both internal and external events. Our 
programs and research successes have both been presented at various on-campus events 
such as KPU Open Houses, Science Rendezvous, Open Door Open Minds, KPU discovery 
day, Fall Applicant Night, and the KPU Teaching, Learning, Scholarship and Research 
Symposium (Figure 2.1).  
  
  

https://www.bccat.ca/pubs/resources/HowToArticulate2018.pdf
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Figure 2.1: The biology program presence at various KPU outreach events held at Surrey, 
Richmond, and Langley campuses in 2018 – 2020. 
 
The Biology program has been well-represented at external events such as Girls and 
STEAM in Science World, Vancouver Community Science Celebration and South Fraser 
Regional Science Fair. Further, the Biology faculty has supervised a research project for a 
high school student in the IB program at Semiahmoo Secondary School. During the last 
few years, several students and faculty members have been invited to present their 
research findings at both domestic and international conferences including Colleges and 
Institutes Canada (CICan) Connections conference, National Ataxia Foundation 
Investigators meetings, International Plant Propagators Society, Polytechnics Showcase, 
and KPU Teaching, Learning, Scholarship and Research Symposium (Figure 2.2). 

  

  
  

Figure 2.2: Student poster presentation at Colleges and Institutes Canada (CICan) 
Connections conference in Ottawa, ON (2020). 
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Within the last 5 years, faculty members in the Biology program have successfully 
obtained approximately $9 million in research grants from both internal and external 
grant agencies, including Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada 
(NSERC), Canada Foundation for Innovation, BC Knowledge Development Fund, BC 
Ministry of Agriculture, Investment Agriculture Foundation of British Columbia, NSERC 
Engage, NSERC ARTI, and Kwantlen Polytechnic University. Additionally, various courses in 
the program have invited community partners to be guest lecturers and organized 
collaborative student‐based projects. While the KPU Biology program has enjoyed 
notable successes and accolades to date, we will need to continuously work together with 
the scientific community to promote advancement of science and to nurture future 
industry leaders and talents. 

Student Demand for the Program 

This information has been obtained using the Administrative Data for the Bachelor of 
Science in Biology (Appendix A) and the Student Survey (Appendix B, 34 respondents). 
 
The B.Sc. Major in Biology was launched in 2016/2017. There was an 8% increase in 
enrollment in BIOL courses between 2015/2016 and 2016/2017. Enrollment has increased 
each year, with an overall increase of 6% between 2016/2017 to 2018/2019. In 
comparison, only a 2% increase in student enrollment in FSH programs has occurred over 
the same time period. 
 
From 2018/2019 to 2019/2020 there was a 17% decrease in students enrolled in BIOL 
courses, and a 11% decrease in FSH students overall.  This decrease may be a result of 
overall reduction of students enrolled in post-secondary education during this time due 
to the switch to online learning as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, and to budget cuts 
at KPU that resulted in changes to course offerings during the 2019/2020 academic year. 
 
The fill rate in BIOL courses was stable over the years 2016/2017 (84%), 2017/2018 (84%) 
and 2018/2019 (82%).  These rates are higher than the FSH fill rates for the same period 
(2016/2017 (77%); 2017/2018 (78%); 2018/2019 (78%)). From the year 2018/2019 to 
2019/2020 there was a 5% decrease in the fill rate for both the Biology program and 
other FSH programs, again possibly due to the factors listed in the previous paragraph.   
 
Over the past five years, the majority of Biology students have been female (59-65%), 
which is higher than the range for the percentage of females enrolled in FSH programs 
overall (49-58%). There does however appear to be an increasing trend in the number of 
males enrolling in the Biology program in the past few years, with an increase from 36% 
in 2017/2018 to 40% in 2019/2020. 
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The percentage of students enrolled in the Biology program that are 22 years of age or 
younger ranges from 76% to 85% over the past five years. For FSH overall, the percentage 
of students that are 22 years of age or younger in the same time period ranges from 71% 
to 79%, indicating that students enrolled in the Biology program tend to be younger than 
in other FSH programs. 

The enrollment trends for students pursuing a B.Sc. Major in Biology at KPU and at other 
institutions has been stable over the past five years, indicating a continued demand for 
Biology programs in BC. 

The top reasons students reported for choosing to enroll in the KPU Biology program 
according to the Student Survey were the small class sizes (68%), program admission 
requirements (47%), career prospects/earning potential (41%), ease of transfer from/into 
other institutions (38%), and qualifications for program of advanced study (35%). 
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Summary and Recommendations 

 Strengths 

Competitive Context KPU Biology offers good research opportunities and directed 
studies, with the option of taking lower-year courses at multiple 
campuses. 

Connections to the 
advisory board 

Broad representation from relevant industries and sectors. 
 

Connections to the 
discipline/sector 

The Biology program is well connected to many professional 
organizations.  In addition, through its connection to the AGC, the 
development of many new industry connections for our students 
has been achieved. 
 

Connections to other 
KPU programs 

The Biology program is well connected with other KPU academic 
units, including AGC and ISH. These connections have provided 
students with opportunities to be involved in undergraduate 
research projects.  
 

Articulation and 
credential recognition 
processes 

KPU is an active participant in the Biology Articulation Committee, 
attending all annual meetings.  
 

Public information and 
community outreach 
strategies 

Students within the Biology program represent their work at many 
community events. Faculty and students work collaboratively with 
a variety of government and community organizations.  
 

Student demand for 
the program  

Enrollment rates have increased every year since the degree was 
launched (except during the 2019/2020 academic year). Rates are 
higher than other FSH programs. 
 
Fill rates are higher in the Biology program than other FSH 
programs. 
 
Over the past three years, there has been a trend toward a greater 
equity in student gender. 
 
Student’s top reasons for pursuing studies in KPU’s Biology 
program include the small class sizes and the program admission 
requirements.  
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Recommendations 

 As suggested by the Biology Program Advisory Board, determine the feasibility of 
introducing an Honours program and Co-op program to maximize competitiveness 
with other institutions. 

 As suggested by the Advisory Board, explore options for degree streams, 
particularly molecular biology vs organismal biology, and the inclusion of specific 
ethics curriculum (stand-alone course or increased content in existing courses). 

 As research and experiential learning opportunities were highly rated by students 
and alumni, explore options to further support faculty and student research 
opportunities, particularly opportunities to present at research symposia and 
conferences. 

 The Advisory committee could use more members from sectors that are relevant to 
molecular biology and research. Outgoing members need to be replaced. 

 Potential exists to further develop community connections as the program 
expands, via advertising and outreach opportunities. 

 Explore the viability of reducing total credit-hours to streamline the program while 
maintaining program integrity and cohesiveness. 
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Chapter 3.  Quality of Curriculum Design 
 

Assessment of the Curriculum 
 
Overview of the Program 
 
The B.Sc. Major in Biology is a foundational degree program strongly grounded in 
scientific methodology and practical skills. The structure and breadth of courses offered is 
designed to address the program’s main goal, which is to equip graduates with a high 
level of competency in the knowledge, skills and experience necessary for competitive 
entry into the workforce in a wide range of scientific fields related to biology. Graduates 
will also be well prepared for entry into a professional school or graduate studies 
program. 
  
The program utilizes KPU’s small class sizes to provide a lab intensive experience where 
students learn, first-hand, the appropriate use of equipment and techniques to 
investigate living organisms and how they function. To achieve this, course offerings are 
primarily face-to-face and recognize the benefits gained by students being actively and 
directly engaged with their learning, including the interactions they have with each other. 
Upper-level courses build upon the core knowledge and skills developed in first and 
second year, allowing the exploration of more advanced biological concepts and practical 
techniques. Fourth-year students have the opportunity to design and conduct lab and/or 
field-based research projects in collaboration with faculty, enabling them to showcase the 
knowledge and skills they have learned. This student-focused hands-on approach to both 
learning and assessment supports KPU’s polytechnic mandate as a special purpose 
teaching institution and distinguishes the program from those offered by most other 
post-secondary institutions. 

Program Competencies 

The B.Sc. Major in Biology encompasses a total of eight program competencies focused 
on knowledge, skills and values: 
 
1. Knowledge and understanding of biological principles and processes.  
  
2. Communication skills. 
  
3. Critical thinking and problem solving. 
  
4. Laboratory and field techniques. 
  
5. Research skills. 
  
6. Collaborative group work. 
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7. Leadership skills. 
  
8. Ethical awareness of global issues in biology. 
 
The Biology program provides students with many opportunities to develop these 
competencies through the achievement of program learning outcomes which, in turn, are 
linked to specific course learning outcomes. The underlying pedagogical basis of this 
program is the recognition that science is an active process where students “learn by 
doing”. Many courses are four credits and consist of a dedicated lab and/or field 
component where students actively engage in the scientific method of investigation. In 
doing so, they are faced with challenges and opportunities to make observations and 
apply their knowledge and understanding of biological concepts and processes to develop 
hypotheses, conduct investigations, analyze data and draw conclusions. In this lab setting, 
students learn how to set up and manipulate equipment, coordinate tasks with group 
members and communicate their experimental findings in formal lab reports. Students 
develop these skills in a sequential manner that is facilitated by a spiral curriculum design 
where concepts and skills are reinforced and used as a platform to develop more 
advanced skills in upper-level courses including the fourth-year research courses. 
 
The alignment of program competencies with learning outcomes is examined in the 
following sections of this chapter where opportunities for students to attain program 
competencies will be identified and assessed in more detail. 

Essential Skills 

The Biology program competencies listed above resonate strongly with the essential skills 
identified by the Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Training. These skills are 
deeply embedded in the program and are developed progressively across the year levels 
through a scientific lens. The applied nature of the program lends itself to students’ 
achievement through the attainment of learning outcomes and program competencies. 
The linkage between program competencies and essential skills is shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Mapping Biology program competencies to essential skills. 

 
 

Learning Outcomes 

Twelve program learning outcomes were developed collaboratively by faculty utilizing 
SMART criteria (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time-bound). While these 
outcomes are, by necessity, less specific than the learning outcomes of individual courses, 
they represent a focal point for assessing student achievement of the knowledge, skills 
and values considered necessary for graduates to be competitive in the workforce and/or 
prepared to pursue post-graduate studies. 
  
The alignment of program learning outcomes with program competencies is shown in 
Table 3.2. It reveals that each program competency, with one exception, is met through 
the achievement of multiple learning outcomes. This suggests that students have multiple 
opportunities that reinforce each other to satisfy most program competencies. It further 
indicates that there is capacity to improve this alignment by finding ways to expand 
opportunities for students to demonstrate competency number eight: ethical awareness 
of global issues in biology.   
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Table 3.2: Mapping program learning outcomes (rows) to program competencies (columns). 
            This table recognizes the non-linear overlapping nature of curriculum design where   
            learning outcomes may contribute to the development of multiple program competencies. 
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1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
        

2. Apply a detailed knowledge and 

understanding of biological principles to 

natural processes and systems. 
        

3. Demonstrate a cohesive understanding 

of biological principles as they apply 

across a range of disciplines. 
        

4. Describe and explain biological 

concepts and processes at the molecular, 

cellular, organismal, ecosystem and 

biosphere levels. 

         

5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key characteristics of 

the structure, function, development and 

adaptations of a range of organisms 

including microorganisms, fungi, algae, 

plants and animals including humans. 

        

6. Apply the scientific method in designing 

and conducting controlled experiments to 

investigate various natural phenomena. 

        

7. Demonstrate competence in the safe 

use of scientific instruments and 

equipment in both the laboratory and the 

field by following established procedures 

and developing novel techniques. 

        

8. Apply a knowledge and understanding 

of scientific principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, interpret data, 

and develop evidence-based solutions. 

        

9. Use appropriate technology in applying 

mathematical principles, models, 

formulae, and numeracy skills to analyze 

and evaluate data to solve problems. 
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10. Synthesize scientific information from 

a variety of sources to communicate 

ideas, procedures and independent 

research findings in a structured coherent 

manner using oral, visual and written 

formats. 

        

11. Discuss and debate the value and 

ethics of advances in biological 

knowledge, practice, understanding, and 

technology as they relate to 

contemporary societal and world issues. 

        

12. Develop leadership skills through 

collaborative group work in the 

laboratory, classroom or field to address 

biological problems. 

        

 
To conduct a more fine-grain analysis of the curriculum, we examined and assessed the 
level of cohesiveness of the program by exploring the relationship between program 
learning outcomes and individual courses specified in the program at each year level. The 
purpose of this analysis was three-fold: 

 To determine how well the learning outcomes for individual courses align with 

program learning outcomes. 

 Identify gaps in the curriculum regarding knowledge, skills and values (gap 

analysis). 

 Assess the degree to which the curriculum is cohesive in structuring the 

development of knowledge, skills and values essential to students’ achievement of 

program learning outcomes and competencies. 

  
The following procedure was adopted in order to achieve these goals: 
 
1. To identify how each course contributes to the achievement of program learning 
outcomes, learning outcomes from individual course outlines were first matched against 
the twelve program learning outcomes. 
 
2. Each course was assigned a category to indicate whether the learning outcome was 
being introduced (I), developed further after being introduced in previous courses (D) or 
being developed at an advanced level (A). The category to which a course was assigned 
was determined by a combination of three criteria: 
(a) The number of times the program learning outcome had been addressed in previous  
      courses. 
(b) Whether the course addressed a new aspect of the program learning outcome not  
      previously covered. 
(c) The degree of complexity of the specific course learning outcome. 
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3. Program learning outcomes were then mapped separately across all courses at each 
year level (Tables 3.3-3.6). 
 
4. Tables were subsequently analyzed to track the development of program learning 
outcomes across courses and year levels to enable the identification of gaps and 
opportunities for curricular improvement and cohesion. 
  
Table 3.3: Program Learning Outcomes Mapped across First Year Courses 
               (I = Introduced,   D = Developed,   A = Advanced) 

 

Program Learning Outcomes 

BIOL 

1110 

BIOL 

1210 

CHEM 

1110 

CHEM 

1210 

ENG 

1100 

MATH 

1130 

MATH 

1230 

PHYS 

1101 

PHYS 

1102 

Intro 

I 
Intro II Matter Energy Writing Calc. I Calc. II Phys. I Phys. II 

1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to 

biological structures, functions 

and processes. 

  I I I   I I I I 

2. Apply a detailed knowledge 

and understanding of biological 

principles to natural processes 

and systems. 

I                 

3. Demonstrate a cohesive 

understanding of biological 

principles as they apply across a 

range of disciplines. 

I I               

4. Describe and explain biological 

concepts and processes at the 

molecular, cellular, organismal, 

ecosystem and biosphere levels. 

I I               

5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key 

characteristics of the structure, 

function, development and 

adaptations of a range of 

organisms including 

microorganisms, fungi, plants and 

animals including humans. 

I I               

6. Apply the scientific method in 

designing and conducting 

controlled experiments to 

investigate various natural 

phenomena. 

I I I I       I I 

7. Demonstrate competence in 

the safe use of scientific 

instruments and equipment in 

both the laboratory and the field 

by following established 

procedures and developing novel 

techniques. 

I I I I       I I 
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8. Apply a knowledge and 

understanding of scientific 

principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, 

interpret data, and develop 

evidence-based solutions. 

I I I I   I I I I 

9. Use appropriate technology in 

applying mathematical principles, 

models, formulae, and numeracy 

skills to analyze and evaluate data 

to solve problems. 

I I I I   I I I I 

10. Synthesize scientific 

information from a variety of 

sources to communicate ideas, 

procedures and independent 

research findings in a structured 

coherent manner using oral, 

visual and written formats. 

I I I I I I I I I 

11. Discuss and debate the value 

and ethics of advances in 

biological knowledge, practice, 

understanding, and technology as 

they relate to contemporary 

societal and world issues. 

                  

12. Develop leadership skills 

through collaborative group work 

in the laboratory, classroom or 

field to address biological 

problems. 

I I I I I     I I 

 Note: Course mapping years 1-4 is based on learning outcomes in Course Outlines, NOT on what is actually taught. 
 
Table 3.4: Program Learning Outcomes Mapped across Second Year Courses 
               (I = Introduced,   D = Developed,   A = Advanced) 

  

Program Learning Outcomes 

BIOL 

2320 
BIOL 

2321 
BIOL 

2322 
BIOL 

2421 
CHEM 

2320 
CHEM 

2420 
MATH 

2335 

Genetics Cell 

Biol Ecol Biochem Organic 

I 
Organic 

II Stats 

1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
    D D D D D 

2. Apply a detailed knowledge and 

understanding of biological principles to 

natural processes and systems. 
D D D D       

3. Demonstrate a cohesive understanding 

of biological principles as they apply across 

a range of disciplines. 
D D D D D D   

4. Describe and explain biological concepts 

and processes at the molecular, cellular, 

organismal, ecosystem and biosphere 

levels. 

D D D D       
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5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key characteristics of the 

structure, function, development and 

adaptations of a range of organisms 

including microorganisms, fungi, plants and 

animals including humans. 

    D         

6. Apply the scientific method in designing 

and conducting controlled experiments to 

investigate various natural phenomena. 
D D D D       

7. Demonstrate competence in the safe use 

of scientific instruments and equipment in 

both the laboratory and the field by 

following established procedures and 

developing novel techniques. 

D D D   D D   

8. Apply a knowledge and understanding of 

scientific principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, interpret data, 

and develop evidence-based solutions. 

D D D D D D D 

9. Use appropriate technology in applying 

mathematical principles, models, formulae, 

and numeracy skills to analyze and evaluate 

data to solve problems. 

D   D       D 

10. Synthesize scientific information from a 

variety of sources to communicate ideas, 

procedures and independent research 

findings in a structured coherent manner 

using oral, visual and written formats. 

D D D D D D D 

11. Discuss and debate the value and ethics 

of advances in biological knowledge, 

practice, understanding, and technology as 

they relate to contemporary societal and 

world issues. 

I I I I       

12. Develop leadership skills through 

collaborative group work in the laboratory, 

classroom or field to address biological 

problems. 

D D D D D D   

 
 
Table 3.5: Program Learning Outcomes Mapped across Third Year Courses 
               (I = Introduced,   D = Developed,   A = Advanced) 

  

Program Learning Outcomes 

BIOL 

3110 
BIOL 

3165 
BIOL 

3180 
BIOL 

3215 
BIOL 

3225 
BIOL 

3320 
BIOL 

3321 
Anim 
Beh 

Cons 

Bio 
Res 

Meth 
Zoology Botany Mol 

Gen 
Adv 

Cell 
1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
              

2. Apply a detailed knowledge and 

understanding of biological principles to 

natural processes and systems. 
D D   D D A A 
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3. Demonstrate a cohesive understanding 

of biological principles as they apply 

across a range of disciplines. 
  D   D D A A 

4. Describe and explain biological 

concepts and processes at the molecular, 

cellular, organismal, ecosystem and 

biosphere levels. 

D D   D D A A 

5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key characteristics of 

the structure, function, development and 

adaptations of a range of organisms 

including microorganisms, fungi, plants 

and animals including humans. 

D D   D D D D 

6. Apply the scientific method in 

designing and conducting controlled 

experiments to investigate various 

natural phenomena. 

D   D   D D D 

7. Demonstrate competence in the safe 

use of scientific instruments and 

equipment in both the laboratory and the 

field by following established procedures 

and developing novel techniques. 

D     D D A A 

8. Apply a knowledge and understanding 

of scientific principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, interpret 

data, and develop evidence-based 

solutions. 

D D D   D A   

9. Use appropriate technology in applying 

mathematical principles, models, 

formulae, and numeracy skills to analyze 

and evaluate data to solve problems. 

D D D   D D   

10. Synthesize scientific information from 

a variety of sources to communicate 

ideas, procedures and independent 

research findings in a structured coherent 

manner using oral, visual and written 

formats. 

D D D D D D D 

11. Discuss and debate the value and 

ethics of advances in biological 

knowledge, practice, understanding, and 

technology as they relate to 

contemporary societal and world issues. 

D D   D D A A 

12. Develop leadership skills through 

collaborative group work in the 

laboratory, classroom or field to address 

biological problems. 

D D D D D D D 

 
 
Table 3.6: Program Learning Outcomes Mapped across Fourth Year Courses 
               (I = Introduced,   D = Developed,   A = Advanced) 
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Program Learning Outcomes 

BIOL 
4140 

BIOL 
4150 

BIOL 

4235 
BIOL 

4245 
BIOL 

4900* 
BIOL 

4199* 
BIOL 

4299* 
Anim 

Phys Evol Marine Develop Special 

Topics 
Res I Res II 

1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
    A          

2. Apply a detailed knowledge and 

understanding of biological principles to 

natural processes and systems. 
A A A A       

3. Demonstrate a cohesive 

understanding of biological principles as 

they apply across a range of disciplines. 
A A A A       

4. Describe and explain biological 

concepts and processes at the molecular, 

cellular, organismal, ecosystem and 

biosphere levels. 

A A A A A A A 

5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key characteristics of 

the structure, function, development 

and adaptations of a range of organisms 

including microorganisms, fungi, plants 

and animals including humans. 

A A A A A A A 

6. Apply the scientific method in 

designing and conducting controlled 

experiments to investigate various 

natural phenomena. 

A   A  A   A A 

7. Demonstrate competence in the safe 

use of scientific instruments and 

equipment in both the laboratory and 

the field by following established 

procedures and developing novel 

techniques. 

A   A A     A  

8. Apply a knowledge and understanding 

of scientific principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, interpret 

data, and develop evidence-based 

solutions. 

A A A A A A A 

9. Use appropriate technology in 

applying mathematical principles, 

models, formulae, and numeracy skills to 

analyze and evaluate data to solve 

problems. 

A D D A   A A 

10. Synthesize scientific information 

from a variety of sources to 

communicate ideas, procedures and 

independent research findings in a 

structured coherent manner using oral, 

visual and written formats. 

A A A A A A A 

11. Discuss and debate the value and 

ethics of advances in biological 

knowledge, practice, understanding, and 

D D A D   A A 
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technology as they relate to 

contemporary societal and world issues. 
12. Develop leadership skills through 

collaborative group work in the 

laboratory, classroom or field to address 

biological problems. 

A A A A A     

* Students in the Biology Program are required to take either BIOL 4900 or BIOL 4199 and 4299. 

 
 
Key findings from the analysis of curricular mapping: 

 Learning outcomes for individual courses were developed prior to the 
formalization of program learning outcomes and as such, many of these outcomes 
did not align well with the program learning outcomes.  

 Some course learning outcomes did not meet one or more of the SMART criteria. 
For example, some course outlines contain learning outcomes that are not 
sufficiently specific, making them also difficult to measure/assess. 

 It was recognized that some aspects of knowledge, skills and values that are 
taught in individual courses, are not captured by the current course learning 
outcomes. This gives the impression that there are gaps in the curriculum that in 
reality, do not exist. For example, there is an apparent gap in program learning 
outcome 1 across third and fourth-year courses but it has been confirmed that this 
learning outcome is addressed in at least some of these upper-level courses. 

 This fine-grain analysis did not reveal any significant gaps in curricular knowledge, 
skills or values. Program learning outcomes appear to be developed and 
consolidated in a comprehensive manner and to a level that is appropriate for an 
undergraduate science degree. 

  
Opportunities exist to address the issues identified from the above analysis, when course 
outlines are revised. 

Credential-Level Specifications and Degree-Level Standards 

The Biology program provides a rigorous and demanding curriculum beginning with 
foundational first year courses that require no prior knowledge or understanding of 
biological principles and processes. The program culminates in fourth-year courses where 
students must demonstrate their ability to conduct scientific investigations, communicate 
a comprehensive knowledge across a range of biological disciplines and apply their 
knowledge to solve problems and address contemporary issues. Tables 3.3-3.6 illustrate 
how this is achieved through the progressive development of program learning 
outcomes. The importance and rigour of skill development is reflected in the significant 
weighting of assessment tasks assigned to the lab component of courses and the 
requirement that students must pass the lab component in order to achieve a grade C in 
the course. 
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The Biology program offers two credentials: a B.Sc. Major in Biology and a Minor in 
Biology, as described in Chapter 1. The following descriptions provide examples of how 
these programs meet the Degree Quality Assessment Board degree-level standards: 

Depth and breadth of knowledge: 

 Lower-level courses cover a wide range of sub-disciplines within biology and 
explore their application and relevance to other fields of study. They include both 
science and non-science courses outside of biology that help to develop critical 
thinking and problem-solving skills that are transferable across disciplines. 

 Upper-level courses expand the depth of knowledge in the fields of molecular, cell 
and organismal biology, genetics, ecology and evolution. 

 Knowledge of methodologies and research: 

 Strong emphasis is placed on opportunities for students to practice the scientific 
method of enquiry in a lab and/or field setting to learn the practical hands-on 
techniques necessary to develop hypotheses, conduct rigorous investigations and 
then analyze and evaluate the data. 

 Fourth-year research courses provide opportunities for students to engage in 
meaningful research projects. 

Application of knowledge: 

 Students use their knowledge of biological principles and processes to critically 
analyze new information and develop explanations for observed natural 
phenomena. 

 Students use numeracy skills and follow established techniques to solve problems. 

 Student research assignments and projects are focused on the application of both 
knowledge and skills to explore alternative approaches and pursue a line of 
investigation that advances our understanding of a particular field. 

Communication skills: 

 Students debate contemporary ethical issues related to the application of 
biological research and its potential to benefit humanity. 

 Student assignments/projects involve conducting literature searches in specific 
fields to critique current research and report their findings to a general audience 
using oral, written and visual means of communication including digital formats. 

 Students collaborate in groups to organize equipment and coordinate tasks 
necessary to perform lab investigations in a timely manner. 

 Independent completion of formal written lab reports following established 
procedures. 
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 Awareness of limits of knowledge: 

 Throughout their courses, students learn that the evolution of life is an unfolding 
mystery that we are only just beginning to understand. While new technology and 
research continues to expand our knowledge, there are many questions that 
remain unanswered. 

 When students conduct their own investigations in the lab and/or field, they learn 
first-hand that while some questions may be answered, many new questions arise 
that require further investigation. This is a key attribute of the scientific process. 

 Students learn that biological techniques and equipment have limitations in terms 
of what can and cannot be accomplished. They learn to identify sources of error in 
data that is collected and how this might impact analysis and interpretation. 

 Professional capacity/autonomy: 

 All first-year students are required to complete the KPU online Academic Integrity 
Course and many courses also require the completion of an Academic Integrity 
Declaration statement.  

 By engaging in independent assignments and projects, students are encouraged to 
exercise personal leadership by drawing upon their own initiative and 
resourcefulness. Students grow confidence in their own abilities to take ownership 
of, and accept accountability for, the completion of tasks by posted deadlines. 

 When conducting group work in the lab, students learn to maximize efficiency by 
utilizing the strengths of their peers and also to take personal responsibility for 
their safety. 

Admissions and Prerequisites 

Students wanting to complete the B.Sc. Major in Biology must satisfy the Faculty’s 
admission requirement which consists of KPU’s undergraduate English Proficiency 
Requirement, English 12 with a minimum grade of C+ (or equivalent); however, first year 
BIOL courses require English 12 with a B grade or equivalent. Students are required to 
declare the credential by the time they complete 60 credits of undergraduate 
coursework. At the time of declaration, students must satisfy all of the following 
requirements: 

 In good academic standing with the University 

 Completion of a minimum of 24 credits of undergraduate coursework, including 
the following: 

o 3 credits of ENGL at the 1100 level or higher 
o BIOL 1110 with a minimum grade of C 
o BIOL 1210 with a minimum grade of C 
o CHEM 1110 with a minimum grade of B or CHEM 1210 with a minimum 

grade of C 
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o MATH 1120 with a minimum grade of C or MATH 1130 with a minimum 
grade of C 

o PHYS 1101 with a minimum grade of C or PHYS 1120 with a minimum 
grade of C 

The Biology program places heavy emphasis on the iterative development of key 
concepts and skills specified by the program learning outcomes and considered crucial to 
student success. To guide the progressive development of these concepts and skills and 
to support student retention and success, firm prerequisites were established for the 
majority of required courses in the program. For the most part, this entails the successful 
completion of one or more lower-level courses with a minimum grade of C. This includes 
achieving a minimum of 50% on the final exam; for courses with labs, this also includes 
achieving 50% or more in the lab component. Formative assessments are used to 
evaluate the level of skills achieved at different stages of the program and the results 
support continued use of this approach. 
  
Ongoing faculty assessment of prerequisites, corequisites and course exclusions has 
revealed several bottlenecks and barriers associated with a small number of upper-level 
courses including BIOL 3321 (Advanced Cell Biology) and more recently, BIOL 4900 
(Special Topics). Prerequisites and credit exclusions for the latter placed undesirable 
limitations on course options for students and hampered synergy with the Health Science 
program. These issues have since been addressed through course outline revisions 
involving updates to both prerequisites and course exclusions.  

Student Satisfaction with the Curriculum 

Student satisfaction with the curriculum is based on an analysis of the feedback obtained 
from the Student Survey (Appendix B, 34 respondents). 

Learning Outcomes: 

 Students reported that most program learning outcomes were achieved to a large 
or moderate extent in greater than 80% of cases. 

 Program learning outcomes numbered 2, 4, 5, 6 and 8 (Tables 3.2-3.6) recorded 
the highest levels of satisfaction (70% or greater). 

 Program learning outcomes numbered 11 and 12 recorded the lowest values; 51% 
and 52% respectively. This could be addressed by more clearly identifying and 
emphasizing opportunities for students to develop leadership skills and engage in 
discussions about the value and ethics of advances in biological knowledge as they 
relate to societal and world issues. 

Skills: 

 Students reported high levels of satisfaction with communication skills (89% 
satisfied to a large or moderate extent for writing lab reports clearly and 
effectively). 
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 Other skills recording high levels of satisfaction (70% or greater) included literacy 
skills (other than visual media), collaboration, personal organization, analyzing 
evidence and solving problems. 

 Skills recording the lowest levels of satisfaction were leadership (44%), visual 
media (56%), historical and contextual factors affecting the discipline (54%) and 
engagement with local communities (34%). 

 

Overall satisfaction with curriculum: 

 Students reported 70% satisfaction (somewhat or very satisfied) with the 
curriculum as a whole and 67% satisfaction with the level of ability required to 
succeed in the program. 

 81% of responses indicated that lab-based courses contributed a moderate or 
large extent to their learning.   

 Only 36% of responses indicated satisfaction with the range of courses offered 
each term. Future course offerings and scheduling need to be planned carefully to 
address this; however, it is important to note that this survey took place during 
the 2020/2021 academic year, and some of this dissatisfaction was likely caused 
by temporary course cancellations due to the Covid-19 pandemic. A program 
revision may also consider the possibility of offering a greater range of courses. 

 Written feedback provided by students included the following suggestions for 
improvement: 

o better scheduling and greater course options across campuses 

o more out-of-class learning opportunities or work experience 

o reduce workload of some courses 

o improve course transferability 

o honours program for research students 

Faculty Satisfaction with the Curriculum 

Faculty satisfaction with the curriculum is based on an analysis of the feedback obtained 
from the Faculty Survey (Appendix C, 26 respondents including lab staff). 
 
Program Learning Outcomes: 

 More than 60% of faculty were somewhat or very satisfied with the program 
helping students to achieve most of the learning outcomes. 

 Learning outcomes numbered 2, 4 and 7 (Tables 3.2-3.6) received scores greater 
than 80%. 
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 Learning outcomes numbered 9 and 11 received scores lower than 50%. Faculty 
may consider modifying course content and/or learning activities in response to 
this. 

Skills: 

 Satisfaction scores of 60% or greater (satisfied to a large or moderate extent) were 
reported for group work, literacy skills and most components of communication 
skills. This is consistent with feedback from the student survey. 

 Skills that recorded the lowest levels of satisfaction were those relating to global 
issues (32%), community engagement (36%), ethics & social responsibility (32%) 
and leadership (36%).  

 Community engagement and leadership are common themes of concern arising 
from both student and faculty surveys. The introduction of an optional Co-op 
program may contribute substantially towards improving these skills. 

 

Overall satisfaction with curriculum: 

 72% of responses indicate that faculty are somewhat or very satisfied with the 
curriculum overall. Components scoring the highest levels of satisfaction were the 
preparation of students for further education (80%) and the discipline/sector 
relevance (76%). 

 81% of responses indicated that lab-based courses contributed a moderate or 
large extent to student learning 

 No component of the curriculum scored lower than 60%. 

 Written feedback provided by faculty included the following suggestions for 
improvement and open the possibility for program changes: 

o increase course options for students and reduce the number of required 
courses 

o improve cross-discipline integration 
o introduce stream options 
o introduce a writing intensive (WI) course  
o optional Co-op program 
o honours program 

Career/Further Education Preparedness  

Career Pathways 

 A list of careers for which a biology background is required or very useful is as follows 
(https://www.kpu.ca/science/biology/careers): 

 Teaching 

https://www.kpu.ca/science/biology/careers
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 Research 

 Environmental Consulting 

 Medicine 

 Dentistry 

 Chiropractic Medicine 

 Veterinary Medicine 

 Naturopathy 

 Physiotherapy 

 Pharmacy 

 Optometry 

 Forestry 

 Agricultural science 

 Biotechnology 

 Forensic Science 

Work Safe BC (https://www.workbc.ca/labour-market-industry/labour-market-
outlook.aspx) predicts that 36% of the new job openings in BC from 2019-2029 will 
require a Bachelors, Graduate or Professional Degree. Most of all jobs in the Professional 
Scientific and Technical Services sector are concentrated in the Mainland/Southwest 
region of the province.   
 
Biotechnology is one career path for our graduates. The Biotechnology and Life Sciences 
Industry in BC is the largest in all of Canada. Thirty-three percent of biotechnology and life 
science employers are reporting skill shortages across Canada, and 20% have job 
openings.  Seventy percent of this industry is based in Metro Vancouver 
(https://pwp.vpl.ca/siic/industry-profiles/fastest-growing-industries-biotechnology-life-
sciences/). Biotechnology was one of the career paths targeted when the program was 
first conceived. Program competencies relating to problem solving, laboratory techniques 
and research skills, make our graduates well suited for a career in this field.  
 
According to the Canadian Occupational Projection System, 
(http://occupations.esdc.gc.ca/sppc-cops/.4cc.5p.1t.3.4n.1lf.4rc.1sts.5mm.1rys.2.1rch@-
eng.jsp) over the period 2019-2028, the number of job openings and job seekers for Life 
Science Professionals, which include Biologists, Forestry Professionals, Agricultural 
representatives, consultants and specialists, are projected to be relatively stable, with 
new job openings arising from expanding demand and retirement. It is expected that 
investments into the health and biomedical research sector will continue over the 
projected period, providing jobs in this field. The projected number of job openings to job 
seekers as Biological Technologists and Technicians, Natural and applied science policy 
researchers, consultants and program officers is also projected to remain stable. 
Experiential learning in both the lab and field is a strength of our program and when 
combined with competencies centered around understanding biological processes, group 

https://www.workbc.ca/labour-market-industry/labour-market-outlook.aspx
https://www.workbc.ca/labour-market-industry/labour-market-outlook.aspx
https://pwp.vpl.ca/siic/industry-profiles/fastest-growing-industries-biotechnology-life-sciences/
https://pwp.vpl.ca/siic/industry-profiles/fastest-growing-industries-biotechnology-life-sciences/
http://occupations.esdc.gc.ca/sppc-cops/.4cc.5p.1t.3.4n.1lf.4rc.1sts.5mm.1rys.2.1rch@-eng.jsp
http://occupations.esdc.gc.ca/sppc-cops/.4cc.5p.1t.3.4n.1lf.4rc.1sts.5mm.1rys.2.1rch@-eng.jsp
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work and leadership, lend themselves to the development of skills needed for careers in 
fields such as forestry, agriculture, lab technician and environmental consulting. 
 
Graduates from our program may pursue further vocational training and become Medical 
Technologists and Technicians. A continued labour shortage in this area over the same 
projected period is expected to continue, primarily due to the increase in an aging 
population in addition to the advancement of medical technologies and techniques.   
 
BC Budget 2019 (https://www.jobbank.gc.ca/content_pieces-eng.do?cid=15065) aims for 
the recruitment of more family doctors, nurse practitioners and clinical pharmacists. In 
addition, BC aims to provide more direct care for seniors and enable a strategy for shorter 
surgical waits. These plans will have a large impact on our graduates’ future employment 
possibilities. Communication skills, critical thinking, collaboration and lab skills are key 
competencies of the program that provide students with a strong foundation to pursue 
post-graduate studies necessary for a career in the medical field. 
 
With new innovations in green technology and natural resources, new job opportunities 
for graduates within these industries is also predicted to rise. Leadership, communication, 
problem solving and research are fundamental competencies required for such career 
paths and figure prominently in this program. 
 

Alumni Preparedness for Work/Further Education  

Alumni preparedness is based on an analysis of the feedback obtained from the Alumni 
Survey (Appendix D, 16 respondents). Out of 13 respondents for current employment, most 
of whom are recent graduates, 69% are employed. Of those who are employed, 75% have 
program-related employment. These alumni are employed in the following sectors: 

 38% Medical 

 25% Industry 

 25% Ecological/Environmental 

 13% Academia 

 13% Pharmaceutical  

 
54% of alumni have pursued further education following KPU’s Biology program (includes 
those with Major, Minor and Associate degrees). Further pursuits include: 

 Bachelor’s degree at other institutions (Molecular Biology and Biochemistry 
program at SFU, UBC) 

 Bachelor of Education Program 

 Nursing 

https://www.jobbank.gc.ca/content_pieces-eng.do?cid=15065
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Alumni who reported satisfaction (to a large or moderate extent) with how the program 
prepared them to develop the skills deemed essential by the Ministry of Advanced 
Education are as follows:  

 100%   Written Communication 

 93% Oral Communication 

 93% Group Collaboration 

 93%  Critical Analysis 

 92%  Problem Resolution 

 93%  Learn on your own 

 85%  Reading and Comprehension  

Alumni who reported satisfaction (to a large or moderate extend) with additional 
competencies specific to our program are as follows: 

 100%  Knowledge and understanding of biological principles and processes  

 82%   Laboratory and field techniques 

 81%  Research skills 

 72% Leadership skills 

 81%  Ethical awareness of global issues in biology 

77% of Alumni reported (strongly or somewhat agree) that the program prepared them 
for their desired career. The overall satisfaction rate (very or somewhat) of alumni who 
felt that the program prepared them for work and/or further education was 69%.   
 
85% of Alumni strongly or somewhat agreed that the time invested in their Biology 
education was well spent, whereas 69% reported that the money invested in their 
education was well spent.   
 
85% of Alumni reported that our laboratory-based courses and experiences contributed 
to their learning to a large extent. Alumni reported that the fourth-year research project 
course was a beneficial experience for post-graduation, except for the lack of an honours 
designation.   
 

Discipline/Sector Feedback 
 
The Discipline/Sector Feedback analysis is based on the Discipline/Sector Survey results  
(Appendix E, 25 respondents).  Of the respondents, 66% were not at all or only slightly 
familiar with KPU’s Biology program. 18% had hosted, hired or worked with KPU Biology 
alumni and/or students, and of those, 50% reported that they were very prepared and 
50% reported that they were somewhat prepared for work in their organization.   
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In terms of KPU’s Biology Program competencies, the percentage of participants from the 
Biological Discipline/Sector survey who responded that the following were very important 
or essential were as follows: 

 100% Group Collaboration 

 83% Research Skills 

 83% Problem Solving  

 82% Critical analysis 

 77% Oral Communication; 50% Written Communication  

 71% Laboratory and field techniques 

 60% Leadership skills  

 54% Knowledge and understanding of biological principles and processes 

 41% Ethical awareness of global issues in biology 

 
In addition to the above skills, 100% of respondents reported that the ability to 
demonstrate personal organization, accountability and time management were either 
essential or very important.   
 
Additional skills, training or knowledge that an entry-level applicant should have include: 

 Ability to present scientific material to a non-scientific audience 

 Real world field skills (technical and general) 

 Ability to demonstrate integrity, respect, resilience and good judgement 

 
One respondent stated that “thesis-based lab experience is a huge plus.” 
 
Emerging trends that KPU Biology students should be prepared for include:  

 Using CRISPR/Cas systems for genome modification 

 Computational science, especially Bioinformatics 

 Bridging of Western and Indigenous science, knowledge and values  

 Integration with technology (automation, robots, remote imagery/sensing, 
geographic information systems) 

 Synthetic biology 

 Use of Biological instead of Chemical-based solutions in agriculture 

 Climate change 

 Invasive species  
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The strengths of KPU’s Biology program were reported as being the lab-based, hands on 
skills and knowledge that students receive, in addition to the small class sizes.   
 
KPU’s Biology program can build better connections with the discipline/sector by: 

 Offering co-op to students so they can get industry experience 

 Hosting recruitment events or information sessions with industry 

 Offering work-placements or internships 

 Encouraging students to join the Student Biotech Network 

 Encouraging students to volunteer with Biology/Conservation groups  

Curriculum Development and Review Processes 

The Biology program is still relatively new and is experiencing its first program review. The 
Program Advisory Committee meets periodically to assess its currency and relevance to 
both post-graduate studies and to the employment sector. Most recently this committee 
suggested strengthening the ethical skills component of the program and the inclusion of 
a Co-op program. Both of these suggestions have been echoed by the current review 
process and bear careful consideration moving forward. 
  
No major program revisions have occurred since the roll-out of the degree but it 
maintains currency through a number of ongoing and iterative processes including: 

 Revisions to course outlines that involve updates to course content, learning 

outcomes, assessments, lab/field activities, learning resources, prerequisites, etc. 

 Upper-level Special Topics courses that are developed, updated and rotated on an 

ongoing basis to reflect the latest biological applications relevant to contemporary 

societal issues. 

 Student research projects under faculty supervision permit students to engage in 

new techniques using cutting edge technology. These research projects, many of 

which are applied research and/or involve industry or government partners, 

provide connectivity and relevance to the broader community. 

 Faculty who are engaged in research bring their knowledge and experience into 

the classroom and lab to bring relevance to theoretical concepts. 

 Faculty integrate current scientific literature into upper level courses, both for 

classroom examples and student assignments   
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Summary and Recommendations 

 Strengths 

Assessment of the 
Curriculum 

Strong correlation between program competencies, essential 
skills, and individual course learning outcomes. 
 
Program learning outcomes were comprehensive to an 
appropriate level for an undergraduate science degree. 

Student Satisfaction with 
the Curriculum 

70% of respondents expressed satisfaction with the curriculum 
as a whole and 67% with the level of ability required to 
succeed in the program.   
 
Students reported high levels of satisfaction (> 80%) with 
achieving most program learning outcomes to a large or 
moderate extent. 
 
Lab-based courses contributed significantly to student 
learning. Alumni commented that they liked the hands-on 
experience that they received from their laboratory courses. 

Faculty Satisfaction with 
the Curriculum 

Most respondents (72%) were somewhat or very satisfied with 
the curriculum overall.  
 
A majority of respondents (60%) were satisfied with the 
program helping students to achieve most of the program 
learning outcomes.   
 
Curricular strengths identified by Faculty include hands-on lab-
based courses, literacy and communication skills and 
preparation of students for further study. 

Career/Further 
Education Preparedness 

Of Alumni Survey respondents, 75% of the graduates that are 
employed, are in a program-related field. 
 
Of Alumni Survey respondents, 54% of graduates have pursued 
further education. 
 
Alumni found the fourth-year research project valuable in their 
post-graduate careers. 
 
Industry survey respondents commented that the hands-on 
practical skills that students acquire were a strength of the 
program, as was KPU’s small class sizes. 
 
Skills deemed either very important or essential by the 
discipline/sector respondents were compatible with the skills 
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that alumni reported gaining from the program. Examples 
include group collaboration, research skills, problem solving, 
personal organization and time management. 

Curriculum Development 
and Review Process 

The flexibility and currency of curriculum is augmented 
regularly due to the rotating nature of the Special Topics course 
and Research Project courses. 

 
Recommendations 

 With regards to shortcomings identified by the Curricular Analysis above, course 
outlines should be revised to ensure that course learning outcomes: 

o Are better aligned with program learning outcomes 

o Meet all SMART criteria 

o Capture the relevant knowledge, skills and values of program learning 
outcomes that are taught in specific courses 

 In response to student and faculty survey data indicating the need to address 
shortcomings in the development of leadership and community engagement skills, it 
would be useful to revise course outlines to: 

o Clearly identify opportunities for students to develop leadership skills and 
engage in discussions about the value and ethics of advances in biological 
knowledge as they relate to societal and world issues. 

o Integrate more content involving specialized technical skills and the use of 
technology and computing relevant to sector career paths 

 In response to suggestions from the student and faculty surveys, the following 
additional actions are recommended for consideration: 

o Provide more flexible course options for students including a greater range of 
courses across campuses 

o Expand experiential learning opportunities for students, particularly by 
exploring the introduction of an optional Co-op program and further research 
options in existing courses. 

o Incorporate 4th Year research courses into an honours program 

o Investigate the viability of offering degree streams 

 In response to student and alumni responses regarding job preparedness, as well as 
industry feedback, it would be useful to increase advertisement/awareness of student 
career support programs. 

 With regard to industry feedback about future trends in the Biology sector, it would 
be useful to increase content specifically identified by sector respondents such as 
additional exposure to bioinformatics, technological integration, synthetic biology, 
CRISPR/Cas9, indigenous content, and content related to climate change and 
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sustainability. In order to improve course offerings, it may be useful to develop new 
upper-year course electives, particularly for hands-on methods. 

 Further to career/education preparedness, sector respondents also suggested 
exploring a Co-op or job placement program. As the development of such a program 
is likely to be a significant undertaking, a program coordinator should be appointed, 
possibly in cooperation with other departments. 

 Although Faculty connections with professional organizations and industry is good, it 
would also be useful for the program to forge additional connections with 
graduate/alumni groups and professional accreditation organizations, such as the 
College of Applied Biology, Student Biotech Network, etc. 
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Chapter 4.  Quality of Instructional Design 

Delivery Modes 

The Biology program at KPU includes course instruction delivered via the following 
modes: face-to-face classroom lectures without experiential laboratory component; face-
to-face classroom lectures with an experiential laboratory component; fully online; and 
blended face-to-face/online. Online courses or course components may be delivered 
synchronously or asynchronously. The majority of course delivery is face-to-face. 
 
Diverse learning styles may be accommodated by online or blended delivery. Other 
accommodations are provided by KPU Accessibility Services, and include exam 
accommodations (extra time, distraction-reduced rooms, questions read out loud); 
course material accessibility (alternate formats such as e-text, audio, large print, or 
Braille); note-taking services; technology and equipment (Smart Pens, read aloud 
programs, screen readers, dictation programs, ergonomic chairs, large screens for 
computing, transcription services). 
 
Experiential and hands-on learning opportunities in Biology include laboratory 
components, field trips, and opportunities for basic and applied research in the 
laboratory and/or the field. Many core courses in the Biology program include laboratory 
components (BIOL 1110 & 1210, CHEM 1110 & 1210, PHYS 1101 & 1102, BIOL 2320 & 
2321 & 2322, CHEM 2320 & 2420, BIOL 3110 & 3215 & 3225 & 3320 & 3321, BIOL 4140, 
4235 & 4245). Multiple field trips are included in BIOL 2322 (Ecology), BIOL 3165 
(Conservation Biology) and BIOL 4235 (Marine Biology). In particular, the BIOL 4235 
course includes a capstone 3-day field experience for students at the Bamfield Marine 
Sciences Centre on Vancouver Island, a highlight of the degree program. Several courses 
at the third- and fourth-year level include significant independent research components, 
including BIOL 3180, 3215, 3165, 4140, and 4235. The senior Research Project (BIOL 
4199/4299) course also provides important opportunities for basic and applied research, 
and additional opportunities are available in the form of student research assistant and 
technical assistant positions offered routinely for competition within the department. 
Students who work in the laboratory environment are required to take Laboratory Safety 
Training, in addition to specific course safety information provided in course lab manuals 
and by laboratory instructors. Students also have opportunities to showcase their 
scholarship at departmental outreach initiatives as described in chapter 2. 
 
Student Satisfaction with Delivery Modes (Appendix B, tables 26-29): 

 Student satisfaction with program delivery modes was very high (73% somewhat 
or very satisfied), and dissatisfaction was commensurately low. 

 Satisfaction with accommodation, experiential learning opportunities, and safety 
measures were all moderately high (54%, 58%, and 50% respectively). 
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 Dissatisfaction was also relatively low by comparison (20%, 28%, and 27%, 
respectively), indicating general overall satisfaction with program delivery. 

 Students preferred courses with face-to-face components very highly (84%) as 
compared to purely online course delivery (15%). 

 For online course delivery, students generally preferred a mixture of synchronous 
and asynchronous components (65%), compared to purely one or the other. 

 For online laboratory content, mixed synchronous/asynchronous delivery was 
moderately preferred (46%), but the remaining students were split between 
preference for fully synchronous and fully asynchronous (both 27% preferred) 

 

Alumni reported in their survey (Appendix D, table 11) that the experiential learning 
components (laboratory components, undergraduate research, and capstone course 
projects) were the greatest contributing factors to student learning in the program (93%, 
69%, and 80% large or moderate extent, respectively). Building on this strength, additional 
lab-based and experiential learning opportunities may be considered. 
 
Faculty Satisfaction with Delivery Modes (Appendix C, table 11): 

 Faculty satisfaction with program delivery modes was similar to student 
satisfaction (72% somewhat or very satisfied). 

 Satisfaction with accommodation was also similar (52% somewhat or very 
satisfied, compared to 54% for students). 

 However, satisfaction rates for experiential learning opportunities and safety 
measures was higher among faculty (68% and 76%, respectively, compared to 58% 
and 50% for students). Overall, this indicates a high level of general satisfaction 
with the program delivery among faculty. 

Assessment Methods 

Assessment methods in the Biology program include both formative and summative 
assessments. Formative assessment methods include draft-writing and feedback of 
written assignments (e.g., lab reports, term papers, research reports and proposals), 
practice and feedback on oral presentations, and direct practical feedback during 
supervision of laboratory exercises. Summative assessment methods include final drafts 
of written materials (as above); regular quizzes (in-class or online via Moodle); traditional 
timed midterm and final exams (including, for example, multiple choice questions, short 
answer, problem solving, and essay-style questions); practical assessments of laboratory 
skills; written laboratory theory exams; and presentations (oral, poster, or 
digital/audiovisual) of journal articles or original research. 
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Student Satisfaction with Assessment Methods (Appendix B, table 30): 

 Students have indicated general overall satisfaction with or neutrality towards the 
range of methods currently being used in the Biology Program (42% somewhat or 
very satisfied, 31% neither satisfied nor dissatisfied). 

 Satisfaction with instructor feedback in formative assessment was moderately high 
(65% somewhat or very satisfied). 

 Students generally agreed that the information regarding their evaluations was 
clear and accurate (58% somewhat or very satisfied) and consistently applied (50% 
somewhat or very satisfied). However, dissatisfaction rates were higher than 
anticipated (30% and 31% somewhat or very dissatisfied, respectively). 

Student comments regarding assessment methods included a few recommendations for a 
greater focus on formative assessments such as assignments, projects, and presentations, 
rather than tests and exams. 
 
Faculty Satisfaction with Assessment Methods (Appendix C, table 12): 

 Faculty satisfaction with clarity of evaluations was greater than students (88% 
somewhat or very satisfied, and 0% dissatisfied). 

 Satisfaction with consistency of assessment standards was similar to students (52% 
somewhat or very satisfied), but dissatisfaction rates were lower (16%). 

 Faculty were generally very satisfied with the extent to which assessment methods 
support the program competencies and learning outcomes, and allow students to 
demonstrate their attainment of these competencies and outcomes (72% and 80% 
somewhat or very satisfied, respectively). 

Faculty made the following comments and suggestions regarding assessment consistency: 

 A focus on more consistency when a course is taught by multiple instructors. More 
communication between faculty members and lab staff all teaching the same 
lower-level course is needed. 

 The assessment tools for some labs may need to be revised. 

 More consistency - providing for marking assistance (student teaching assistants, 
for example) or additional technological resources would help with this. 

 Assistance from T&L on setting up new technologies so that they are easier to 
incorporate into existing courses would be good. 

Although current student satisfaction with the range of assessment methods was lower 
than faculty satisfaction, alumni rated their overall attainment of program learning 
outcomes quite highly, as noted in chapter 3. When asked to rate their attainment of 
specific learning outcomes, the two lowest positive response rates were 69% (attained the 
learning outcome to a moderate or large extent), and four out of twelve learning outcomes 
had 100% positive response rates.  
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Student Experience 

Grade Distribution (Appendix A): 

 64-66% of students in the Biology program receive a grade of C or better, which is 
slightly lower than students in FSH courses (68-71%). 

 Cumulative grade distribution for Biology students at all grades from C- to A+ was 
lower than for FSH students overall.  

 The cumulative grade distribution over the 2015/2016 to 2019/2020 period has 
been stable for Biology courses and FSH courses.   

 
Biology is unique among the sciences in that it places a much greater demand on 
students' language skills in terms of their ability to express their understanding of 
complex concepts and processes in clear, well-structured, logical, coherent detail using 
appropriate terminology. Many students have poor written language skills and this is a 
major barrier to their success in this discipline. As such, these grade distributions fall 
within expectations. 
 
The repeat rate in BIOL courses remained stable from 2015/2016 (13%), 2016/2017 
(15%), 2017/2018 (14%) until 2018/2019 (14%). This is similar to the repeat rate in FSH 
which ranged from 10-13% over the same period. In 2019/2020 there was an increase in 
the repeat rate of students in BIOL courses to 19% in comparison to FSH courses at 14%.  
This increase in the repeat rate for BIOL courses may be attributed to the delivery of 
content, including labs, in an online format during the COVID-19 pandemic. This mode of 
delivery, especially for the laboratory content of our courses, may not have been 
amenable to the success of students, especially those students in Level 1 (first year), 
resulting in an increase in the percentage of students repeating courses. This is supported 
by the data in which the Level 1 repeat rate for students in BIOL courses in 2019/2020 
was 23% (vs 16% in FSH courses) in comparison to repeat rates in 2017/2018 and 
2018/2019 of only 13%.  These repeat rates of 13% are identical to what was observed in 
Level 1 FSH courses during 2017/2018 and 2018/2019.   
 
The repeat rate in Level 2 (second year) courses is higher in Biology than in FSH.  This 
does not seem to be a result of the switch to online delivery during the pandemic since 
the rate was higher not only in 2019/2020 (15% in Biology vs 11% in FSH), but also in 
2018/2019 (14% in Biology vs 10% in FSH) and 2017/2018 (16% in Biology vs 10% in FSH).  
While the DFW rate has been stable for both Biology (27% - 30%) and FSH (24% to 27%) 
over the period of 2015/2016 to 2019/2020, analysis by level number does show an 
increase in the DFW rate among Biology students in comparison to FSH students at Level 
2 each year.  In 2017/2018, the Level 2 DFW rate for Biology was 28% vs 22% for FSH.  In 
2018/2019 the Level 2 DFW rate for Biology was 25% vs 18% for FSH, and in 2019/2020 
the DFW rate for Biology was 27% vs 17% for FSH.   
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Graduation Rates  

The number of students who have graduated with a B.Sc. Major in Biology has remained 
stable since the launch of the degree. The number of students that graduated in 
2017/2018 was 11, 6 in 2018/2019 and 8 in 2019/2020. These graduation rates may seem 
low in comparison to the BIOL course headcount, but our first-year courses are required 
for other programs within FSH, or serve as electives for other Faculties.   
 
The median number of years it took students to receive their B.Sc. Major in Biology is 
higher than for a B.Sc. in other FSH programs. In 2017/2018 it took Biology students 5.9 
years vs 4.9 years for FSH, in 2018/2019 it took 5.3 years vs 4.9 years for FSH, and in 
2019/2020 it took 6.6 years vs 5.9 years for FSH. Students and Alumni identified limits on 
course offerings and scheduling as the primary cause of delays in graduating in the 
surveys. 
 
Student Outcomes 
 
The Biology program scores of student outcomes for Satisfaction, Quality and Skill 
Development were all above the Ministry Targets. The Ministry Target for Usefulness is 
>90% and our student outcome measure was 86%, within 5% of the target.  The Ministry 
Target for Employment is >85% and our student outcome measure was 70%, although 
three students did not respond and may be pursuing further education. The sample size 
used for the Student Outcome Measures was low, at only ten respondents. Future data 
on these metrics should be monitored to establish patterns. 

Student Satisfaction with Instruction (Appendix B, Tables 32-34): 

Faculty continually assess and make efforts to improve the quality of their instruction. 
These efforts are reflected in the following student responses: 

 80% of students expressed overall satisfaction (somewhat or very satisfied) with 
the instruction they received. 

 84% of students were satisfied with the quality and relevancy of content taught. 

 80% were satisfied that the information presented on subject matter was up to 
date. 

 Written responses reported the following strengths regarding instruction: 

o experienced & passionate instructors 
o content taught in a variety of media 
o curriculum is clear & consistent 
o hands-on labs were most useful for learning. 

 

 Students highlighted the following areas for improving instruction:   

o more time in class to practice, discuss, solve problems and ask questions 
o provide more (applied) assessment options 
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o opportunities for hands-on work outside of classes and labs. 

Faculty Experience 

Expertise and Qualifications 

All non-regular and regular faculty members in the Department of Biology have the 
appropriate qualifications as outlined by KPU’s Policy AC13 - Minimum Qualifications for 
Faculty Positions. A link to the list of departmental members and their qualifications can 
be found in Appendix F. 
 
Faculty members maintain expertise and currency in their specialized areas through various 
professional activities enacted during professional development time. These activities may 
include but are not limited to: 

 Attend KPU workshops offered by the Teaching and Learning Commons. 

 Engage in research projects with industry partners. 

 Apply for research grants. 

 Engage in community-based research projects. 

 Mentor student research projects. 

 Membership in professional associations. 

 Attend local and international conferences/workshops. 

 Skill training programs. 

 Textbook reviews. 

 Clinical work/experience. 

 Read latest Journal articles and other current literature. 

Faculty Satisfaction with Instruction (Appendix C, Tables 13-15): 

 79% of faculty expressed overall satisfaction (somewhat or very satisfied) with the 
instruction delivered across the program. 

 96% were satisfied with instructors‘ collective expertise to deliver the curriculum. 

 80% were satisfied that the instructional methods facilitate student learning. 

 68% were satisfied that instructional methods facilitate student progression 

through the program. 

 Faculty reported the following strengths regarding instruction: 

o hands-on lab skills 

o small class sizes 
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o one-on-one mentoring of research students 

o instructor expertise and commitment 

o adaptability and diversity of instruction 

o integration of labs with lectures 

o training students to be job-ready. 

 Faculty highlighted the following areas for improvement: 

o more consistent assessment for courses with multiple instructors 

o communication between faculty & lab staff regarding lower-level courses 

o technology and learning support 

o integration of lower & upper-level courses 

o explore more online/blended course options 

o reduce course content & promote independent active learning 

o update course outlines and learning outcomes 

o opportunities for field & community experience are limited. 
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Summary and Recommendations 
 

 Strengths 

Delivery Modes 
 

Student and faculty satisfaction with delivery modes is very 
high, particularly regarding lab and other experiential learning 
modes. 

Assessment Methods Student and faculty satisfaction with assessment modes is 
generally high. 

Student Experience The majority of Biology student outcome measures are above 
the Ministry targets. 

Faculty Experience Faculty have the required expertise and maintain currency in 
their specialized fields. Faculty satisfaction with instructional 
methods was very high. 

 
Recommendations 

 As there is a desire for even greater emphasis on lab-based and experiential learning 
and research, particularly as identified by alumni, we should explore options to 
create even more such opportunities, particularly field work and research 
experiences. These opportunities could be linked to community organizations, 
industry, etc. 

 Student dissatisfaction with clarity and consistency of assessment is significant. To 
address this, establish communication protocols for larger courses with multiple 
instructors (especially first and second year courses). 

 Encourage faculty to increase focus on assignments and formative modes of 
assessment other than exams where possible. 

 To decrease the time to graduate, reexamine the frequency and campus locations 
of core course offerings; ensure advisors are aware of the schedule for course 
offerings. Incorporation of additional elective options as the program expands 
would also help with this. 

 To address second-year DFW and repeat rates, reexamine second year courses 
including learning outcomes, to better align and distribute lower level and upper 
level course content throughout the degree. 

 Limitations of student language skills in Biology may indicate a need for additional 
student resources for language skill development. Explore options for expanded 
resources (such as The Learning Centre) or incorporating a first-year writing course 
or other credentials into the program. 
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Chapter 5.  Quality of Services, Resources and Facilities 

Description of Program Resources, Services and Facilities 

Resources 

 Faculty and instructional staff have long used Adobe Creative Cloud and more 

recently, BioRender, to create professional quality images for in-house publication of 

custom courseware.  

 Students rely on library course reserves for accessing textbooks and other hard copy 

course materials on campus. 

 Many instructors have switched to offering electronic textbooks and incorporating 

the use of publisher’s online learning software, such as Pearson’s Mastering Biology to 

create dynamic study modules that prepare students for in-class learning.   

 There are seven Biology Course help pages on the KPU Library website, custom 

designed in consultation with faculty by the library liaison to the Faculty of Science 

and Horticulture. These pages direct students to library resources appropriate to their 

course assignments and projects. 

 Discipline specific research databases and access to online and print academic 

journals through the KPU library supports research conducted within the department 

by both faculty and students. 

 Laptops, headsets, webcams and other computer and audio/visual hardware are 

used for content creation and communication between faculty, staff and students. 

 Faculty and instructional staff make extensive use of the learning management 

system, Moodle, for the creation and delivery of course content, assignment 

submission and grading, and the confidential communication of grades to students in 

both online and face-to-face learning environments. 

 Many faculty and instructional staff are using Kaltura, and more recently Camtasia, to 

record and edit high quality video content for asynchronous delivery of online course 

components. Some instructors also make use of Kaltura for student video 

assignments and video quiz production. 

 Online laboratory simulation software including Praxilabs (in addition to free 

browser-based services) has been used extensively by cell and molecular lab courses 

to continue offering students high quality experiential learning opportunities during 

the temporary pivot to online teaching. 

 Increasingly, faculty and instructional staff members are taking advantage of the 

recently acquired access license to the Pebblepad ePorfolio platform to incorporate 

“folio thinking” into their curriculum development. This platform, in addition to the 

Wordpress web design platform have provided alternate modes for student research 

and project presentations in online courses. 
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 Access to the Office 365 suite including OneDrive has helped to facilitate the switch 

to preparing electronic assignments and file-sharing for students, faculty and staff in 

the new online learning environment. 

 Students, staff and faculty have all relied on the use of one or more of the three video 

conferencing platforms offered to the KPU community including Zoom, Big Blue 

Button, and MS Teams. These platforms are used for synchronous lecture meetings 

and office hours with students, informal organizational meetings amongst faculty and 

staff, and regular department and faculty meetings. 

 
Administrative and Support Services 

 Registration maintains the online registration guide for students, publishes 

timetables, and advises department chairs on the development of ed plans, 

timetabling and establishing course reserves to ensure students are able to proceed 

through the degree efficiently. 

 Counselling Services provides services to support student mental health and wellness 

including drop-in counselling services and Keepme.SAFE’s My SSP app which provides 

students 24/7 access to support services.  

 Academic Advising provides current domestic and international students assistance 

with course and degree planning and incoming students will be served by the new 

Head Start program that will connect them with advisers and resources prior to first 

registration and throughout the first year of their studies at KPU. The Early Alert 

program helps instructors connect struggling students with a team of staff that will 

help to identify problems and provide support from a range of KPU services to help 

students get back on the path to success.    

 Accessibility Services maintains contact with faculty to provide accommodation plans 

and strategies to reduce barriers to education. 

 The Learning Centre works with the Biology department to develop academic skills 

workshops tailored to the specific needs of biology students including the Writing 

Right in Biology Workshop. They also provide discipline-specific peer tutoring and 

one-on-one student consultation with learning strategists.  

 The Teaching and Learning Commons provides professional development workshops, 

skills training, and educational design consulting to support faculty with curriculum 

development. 

 The Information Technology Department supports faculty and staff by maintaining a 

help desk on the Surrey campus, phone and email access for emergency service 

requests and a self-service portal for student and faculty access to IT and Teaching & 

Learning services. IT provides hardware and software for employee workstations and 

student laboratories, access to printing equipment, and updates and maintains online 

learning technologies. 
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 The KPU Library provides a dedicated liaison to the Faculty of Science and 

Horticulture who works with faculty to design course-specific web resources and 

research skills workshops and acquire discipline specific literature and periodical 

access. The library additionally provides students and faculty with computer access 

and borrowing services for books and equipment. 

 The Print Shop provides printing services for teaching materials including examination 

papers, custom courseware, laboratory manuals, and student posters for 

presentations. 

 The KPU Bookstore orders and facilitates the purchase of required and recommended 

courseware including textbooks, dissection kits, laboratory manuals and personal 

protective equipment (lab coats, goggles, etc.). 

 
Facilities 
 
Teaching space: 

 Faculty and students use classrooms that accommodate 20-35 students with white 

boards, instructor workstations, PC, and LCD projectors. 

 Faculty, instructional staff, and students use teaching laboratories that accommodate 

20 or more students with white boards, instructor workstations, PC, LCD projectors. 

These spaces also typically have sinks, gas hook-up, ventilation systems and other 

safety equipment.  

 Personal office space equipped with employee workstations and tables for course 

preparation, student evaluation, and face-to-face instructor-student meetings. 

 Aquatic habitats, green spaces, gardens, and forest fragments on the Langley and 

Surrey campuses are used for laboratory teaching and research in courses at all levels 

of the biology program. Greenspaces are limited on the Richmond campus, but some 

labs make use of the nearby Garden City lands. 

 Faculty and instructional staff coordinate with the library liaison to the FSH to use the 

library learning lab for course-integrated research workshops. 

Research space: 

 Faculty and upper-level research students make use of Biology lab space to conduct 

research projects.  

 Laboratory technicians use preparatory space and greenhouse and aquarium facilities 

to produce, store and maintain the materials, equipment, and live organisms needed 

to support laboratory teaching and research. 

 Conference rooms for organizational meetings between faculty, lab, and support staff. 

 Research students and faculty make use of the state-of-the-art equipment in the AGC 

to conduct upper-level research projects and facilitate research partnerships with 

industry professionals. 
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 Some faculty also work closely with the ISH to facilitate student research and 

partnerships with industry professionals. 

Student study space: 
In addition to quiet study and group meeting spaces provided by the library on each 
campus, Biology students have access to the following group study spaces adjacent to 
Biology laboratories and instructor offices: 

 On the Richmond campus there are tables and white boards available in the third-
floor hallway near instructor offices and surrounding the main staircase leading to 
the Biology laboratories and classrooms commonly assigned to Biology lecture 
sections. These spaces are available to all KPU students.  

 On the Surrey campus there are a few tables available for student study in the 
atrium of the Spruce building. Otherwise, there is no study space available for the 
general KPU student population or dedicated study space for FSH students 
adjacent to the program facilities. 

 On the Langley campus there are a number of tables and a seating area adjacent 
to the student reception area that students can use. There is also a small seating 
nook next to the FSH lab but this is not set up for study purposes. 

 
Specialized Equipment 
 
Lab Equipment: 
Biology labs are well-equipped for molecular, organismal, and field studies, using an 
extensive array of equipment including but not limited to the following: 
 

 Microscopes (Bright-field, Upright and Inverted Phase contrast, Stereoscopes; 

Cameras attached for still image and video capabilities) 

 Microtomes and other histology equipment 

 EVOS Fluorescence Microscope 

 Gel Documentation System and electrophoresis apparatus 

 Electroporator 

 Biological Safety Cabinets, incubators, and fume hoods 

 PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) machines 

 Beckman-Coulter Avanti centrifuge, benchtop microfuges 

 SpectraMax Microplate Reader  

 C-Digit Blot Scanner 

 Refrigerators and Freezers (-20 and –80ᵒC), liquid nitrogen containment 

 Autoclaves 

 Controlled environment growth chambers 

 Genetic Sequencing equipment 

 Circulating-water aquaculture system 
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 Lt LabStation, a lab-based learning platform that records and analyzes physiology 

and neurology data 

 Herbarium cabinets and plant pressing equipment 

Field equipment: 

 Laser levels 

 Water sampling and testing equipment including colorimeters 

 Soil testing equipment (e.g., pH and moisture) 

 Atmospheric testing (hygrometers, Kestrels, light meters, thermometers, sling 

psychrometers etc.) 

 Handheld GPS 

 Vermiculture supplies 

Student Satisfaction with Program Resources, Services and Facilities 

Student satisfaction with the program resources, services and facilities is based on an 
analysis of the feedback obtained from the Student Survey (Appendix B, 34 respondents). 
Reports on satisfaction ratings include combined values from the response categories 
“somewhat satisfied” and “very satisfied” unless otherwise indicated. 
 
Resources 
Only four of the student respondents (29%) indicated that they were actively involved in 
independent research. Of those students, 75% indicated overall satisfaction with the 
availability and access to the space and resources they required to implement their 
research. One student (25%) indicated strong dissatisfaction. 
 
Student respondents were generally satisfied with the library resources relevant to the 
Biology program. For example, 

 Satisfaction rates were very high for library orientation (80%). 

 Students were generally satisfied with librarian support for program-related 
research (63%), but were less satisfied with the Biology-specific website of the 
library (59%). 

 Students were more satisfied with access and availability of online resources - 
journal articles etc. (92%) than print periodicals, journals etc. (67%). It is worth 
noting that all respondents reported use of online journals, but 25% reported 
never accessing print periodicals, journals, etc. 

 Students were more satisfied with the availability of hard copy books (71%) than 
eBooks (54%). 

 Underutilized resources included audio-visual and computer equipment (42%) and 
DVDs/streaming video (54%).  
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Administrative and Support Services 
In general, students reported satisfaction with administrative support and services related 
to the program. For example, 

 The majority of students (58%) reported overall satisfaction (somewhat or very 
satisfied) with the availability of textbooks and supplies at the KPU bookstore. The 
remainder mostly expressed indifference (25% were neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied). 

 The majority of students were satisfied with Advising Services (71%), but in the 
comments one student expressed frustration with the lack of input by advisers on 
course offerings. 

 Of the students that had used counselling/financial/career services, the majority 
were satisfied (51%) and the remainder indifferent (21%). A significant proportion 
of students (21%) had never accessed these services.  

 Of the 54% of students that reported having used Accessibility Services, 29% 
reported indifference (neither satisfied nor dissatisfied) or general satisfaction 
(25%). 

 
Facilities 
The majority of students expressed satisfaction with the classroom (84%) and lab space 
(92%) provided for BIOL courses, but satisfaction ratings were lower for computer space 
(59%) and places for students to do group or individual work (58%). A small but significant 
percentage of students (21%) reported dissatisfaction with the availability of places to do 
group or individual work. 
  
Equipment 
All students surveyed had used microscopes in their courses and most (88%) were 
satisfied with the availability of this equipment. Of those students that had used the 
following equipment, most were satisfied with the availability of software (62%), field 
equipment (79%), PCR machines (80%) and other molecular biology equipment (89%). 
The majority of the remaining equipment users expressed indifference (neither satisfied 
nor unsatisfied), although a very small percentage (4% each) were somewhat dissatisfied 
with the availability of microscopes and PCR machines. 
  
In general, students expressed satisfaction with the resources, services and facilities 
offered through the KPU Biology program (80%), but with only 17% indicating that they 
were very satisfied and 4% responding as very dissatisfied, there is some room for 
improvement.  
  
In the written comments, students indicated library services and the availability of online 
resources as major strengths of the program. The major areas identified for improvement 
included increasing the access to online journal articles, more study space, better 
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communication with academic advisers, and updating lab equipment including 
microscope cameras, cabinets with HEPA filters, and incubators. 
 

Faculty Satisfaction with Program Resources, Services and Facilities 
 
Faculty satisfaction with the program resources, services and facilities is based on an 
analysis of the feedback obtained from the Faculty Survey (Appendix C, Tables 16-20, 26 
respondents including lab staff).  
 
Resources 
Faculty satisfaction with software resources available to the program was low (46%) with 
17% of faculty reporting that they were somewhat dissatisfied. 
 
In general, faculty indicated satisfaction with library resources. For example, 

 The majority of faculty were either satisfied (21%) or very satisfied (50%) with 
librarian support for research. 

 Most faculty were also satisfied overall with library orientation (79%) and books 
(70%).  

 Although the majority were satisfied with online resources and access to online 
journal articles (67%), this resource had the highest dissatisfaction rating at 16% 
(8% very dissatisfied and 8% somewhat dissatisfied). Some faculty also noted an 
insufficient availability of online journals in the written comments. 

Dissatisfaction with library resources was very low among faculty, but a large proportion 
did express indifference (neither satisfied nor dissatisfied) regarding the following library 
resources, indicating that they may be underutilized by faculty:  

 DVDs/streaming video (50%) 

 eBooks (50%) 

 print periodicals, journals etc. (46%) 

 study guides (50%) 

 Biology-specific website (50%) 

 
Administrative and Support Services 
Overall, the majority of faculty were satisfied with the availability of texts and supplies at 
the KPU bookstore (71%), but satisfaction levels were lower for Advising Services (52%), 
Counselling/financial/career services (55%), and Accessibility Services (63%), although still 
within acceptable levels. Advising Services satisfaction was lowest of all support services. 
  
Facilities 
Faculty satisfaction with facilities was lower than other resources. For example, 
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 Overall satisfaction with the availability of computer space was very low (25%), 
and significant portion of faculty reported levels of dissatisfaction (38%). 

 Only half of the faculty reported satisfaction with the availability of places for 
students to do group or individual work (50%), and 29% reported dissatisfaction. 

 Low satisfaction ratings were also reported for the available classroom (50%) and 
lab space (54%). A significant proportion of faculty reported levels of 
dissatisfaction with the lab space (26%).  

  
Equipment 

 The majority of faculty were satisfied with the availability of microscopes (79%) 

and the safety protocols/resources (75%) offered in the lab, but satisfaction with 

the availability of other specialized equipment was somewhat lower, including 

field equipment (46%), PCR machines (63%) and other molecular biology 

equipment (59%). 

Overall, faculty satisfaction with the resources, services and facilities was quite high, with 
71% satisfied, 17% neutral, and 13% somewhat dissatisfied. 
  
In the written comments, faculty indicated the availability of lab equipment and facilities 
including access to the AGC as major strengths of the program, though it was 
acknowledged that we have limited room to grow these and other laboratory resources. 
Library resources including librarian support and tutorials were also noted as important 
strengths. 
 
Areas identified for improvement included program-specific library resources and 
facilities such as access to online journal articles and databases, Biology-specific 
webpages, more computer lab access, better communication between the department 
and academic advisers, and modernization of lab equipment and facilities across 
campuses. Lab facilities and equipment were noted to be particularly insufficient on the 
Richmond campus by several respondents.  
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Summary and Recommendations 

In general, student and faculty surveys indicated satisfaction with the availability and 
quality of resources, services, and facilities available to students in the Biology program. 
However, the written comments were much more heavily focused on limitations and 
suggestions for improvement, indicating that there is still much work to be done to make 
our program more competitive with other universities in the province. 

 Strengths 

Description of Program 
Resources, Services and 
Facilities 

The program has access to cutting-edge technological 
resources and very good quality research resources, 
including lab space, library resources, and equipment. 

Student Satisfaction with 
Program Resources, Services 
and Facilities 

Students noted the availability of tutors as a strength of 
the resources available to the program. 
 
Students also rated library services related to research 
quite highly. 
 
Access to the Applied Genomics Centre was noted as a 
strength. 

Faculty Satisfaction with 
Program Resources, Services 
and Facilities 

Faculty rated library services highly. 
 
Access to high-quality lab equipment and research 
spaces such as the Applied Genomics Centre were 
identified as strengths of the program. 
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Recommendations: 

 Both students and faculty noted the need to increase availability and upgrade 
outdated equipment, particularly on the Richmond campus. 

 Increase student study space in areas surrounding the Biology laboratories on the 
Surrey campus. Students are dissatisfied with the limited space currently available to 
them. The program would benefit by having a hub for students to gather close to 
Biology department facilities. This space would create opportunities for building 
comradery among students (possibly leading to increased retention in the upper-
levels of the program) and for informal interactions between students and faculty. 
These types of spontaneous interactions are often the genesis of new research ideas. 

 Both faculty and students reported strong preference for access to online journals. 
Given their popularity and student and faculty comments suggesting the collection be 
expanded, it may be wise to reallocate funds from underutilized resources such as 
audio-visual equipment and DVD’s/streaming video. 

 Our lab space is nearing capacity on both the Surrey and Richmond campuses, while 
the program continues to grow. On the Richmond campus, Biology urgently requires 
renovation of existing lab space or access to new, larger spaces that will 
accommodate the minimum lab capacity of 20 students. 

 Both students and faculty reported that improvements are required in 
communication with academic advisers. Chairs should reach out to academic advisers 
early and communicate regularly throughout the timetabling and registration process 
to ensure that students are getting accurate information to assist them with mapping 
out their degree plans. 
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Chapter 6.  Conclusions and Recommendations 

Summary of Conclusions 

Although caution should be exercised in data analysis from surveys with small sample sizes 
(as the feedback may not always be representative of the entire group), there were several 
areas in which evidence from multiple sources supported specific conclusions. 
 
The table below summarizes the main conclusions gathered from the evidence in the 
Biology Program Review: 
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 Program Strengths Areas for Improvement 

P
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Competitive context is significant, particularly 
regarding directed studies/research opportunities. 

The Biology program is well connected to other 
academic and research units within KPU, 
particularly the ISH and AGC. Students' connections 
with industry have been increasing through 
undergraduate research opportunities. There are 
also significant connections with professional 
organizations. 

Enrollment in Biology courses has increased in 
most years since the inception of the degree in 
2016/2017, at higher than average rates for FSH, 
indicating high demand for the program. 

There is room for improvement in enrollment 
through expanded links with community 
organizations, degree advertising, and other 
outreach measures. 

Membership and composition of the Biology 
Advisory Board should be reviewed and updated. 

Student interest in directed studies suggests that 
even more hands-on research opportunities should 
be included where possible. In particular, the lack 
of an Honours program and co-op options was 
identified by students, alumni, sector, faculty, and 
Advisory Board. 

A significant desire for degree specialization could 
be addressed with Degree Streams, and this 
possibility should be explored. This may also help 
to reduce the high credit requirement for the 
degree. 

Q
u

ality o
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u
rricu
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m
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e
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Program Learning Outcomes were well-correlated 
with Program Competencies. Curricular strengths 
of the program included literacy and 
communication skills and preparation of students 
for further study. 

Satisfaction with the curriculum was high among 
both students and faculty, particularly of lab-based 
and hands-on curriculum. 

Of the alumni that are employed, 75% have 
program-related employment. 

The Biology degree’s emphasis on lab-based 
courses and other experiential learning 
opportunities contribute greatly to student 
learning and job preparedness.  

The small class sizes were reported to be beneficial 
by both the alumni and discipline/sector. 

The Biology degree offers limited flexibility in 
terms of course options for students; few of the 
courses in the program are electives, and 
scheduling often limits student choices in degree 
progression. 

No Honour’s designation is available, despite this 
accreditation being available at all other competing 
institutions. The implementation of an Honours 
option should not preclude access to research 
opportunities for students not meeting the GPA 
requirements for an Honours degree. 

Regarding career paths, no Co-op or work 
placement option currently exists, and course 
content involving technical skills could be 
increased. 

Alumni’s responses indicated that opportunities to 
stay connected to KPU’s Biology program post-
graduation were limited. 
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 Program Strengths Areas for Improvement 
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The majority of Biology student outcome measures 
are above the Ministry Target. 

Satisfaction with delivery modes and assessment 
methods was high among both students and faculty, 
particularly for lab-based and hands-on delivery. 

Biology faculty have the appropriate qualifications 
and expertise as outlined by KPU’s Policy AC13, and 
maintain their currency through various types of PD 
activities.   

Clarity and consistency of assessment methods 
would be improved by greater communication 
between instructors and lab staff in courses with 
multiple sections, and more focus on formative 
assessment and assignments. 

The Level 2 repeat rate and DFW rate is higher in 
Biology courses than in other FSH courses, and the 
median years to graduate is longer than for other 
FSH B.Sc. programs. 

There is interest in additional hands-on and 
experiential learning experiences, particularly as 
related to career preparedness. 

Q
u

ality o
f R

e
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d

 Facilities  

 The program has access to excellent cutting-edge 
technical resources for lab-based activities and 
student research, particularly via the AGC. 

Satisfaction with library services was very high 
among both students and faculty. 

Spaces for student study/group work specific to 
the program are lacking. 

Lab space and older equipment needs updating 
and/or expanding, especially on the Richmond 
campus. 

Communication between program faculty and 
student academic advisors needs to be improved. 
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List of Recommendations 

From the information above, the following recommendations are proposed: 
 

 Short-term   
Recommendations                            

Medium-term           
Recommendations           

Long-term  
Recommendations 

P
ro

gram
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u
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d
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o

n
n
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n
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    The Advisory committee 
could use more members 
from sectors that are 
relevant to molecular 
biology and research. 
Outgoing members need to 
be replaced. 
 
Introduce an Honours 
program to maximize 
competitiveness with other 
institutions. 
 
 

 
Further develop community 
connections as the program expands, 
via advertising and outreach 
opportunities. 
 
Explore options to further support 
faculty and student research 
opportunities, particularly opportunities 
to present at research symposia and 
conferences. 
 

Explore options for degree 
streams, particularly molecular 
biology vs organismal biology. 
 
Explore the inclusion of specific 
ethics curriculum (stand-alone 
course or increased content in 
existing courses). 
 
Determine the feasibility of 
introducing a Co-op program to 
maximize competitiveness with 
other institutions. 
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 Short-term   
Recommendations                            

Medium-term           
Recommendations           

Long-term  
Recommendations 

Q
u
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   Increase advertise-
ment/awareness of 
student career support 
programs. 
 
Provide more flexible 
course options for students 
including a greater range of 
courses across campuses. 
 
It would be useful for the 
program to forge 
additional connections 
with graduate/alumni 
groups and 
professional accreditation 
organizations, such as the 
BC College of Applied 
Biology, Student Biotech 
Network, etc. 
 
In keeping with the KPU 
Vision 2023 goals regarding 
decolonization and 
indigenization, consult with 
the newly-formed KPU 
Indigenous Advisory 
Committee and Elder-in-
Residence regarding 
strategies to decolonize 
and indigenize the Biology 
curriculum. 

Revise course outlines to ensure that 
course learning outcomes are better 
aligned with program learning 
outcomes, meet all SMART criteria, and 
capture the relevant knowledge, skills, 
and values of program learning 
outcomes that are taught in specific 
courses. 
 
Revise course outlines to clearly identify 
opportunities for students to develop 
leadership skills and engage in 
discussions about the value and ethics 
of advances in biological knowledge as 
they relate to societal and world issues, 
and to integrate more content involving 
specialized technical skills and the use 
of technology and computing relevant 
to sector career paths. 
 
As the development of a Co-op program 
is likely to be a significant undertaking, 
a program co-ordinator should be 
appointed, possibly in cooperation with 
other departments. 
 
Support more career fairs and 
information sessions with industry 
partners and professional organizations. 
 
Given the importance and urgency of 
the global climate emergency, increase 
the already substantial program content 
related to climate change and 
sustainability, as identified by industry 
feedback about future trends in the 
sector. 
 

Expand experiential learning 
opportunities for students, 
particularly by exploring the 
introduction of an optional Co-op 
program and further research 
options in existing courses. 
 
Investigate the viability of offering 
degree streams (see above). 
 
With regard to industry feedback 
about future trends in the Biology 
sector, it would be useful to 
increase content specifically 
identified by sector respondents 
such as additional exposure to 
bioinformatics, technological 
integration, synthetic biology, 
CRISPR/Cas, indigenous content, 
and content related to climate 
change and sustainability. 
 
In order to improve course 
offerings, it may be useful to 
develop new upper-year course 
electives, particularly for hands-on 
methods. This may include the 
specific content identified above. 
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 Short-term   
Recommendations                            

Medium-term           
Recommendations           

Long-term  
Recommendations 
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   Establish communication 
protocols for larger courses 
with multiple instructors 
(especially first and second 
year courses).  
To decrease the time to 
graduate, reexamine the 
frequency and campus 
locations of core course 
offerings; ensure advisors 
are aware of the schedule 
for course offerings. 
 

Reexamine second year courses 
including learning outcomes, to better 
align and distribute lower level and 
upper level course content throughout 
the degree. 
 
To further increase clarity and 
consistency of assessment, increase 
focus on assignments and formative 
modes of assessment other than exams 
wherever possible. 
 
Explore opportunities to expand lab-
based experiential learning experiences, 
particularly field work and research 
experiences. These opportunities could 
be linked to community organizations, 
industry, etc. 
 

Incorporation of additional elective 
options as the program expands 
would also help with time to 
graduate. 
 
Explore options for expanded 
resources (such as The Learning 
Centre) or incorporating a first-
year writing course or other 
credentials into the program. 

Q
u

ality o
f R
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   Increase student study 
space in areas surrounding 
the Biology laboratories on 
the Surrey campus 
 
Improve communication 
with academic advisers. 
Chairs should reach out to 
academic advisers early 
and communicate regularly 
through the timetabling 
and registration process. 
 

Increase availability and upgrade 
outdated equipment, particularly on the 
Richmond campus. 
 
Expand the online journal collection; 
consider re-allocation of funds from 
underutilized resources such as audio-
visual equipment and DVD’s/streaming 
video. 

Renovation of existing lab space or 
access to new, larger spaces on the 
Richmond campus that will 
accommodate the minimum lab 
capacity of 20 students. 
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Chapter 7.  Responses from the Dean/Associate Dean 

Program Overview 

What do you see as the program’s greatest accomplishments over the last 5 years?   
 
This degree was launched in 2013 with graduates convocating a few years later. This alone 
is a great accomplishment for a new degree. This is one of the most popular degrees offered 
by the FSH and continues to attract a steady number of students. Upper level degree 
specific courses are close to capacity, which bodes well for the continued success of this 
program. 
 
The program is slowly gaining awareness within the external community, thanks to the 
diligence of the faculty, and graduates are finding applicable employment and further post-
secondary education opportunities. 
 
This program has greatly benefited from highly respected lead instructors who are known 
for their expertise and connections to the industry and community. 
 
Does the program adequately fulfill the purpose for which it was intended? If not, how can 
it be improved? 
 
This program was designed to fill a gap in comparable programming South of the Fraser 
and has successfully done so. The initial idea was to create a program that covered a broad 
spectrum of biological areas and also provide graduates with specific skills and requisites 
needed to find suitable employment, enter health professional programs and graduate 
programs, dependent on which electives were chosen. Given the success in graduates 
entering into these three areas, one can say that the initial purpose has been fulfilled.  
 
How does the program’s curriculum support the following: 
 

 graduates’ pursuit of meaningful employment and further education 
This program has a very substantial practical component with the majority of the courses 

having labs or field work which makes it unique to most other programs in BC 
institutions. Along with high levels of research opportunities and exposure to the 
Applied Genomics Centre, student exit the program with skills not often seen with 
students at the undergraduate level. Graduates have been successful in finding 
applicable employment, acceptance into graduate programs and into medical 
professional programs. 

 

 the viability and continued development of the program 
Being the most popular FSH degree program, and having a steady increase in enrollment 

since the 2013 launch, I see no concern about this program continuing on an upward 
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trajectory. The modifications outlined by the Program Review Committee in this report 
will remove some bottle necks in program progression.    

What challenges and opportunities for growth should the program consider based on the 
following? 

 student demand (past, present and future) 
Demand for this program is already strong and by implementing the recommendations 
outlined by the Program Review Committee should increase demand more. The 
challenges will be not having enough space nor faculty/staff to accommodate increases 
in enrolments. We are already stretched thin in that regard.  
Reducing the overall credit hours will greatly benefit students. 
Introducing Honours and optional Co-op programs will make the program more 
attractive, as will incorporating the elements required for an RPBio (Registered 
Professional Biologist) accreditation for graduates.  
Developing discipline specific streams (molecular versus organismal) will also be an 
attraction to students wanting very specific skill sets.  
Aim for more zero-text book courses. 
 

 comparable programs at competing institutions 
Overall credit hours to completion needs to be reduced and brought more in line with 
competing institutions.  
Other institutions have Honours and Co-op programs as well as distinct streams. The 
Program Review Committee has emphasized the need for all of these aspects to be 
incorporated into the Biology degree.  
 

 trends and changing contexts in the discipline/sector 
This program has always been very up to date and has successfully tweaked content to 
incorporate the newest areas.  
Introducing Indigenous concepts and ways of viewing biology into existing courses. 
Develop distinct streams.  

What plans (departmental, faculty and institutional) are in place for program growth and 
development? 
 
Implementation of the changes outlined in this report, including reduction of required 
credit hours, streamlined degree progressions, Honours and Co-op programs and distinct 
content specific streams. 
 
What resources, institutional support, and/or external support would help address the 
program’s plans for growth and development? 
 
Richmond Campus labs are in dire need of renovation and updating. They are inefficient 
and poorly designed.  The entire area should be gutted and start fresh as per the Spruce 
renovations. This will yield right-sized, safe and functional labs. The Surrey campus has 
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state-of-the-art labs in the newly renovated Spruce Building and the existing labs in Langley 
are functional so no need for anything major on those two campuses.  
 
Collectively, what qualifications and other human resources are required so the program 
will be able to make the changes required to improve and remain current? 
 
Presently there is an adequate complement of BCGEU lab staff and KFA faculty members, 
however, we are at the limit so any substantial increases in enrolment will require an influx 
of both BCGEU and KFA employees.  
Assistance from the KPU Special Advisor on Indigenous Leadership, Innovations and 
Partnership. 
Depending on the success of the ACP-FSH pilot where one ELST faculty member has been 
seconded by the FSH to assist faculty and staff with boosting student language skills, we 
may want to retain this role ongoing. Biology courses, for example, all have a very intensive 
writing requirement and we want our students to be successful in this regard.  
Depending on how many FSH programs adopt Co-op options, a FSH Co-op Coordinator may 
be needed. Presently only have two Co-op programs and those have been well served by 
Career Services staff. 
 
What areas should the program focus on for the short range (< 6 months), mid-range (6 
mo. – 2 years), and long range (>2 years) program directions and improvement? 
 
Short Range: 
Increase PAC membership. 
Liaise with external accreditation organizations. 
Devise a system striving for assessment consistency across multi-section courses. 
Promote zero-text book initiatives in all courses. 
Begin consultations with Special Advisor and Elder-in-Residence with aim to decolonize and 
indigenize curriculum. 
Set up regular meetings with Program Chairs and FSH Degrees advisors. 
Begin curriculum changes to ease bottle necks in degree progression and reduce overall 
credit hours needed to graduate. 
Initial development of Honours degree. 
 
Medium range: 
Initiate steps in setting up a co-op option. 
Revise course outlines. 
Initiate renovations of Richmond Campus labs and bring up to date.  
Develop Writing Intensive course and incorporate ethics into key courses. 
 
Long range: 
Degree restructuring to incorporate relevant streams to reflect current and future direction 
of the field(s). 
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External Connections and Support 

How could the program improve its connections with external groups (e.g. the 
discipline/sector, high schools, alumni, professional associations, other institutions)? 
 
Increase membership and variety of members on the PAC. 
Develop an avenue to connect with alumni. 
Investigate affiliations with accreditation bodies such as BC College of Applied Biology. Seek 
RPBio accreditation for students.  
 

Final Comments 

What else do you think is important to add about the program that is not covered in the 
previous questions?   
 
I would like to extend my congratulations to the Biology Program Review Committee for 
compiling an excellent, comprehensive, detailed report. I would also like to thank OPA for 
their assistance with surveys and data analysis. 
I support all the recommendations put forward in this report. 
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Chapter 8.  Appendices for Self-Study Report 

Provided in separate document. 
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APPENDIX A: Biology Program Administrative Data 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This report presents data for the Bachelor of Science in Biology (Major, Minor) self-study report.  
 
The section pertinent to chapter 2 of the self-study presents (1) enrolment trends, (2) Biology enrolment in BC, 
(3) demographic profile of students, and (4) seat trends.  
 
The section pertinent to chapter 4 of the self-study presents (1) grade distributions (2) graduation counts and (3) 
findings of BC Student Outcomes Survey.  
 
There are 17 numbered exhibits. Each exhibit presents data to address a particular issue in the self-study report.  
 
Footnotes provide important information about the data sources and definitions.  
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DEFINITIONS 

Average Seats 
Filled Per Class 

Computed as Seats Filled / Count of Classes 

Average Seats 
Offered Per Class 

Computed as Seats Offered / Count of Classes 

Credential Specific academic award granted upon completion of Program, such as "Associate of Arts 
Degree" vs "Associate of Science Degree". 

Cumulative 
Distribution 

The number of students who receive a particular letter grade (A+ through F) plus 
those who receive a higher grade, as a percentage of the total number of students 
with a grade or a W/WE. Useful for estimating the proportion of passing students 
based on any specific grade requirement. 

DFW Rate % of students who received a grade of D or F or withdrew from the course. 
Percentage is calculated based on number of students with a grade or a W/WE or DEF 
(Deferred). A common metric used to identify courses with high rates of poor student 
performance. 

Enrolment Number of students assigned a grade or W/WE (Withdraw) or DEF (Deferred), except 
those marked as AUD (Audit). These are not unique students since they are allowed to 
repeat and take multiple courses. Students include those who have withdrawn from 
their class, but does not include those who dropped the class before the Stable 
Enrolment Date. To protect privacy, this dashboard does not display grade 
information for courses with less than 5 students. 

Fill Rate Computed as Seats Taken / Seats Offered.  
A measure of % capacity utilization. 

FTE Headcount  Headcount used for FTE calculations. This includes students who withdrew from the 
course. 

Grade For courses with numeric grade mode, this is the letter grade (A+ through F) assigned 
to a student based on achievement in a course. 

Graduate 
Headcount 

Count of unique students who have earned a KPU credential. Breakdown values may not 
add up to total or 100% because a student can earn multiple credentials in different 
categories within the same academic year. 

Mean Grade The average grade of students in the selected courses, based solely on the numerical 
grade equivalent of a letter grade. A weighted average is used, such that larger classes 
have a larger influence on the computed mean. 

Median A computed "middle" number in a set of numbers when sorted by value, such that 50% of 
the values are higher and 50% are smaller than this number. The Median is preferred over 
the Mean when the distribution of numbers contains a few extreme values. Extreme 
values will distort the Mean in that direction, whereas the Median is not affected by 
extreme values. 

Repeat Rate Students who repeat a course, that is, have taken the course previously. Percentage is 
calculated based on number of students with a grade or a W/WE or DEF. 

Seats Filled 
 

Number of seats taken in the unit (section, course, department,  
faculty- depends on the menu selection) 

Seats Offered Maximum number of seats available in a unit (section, course, department, faculty- 
depends on the menu selection) 
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DATA FOR CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM CURRENCY AND CONNECTIONS  

STUDENT DEMAND FOR THE PROGRAM 

ENROLMENT  TRENDS1 

Has demand for Biology courses been changing over the last five years? How does demand for Biology courses 

compare with demand for Faculty of Science & Horticulture undergraduate courses over the same period?  

Exhibit 1: Course Headcount2 by Academic Year: Biology and Faculty of Science & Horticulture 

Undergraduate Courses 

 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 % Change3 

Biology 1,199 1,299 1,376 1,384 1,145 -5% 

Faculty of Science & Horticulture 3,341 3,563 3,876 4,104 3,646 9% 

 

Has demand for the Biology program changed over the last five years? How does it compare with demand for 

Faculty of Science & Horticulture undergraduate programs over the same period? 

Exhibit 2: Program Headcount by Academic Year: Biology4 

 2015/165 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 %Change 

Biology Total6 448 567 523 444 412 -8% 

Intended 220 428 444 379 356 76% 

Major (Bachelor’s Degree) 49 41 41 45 43 -12%7 

Major (Associate Degree) 180 100 42 18 8 -96%8 

Minor - - 2 8 9 N/A 

                                                           
1 All data reported in this section was obtained from the Enrolment dashboard 2019-20, which is available at 
https://our.kpu.ca/sites/sem/data/SitePages/Home.aspx 
2 Headcount used for FTE calculations. This includes students enrolled in the course from the Stable Enrolment date, 
including those who later withdrew from the course. 
3 % Change refers to change between 2015/16 to 2019/20. 
4 Data for Intended, Major, and Minor headcounts in Biology are reported separately.  

5 Effective September 2015 and onwards, KPU is now admitting new students to a Faculty instead of a program and these 
new students are being reported under the ‘undeclared’ credential category until they meet program declaration 
requirements (exception are students enrolled in a limited entry program). 

6 To avoid double counting students, Biology total is a unique headcount for the year, not the sum of Intended and Declared 
counts. 
7 The drop in the program headcount from 2015/16 to 2019/20 is a result of the changes made to the admissions framework 
in 2015/16 (see footnote 5). 
8 The drop in the program headcount from 2015/16 to 2019/20 is a result of the changes made to the admissions framework 
in 2015/16 (see footnote 5). 
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Exhibit 3: Program Headcount by Academic Year: Faculty of Science & Horticulture Programs 

 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 % Change 

Faculty of Science & Horticulture Total9 2,186 2,591 3,256 2,795 2,672 22% 

 

STUDENT DEMAND FOR THE PROGRAM 

BIOLOGY  ENROLMENT  IN  B.C.  10 

 

How do KPU Biology enrolment trends compare with overall enrolment trends in B.C?  

Exhibit 4 presents the number of students enrolled in Bachelor-level Biology programs at B.C. public post-
secondary institutions.  

Exhibit 4: Number of Students Enrolled in Bachelor-level general Biology Programs at B.C. 

Public Post-Secondary Institutions11 

 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 

Total 3,535 3,460 3,394 3,471 3,547 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 Faculty of Science & Horticulture total includes undeclared Faculty of Science & Horticulture students.  
10 All data reported below was obtained from the STP Enrolment dashboard 2017-18. STP refers to the B.C. Student 
Transitions Project, which tracks students in the public post-secondary education system. Data are coded by Classification of 
Instructional Program (CIP). To identify Bachelor-level general Biology programs, CIP code 26.0101 and credential category 
of Bachelor’s degree were used.  
11 The table includes the KPU students in B.Sc. in Biology program.  
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STUDENT DEMAND FOR THE PROGRAM 

DEMOGRAPHIC  PROFILE  OF  STUDENTS12 

Has the demographic profile of Biology students changed over the last five years?  

Is the gender distribution in the Biology program equitable?  

Exhibit 5: Profile of Biology Students by Academic Year 

Student Profile 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

FTE Headcount 448 567 523 444 412 

% Female 63% 65% 64% 59% 60% 

% 22 years or younger 79% 84% 85% 77% 76% 

% International 12% 24% 28% 24% 17% 

 

How does the demographic profile of Biology students compare with that of the Faculty of Science & Horticulture 

undergraduate students over the same period? 

Exhibit 6: Profile of Faculty of Science & Horticulture Students by Academic Year 

Student Profile 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

FTE Headcount 2,186 2,591 3,256 2,795 2,672 

% Female 49% 53% 58% 55% 56% 

% 22 years or younger 71% 73% 79% 76% 76% 

% International 10% 18% 38% 36% 35% 

  

                                                           
12 All data reported in this section was obtained from the Enrolment dashboard 2019-20, which is available at 
https://our.kpu.ca/sites/sem/data/SitePages/Home.aspx. 
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STUDENT DEMAND FOR THE PROGRAM 

SEAT  TRENDS13 

Has there been a change in average seats per class14 in Biology courses? How do they compare with Faculty of 

Science & Horticulture undergraduate courses? 

Exhibit 7: Average Seats per Class from 2016/17 to 2019/20: 

Biology:  Faculty of Science & Horticulture: 
   

 

 

 

 

Has there been a change in fill rates in Biology courses? How do they compare with Faculty of Science & 

Horticulture undergraduate courses? 

Exhibit 8: Fill Rate from 2016/17 to 2019/20: 

Biology:  Faculty of Science & Horticulture: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13 All data reported in this section was obtained from the Seat Statistics dashboard 2019-20, which is located at 
https://our.kpu.ca/sites/sem/data/SitePages/Home.aspx.  
14 The new class size target is 25. 

25.9 23.5 23.0 23.8

21.7 19.9 19.0 18.4

AY16/17 AY17/18 AY18/19 AY19/20

26.0 24.8 24.7 25.1

20.0 19.3 19.3 18.4

AY16/17 AY17/18 AY18/19 AY19/20

84% 84% 82% 77%

AY16/17 AY17/18 AY18/19 AY19/20

77% 78% 78% 73%

AY16/17 AY17/18 AY18/19 AY19/20
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DATA FOR CHAPTER 4: QUALITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN 

STUDENT EXPERIENCE 

GRADE  DISTRIBUTIONS15 

Are an adequate number of students in Biology courses receiving a grade of C and above? How do they compare 

with the students in Faculty of Science & Horticulture undergraduate courses? 

Exhibit 9: Cumulative Grade Distribution for Biology Courses from 2015/16 to 2019/20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
15 All data reported in this section was obtained from the Grade Distribution dashboard 2019-20, which is available at 
https://our.kpu.ca/sites/sem/data/SitePages/Home.aspx.   
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Exhibit 10: Cumulative Grade Distribution for Faculty of Science & Horticulture Undergraduate 

Courses from 2015/16 to 2019/20 
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Does the repeat rate in Biology courses indicate an issue? How does it compare with the repeat rate of Faculty of 

Science & Horticulture undergraduate courses?  

Does the DFW rate in Biology courses indicate an issue? How does it compare with the DFW rate in Faculty of 

Science & Horticulture undergraduate courses? 

Exhibit 11: Grade Data for Biology and Faculty of Science & Horticulture Undergraduate Level 

Courses from 2015/16 to 2019/20 

Biology: Faculty of Science & Horticulture: 
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Are there any issues with Biology students’ performance at each level? How do they compare with Faculty of 

Science & Horticulture undergraduate courses?   

Exhibit 12-1: Grade Data for Biology and Faculty of Science & Horticulture Courses for 2019/20 

across Undergraduate Levels 

Biology:16 Faculty of Science & Horticulture: 

  

  

  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
16 Note that variations in sample size can affect the mean scores. 
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Biology: Faculty of Science & Horticulture: 

  

Note: Additional data was added on June 3, 2021 to determine whether the repeat rate at L1 in 2019/20 is higher 

than the repeat rate at L1 in 2018/19 and 2017/18 academic years 

 

Exhibit 12-2: Grade Data for Biology and FSH Courses for 2017/18 across Undergraduate Levels 

Biology: Faculty of Science & Horticulture: 
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Biology: Faculty of Science & Horticulture: 

  

  

 

Exhibit 12-3: Grade Data for Biology and Faculty of Science & Horticulture Courses for 2018/19 

across Undergraduate Levels 

Biology: Faculty of Science & Horticulture: 
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Biology: Faculty of Science & Horticulture: 
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE 

GRADUATION  COUNTS17 

Has there been a change in the number of Biology graduates over time? How does it compare with Faculty of 

Science & Horticulture in general? 

Exhibit 13: Graduate Headcount by Academic Year: Biology 

 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Associate of Science in Biology 7 9 4 1 2 
Bachelor of Science in Biology - 1 11 6 8 

Exhibit 14: Graduate Headcount by Academic Year: Faculty of Science & Horticulture 

 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Total18 219 181 205 228 256 
Associate Degree 32 44 36 30 46 

Bachelors Degree 12 14 38 39 35 
Certificate 52 41 42 43 24 

Citation 66 27 32 39 38 
Diploma 95 67 68 93 126 

 

Are Biology students completing the program within a reasonable time? How does it compare with Faculty of 

Science & Horticulture in general? 

Exhibit 15: Median Years to Graduate:19 Biology 

 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Associate of Science in Biology 5.2 5.5 5.7 4.2 6.1 
Bachelor of Science in Biology - - 5.9 5.3 6.6 

Exhibit 16: Median Years to Graduate: Faculty of Science & Horticulture 

 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 

Associate Degree 4.2 3.5 3.2 3.0 3.2 

Bachelors Degree 4.0 2.8 4.9 4.9 5.9 
Certificate 2.1 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.3 
Citation 0.5 1.2 0.6 1.2 1.4 
Diploma 2.6 2.9 2.5 2.4 2.2 

                                                           
17 All data reported in this section was obtained from the Credentials dashboard AY 2019-20, which is available at 
https://our.kpu.ca/sites/sem/data/SitePages/Home.aspx. 
18 To avoid double counting students, total graduate headcounts presented in Exhibit 14 are unique headcounts of students 
for the year, not the sum of the credential counts. 
19 The data in Exhibits 15 and 16 present the median number of years students took to receive their first credential. 
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE 

STUDENT  OUTCOMES20 

There are 7 measures that Ministry of Advanced Education, Skills & Training uses to assess each 

institution with respect to the outcomes students achieve within 2 years of graduation. A 

description of each follows. Ministry has a target for each measure. 

Unemployed Unemployment rate of KPU's graduates (of those in the labour market) 

Employed Proportion of former students who are employed 
Related Job Proportion of former students employed in a related field of study 

Usefulness Proportion of former students who reported satisfaction in the usefulness of their 

knowledge and skills in performing their jobs 
Satisfaction Proportion of former students' who reported satisfaction with their education 

Quality Proportion of former students' who assessed their quality of instruction positively 

Skill Development [Former] student assessment of their skill development at KPU. An overall average 

for all skills is provided, plus the results for each skill 
 

Are we achieving the Ministry’s targets? Are the graduates getting jobs in a related field?  

Exhibit 17: Student Outcomes Measures - KPU Biology Average Scores Compared with 

Ministry Targets 

Measures 

Average Student 
Outcome Scores for 

KPU Biology 
(2017-2019) 

Ministry 
Target 

Respondents 10  

Unemployment 0% < 7.5% 

 
Employed 70% > 85% 

 
Related Job 14%  

Usefulness 86% > 90% 

 
Satisfaction 100% > 90% 

 
Quality 100% > 90% 

 
Skill Development 95% > 85% 

 
Write Clearly and Concisely 100% > 85% 

Speak Effectively 89% > 85% 

Read and Comprehend Materials 100% > 85% 

Work Effectively with Others 90% > 85% 

Analyze and Think Critically 100% > 85% 

Resolve Issues or Problems 89% > 85% 

Learn on your Own 100% > 85% 

                                                           
20 All data reported in this section was obtained from the Student Outcomes dashboard 2015-19, which is available 
at: https://our.kpu.ca/sites/sem/data/SitePages/Home.aspx.  
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APPENDIX B: Biology Program Review Student Survey Results 
 

The alumni survey was sent to 111 Biology students. A total of 34 students responded. The 

response rate is 31%. 

Note: The data includes open-ended comments. In order to preserve integrity and objectivity, 

OPA does not do value-judgment editing (i.e. we do not fix spelling errors, syntax issues, 

punctuation, etc.). Comments are included verbatim – with one exception: if individuals or 

courses are named, OPA redacts the name of the instructor or course. This rule applies to 

whether the comment is good, bad or indifferent. 

1 - Which of the following credentials are you working towards? Please select all 

that apply. 

# Which of the following credentials are you working towards? Please select all that apply. Percentage Count 

1 Bachelor's degree: Major in Biology 56% 19 

2 Bachelor's degree: Minor in Biology 26% 9 

3 Associate of Science in Biology 9% 3 

4 None of the above 12% 4 

 Total  34 
 

Note: The last row presents the total number of respondents. The total number of responses for this question is greater than 

the number of respondents. Therefore, the percentage total exceeds 100%. 

2 - What is your intended or declared major?  

Health Sciences 

Bachelors in Health science 

Health Science 

Health science 

Biology 

Health Science 

Health science 

Health Science 

Health Sciences 

Health Sciences 

Health Science 

Health Science 
 

3 - Please tell us why you don't want to continue in Biology? 

I want to pursue health sciences 

Bachelors of health science is something that I’m interested in more compared to majoring in biology. I believe I have more 
career options with this degree instead 

Switching to specialized in marine bio with ocean science minor 
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4 - Which of the following describes your current standing in the program? 

# Which of the following describes your current standing in the program? Percentage 

1 First year 7% 

2 Second year 33% 

3 Third year 23% 

4 Fourth year and beyond 37% 

 Total 30 

 

5 - Which of the following sources of information did you use to learn about 

KPU's Biology program? Please select all that apply. 

Answer Percentage Count 

BC Education Planner website 2% 2 

BC Transfer Guide website 6% 5 

Program advertising (including pamphlets) 6% 5 

Social media 2% 2 

KPU's Biology website 21% 17 

KPU's online Academic Calendar (with information about the Biology program, courses, 
schedules, deadlines, etc.) 

19% 15 

KPU open house or events 6% 5 

KPU Educational Advising 7% 6 

My visit to KPU 7% 6 

Visit by KPU representative to my high school 6% 5 

Other contact with KPU representative(s), including faculty and students 7% 6 

High school teachers/counsellors 6% 5 

Other (Please specify) 2% 2 

Total  81 
 

Note: The last row presents the total number of respondents. The total number of responses for this question is greater than 

the number of respondents. Therefore, the percentage total exceeds 100%. 

Other (Please specify): 

Live close by 

Newspaper 
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6 - How useful were each of these sources of information? 

Question 
Not at all 

useful 
Somewhat 

useful 
Very 

useful 
Essential Total 

BC Education Planner website 0% 0% 100% 0% 2 

BC Transfer Guide website 0% 40% 20% 40% 5 

Program advertising (including pamphlets) 0% 40% 40% 20% 5 

Social media 50% 50% 0% 0% 2 

KPU's Biology website 0% 41% 35% 24% 17 

KPU's online Academic Calendar (with information about 
the Biology program, courses, schedules, deadlines, etc.) 

0% 27% 33% 40% 15 

KPU open house or events 0% 20% 60% 20% 5 

KPU Educational Advising 0% 0% 33% 67% 6 

My visit to KPU 0% 17% 50% 33% 6 

Visit by KPU representative to my high school 20% 0% 60% 20% 5 

Other contact with KPU representative(s), including faculty 
and students 

0% 33% 33% 33% 6 

High school teachers/counsellors 20% 40% 40% 0% 5 

Other (Please specify) 0% 50% 0% 50% 2 
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7 - Which of the following influenced your decision to enroll in KPU's Biology 

program? Please select all that apply. 

Answer Percentage Count 

Career prospects/earning potential 12% 14 

Ease of transfer from/into other institutions 12% 13 

Family/friends in the same program 4% 4 

Level of credential offered 6% 7 

Program admission requirements 14% 16 

Program’s connections to the discipline/sector 4% 4 

Qualifications for programs of advanced study (i.e. law or medicine) 11% 12 

Range of program resources and services 2% 2 

Recommendations from family/friends 3% 3 

Recommendations from high school teachers 2% 2 

Recommendations from professionals in the discipline/sector 2% 2 

Reputation of instructors 1% 1 

Reputation of program 2% 2 

Small class size 20% 23 

Success of program graduates 4% 4 

Other (Please specify) 4% 4 

Total  113 
 

Note: The last row presents the total number of respondents. The total number of responses for this question is greater than 

the number of respondents. Therefore, the percentage total exceeds 100%. 

Other (Please specify) 

close to home, allowed me to take classes part time so I could work and support myself financially. 

It's integrated into the Health Science major 

Closer to home 

Lured in by trying to finish my degree but I'm stuck just trying to graduate 
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8 - How important was each of the following in your decision to enroll in KPU's 

Biology program? 

# Question 
Not at all 

important 
Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Essential Total 

1 Career prospects/earning potential 0% 23% 46% 31% 13 

2 Ease of transfer from/into other institutions 0% 17% 25% 58% 12 

3 Family/friends in the same program 25% 75% 0% 0% 4 

4 Level of credential offered 0% 0% 43% 57% 7 

5 Program admission requirements 0% 13% 44% 44% 16 

6 
Program’s connections to the 

discipline/sector 
0% 50% 25% 25% 4 

7 
Qualifications for programs of advanced study 

(i.e. law or medicine) 
0% 0% 33% 67% 12 

8 Range of program resources and services 0% 0% 100% 0% 2 

9 Recommendations from family/friends 0% 33% 33% 33% 3 

10 Recommendations from high school teachers 0% 0% 50% 50% 2 

11 
Recommendations from professionals in the 

discipline/sector 
0% 0% 0% 100% 2 

12 Reputation of instructors 0% 0% 0% 100% 1 

13 Reputation of program 0% 0% 0% 100% 2 

14 Small class size 0% 13% 57% 30% 23 

15 Success of program graduates 0% 0% 50% 50% 4 

16 Other (Please specify) 0% 0% 0% 100% 4 
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9 - To what extent is KPU’s Biology Program helping you develop the following 

learning outcomes? 

# Question 
Not 

at all 
A small 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A large 
extent 

Total 

1 
Relate chemical, physical and mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
3% 13% 60% 23% 30 

2 
Apply a detailed knowledge and understanding of biological 

principles to natural processes and systems. 
0% 13% 50% 37% 30 

3 
Demonstrate a cohesive understanding of biological principles as 

they apply across a range of disciplines. 
3% 17% 30% 50% 30 

4 
Describe and explain biological concepts and processes at the 

molecular, cellular, organismal, ecosystem and biosphere levels. 
0% 10% 37% 53% 30 

5 

Communicate a knowledge and understanding of key 
characteristics of the structure, function, development and 

adaptations of a range of organisms including microorganisms, 
fungi, plants and animals including humans. 

0% 10% 38% 52% 29 

6 
Apply the scientific method in designing and conducting 

controlled experiments to investigate various natural 
phenomena. 

0% 7% 55% 38% 29 

7 
Demonstrate competence in the safe use of scientific instruments 

and equipment in both the laboratory and the field by following 
established procedures and developing novel techniques. 

0% 17% 41% 41% 29 

8 
Apply a knowledge and understanding of scientific principles and 

concepts to critically analyze problems, interpret data, and 
develop evidence-based solutions. 

0% 14% 38% 48% 29 

9 
Use appropriate technology in applying mathematical principles, 

models, formulae, and numeracy skills to analyze and evaluate 
data to solve problems. 

0% 34% 38% 28% 29 

10 

Synthesize scientific information from a variety of sources to 
communicate ideas, procedures and independent research 

findings in a structured coherent manner using oral, visual and 
written format. 

0% 21% 34% 45% 29 

11 
Discuss and debate the value and ethics of advances in biological 

knowledge, practice, understanding, and technology as they 
relate to contemporary societal and world issues. 

3% 45% 41% 10% 29 

12 
Develop leadership skills through collaborative group work in the 

laboratory, classroom or field to address biological problems. 
14% 34% 45% 7% 29 
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10 - To what extent is KPU’s Biology Program helping you develop the following 

skills (related to professional and ethical behavior)? 

# Question 
Not 

at all 
A small 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A large 
extent 

Total 

1 
Ability to work together in a respectful and collaborative 

manner with team members to complete tasks 
3% 17% 55% 24% 29 

2 
Ability to demonstrate ethical reasoning, moral maturity and a 

moral sense of mind in decision-making, including academic 
integrity and social responsibility 

10% 17% 48% 24% 29 

3 
Ability to demonstrate leadership, including giving direction and 

guidance to others 
10% 45% 34% 10% 29 

4 
Ability to demonstrate  personal organization,  accountability 

and time  management 
7% 24% 28% 41% 29 

 

11 - To what extent is KPU’s Biology Program helping you develop the following 

skills (related to critical and creative thinking)? 

# Question 
Not at 

all 
A small 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A large 
extent 

Total 

1 
Ability to gather and analyze evidence, ask in-depth 

questions, and make informed conclusions and judgments 
3% 10% 52% 34% 29 

2 
Ability to identify and solve problems, including evaluating 

alternatives and articulating reasoning 
3% 17% 45% 34% 29 

3 
Ability to think creatively, initiate change and think outside 

the box 
14% 28% 38% 21% 29 

4 
Ability to integrate existing knowledge across disciplinary 

boundaries, and to evaluate the limits of my own knowledge 
10% 10% 59% 21% 29 

 

12 - To what extent is KPU’s Biology Program helping you develop the following 

skills (related to literacy)? 

# Question 
Not at 

all 
A small 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A large 
extent 

Total 

1 
Ability to identify, critically evaluate and use information 

effectively from a variety of resources and formats 
3% 10% 45% 41% 29 

2 
Ability to interpret, use, and communicate numerical data 

and quantitative evidence 
7% 14% 41% 38% 29 

3 
Ability to select and use appropriate technology to enhance 

and manage the communication of knowledge 
14% 14% 34% 38% 29 

4 
Ability to find, interpret, evaluate, use and create images 

and visual media 
14% 31% 28% 28% 29 
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13 - To what extent is KPU’s Biology Program helping you develop the following 

skills (related to global understanding)? 

# Question 
Not at 

all 
A small 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A large 
extent 

Total 

1 
Ability to integrate different disciplines to provide a 

balanced perspective on global issues 
7% 36% 43% 14% 28 

2 
Ability to explain the historical and contextual factors 

that affect disciplinary perspectives 
7% 39% 43% 11% 28 

3 
Ability to engage with local and global communities to 

make a difference in civic life 
30% 37% 30% 4% 27 

 

14 - To what extent is KPU’s Biology Program helping you develop the following 

skills (related to communication)? 

# Question 
Not 

at all 
A small 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A large 
extent 

Total 

1 Ability to orally present information clearly and effectively 4% 19% 41% 37% 27 

2 Ability to present scientific information in poster format 11% 18% 36% 36% 28 

3 
Ability to write lab reports and scientific reports clearly and 

effectively 
4% 7% 46% 43% 28 

4 Ability to read and extract key information from complex texts 4% 18% 32% 46% 28 

5 
Ability to integrate experience (lab, field, research), with 

knowledge and understanding to communicate this effectively 
(e.g., research presentations) 

4% 11% 50% 36% 28 

 

15 - Thinking of KPU's Biology Program as a whole, how satisfied are you with 

the following? 

 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Relevance of program 

curriculum to my career 
goals 

7% 25% 7% 39% 21% 28 

2 
Prerequisites that prepare 

me for more advanced 
courses 

11% 18% 18% 32% 21% 28 

3 
Level of ability required to 

succeed in the program 
7% 7% 18% 46% 21% 28 

4 
Range of courses offered 

each term 
36% 21% 7% 25% 11% 28 

5 
The preparation I am 

receiving to achieve the 
career I want 

11% 7% 29% 43% 11% 28 
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16 - How would rate the diversity of course topic offerings in KPU's Biology 

Program? 

# How would rate the diversity of course topic offerings in KPU's Biology Program? Percentage 

1 Inadequate 14% 

2 Adequate 57% 

3 Excellent 29% 

 Total 28 

 

17 - What topics, if any, are missing from the program? 

[Course Name Redacted] is a big course and could have been split into different courses that covered more instead of trying 
to cover all the different branches in the animal kingdom. 

The specific math you need for biology at higher level universities ie. [Course Name Redacted] Missing a course on R and 
computer programming skills for science. 

N/A 

co-op programs, linking with an actual graduate, career planning, etc. 

virology or immunology or parasitology 

I would have preferred to have more options in topics as most of my courses that I have taken were mandatory. I feel like I 
rarely had a choice in choosing courses that were more relevant to my interests and future career goals. Topics I would have 
been interested in are animal pathology, an upper level ecology course, more courses in plant science, more courses in 
zoology, and biomechanics. 

[Course Name Redacted] is an integral course to this degree, however it is extremely condensed with a high level of scientific 
detail expected to be memorized. Before you make anymore courses, break this one into AT LEAST two courses. 
Furthermore, courses regularly offered in virology, epidemiology, and other medical specialties. More Marine Biology courses 
would also be nice for students interested in specializing in Marine sciences, such al Agal ecology, Intertidal herbivory and 
predation, bethic and pelagic species, etc. 

Co-op. 

A broader range of upper level courses like parasitology, environmental toxicology, oceanography, etc. 

N/A 

Neurobiology Developmental neurobiology  Genetic engineering 

Fungus, bioethics, co-op options 
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18 - What topics, if any, [that are currently covered in the program] would you 

prefer to see more of? 

Bioinformatics 

Would like to have additional ethics courses added to the Health sciences degree. One which explores the perspective of 
marginalized populations to a greater extent. 

More lab oriented work. Ecology like courses that teach valuable field skills that most positions look for. 

N/A 

microbiology, genetics 

Some more upper level courses like anatomy and physiology 

marine bio; the class currently covers more about invertebrate life and about the seaweeds in the subtidal and intertidal. I 
would have preferred to learn more about nekton and human impacts on marine life 

I would prefer to see more topics related to ecology, zoology, and plant science. 

Developmental biology and Marine biology split into at least two courses each. 

Research Methods part 2. In the course, we covered a lot of significant matters however, I would love to have had a 
prolonged exposure to drill the skills and knowledge in place. 

I would like a wider range of botany courses (right now there is only one course in the department that focuses on plants)  I 
would be interesting in more courses specifically regarding plant genetics, development, conservation, etc. 

N/A 

Zoology and Marine Biology 

Why are things only offered once a year and only one section how are we supposed to graduate 

 

19 - What topics, if any, [that are currently covered in the program] would you 

prefer to see less of? 

Courses that are not transferrable to big universities. 

N/A 

physics lol 

There are no topics that I would particularly prefer to see less of however, I feel like there were several upper level courses 
where a good portion of the course was dedicated to researching and writing a research proposal. I would prefer to see less 
of these assignments across the upper level courses. 

introductory physics and organic chemistry are obviously important to biology, however [Course Name Redacted] as well as 
[Course Name Redacted] felt meaningless to my biology degree. 

The amount of detail in courses such as [Course Name Redacted]. In the course, I may learn a bunch of characteristics about 
certain Phylum and Classes but in the long run, I am bound to forget them. I do not understand how this level of detail could 
be retained and used in future courses successfully. It is a type of course that once I write the final, I will no longer recall the 
extent of material covered. Compared to a course such as [Course Name Redacted] which is based on concepts and seems to 
have helped me in other courses. 

N/A 

Organic Chemistry II, Calculus II, Advanced Cell and Molecular Bio, and Cellular Biochemistry. 

Biochemistry because it's a prerequisite that doesn't cover anything used in later courses. I know because I took it and then a 
class with Biochem as a prerequisite but they didn't overlap 
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20 - Indicate the extent the following experiences contributed to your learning. 

# Question 
Not at 

all 
A small 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A large 
extent 

Total 

1 First year courses & experiences 11% 30% 33% 26% 27 

2 Seminar-based courses & experiences (2nd year and beyond) 19% 19% 48% 15% 27 

3 Laboratory- based courses & experiences 4% 15% 22% 59% 27 

4 
Undergraduate research projects & experiences that have 
allowed me to engage in “real- life” research with faculty 

26% 19% 26% 30% 27 

5 
Capstone courses and projects (e.g. final year cumulative 
experience/project, research project or thesis, portfolio) 

36% 12% 36% 16% 25 

6 Collaborative assignments and projects 8% 35% 46% 12% 26 
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21 - Please include any additional comments you may have on learning 

experiences below. 

I find having group projects assigned when courses are strictly online to be detrimental to collaborative learning because it 
has been very difficult to nearly impossible to get ahold of certain individuals in this format. This has had a negative affect in 
one of my courses, where a group project was worth 20% of the final grade but the other individual did not complete their 
part on time, to an acceptable standard. As a result, this students poor effort dramatically decreased the grade we all 
received, while my effort drastically pulled their grade up.  This negatively impacted my grade to an unfair extent, meanwhile 
their grade was bolstered by my effort. My final grade for the class went from an A to a B+ as a result; a difference of 0.66 
gpa points.. 

First year courses were quite difficult to get through and so were second year ones. There were no opportunities to work on 
bigger projects or get any other experience at this school except course work. 

N/A 

lab components are very helpful in integrating theory to practical 

I overall enjoyed my learning experience in the Biology program. 

I have always struggled with lab reports but I never seem to improve despite implementing the feedback I receive from 
instructors. 

[Personal Comment Redacted] 

N/A 

The research project has been very useful but at the same time extremely time consuming and I don't get an honours 
designation because... Reasons? 

 

22 - Would you be interested in any of the following? 

# Question Yes No Total 

1 Work placement experiential learning opportunities 96% 4% 27 

2 Co-op degree option 89% 11% 27 

3 Honours degree option 70% 30% 27 

4 Separate degree stream in molecular biology 59% 41% 27 

5 Separate degree stream in organismal/ecosystem biology 67% 33% 27 
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23 - Overall, how satisfied are you with KPU's Biology program curriculum? 

# Overall, how satisfied are you with KPU's Biology program curriculum? Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 7% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 4% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 19% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 59% 

5 Very satisfied 11% 

 Total 27 

 

24 - Thinking of KPU’s Biology program's curriculum as a whole, please highlight 

the strengths of the program. 

Very good for taking the foundational concepts in a more-manageable learning environment 

I goes into a lot of different sections in biology, but it would be nice if more options so student can focus on branches more 
relevant to what they want to do. 

Strengths are that all the course requirements are the same amongst universities. Good that classes were small and labs 
were focused. All professors were very experienced. 

Hands on learning experiences and connections are made between material taught in one course and material taught in a 
different course. 

Small classroom Mostly good professors who care 

It's very broad and gives a good amount of coverage in the many sub fields 

-instructors  -small class sizes  -labs are usually fun  -opportunities to work in groups and collaborate (both in lab and class) 

Small class sizes, a good amount of learning and working in a lab setting, good mixture of individual and group work, most 
class and lab instructors were engaging and caring. 

most professors want you to succeed and will work hard for you if you show you can put the work into the course. Keep 
hiring motivating, knowledgeable, positive, and approachable professors and laboratory intructors. 

The diverse topics and ranges covered and how courses, generally, build onto the knowledge from previous years, 

Covers all the necessary basics 

Small classes and many professors who are amazing, and really care about student success. Lots of hands on experience with 
lab and field equipment. 

- weekly labs to help me prepare and enhance my skills in lab work 

Helps students prepare for their Biology related jobs. Helps connect different disciplines together. Helps students prepare for 
laboratory related jobs. 

The only strength is the quality of the faculty, who I have learned a lot from 
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25 - Thinking of KPU’s Biology program's curriculum as a whole, please highlight 

three areas for improvement. 

Recommendation #1 Recommendation #2 Recommendation #3 

more options for classes 
more opportunities to look into 

carrier options in fields of biology 
 

Include more sections of courses 
Include more courses relevant to 

human anatomy, pharmacology and 
immunology 

disallow professors from subtracting marks for 
grammatical errors on science tests. 

More research opportunities 
with profs 

co-op opportunities need to be 
present 

more recent research techniques integrated. 
methods learned are outdated 

Incorporating more outdoor field 
experinces into earlier courses 

More collaborative critical thinking 
assignments 

 

co-op career advice/job help 
better course selection, times, # of courses, 

organized calendar instead of last min changes, 
courses more often 

Offer more classes 
Offer courses with different 

professors. Some courses only have 
one professor that teachers it. 

 

Needs more upper level courses 
available 

  

more classes could be offered molecular biology could be offered  

more summer courses course selection is limited wish there was a honours program 

More variety in courses offered 
that will satisfy program 
requirements (i.e. not just 
electives). 

Consistent course offering schedule 
and courses being offered more often. 

Myself and many of my peers have 
found that the constant changing of 

the course schedule and lack of 
courses being offered has significantly 

delayed our planned graduation. 

Increased student support for first year 
students. E.g., plagiarism tutorials, writing in 

science, lab skills. This could be an opportunity 
for more senior Biology students to volunteer 

with first year students. 

COURSE OFFERINGS! NUMBER OF SECTIONS PER COURSE 
INCREASE COURSES OFFERED EACH 

SEMESTER!!! 

Introduce work experience 
opportunities 

Reports in Labs that allow room for 
improvement 

 

Lacks breadth in topics Very little student led engagements Basics not covered equally by all profs 

Better recourse/resources for 
students who are having trouble 
with a particular professor. 

Broader range of upper level courses. 
More frequent offering of important prereqs 

(especially [Course Name Redacted]) 

Learning resources access More interactive assignments More clear understanding for materials 

N/A N/A N/A 

The amount of courses provided 
for Chemistry in a Biology Degree 
(take into account the jobs 
students pursue may not require 
as much Chemistry or Chemistry 
related knowledge) 

The amount of biology courses 
provided in the summer (needs to 

increase and include higher level 
courses as well not just year 1 and 2 

courses) 

The amount of biology/chemistry/physics 
courses provided with laboratory components 

compared to ones provided without (it’s 
harder to take multiple courses that have 

laboratory components since it’s essential 
another class with its own homework and 

exam) 

Offer move biology courses for all 
three terms 

Offer more than one section of a 
course each semester 

 

Having each upper year level 
course offered more than once a 
year 
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English Writing shouldn't be as 
important in the course over 
Biology 

  

More sections for required (by 
two degree paths!) courses 

More Sections 

Classes offered more frequently   

 

26 - Thinking of how the program is delivered, how satisfied are you with the 

following? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
The mode (classroom, lab, 
online, co-op, etc.) used to 

deliver the program 
4% 8% 15% 50% 23% 26 

2 
My instructors’ ability to 

accommodate diverse learning 
styles 

8% 12% 27% 42% 12% 26 

3 
Opportunities for experiential 
learning (i.e. learning by doing 

and reflecting) 
8% 19% 15% 35% 23% 26 

4 
Processes for ensuring students’ 
emotional and physical safety in 

the learning environment 
15% 12% 23% 35% 15% 26 

 

27 - Which modes of delivery do you prefer? 

# Which modes of delivery do you prefer? Percentage 

1 100% Face-to-Face 42% 

2 Combined Face-to-Face/Online 42% 

3 100% Online 15% 

 Total 26 

 

28 - Which modes of delivery do you prefer for online lecture content? 

# Which modes of delivery do you prefer for online lecture content? Percentage 

1 100% Synchronous 19% 

2 Combination of synchronous and asynchronous 65% 

3 100% Asynchronous 15% 

 Total 26 
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29 - Which modes of delivery do you prefer for online lab content? 

# Which modes of delivery do you prefer for online lab content? Percentage 

1 100% Synchronous 27% 

2 Combination of synchronous and asynchronous 46% 

3 100% Asynchronous 27% 

 Total 26 

 

30 - Thinking of how learning is assessed in the program as a whole, how 

satisfied are you with the following? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
The clarity of the information I 

receive on how I will be 
evaluated 

15% 15% 12% 35% 23% 26 

2 
The range of assessments that 

let me demonstrate what I 
have learned 

8% 19% 31% 23% 19% 26 

3 
The consistency of 

assessment standards 
throughout the program 

12% 19% 19% 35% 15% 26 

4 
The feedback my instructors 

provide 
8% 15% 12% 50% 15% 26 

 

31 - Thinking of KPU's Biology program as a whole, how satisfied are you with 

the following? 

 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Frequency with which course 

prerequisites are offered 
35% 19% 15% 19% 12% 26 

2 
Availability of the courses I 

need to complete the program 
in a timely manner 

46% 19% 8% 23% 4% 26 
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32 - Thinking of the instruction you have received throughout the program, how 

satisfied are you with the following? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Quality and relevancy of 
content presented with 

respect to course materials 
4% 0% 12% 46% 38% 26 

2 
Information presented is up-

to-date information on the 
subject matter 

4% 0% 15% 38% 42% 26 

 

33 - Overall, how satisfied are you with the instruction you have received in 

KPU's Biology program? 

 

# Overall, how satisfied are you with the instruction you have received in KPU's Biology program? Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 4% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 8% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 8% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 48% 

5 Very satisfied 32% 

 Total 25 
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34 - Thinking of how instruction is delivered across the program as a whole, 

please highlight the strengths of the program. 

Instructors are experienced and passionate. 

Instructors are obviously passionate about the content they are teaching,  and content is presented to students in a variety 
of media (written, spoken, pictures, and videos) to help students of all different learning needs grasp concepts being taught. 

Loved lot of the instructors, but not the scheduling or low avail of courses 

Best done through live, face to face learning 

some instructors take too long to mark lab reports, some are 3 weeks behind and by the time i get back how to correct my 
reports i’ve already submitted more than half of them 

I found labs to be most useful in learning and retaining information. During labs there are more opportunities for discussing 
problems/ideas with peers and instructors and hands-on learning is most effective for understanding a concept in my 
experience. 

the encouragement, especially in laboratories, to come to conclusions independently first before asking for help/answers, 
and the flexibility of professor's exam schedules in consideration of other classes exams that me coincide (i.e. moving exams 
to a different say to ensure students do not have 3 or more exams on one day). 

Curriculum is clear and the delivery of material is consistent. 

The evaluation is pretty straight forward and instructors care about your learning 

It really depends on individual instructors - many are wonderful and really inspire learning and problem solving. I think KPUs 
biology program could be improved by providing more resources or options for students who feel that they (or other 
students) are being bullied/harassed, or otherwise unfairly treated by a professor. This has caused a lot of stress during my 
degree because you are often forced to take multiple classes with this same instructor, and your ability to graduate is 
directly linked to this person. I felt like administration completely dismissed all my concerns regarding professor conduct in 
the classroom, and I was left without recourse and totally at the whim of this cruel, narcissistic professor who held an 
enormous amount of power over me.  KPU would greatly benefit from clearer, more well-defined guidelines on how to deal 
with bullying/harassment in the classroom and inappropriate professor conduct. 

N/A 

The use of PowerPoints (or other visual components), which is a lot more helpful than just speaking. 

Once again, good faculty passionate about the subject 
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35 - Thinking of how instruction is delivered across the program as a whole, 

please highlight three areas for improvement. 

Recommendation #1 Recommendation #2 Recommendation #3 

Online format is not suited for 
each prof or course 

Profs need to recommend what ways to do better. 
Give clarity always 

continue to be patient with 
students learning 

More opportunities for 
collaboration and problem solving 
during class time (not necessarily 
more group projects, but more 
time in class to practice and ask 
questions) 

Broken up breaks into two five minute sessions so that 
students can stand up and process information taught 
before refocussing (especially during remote learning) 

N/A 

more sections, more courses 
offered 

courses more often  

Async learning has come mostly 
reading. Reading four chapter is 
not teaching 

  

Just have more specialized courses 
running 

  

instructors need to word their 
questions in an easier way to 
understand, especially now they 
we are online 

lab instructors need to start marking lab reports on 
time 

 

More opportunities to discuss 
ideas with peers. 

Making better use of class time such as providing 
recorded lectures online and having a shorter class 
time to discuss questions/ideas with the instructor 

and peers. Especially in labs were a good portion of 
the lab is taken up by the instructors lab intro when 

labs are already tight for time. 

 

PLEASE let us study our 
assignments/quizzes after they 
are marked (THIS IS THE BEST WAY 
TO LEARN FROM MISTAKES! JUST 
MAKE ANOTHER ASSIGNMENT 
NEXT SEMESTER DON'T BE LAZY !) 

don't tell us the syllabus is a legally binding document 
that cannot be altered, then in the last two weeks of 
class whip out a brand new assignment because you, 

THE PROFESSOR, forgot to administer or mark 
previous assignments/quizzes that the students took 

time to write. 

let us review 
exams/quizzes/assignments! 

More quizzes/ small assignments 
that increase level of exposure to 
the materials and allows room for 
improvement 

Opportunities for hands on work outside of Class/Lab  

Organization of content is 
confusing 

  

N/A N/A N/A 

Ensuring that all teachers provide 
visual component to their lectures 
(since it’s difficult to learn/absorb 
the material when they just speak) 

Increase the use of assignments and projects rather 
than quizzes, midterms, and exams (since essentially 

the whole program just ends up being test-based 
which is not useful as most people just memorize and 

forget after each course is completed // or provide 
them as alternatives to completing the tests since I 

rather apply my knowledge and spend time working 
on a project rather than just have to memorize it for 

an exam) 

 

More asynchronous class options 

More prerequisite classes being offered each 
semester to allow for timely graduation with all 

prerequisites being offered in more than one term or 
all three terms with more than one section 
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More papers More presentations 
More anything that isn't a 

test 

 

36 - How satisfied are you with the following as they apply to KPU's Biology 

program? 

# Question 
Have 

not 
used 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Availability of required texts 

and supplies at the KPU 
bookstore 

8% 4% 4% 25% 29% 29% 24 

2 Classroom space 0% 4% 4% 8% 42% 42% 24 

3 Lab space 0% 0% 0% 8% 46% 46% 24 

4 Computer space 13% 4% 4% 21% 38% 21% 24 

5 
Places for students to do group 

or individual work 
4% 13% 8% 17% 33% 25% 24 

6 Advising services 4% 0% 8% 17% 42% 29% 24 

7 
Counselling/financial/career 

services 
21% 0% 0% 29% 38% 13% 24 

8 Accessibility services 46% 0% 0% 29% 17% 8% 24 

 

37 - How satisfied are you with the following as they apply to KPU's Biology 

program? 

 

# Question 
Have 

not 
used 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Availability of 
microscopes 

0% 0% 4% 8% 38% 50% 24 

2 
Availability of PCR 

machines 
29% 0% 4% 13% 25% 29% 24 

3 
Availability of field 

equipment 
21% 0% 0% 17% 21% 42% 24 

4 
Availability of other 

molecular biology 
equipment 

25% 0% 0% 8% 29% 38% 24 

5 
Availability of 

software 
13% 0% 0% 33% 29% 25% 24 
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38 - Are you actively involved in independent research? 

# Are you actively involved in independent research? Percentage 

1 Yes 29% 

2 No 71% 

 Total 14 

 

 

39 - How satisfied are you with the availability of/access to space/resources for 

the implementation of independent research? 

 

# 
How satisfied are you with the availability of/access to space/resources for the implementation of 

independent research? 
Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 25% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 0% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 0% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 50% 

5 Very satisfied 25% 

 Total 4 

 

40 - How satisfied are you with the following library resources as they apply to 

KPU's Biology program? 

# Question 
Have 

not 
used 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Availability of audio-
visual and computer 

equipment 
42% 0% 0% 17% 17% 25% 24 

2 Books 21% 0% 0% 8% 33% 38% 24 

3 eBooks 25% 0% 13% 8% 25% 29% 24 

4 
DVDs/streaming video 

on program-related 
topics 

54% 0% 0% 21% 8% 17% 24 

5 
Librarian support for 

program-related 
research 

25% 0% 0% 13% 25% 38% 24 

6 Library orientation 13% 0% 4% 4% 38% 42% 24 

7 
Online resources -  

journal articles, etc. 
0% 0% 4% 4% 38% 54% 24 

8 
Print periodicals, 

journals, etc. 
29% 0% 4% 0% 29% 38% 24 

9 Study guides 25% 0% 8% 21% 21% 25% 24 

10 
Biology-specific website 

of the library 
25% 0% 0% 17% 42% 17% 24 
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41 - How satisfied are you with the resources, services and facilities offered 

through KPU's Biology program? 

# How satisfied are you with the resources, services and facilities offered through KPU's Biology program? Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 4% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 0% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 17% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 63% 

5 Very satisfied 17% 

 Total 24 

 

42 - Thinking of the program's resources, services and facilities, please highlight 

the strengths of the program. 

Tutors were good, but only when available, hours too specific to get necessary help 

Helpful and polite librarians. Equipment and resources are easily accessible and easy to use effectively. 

The kpu summons search is very useful in terms of research 

very interesting and provides a lot of opportunity to spread my knowledge 

the availability of services at the library for proofreading and help in almost any discipline is incredible and I wish I had 
utilized it more. However, student tutors are not always helpful for upper-level chem/physics help. 

Resources are available online and within students abilities to obtain them 

This survey would benefit from a "% completion" indicator. Something to tell you how far through the survey you are, so that 
you don't decide to close it because it's taking so long! 

N/A 

They're fine but that's because of the new grants being put forward by faculty like [Names Redacted]. The evos microscope is 
nice to have and the bioinnovation lab is cool but I've barely been in there in all my courses 
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43 - Thinking of the program's resources, services and facilities, please highlight 

three areas for improvement. 

Recommendation #1 Recommendation #2 Recommendation #3 

Knowing when courses are 
offered 

Having councillors that understood 
more 

Better, clean, studying areas 

N/A N/A N/A 

need more avail online 
journal articles... more 
access 

faster requesting journal articles - 
online kpu library 

 

Should have course 
required textbooks 
available in the library 

  

some journal articles 
couldn't be accessed with 
kpu resources 

  

Greater access to online 
journals, texts, etc. 

More spaces that are comfortable 
to sit and use a laptop, i.e. more 

spaces with chairs and desks 
 

academic advisors must 
have more of a say on 
when and what courses are 
offered 

absolutely no career/volunteer/co-
op programs or resources for 

biology students to get experience 
outside of school 

give more opportunities for students to work in the 
labs (i.e. for students other than those requiring 

financial assistance who also would like lab assistant 
experience--may consider changing the student lab 

tech each semester to give other students 
opportunities?!) 

Librarians are not very easy 
to contact 

Research is overwhelming as not a 
lot of direction 

 

N/A N/A N/A 

A stereomicroscope that 
sends photos to any laptop, 
not just the lab one 

More cabinets with HEPA filters 
An incubator that works 100% of the time in all 

requirements 
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44 - In general, how satisfied are you with your experience in KPU's Biology 

program? 

# In general, how satisfied are you with your experience in KPU's Biology program? Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 13% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 0% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 17% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 58% 

5 Very satisfied 13% 

 Total 24 
 

45 - How much of an obstacle has each of the following been to the 

successful/timely completion of your degree? 

# Question 
Not at 

all 
A small 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A large 
extent 

Total 

1 Flexibility of scheduling options 0% 13% 21% 67% 24 

2 
Workloads that are inappropriate for life-study 

balance 
4% 25% 33% 38% 24 

3 
Accessibility of courses in different semesters and on 

different campuses 
4% 8% 17% 71% 24 
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46 - Please include any additional comments on the obstacles you may have 

faced during your studies in here. 

I fisnshed 2 years later than intended because I couldn't get necessary courses in 1st and 2nd year 

N/A 

Richmond and Surrey time tables always conflict each other. If genetics is being offered in Richmond and Microbiology in 
Surrey I can't take both because they generally always occur at the same time. 

It is difficult to make a schedule when courses are time conflicting as well as available only at certain campuses 

A lot of upper-level courses are offered once a semester at one specific time and sometimes the schedule with other courses 
would conflict. So then you would have to wait the whole year to take that one specific course. 

Myself and many of my peers have had their planned graduation significantly delayed due to changes in the course offering 
schedule and lack of options courses that will satisfy degree completion. Additionally it can be hard to schedule courses and 
maintain a life-study balance because most required courses have a lab component so there is a higher chance of schedule 
conflicts and labs are time and work intensive. 

where do I even begin.. I have been held back since the beginning of my second year at KPU and it has now taken not only 
myself, but a majority of my classmates FIVE OR MORE years to fulfill our course credits due to poor course offerings, 
incompetent academic advisors, and not enough sections open to allows students to take a course when it IS available. This 
school either needs to hire more instructors to increase their course offerings or remove your title as a university. 
Furthermore, when any of these issues do occur and I have brought them to the attention of advisors, staff, professors, and 
even [Title Redacted], ALL of my inquiries and requests for information and help have been pushed to the side as if my 
concerns are not important to anyone. I feel like when issues such as these arise, no professor or [Title Redacted] wants to 
talk about it and instead they burry their heads and let students struggle and spend more money while they collect their pay 
checks. Finally, this school makes it nearly impossible to transfer after year 2. Once I began running into course and section 
availability issues I wanted to leave to complete my degree in a TIMELY manner elsewhere, but I learned I would have to redo 
an entire year because so many course do not transfer out. Likewise, open up your range of courses that transfer IN to KPU if 
you are going to keep course offerings so sparse and sections so small. At least this way students can still satisfy credentials in 
a timely manner from another institution. It is so unfair to force student to take only one class from KPU that is offered once 
a year when they could have taken it online from another institution and graduated on time. 

Workloads of certain courses are extreme and unreasonable. Have been unable to get into higher level courses. 

One particular [Course Redacted] professor. 

N/A 

Not enough courses offered and the courses that are offered in biology, chemistry and health science tend to have time 
conflicts when scheduling 

Dealing with [Name Redacted] as an instructor. 

From the questions being asked I guess someone knows exactly what's wrong. If you aren't able to register for a required 
class, good luck next year chump. Especially for classes required by both biology AND health science students. It's insulting to 
students to have those classes offered with only one section, once a year. 
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47 - Thinking of the program as a whole, please highlight the strengths of the 

program. 

small class sizes, tight knit class mates, good profs, quality lab spaces 

Passionate instructors, small class sizes, and hands-on learning opportunities. 

The open lab times are very nice 

Overall great instructors and interesting course content. Labs were mostly interesting and valuable for learning during 
courses. 

literally none, make courses more available and I'll have something good to say. 

The instructors are all very caring and really help you learn the course material. Questions are always answered and the 
material is engaging. 

Many amazing instructors, tons of lab and field equipment, decent advising services, small class sizes, lots of field trips and 
hands-on experience. 

N/A 

Faculty and the research project, though that has flaws for us bio students. 
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48 - Thinking of the program as a whole, please highlight three areas for 

improvement. 

Recommendation #1 Recommendation #2 Recommendation #3 

$0 lab manuals - available and provided online 
more out of class 

opportunities 
better schedules to complete program 

Introducing an optional practical workshop that 
students can attend to meet other students in their 
programs and practice solving conceptual "real-life" 
scenarios to apply knowledge learned in a specific 
course 

N/A N/A 

more reasonable program duration   

Please have more course slots available 
Please offer courses at 

multiple campuses 
 

the word load is too much especially courses that 
have labs 

  

Consistent course offering schedule and options for 
choosing courses that will satisfy degree 
requirements. 

More variety in courses 
especially upper-level 

courses. 
More support for first year students. 

increase how many times upper level courses are 
offered in a year 

increase number of sections 
for courses that are limited 

to specific times of year 

increase the number of accepted 
courses that transfer IN to AND OUT 

of KPU to facilitate graduation in a 
timely manner. 

option for 2 semesters in Summer 
Work experience/ research 

opportunities on campus 
Introducing more small grade 

assignments/quizzes 

more flexibility in schedule more of certain courses 
decreasing the course load of certain 

courses 

N/A N/A N/A 

Offering more sections of a course at different 
times in the same semester 

Offering more sections of 
the same class 

 

Sections. More of them More sections Give us an honours for doing research 
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APPENDIX C: Biology Program Review Faculty Survey Results 
 

The faculty survey was sent to 46 Biology faculty members and lab instructors. A total of 26 

faculty members and lab instructors responded. The response rate is 57%. 

Note: The data includes open-ended comments. In order to preserve integrity and objectivity, 

OPA does not do value-judgment editing (i.e. we do not fix spelling errors, syntax issues, 

punctuation, etc.). Comments are included verbatim – with one exception: if individuals or 

courses are named, OPA redacts the name of the instructor or course. This rule applies to 

whether the comment is good, bad or indifferent. 

 

1 - What is your association with BIOL at KPU? 

# What is your association with BIOL at KPU? Percentage 

1 Biology faculty 65% 

2 Biology lab instructor or technician (including Lab Manager) 35% 

 Total 26 
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2 - How satisfied are you with how KPU’s Biology Program is helping students 

develop the following learning outcomes? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to biological 
structures, functions and processes. 

4% 12% 27% 46% 12% 26 

2 
Apply a detailed knowledge and 

understanding of biological principles 
to natural processes and systems. 

0% 4% 15% 54% 27% 26 

3 

Demonstrate a cohesive 
understanding of biological principles 

as they apply across a range of 
disciplines. 

0% 12% 23% 46% 19% 26 

4 

Describe and explain biological 
concepts and processes at the 

molecular, cellular, organismal, 
ecosystem and biosphere levels. 

0% 12% 8% 46% 35% 26 

5 

Communicate a knowledge and 
understanding of key characteristics of 

the structure, function, development 
and adaptations of a range of 

organisms including microorganisms, 
fungi, plants and animals including 

humans. 

4% 12% 15% 38% 31% 26 

6 

Apply the scientific method in 
designing and conducting controlled 

experiments to investigate various 
natural phenomena. 

0% 8% 19% 35% 38% 26 

7 

Demonstrate competence in the safe 
use of scientific instruments and 

equipment in both the laboratory and 
the field by following established 
procedures and developing novel 

techniques. 

0% 12% 8% 54% 27% 26 

8 

Apply a knowledge and understanding 
of scientific principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, interpret 
data, and develop evidence-based 

solutions. 

0% 12% 15% 54% 19% 26 

9 

Use appropriate technology in 
applying mathematical principles, 

models, formulae, and numeracy skills 
to analyze and evaluate data to solve 

problems. 

0% 19% 35% 46% 0% 26 

10 

Synthesize scientific information from 
a variety of sources to communicate 
ideas, procedures and independent 

research findings in a structured 
coherent manner using oral, visual and 

written format. 

0% 12% 20% 48% 20% 25 

11 

Discuss and debate the value and 
ethics of advances in biological 

knowledge, practice, understanding, 
and technology as they relate to 

8% 23% 27% 38% 4% 26 
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contemporary societal and world 
issues. 

12 

Develop leadership skills through 
collaborative group work in the 

laboratory, classroom or field to 
address biological problems. 

0% 20% 24% 44% 12% 25 

 

3 - How satisfied are you with how KPU’s Biology Program is helping students to 

develop the following skills (related to professional and ethical behavior)? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 

Ability to work together in a 
respectful and collaborative manner 

with team members to complete 
tasks 

4% 0% 24% 52% 20% 25 

2 

Ability to demonstrate ethical 
reasoning, moral maturity and a 
moral sense of mind in decision-

making, including academic integrity 
and social responsibility 

16% 32% 20% 32% 0% 25 

3 
Ability to demonstrate leadership, 

including giving direction and 
guidance to others 

4% 24% 36% 32% 4% 25 

4 
Ability to demonstrate  personal 
organization,  accountability and 

time  management 
4% 24% 16% 40% 16% 25 
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4 - How satisfied are you with how KPU’s Biology Program is helping students to 

develop the following skills (related to critical and creative thinking)? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 

Ability to gather and analyze 
evidence, ask in-depth questions, 

and make informed conclusions 
and judgments 

4% 8% 20% 60% 8% 25 

2 

Ability to identify and solve 
problems, including evaluating 

alternatives and articulating 
reasoning 

4% 16% 20% 48% 12% 25 

3 
Ability to think creatively, initiate 
change and think outside the box 

12% 16% 20% 44% 8% 25 

4 

Ability to integrate existing 
knowledge across disciplinary 

boundaries, and to evaluate the 
limits of my own knowledge 

4% 16% 28% 48% 4% 25 

 

 

5 - How satisfied are you with how KPU’s Biology Program is helping students to 

develop the following skills (related to literacy)? 

 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 

Ability to identify, critically 
evaluate and use information 

effectively from a variety of 
resources and formats 

0% 16% 12% 52% 20% 25 

2 
Ability to interpret, use, and 

communicate numerical data and 
quantitative evidence 

4% 8% 16% 64% 8% 25 

3 

Ability to select and use 
appropriate technology to 
enhance and manage the 

communication of knowledge 

0% 16% 24% 40% 20% 25 

4 
Ability to find, interpret, evaluate, 

use and create images and visual 
media 

0% 20% 20% 48% 12% 25 
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6 - How satisfied are you with how KPU’s Biology Program is helping students to 

develop the following skills (related to global understanding)? 

 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Ability to integrate different 

disciplines to provide a balanced 
perspective on global issues 

4% 28% 36% 28% 4% 25 

2 
Ability to explain the historical 

and contextual factors that 
affect disciplinary perspectives 

4% 32% 28% 36% 0% 25 

3 
Ability to engage with local and 

global communities to make a 
difference in civic life 

8% 24% 32% 28% 8% 25 

 

 

7 - How satisfied are you with how KPU’s Biology Program is helping students to 

develop the following skills (related to communication)? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Ability to orally present information 

clearly and effectively 
0% 12% 16% 44% 28% 25 

2 
Ability to present scientific 

information in poster format 
0% 8% 36% 44% 12% 25 

3 
Ability to write lab reports and 

scientific reports clearly and 
effectively 

4% 8% 12% 44% 32% 25 

4 
Ability to read and extract key 

information from complex texts 
0% 8% 28% 44% 20% 25 

5 

Ability to integrate experience (lab, 
field, research), with knowledge and 
understanding to communicate this 

effectively (e.g., research 
presentations) 

0% 4% 20% 44% 32% 25 
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8 - How satisfied are you with the following aspects of the program’s 

curriculum? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 Its discipline/sector relevance 0% 12% 12% 56% 20% 25 

2 
Its ability to adapt to 

discipline/sector changes 
4% 24% 12% 44% 16% 25 

3 
The use of prerequisites to 

prepare students for 
subsequent courses 

0% 8% 24% 40% 28% 25 

4 
Its preparation of students for 

a career in the 
discipline/sector 

0% 16% 16% 52% 16% 25 

5 
Its preparation of students for 

further education 
0% 4% 16% 48% 32% 25 

 

9 - Overall, how satisfied are you with KPU’s Biology program curriculum? 

 

# Overall, how satisfied are you with KPU’s Biology program curriculum? Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 0% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 12% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 16% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 48% 

5 Very satisfied 24% 

 Total 25 
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10a - Thinking of KPU's Biology program's curriculum as a whole, please highlight 

the strengths of the program. 

Emphasis on clear communication, critical thinking, practical skills, ability to work in groups, ability to carry out research with 
instructors 

Currently the curriculum provides a broad view of many different fields of biology so students are exposed to a variety of 
subject areas. 

Opportunities for research in undergraduate research courses Hands on experiments in lab courses 

Its breadth/diversity and rigour The focus on scientific method and writing Labs starting in Yr 1 and extending through the 
program Sequential development of skills (both theory and lab) that build across courses and years Student research 
opportunities Upper Yr special topics keeps the program current and relevant 

Make it easy for faculty who would like to do research to do so without politicizing the whole thing. I have the impression 
that some are being marginalizing. When it come to scientific research, we all have different ways of contributing in sciences. 

Not really sure.. 

The hands-on approach on laboratory and field work. Science, like Art, is learned in the doing. 

Diverse academic backgrounds. Multi campus presense. 

Very broad base of knowledge and very applied. 

I think that students get a reasonably well-rounded education in Biological Sciences including extensive laboratory 
experience. I am very pleased with the research opportunities available to all students in the program and the advancements 
in the technology available to them for research. In particular, I think the department has done an excellent job of providing 
course options and skills training in molecular and other laboratory based disciplines. 

-the hands on lab skills that the students acquire 

Broad with broad range of courses 

The program provides a lot of hands-on experience and more one-on-one time with instructors for students. It's a great 
opportunity if you're able to ask questions and make use of the time you have. 

The program's upper-level research course's skills are if not equivalent to a co-op and provide valuable skills for the work 
force.  The program offers a wide range of field subjects. 

Course offerings, practical labs 

The department has built up a lot of equipment and facilities to enhance student learning over recent years. Many of the 
faculty and staff are committed to supporting their student's learning. After watching 4th year research presentations over 
the past 4 years or so, I am impressed the improvements in the overall quality of the student research undertaken and the 
student's presentation skills year over year.  The smaller class sizes of the program enhance the learning experience of 
students as they get more one-on-one interactions with the faculty and staff. 

- Breadth of laboratory courses that provide hands-on experience with various scientific equipment, which non-KPU Biology 
undergraduate student will not be able to experience. - Well rounded selection of courses that prepares the students for the 
post-undergraduate study and careers in science. 

Instructors 

Good focus on experiential learning, skill growth, research methods; small class sizes and a combination of classroom and 
laboratory learning; research opportunities and lots of oral presentations. 

Lots of lab experience, opportunity for student-led research 

Comprehensive content, with lots of opportunity for lab work 
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10b - Thinking of KPU's Biology program's curriculum as a whole, please 

highlight the areas for improvement. 

More emphasis on integration with other disciplines 

As expansion happens, it would be good to have more choices for students and fewer required courses. Some students really 
prefer the molecular side while others prefer the organisms side. It would be good if they could weight their courses in either 
direction. And some would really like to take the upper level A&P courses instead of the organismal courses. 

Students need more focus on improving their written communication skills, especially in first and second year. But this takes 
an incredible amount of effort and feedback on the part of the instructor. We need "W" designated courses with a low 
number of students per section to allow instructors to work with students towards effectively communicating science.   
Different stream options would I think help attract more students - for example a molecular biology stream and an ecology 
stream. Many other institutions have them and they allow students to focus in on the parts of the broad biology discipline 
that interest them most.  HSCI needs a larger and more diverse collection of courses. 

Include a co-op option for students. Improve accessibility of some courses to students in other programs Introduce a 1st Yr 
science writing course (with WI status) as a requirement Revise courses to embed indigenous content and ethics across the 
program Reduce total credits if possible Honours program option 

1. We need to do more research to prepare our students for the challenges of their time 2. Organize scientific meetings, and 
conferences to expose our students. It is not enough to only teach the concept, our students deserve better 3. Attend 
International (scientific) meetings with our students to allow them to get in contact with other students, PI, and learn about 
how other scientists are approaching and solving complex biological concepts 

More flexibility 

A greater emphasis on integration, across history and disciplines, would increase students' understanding and aid in 
retention. 

Department wide communications. Inclusivity within the department. 

Ethics and scientific communication and literacy. May want to narrow program into more specific tracks that are relevant to 
particular job outcomes. 

As the program develops, I would like to see more opportunities for degree specialization, particularly in fields of ecology, 
evolution and plant sciences. I realize that this limitation is, in part, a product of the recent development of the program, but 
I would like to see a move in this direction as our student population continues to increase. I am particularly concerned that 
students with interest in field biology are not being well served by our existing program. We do have an excellent second 
year ecology lab course, and a general upper level research methods course, but there is no dedicated Field Ecology Methods 
course. We are also lacking in a diversity of plant courses. We have [Course Name Redacted] that attempts to cover topics 
investigated in up to six different courses at most major universities (Vascular Botany, Non-Vascular Botany, Plant Physiology, 
Seed Plant Taxonomy and Plant Evolution and Plant Ecology). 

making students accountable for English writing skills 

I think it would be more beneficial for students to experience more troubleshooting in their labs. Problem-solving is an 
extremely important skill and I don't feel that we give enough opportunity for students to develop it. 

There are not enough pre-reqs being offered regularly enough that students are being held back if they can't get into a 
course. Lab report writing does not hold up to the caliber of other institute's, especially if they pursue grad studies. 

The Biology program lacks elective options for students and does not cover certain areas of Biology sufficiently. In particular I 
feel that there is not sufficient coverage of the following topics: protists, algae, fungi, plant physiology, plant development, 
history of biology, scientific writing skills, critical thinking skills, bioinformatics, statistics, etc.   It would be nice to see more 
involvement with the community outside KPU. In other words expand community involvement with municipalities, 
government, biotechnology companies, etc.  It would be nice to eventually have Co-op for our students in the near future. 

- Flexible course offerings.          - Limited course offerings may delay the student's graduation progression.          - only F2F 
course offering normally (non-COVID academic year)- start thinking about online, blended or weekend/evening courses?  - 
The option of honours degree. - The option of co-op or job-shadowing opportunity. - The option of unique job ready 
certificate degree. 

time release 

A better integration of information across the program would be beneficial; structure of prerequisites to better guide 
students through the program in an appropriate manner (taking the right courses in second or third year to ensure success in 
subsequent years); subdiscipline streams would be extremely useful if we can manage them. 

Lack of interdisciplinarity, Indigenous philosophies, and limited connection to pressing social/environmental issues. 

Students are forced to take core courses that are not required for future work and represent fringe subject matter in the 
discipline. 
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11 - Thinking of how the program is delivered, how satisfied are you with the 

following? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
The range of modes (classroom, 
lab, online, co-op, etc.) used to 

deliver the program 
4% 16% 8% 48% 24% 25 

2 
The extent to which diverse 

learning styles are 
accommodated 

4% 12% 32% 44% 8% 25 

3 
Opportunities for experiential 
learning (i.e. learning by doing 

and reflecting) 
4% 12% 16% 40% 28% 25 

4 
Processes for ensuring students’ 
emotional and physical safety in 

the learning environment 
4% 8% 12% 56% 20% 25 

 

12 - Considering the Biology program’s assessment methods as a whole, how 

satisfied are you with the following? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
The extent to which students are 

provided clear information on how 
they will be evaluated 

0% 0% 12% 52% 36% 25 

2 

The extent to which assessment 
methods support program 

competencies and learning 
outcomes 

4% 12% 12% 48% 24% 25 

3 

The extent to which assessment 
methods allow students to 

demonstrate their attainment of 
program competencies and learning 

outcomes 

0% 8% 12% 64% 16% 25 

4 
The extent to which assessment 

standards are consistent throughout 
the program 

0% 16% 32% 40% 12% 25 
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13 - Considering how instruction is delivered across the Biology program as a 

whole, how satisfied are you with the following? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Instructors’ collective expertise 

to deliver the curriculum 
0% 0% 4% 40% 56% 25 

2 
Instructional methods that 
facilitate student learning 

0% 8% 12% 48% 32% 25 

3 
Instructional methods that 

facilitate students’ progression 
through the program 

0% 16% 16% 44% 24% 25 

 

14 - Overall, how satisfied are you with the instruction delivered across the 

program? 

 

# Overall, how satisfied are you with the instruction delivered across the program? Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 0% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 8% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 13% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 50% 

5 Very satisfied 29% 

 Total 24 
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15a - Thinking of how instruction is delivered across the program as a whole, 

please highlight the strengths of the program. 

The strong emphasis on labs is a key strength of the program 

Small classes with more opportunity for students to interact with instructors and do work in small groups. 

Class & Lab instruction are integrated & complementary Expertise and commitment of faculty & staff Small classes & labs 
One-on-one mentoring of research students 

No idea 

The commitment of the instructional staff is exceptional and should not be taken for granted. 

Adaptability. Responsiveness. 

Scaffolding of skills in the lab. 

I think in the upper level courses, in particular, there is a diversity of instructional approaches and unique assessment 
opportunities for students. 

As a whole, our department consists of faculty members and lab instructors that are truly passionate about what they do  
Everyone tries to do the best job they can do while keeping the student's best interests in mind. Everyone tries to achieve 
assessment rigor. 

faculty have academic freedom to teach as they see fit,  this exposes students to a wide range of teaching skills and 
philosophies, 

The labs and lecture components complement each other well to instill concepts 

Diversity of staff backgrounds and areas of expertise 

I think majority of faculty and staff care about student learning and so do their best to deliver a quality program given that in 
majority of the circumstances little or no time release has been given over the years to actually develop the Biology program 
since its inception. Everyone is doing the best they can. One of our strengths is the dedication of a number of the faculty and 
staff given this lack of support from the administration. Just imagine what it could be like if the workloads were manageable 
in the future.  Students gain lots of benchtop skills in small laboratory classes enhancing their chances of finding employment 
immediately after graduation. 

Small class size allows the instructors to provide various feedback directly to the students. 

We have a relatively diverse group of highly-skilled educators, and make a strong effort to ensure that instructors have 
expertise in the relevant fields. Small class sizes and decent technological options greatly facilitate one-on-one instruction. 
Our library resources are quite good for a University this size. 

Experiential learning, lots of lab experience 

Comprehensive content, very rigorous. 
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15b - Thinking of how instruction is delivered across the program as a whole, 

please highlight the areas for improvement. 

A focus on more consistency when a course is taught my multiple instructors. More communication between faculty 
members and lab staff all teaching the same lower level course is needed. We have some, but not enough. 

Effectiveness of online delivery is limited by technology 

Have not a clue 

The sudden change to on-line instruction has led to an overall decline in learning. As the pandemic recedes it will be 
important to examine what elements from the experience are worth retaining. 

Tech support, university wide. 

We could better integrate 1/2nd year with 3/4th year courses. 

In general, I would like to see more opportunity for fully online and blended course delivery at all levels in the program when 
we return to "normal" programming post-pandemic. At the first year level in particular, I think we need to seriously re-
examine the amount of content we are delivering in the traditional lecture format. Pedagogical research consistently 
supports the use of active learning where class time is used to allow students to investigate concepts and solve problems 
related to content they learn in their own time. Students retain a deeper understanding of course concepts that can be 
carried through to upper levels if they are involved in the learning process, but we cannot move away from the traditional 
lecture format until we reduce the required content to allow for deeper exploration. I think we need to review and identify 
the key course level learning outcomes that first year students need to be successful in second year and then critically 
evaluate how each of the individual learning outcomes for each lecture serve that goal. 

exposure to variety of assessments is much more educational than consistency, but having students learn conventions in 
science is also important 

The assessment tools for some labs are a little lacking in terms of ensuring the student knows the concepts. (easy grade)  
Plagiarism is rampant because we have no plagiarism software 

I think that the lower level courses labs (1st & 2nd year) are being somewhat ignored by a number of members of the 
department that could be contributing to improving the course labs so that our students have a better foundation moving 
into upper level courses. Some of the lab activities are very outdated. People talk about making changes but actions speak 
loader than words. I think that many of out course outlines are outdated, lack specificity to the lab component for the course, 
and not accurately followed by some department members.   I also feel strongly that the value of the lab component of some 
courses should be higher than it currently is. In my opinion, no lab should be worth less than 25% of the course grade and 
some labs with lots of technical skills so should be worth more like 30 to 35% of the course grade. After all, we are a 
polytechnic and these skills will make our students more employable.  It would be nice to see more collaboration working on 
the lower level courses by all members of the department. Some people just show up. I feel they are not invested in their job 
and thus the students suffer. The people who work hard, can only do so much. 

Now that everyone has experienced the online teaching, we should explore our option of offering some courses online or at 
least blended.   Other universities do not offer most second year biology courses with hands-on labs. Perhaps, we need to 
revisit our lab course offerings and see if we can provide some flexibility and options to our students. 

More consistency - providing for marking assistance (student teaching assistants, for example) or additional technological 
resources would help with this. Assistance from T&L on setting up new technologies so that they are easier to incorporate 
into existing courses would be good. 

Focus on lecture and exams (evidence shows these are not the most effective ways to learn). Little opportunity for reflection. 
Also, limited field and community experience. 

Laboratory expectations are too rigorous for upper-year students. Evaluation methods are lacking self-reflection in many 
cases, and the courses tend to focus on maximizing content and memorization as opposed to promoting independent and 
creative thinking. 
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16 - How satisfied are you with the following as they apply to KPU’s Biology 

program? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Availability of relevant texts and 

supplies at the KPU bookstore 
4% 4% 21% 54% 17% 24 

2 Classroom space 4% 13% 33% 46% 4% 24 

3 Lab space 13% 13% 21% 25% 29% 24 

4 Computer space 13% 25% 38% 21% 4% 24 

5 
Places for students to do group or 

individual work 
4% 25% 21% 42% 8% 24 

6 Advising services 0% 13% 33% 46% 8% 24 

7 
Counselling/financial/career 

services 
0% 4% 42% 42% 13% 24 

8 Accessibility services 0% 17% 21% 50% 13% 24 

 

17 - How satisfied are you with the following as they apply to KPU’s Biology 

program? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 Availability of microscopes 0% 13% 8% 29% 50% 24 

2 Availability of PCR  machines 0% 4% 33% 38% 25% 24 

3 
Availability of field 

equipment 
0% 8% 46% 13% 33% 24 

4 
Availability of other 

molecular biology equipment 
0% 8% 33% 38% 21% 24 

5 Availability of software 0% 17% 38% 42% 4% 24 

6 Safety protocols/resources 0% 8% 17% 50% 25% 24 
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18 - How satisfied are you with the following library resources as they apply to 

KPU’s Biology program? 

# Question 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

Very 
satisfied 

Total 

1 
Availability of audio-
visual and computer 

equipment 
0% 8% 29% 58% 4% 24 

2 Books 0% 9% 22% 61% 9% 23 

3 
DVDs /streaming video on 

program-related topics 
0% 4% 50% 38% 8% 24 

4 eBooks 0% 0% 50% 33% 17% 24 

5 
Librarian support for 

program-related research 
0% 8% 21% 21% 50% 24 

6 Library orientation 0% 0% 21% 46% 33% 24 

7 
Online resources – 

journal articles, etc. 
8% 8% 17% 29% 38% 24 

8 
Print periodicals, journals, 

etc. 
4% 4% 46% 33% 13% 24 

9 Study guides 0% 8% 50% 25% 17% 24 

10 
Biology-specific website 

of library 
0% 4% 50% 21% 25% 24 

 

19 - Overall, how satisfied are you with the resources, services and facilities that 

are specific to KPU's Biology program? 

# 
Overall, how satisfied are you with the resources, services and facilities that are specific to KPU's Biology 

program? 
Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 0% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 13% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 17% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 67% 

5 Very satisfied 4% 

 Total 24 
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20a - Thinking of the program’s resources, services and facilities, please highlight 

the strengths of the program. 

The Bio-Innovation Lab. 

Lab space for students and lab resources Library resources 

Don't know 

The basics for a sound grounding in the various biological disciplines are well supplied. 

NA 

Surrey labs/office space. 

library has worked hard with specific course materials to develop course specific sites 

The library tutorial in labs is good.  We have a lot of field equipment students get to use 

[Name Redacted] strong library advocate for biology. 

While a few of the campuses have had recent renovations, there is limited space on the Surrey Campus where the program is 
based. There is little or no room for growth of Biology program long term. The renovations were just a Band-Aid solution. The 
program needs a long term vision and space to grow.  The Biology Program has worked hard over the years to build up the 
specialized equipment the department needs to support student research. 

The new genomics centre allows our students to use and learn state-of-art equipment in genetics research. 

We have good lab spaces with relatively new equipment relative to our department size, some good library resources, 
particularly equipment and online services. 

For such small facilities, we are pretty well stocked and get much of what we ask for from the institution. 
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20b - Thinking of the program’s resources, services and facilities, please highlight 

the areas for improvement. 

We need more online journals available, and access to PubMed. I find searching for journal articles much more difficult 
through KPU than at other institutions, with a more limited selection.  We need more communication with the library so both 
faculty and students are better aware of the research assistance available to biology. We also need better use of the biology 
specific portion of the website.  We need to be clearer with advising about what they should and should not be 
recommending to biology students. I have had students come to me very happy because advising said if they get our 
approval they can do something completely inappropriate, like skipping a necessary prerequisite or even skipping the entire 
lab section of a course. I have been quite honestly shocked at the number of students asking for prerequisite waivers and we 
need to ensure biology and advising are presenting a united front to students and giving consistent information.  Lab space is 
improving but still not great. Great lab space and dedicated space for upper year research students could really help us 
compete with other local universities and attract high quality students. We are a polytechnic university - our lab equipment, 
lab courses, and research space should be top notch. But this requires more funding than we currently have. 

Access to computer resources on a class basis Advising: Some students find out they are in the wrong program Access 
Programs: Support for assessments both in class and online Storage space is limited 

Absolutely no idea 

Providing advanced and up-to-date resources for the education and research of senior students remains a challenge. Lab 
space is at a premium on all campuses. 

NA 

Richmond facilities need an upgrade. 

The requirements for research are minimal that resources get underused when they should be used more. 

The lab facilities on the Richmond campus need to renovated to meet the department's requirements today, not 28 yrs ago. 
It has been ignored till now.  The Surrey Campus has a number of microscopes that are just too old (30+ yrs) and need 
replacing. Lab safely protocols need to be improved. We need to develop hazard assessment policies and be more informed 
overall in this area. This also needs to be communicated better to our students. In terms of the library, the need for hard 
copies of journals today it not necessary but it would be nice to offer access to more online databases and expand out video 
collects relating to Biology. I feel there is a lack of support for the lab instructors in obtaining manageable workloads has an 
impact on the program. In some courses, little is being done to help them. I have found that in the courses I teach during 
Covid 19, the lab staff have been forced to work more as a team to support the increased workload but problems are not 
solved even doing that. 

Some equipment are aged and starting to malfunction.  We will need a proper culture lab for the students to do experiments. 
The current culture lab only hold 2 students at a time. 

Computer access, software, and biology-specific library services are somewhat lacking, particularly computer lab access. 

Just allow these things to grow with the program. It's not a current issue of major concern. 
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21 - In general, how satisfied are you with your experience in KPU’s Biology 

program? 

 

# In general, how satisfied are you with your experience in KPU’s Biology program? Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 0% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 8% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 17% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 54% 

5 Very satisfied 21% 

 Total 24 

 

 

22a - Thinking of KPU's Biology program as a whole, please highlight the 

strengths of the program. 

Instructors are dedicated to providing a high quality education and to the success of their students 

Offerings on multiple campuses. If students were able to take the first two years completely at Richmond or Surrey, that 
would be a very attractive feature. I think this is currently nearly possible but not quite?  The choice of either a degree in 
biology or health science.   Rotating special topics courses that can serve both hsci and biol students.   Research projects for 
upper year students with mentorship from faculty but in the form of a course with one instructor supervising and managing 
the cohort of research students together. 

The faculty & staff who deliver it. 

Don't know 

Inspiring students by allowing them to actually do science rather than just study it. 

NA 

I think our program provides students with a broad education in biological sciences. We have excellent faculty that care 
passionately about the success of our students. We provide unique opportunities for all of our graduates to work closely with 
faculty on directed research projects that are only available to a select few students at the larger universities in our region. 

broad range of courses research opportunities for faculty and students 

The program is a good stepping stool for transfer credits and is on its way to being reputable as a degree program.  Very good 
hands on skills 

Diversity of courses and labs offered. 

Small class sizes. Caring faculty and staff, Increasing equipment to support student learning (more needed). Some more 
modern facilities to learn in. 

The program allows for the well-rounded graduates, whom are ready for the post-undergraduate studies and career in 
various field of science. 

Good instructors, both Faculty and lab, excellent lab space and opportunities for research and other experiential learning, 
small class sizes and good online resources to facilitate learning. 

Experiential and lab-based learning. 
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22b - Thinking of KPU's Biology program as a whole, please highlight the areas 

for improvement. 

Little opportunity for collaboration with colleagues, e.g. coordination of curriculum across courses, sharing ideas for labs, etc. 
There’s not much information sharing. There isn’t much of a sense of unity. 

We need to place more value on attracting and retaining excellent lab staff and running excellent labs. As a polytechnic 
university labs should be a key element of our degree. Lab technicians and instructors should be better compensated, and 
given more training opportunities. Courses should encourage field work and experiential learning as much as possible.  
Students need more direct training for jobs, like a job shadowing course, seminars on resume building, and more 
opportunities for research. This might encourage more students that start at KPU but plan to transfer to a more research-
oriented university to remain at KPU for their entire degree.   There is insufficient course offerings each semester. Students 
routinely end up behind in their four year degree because courses are not offered when they need them or are full. KPU is 
known to be difficult in terms of getting your ideal course choices and this will deter students from continuing here. 

Earlier comments cover this. 

I am not involved enough to comment 

Provide opportunities for students to engage in meaningful exercises and actual research at the earliest stage possible. 

NA 

I would like to see a department-wide modernization of our pedagogical approach to teaching first year courses including 
more freedom for diversification of teaching and assessment styles. I would like to see an expansion of the upper level course 
offerings and more opportunities for instructors to teach courses that are typically held by a single instructor for years on 
end. I think it is important to provide our students with a diversity of perspectives on each major topic. I would also like to 
see an expansion of funding opportunities for our research students. For example, KPU students are not currently eligible to 
apply for NSERC-USRA funding. This puts our students at a serious disadvantage to students from other institutions not just 
due to the missed funding opportunity, but also the advantage having received this award provides for students seeking 
graduate school positions and further NSERC funding. 

perhaps two streams may be useful, molecular and ecological workload issues, faculty that have student research projects 
are not appropriately compensated 

Need courses offered more frequently (or more sections)to allow students to graduate on time. Better writing skills 
development. 

More thought put into the course outlines to include more info on the lab component then development labs so that the 
learning outcomes are met. Ensure lab component grades for a course are based on skills learned and work involved. It is 
unfair for a student to do tons for lab work for minimal grades in the end. After all, lab skills are important to future 
employment of our students as well as knowledge. Sometimes, it is easier to learn by doing rather than from a book as well. 
Plus we are at a polytechnic university where those skills should be encouraged. Students need more assistance with writing 
support early on in their program. It would be nice to see a science based writing intensive course in the program if possible. 
Coop for students. More community interactions with government and biotechnology companies in the community we serve. 
More opportunities to attend conferences for students, staff and faculty to further the betterment of learning within the 
department. 

The current Biology program graduation credit requirement is one of the highest in the entire university. We will need to 
consider reducing the required credits down, so that we can align the program credit requirement with other programs at 
KPU.   The program should seek to employ more zero textbook/OER courses. 

Program streams and guidance for students need to be considered. Students are told to substitute courses or take things out 
of order and this hurts their ability to achieve all learning outcomes. Altering prerequisites, potentially creating sub-discipline 
streams, and improving access to specific resources are all areas for improvement. 

More connections to real world experience and events. 
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APPENDIX D: Biology Program Review Alumni Survey Results 
 

The alumni survey was sent to 79 Biology alumni. A total of 16 alumni responded. The response 

rate is 20%. 

Note: The data includes open-ended comments. In order to preserve integrity and objectivity, 

OPA does not do value-judgment editing (i.e. we do not fix spelling errors, syntax issues, 

punctuation, etc.). Comments are included verbatim – with one exception: if individuals or 

courses are named, OPA redacts the name of the instructor or course. This rule applies to 

whether the comment is good, bad or indifferent. 

 

1 - What is the highest credential you have earned in KPU’s Biology program? 

# What is the highest credential you have earned in KPU’s Biology program? Percentage 

1 Bachelor's degree: Major in Biology 69% 

2 Bachelor's degree: Minor in Biology 13% 

3 Associate of Science in Biology 19% 

 Total 16 

 

2 - When did you complete this credential? 

# When did you complete this credential? Percentage 

1 2020 31% 

2 2019 31% 

3 2018 19% 

4 2017 13% 

5 2016 0% 

6 2015 6% 

7 2014 0% 

8 2013 0% 

 Total 16 
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3 - To what extent did KPU’s Biology Program help you develop the following 

learning outcomes?  

# Question 
Not 

at all 
A large 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A small 
extent 

Total 

1 
Relate chemical, physical and mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
0% 53% 27% 20% 15 

2 
Apply a detailed knowledge and understanding of biological 

principles to natural processes and systems. 
0% 81% 19% 0% 16 

3 
Demonstrate a cohesive understanding of biological principles as 

they apply across a range of disciplines. 
0% 56% 31% 13% 16 

4 
Describe and explain biological concepts and processes at the 

molecular, cellular, organismal, ecosystem and biosphere levels. 
0% 69% 31% 0% 16 

5 

Communicate a knowledge and understanding of key 
characteristics of the structure, function, development and 

adaptations of a range of organisms including microorganisms, 
fungi, plants and animals including humans. 

0% 63% 38% 0% 16 

6 
Apply the scientific method in designing and conducting 

controlled experiments to investigate various natural phenomena. 
0% 63% 31% 6% 16 

7 
Demonstrate competence in the safe use of scientific instruments 

and equipment in both the laboratory and the field by following 
established procedures and developing novel techniques. 

6% 69% 13% 13% 16 

8 
Apply a knowledge and understanding of scientific principles and 

concepts to critically analyze problems, interpret data, and 
develop evidence-based solutions. 

0% 56% 25% 19% 16 

9 
Use appropriate technology in applying mathematical principles, 

models, formulae, and numeracy skills to analyze and evaluate 
data to solve problems. 

0% 31% 38% 31% 16 

10 

Synthesize scientific information from a variety of sources to 
communicate ideas, procedures and independent research 

findings in a structured coherent manner using oral, visual and 
written format. 

0% 63% 38% 0% 16 

11 
Discuss and debate the value and ethics of advances in biological 

knowledge, practice, understanding, and technology as they 
relate to contemporary societal and world issues. 

0% 31% 50% 19% 16 

12 
Develop leadership skills through collaborative group work in the 

laboratory, classroom or field to address biological problems. 
0% 44% 25% 31% 16 
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4 - To what extent did KPU’s Biology Program help you develop the following 

skills (related to professional and ethical behavior)? 

# Question 
Not 

at all 
A large 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A small 
extent 

Total 

1 
Ability to work together in a respectful and collaborative 

manner with team members to complete tasks 
0% 57% 36% 7% 14 

2 
Ability to demonstrate ethical reasoning, moral maturity and a 

moral sense of mind in decision-making, including academic 
integrity and social responsibility 

0% 71% 21% 7% 14 

3 
Ability to demonstrate leadership, including giving direction and 

guidance to others 
0% 43% 29% 29% 14 

4 
Ability to demonstrate  personal organization,  accountability 

and time  management 
0% 57% 21% 21% 14 

 

 

5 - To what extent did KPU’s Biology Program help you develop the following 

skills (related to critical and creative thinking)? 

# Question 
Not 

at all 
A large 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A small 
extent 

Total 

1 
Ability to gather and analyze evidence, ask in-depth 

questions, and make informed conclusions and judgments 
0% 62% 31% 8% 13 

2 
Ability to identify and solve problems, including evaluating 

alternatives and articulating reasoning 
0% 54% 38% 8% 13 

3 
Ability to think creatively, initiate change and think outside 

the box 
8% 38% 38% 15% 13 

4 
Ability to integrate existing knowledge across disciplinary 

boundaries, and to evaluate the limits of my own knowledge 
0% 38% 54% 8% 13 

 

6 - To what extent did KPU’s Biology Program help you develop the following 

skills (related to literacy)? 

# Question 
Not at 

all 
A large 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A small 
extent 

Total 

1 
Ability to identify, critically evaluate and use information 

effectively from a variety of resources and formats 
0% 64% 29% 7% 14 

2 
Ability to interpret, use, and communicate numerical data 

and quantitative evidence 
0% 57% 29% 14% 14 

3 
Ability to select and use appropriate technology to enhance 

and manage the communication of knowledge 
0% 57% 21% 21% 14 

4 
Ability to find, interpret, evaluate, use and create images 

and visual media 
7% 50% 14% 29% 14 
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7 - To what extent did KPU’s Biology Program help you develop the following 

skills (related to global understanding)? 

 

# Question 
Not at 

all 
A large 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A small 
extent 

Total 

1 
Ability to integrate different disciplines to provide a 

balanced perspective on global issues 
8% 31% 15% 46% 13 

2 
Ability to explain the historical and contextual factors 

that affect disciplinary perspectives 
8% 23% 38% 31% 13 

3 
Ability to engage with local and global communities to 

make a difference in civic life 
23% 31% 23% 23% 13 

 

8 - To what extent did KPU’s Biology Program help you develop the following 

skills (related to communication)? 

# Question 
Not 

at all 
A large 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A small 
extent 

Total 

1 Ability to orally present information clearly and effectively 0% 64% 29% 7% 14 

2 Ability to present scientific information in poster format 0% 43% 43% 14% 14 

3 
Ability to write lab reports and scientific reports clearly and 

effectively 
0% 69% 31% 0% 13 

4 Ability to read and extract key information from complex texts 0% 64% 21% 14% 14 

5 
Ability to integrate experience (lab, field, research), with 

knowledge and understanding to communicate this effectively 
(e.g., research presentations) 

0% 79% 21% 0% 14 

 

9 - How would rate the diversity of course topic offerings in KPU’s Biology 

Program? 

 

# How would rate the diversity of course topic offerings in KPU’s Biology Program? Percentage 

1 Inadequate 14% 

2 Adequate 50% 

3 Excellent 36% 

 Total 14 
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10 - If there was a particular topic/area that was missing from KPU's Biology 

program that would have helped you prepare for related work or further study, 

please tell us about it. 

I wish that more microbiology courses were required as well as biochemistry. The fourth year courses offered were of no 
interest to me. 

I really wish if there is coop for biology. It will make finding job easier. 

It is great program however when we trasnfer Associate Degree to UBC some Courses such as [Course Name Redacted] is not 
equivalent to [Course Name Redacted] of UBC as a result of which I had to redo this course. Same applied to [Course Name 
Redacted] 

The biggest part that was missing, was how to apply for grad school and make connections at UBC or SFU. When applying for 
work, a lot of the people hiring were from UBC and did not see the KPU degree as an equivalent.  (also without having an 
honors, what was the year long project really for) 

Greater need for options/introduction to local programs to better assist/understand the local community and a need for 
more group work and presentation delivery/creation 

In general I found that the biology department is quite limited in its options and number of courses offered. They may cover 
the general topics like genetics, ecology, and microbiology but I wish there was more special topics. The biological world is so 
large and we briefly go over certain topics that could have entire courses based on them. I also wish that non ‘medical’ 
students could take some human biology themed classes 

Student experience is based on the courses and instructors that are chosen. Having more options to take classes in a field of 
interest would improve the program. An option to focus on Micro vs Ecology would allow students to take classes that 
interest them and have more experience in a field they want to work in. This would give ability to focus on labs that are of 
interest to career development.  Developing an honors program to go with research projects would be beneficial. Having a 
good research experience depends entirely on the supervisor you are paired with. Increased organization of the program as a 
whole would be beneficial, as ever changing graduation requirement combined with restricted course offerings made upper 
levels difficult. 

There should be options for students who wish to focus more on molecular biology. The biology program focuses on 
ecological sciences and animal systems (eg: ecology, animal behaviour, zoology). There is no real option at kpu for those who 
would like to focus on molecular biology (eg: genetics, biochemistry, immunology) 

 

11 - Indicate the extent the following experiences contributed to your learning. 

# Question 
Not at 

all 
A small 
extent 

A moderate 
extent 

A large 
extent 

Total 

1 First year courses & experiences 0% 40% 40% 20% 10 

2 Seminar-based courses & experiences (2nd year and beyond) 8% 15% 54% 23% 13 

3 Laboratory-based courses & experiences 0% 8% 8% 85% 13 

4 
Undergraduate research projects & experiences that have 
allowed me to engage in “real-life” research with faculty 

8% 23% 0% 69% 13 

5 
Capstone courses and projects (e.g. final year cumulative 
experience/project, research project or thesis, portfolio) 

20% 0% 10% 70% 10 

6 Collaborative assignments and projects 8% 15% 46% 31% 13 
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12 - Please include any additional comments you may have on learning 

experiences in here. 

A lot of employers do not take the KPU degree seriously 

Mostly good but I found that many of the professor's were not helpful and actually made the learning experience even 
harder by teaching you at one level but testing at a much higher one as well as being difficult to understand or being. 

I enjoyed learning biology at KPU. I was often very stuck with the options of classes I could take because of the prerequisites 
required from outside biology in order to take biology classes. I think that is one reason why I was only able to minor in 
biology. Is because the math or chemistry requirements for a biology class were not as doable for me. So near the end of my 
education at KPU it was really difficult to complete my credits with the options available 

Learning experience depends on the instructor for a given class. 

This program is still small and provides ample opportunity to collaborate. I also felt that I had the chance to get to know 
instructors. 

 

13 - What learning experiences or aspects of the BSc Biology Program have been 

most beneficial to prepare you for post-graduation? 

The experience learnt from 4th year individual project helped me learnt more familiar about the lab setting and routine. 

Being so familiar with lab equipment and common laboratory practices in biology. Field research and experiences. Research 
proposals and research projects. Laboratory reports. 

the year long project, but we did not get honours 

Hands on experience working with specimens as well as applying techniques and knowledge to manipulate/study the world 
around us. 

The labs I find are the most important!! I enjoyed them the most but also it is Doing biology is what you will experience after 
graduation. For example, the job I got post grad does environmental monitoring and does projects such as water sampling. I 
got some experience in this area but just from labs. If we learned it in class it was not detailed enough 

The research project. 

Experience with lab techniques as well as the students research project 

 

14 - What learning experiences or aspects of the BSc Biology Program have been 

least beneficial to prepare you for postgraduation? 

Sometimes I find the third year courses are too condensed. Like [Course Name Redacted], for example, it can go a little in 
depth or even add some self-study components, allowing students to learn more stuff in a condensed time. 

[Course Name Redacted] 

The experiences that have been leastb beneficial is the would be the professor's that don't speak English and there accent 
that caused more problems understanding the material as well as certain professor's having a poor attitude with certain 
students. 

I wish there was more focus on reading, writing and understanding biological papers. As sometimes this part of research or 
writing takes the most part and is a vital component of the work being done 

As someone with a focus on Microbiology, the number of required classes for [Course Names Redacted] took opportunities 
away from studying molecular and micro biology. 
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15 - Thinking of KPU's Biology program as a whole, to what extent would you 

agree with the following? 

# Question 
Strongly 
disagree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

Neither 
agree nor 

disagree 

Somewhat 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

Total 

1 
The program prepared me for the 

career I wanted 
0% 15% 8% 46% 31% 13 

2 
The program prepared me for further 

education 
0% 8% 15% 15% 62% 13 

3 
The time I invested in my Biology 

education was well spent 
0% 15% 0% 54% 31% 13 

4 
The money I invested in my Biology 

education was well spent 
0% 8% 23% 46% 23% 13 

5 
The program provided me with 

opportunities for experiential learning 
(i.e. learning by doing and reflecting) 

0% 15% 0% 31% 54% 13 

6 
The program provided me with 

opportunities to develop connections 
with industry/potential employers 

23% 8% 31% 15% 23% 13 

 

 

16 - Overall, how satisfied were you with how KPU's Biology program prepared 

you for work and/or further education? 

# 
Overall, how satisfied were you with how KPU's Biology program prepared you for work and/or further 

education? 
Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 0% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 15% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 15% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 38% 

5 Very satisfied 31% 

 Total 13 
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17 - Thinking of KPU’s Biology program as a whole, please highlight the strengths 

of the program. 

Because I like genetics, I took all the genetic courses there is. It has strong strength in genetic and lab component. 

Some of the professors and lab instructors. The small classes. All the hands on, applicable lab activities. Research proposals 
and project opportunities. 

Strengths are the instructors! Super amazing. The small class sizes The lab instructors!!! 

Lots of hands on work and lab experience and some knowledgeable professor's who were passionate about the material and 
teaching and made learning enjoyable ND easier. 

The professors and the labs (even though the labs were harder than the course) ! 

Labs as a whole were well rounded and provided lots of opportunities not found at other schools 

This program has some amazing instructors. I felt very close with my small graduating class. The trip to bamfield was the 
perfect way to end off my time at kpu. 

 

18 - If you are going to improve the Biology Program, what would be your top 3 

recommendations? 

Recommendation #1 Recommendation #2 Recommendation #3 

Honours Program Biological “Streams” or Concentrations Co-Op Opportunities 

More diverse courses. Coop move slightly toward online course 

Teach students that they have to try 
a lot harder to get into grad school 

They should be doing work experiences at 
UBC before graduation if they want to get 

into UBC 
 

Have outreach programs to give 
students options for future 
employment 

Have classes to properly teach how to do 
presentations and and how to work 

effectively in groups 

More availability for students to 
perform their own scientific 

research/projects 

More course options More class time slots Less outside biology prerequisites 

marine biology conservation biology developmental biology 

Separate the program into Micro 
and Macro biology streams 

Increase course offerings in upper levels 
Increase microbiology options in 4th 

year 

Preparation for finding 
jobs/applying to grad school 

The option to focus on molecular biology in 
years 3 and 4 

Reconsider which labs are really 
necessary. 

 

19 - Are you currently employed? 

# Are you currently employed? Percentage 

1 Yes 69% 

2 No 31% 

 Total 13 
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20 - Which of the following best describes your current employment situation? 

# Which of the following best describes your current employment situation? Percentage 

1 In a full-time regular position 56% 

2 In a part-time regular position 22% 

3 In a contract position 0% 

4 In a casual or temporary position 22% 

 Total 9 

 

21 - In which of the following sectors are you currently employed? Please select 

all that apply. 

Answer Percentage Count 

Other (Please specify) 50% 4 

Industry 25% 2 

Medical 25% 2 

Ecological/Environmental 25% 2 

Academia 13% 1 

Pharmaceutical 13% 1 

Agricultural 0% 0 

Government 0% 0 

Total  8 
 

Note: The last row presents the total number of respondents. The total number of responses for this question is greater than 

the number of respondents. Therefore, the percentage total exceeds 100%. 

Other (Please specify) 

Other (Please specify) - Text 

Retail 

Grocer 

Archaeological 

Medical-Legal 
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22 - What is your current position? 

Merchandiser 

Biology Teacher in High School 

Grocery clerk 

Archaeology field technician 

response readiness coordinator 

Prefer not to say 

Reports coordinator 

 

23 - Could you specify the organization where you are currently employed? This 

information will help us better determine KPU graduates’ career trajectories. 

Nesters market 

Qwantlen First Nations 

WCMRC 

Prefer not to say 

I work for an IME company 

 

24 - Where is the organization located? Please select all that apply. 

Answer Percentage Count 

Vancouver 38% 3 

Outside the Lower Mainland. (Please specify where) 25% 2 

Richmond 25% 2 

Langley/Aldergrove 13% 1 

Burnaby/New Westminster 13% 1 

Surrey/South Surrey/Cloverdale/White Rock 13% 1 

Coquitlam/Port Coquitlam/Port Moody 0% 0 

Delta (North Delta, Ladner, Tsawwassen) 0% 0 

Pitt Meadows/Maple Ridge 0% 0 

Abbotsford/Mission/Chilliwack 0% 0 

North Vancouver/West Vancouver 0% 0 

Total  8 

Outside the Lower Mainland. (Please specify where) 

Outside the Lower Mainland. (Please specify where) - Text 

Yellowknife, NT 

The company is in Fort langley but I am/can be sent all over the lower mainland (all the boxes above) 
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25 - Were you previously employed? 

# Were you previously employed? Percentage 

1 Yes 50% 

2 No 50% 

 Total 4 

 

26 - In which of the following sectors were you previously employed? Please 

select all that apply. 

Answer Percentage Count 

Academia 50% 1 

Industry 50% 1 

Pharmaceutical 50% 1 

Medical 0% 0 

Ecological/Environmental 0% 0 

Agricultural 0% 0 

Government 0% 0 

Other (Please specify) 0% 0 

Total  2 
 

Note: The last row presents the total number of respondents. The total number of responses for this question is greater than 

the number of respondents. Therefore, the percentage total exceeds 100%. 

27 - Have you pursued further education since completing KPU’s Biology 

program? 

# Have you pursued further education since completing KPU’s Biology program? Percentage 

1 Yes 54% 

2 No 46% 

 Total 13 

 

28 - Please list the name of the program and the institution where you enrolled 

after completing KPU’s Biology program. 

MBB at SFU 

UBC Bachelor of Education Program (Teacher Eucation Program) 

UBC 

Bachelor of Education 

Nursing 
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29 - What is the highest credential you have earned or are currently earning 

since completing KPU’s Biology program? 

 

What is the highest credential you have earned or are currently earning since completing KPU’s Biology 
program? - Selected Choice 

Percentage 

Bachelor’s Degree 71% 

Master's Degree 14% 

Doctorate 14% 

Diploma 0% 

Associate’s Degree 0% 

Professional designation (Please specify) 0% 

Other (Please specify) 0% 

Total 7 

 

30 - How satisfied are you with the opportunities you have to stay connected to 

KPU’s Biology program? 

 

# How satisfied are you with the opportunities you have to stay connected to KPU’s Biology program? Percentage 

1 Very dissatisfied 15% 

2 Somewhat dissatisfied 15% 

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 31% 

4 Somewhat satisfied 23% 

5 Very satisfied 15% 

 Total 13 

 

31 - What can KPU’s Biology program do to build better connections with 

alumni? 

Associate and Bachelors 

Have options for work/Careers in biology to better aid in finding  works or having organizations that can give experience to 
better find jobs related to biology 

Not sure, I haven’t seen any news for biology program alumni or useful connections 

There are too many emails and surveys 

Better networking options. Despite my best efforts and a 3.3 gpa, I was unsuccessful in finding work in my field. Having a 
network of professionals who could provide advise would have helped. After graduation, I felt like I was on my own and I 
didn’t know what I was doing. 
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32 - How do you identify your gender? 

# How do you identify your gender? Percentage 

1 Male 46% 

2 Female 54% 

3 Non-Binary 0% 

4 Prefer not to answer 0% 

 Total 13 

 

33 - What is your age group? 

# What is your age group? Percentage 

1 18-24 8% 

2 25-29 85% 

3 30-39 8% 

4 40 and older 0% 

5 Prefer not to answer 0% 

 Total 13 
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APPENDIX E: Biology Program Review Discipline/Sector Survey Results 
 

The discipline/sector survey was sent to 39 Biology discipline/sector representatives. A total of 

25 representatives responded. The response rate is 64%. 

Note: The data includes open-ended comments. In order to preserve integrity and objectivity, 

OPA does not do value-judgment editing (i.e. we do not fix spelling errors, syntax issues, 

punctuation, etc.). Comments are included verbatim – with one exception: if individuals or 

courses are named, OPA redacts the name of the instructor or course. This rule applies to 

whether the comment is good, bad or indifferent. 
 

1 - Which sector best describes your organization or business? Select all that 

apply. 

# Which sector best describes your organization or business? Select all that apply. - Selected Choice Percentage Count 

1 Academia 32% 8 

2 Industry 24% 6 

3 Pharmaceutical 0% 0 

4 Medical 4% 1 

5 Ecological/Environmental 16% 4 

6 Agricultural 20% 5 

7 Government 12% 3 

8 Other, please specify: 16% 4 

 Total  25 
 

Note: The last row presents the total number of respondents. The total number of responses for this question is greater than 

the number of respondents. Therefore, the percentage total exceeds 100%. 

Other, please specify: 

consulting 

Consulting (wildlife bio) 

Applied research Org. 

Biotechnology Sales 
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2 - Considering the needs and expectations of your organization, how important 

is it for an entry-level employee to be able to demonstrate the following? 

# Question 
Not at all 

important 
Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Essential Total 

1 
Relate chemical, physical and mathematical concepts 

to biological structures, functions and processes. 
16% 32% 32% 20% 25 

2 
Apply a detailed knowledge and understanding of 

biological principles to natural processes and systems. 
8% 13% 58% 21% 24 

3 
Demonstrate a cohesive understanding of biological 
principles as they apply across a range of disciplines. 

8% 29% 50% 13% 24 

4 
Describe and explain biological concepts and processes 

at the molecular, cellular, organismal, ecosystem and 
biosphere levels. 

13% 33% 33% 21% 24 

5 

Communicate a knowledge and understanding of key 
characteristics of the structure, function, development 

and adaptations of a range of organisms including 
microorganisms, fungi, plants and animals including 

humans. 

13% 25% 38% 25% 24 

6 
Apply the scientific method in designing and 

conducting controlled experiments to investigate 
various natural phenomena. 

17% 29% 25% 29% 24 

7 

Demonstrate competence in the safe use of scientific 
instruments and equipment in both the laboratory and 

the field by following established procedures and 
developing novel techniques. 

13% 17% 25% 46% 24 

8 
Apply a knowledge and understanding of scientific 

principles and concepts to critically analyze problems, 
interpret data, and develop evidence-based solutions. 

4% 13% 25% 58% 24 

9 
Use appropriate technology in applying mathematical 

principles, models, formulae, and numeracy skills to 
analyze and evaluate data to solve problems. 

13% 33% 38% 17% 24 

10 

Synthesize scientific information from a variety of 
sources to communicate ideas, procedures and 

independent research findings in a structured coherent 
manner using oral, visual and written format. 

4% 13% 25% 58% 24 

11 

Discuss and debate the value and ethics of advances in 
biological knowledge, practice, understanding, and 

technology as they relate to contemporary societal and 
world issues. 

17% 42% 33% 8% 24 

12 
Develop leadership skills through collaborative group 
work in the laboratory, classroom or field to address 

biological problems. 
4% 4% 46% 46% 24 
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3 - Considering the needs and expectations of your organization, how important 

is it for an entry-level employee to be able to demonstrate the following skills 

(related to professional and ethical behavior)? 

# Question 
Not at all 

important 
Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Essential Total 

1 
Ability to work together in a respectful and 

collaborative manner with team members to 
complete tasks 

0% 0% 22% 78% 23 

2 

Ability to demonstrate ethical reasoning, moral 
maturity and a moral sense of mind in decision 

making, including academic integrity and social 
responsibility 

4% 9% 43% 43% 23 

3 
Ability to demonstrate leadership, including giving 

direction and guidance to others 
0% 39% 43% 17% 23 

4 
Ability to demonstrate  personal organization,  

accountability and time  management 
0% 0% 39% 61% 23 

 

4 - Considering the needs and expectations of your organization, how important 

is it for an entry-level employee to be able to demonstrate the following skills 

(related to critical and creative thinking)? 

# Question 
Not at all 

important 
Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Essential Total 

1 
Ability to gather and analyze evidence, ask in-depth 

questions, and make informed conclusions and 
judgments 

4% 13% 52% 30% 23 

2 
Ability to identify and solve problems, including 

evaluating alternatives and articulating reasoning 
0% 17% 48% 35% 23 

3 
Ability to think creatively, initiate change and think 

outside the box 
4% 26% 48% 22% 23 

4 
Ability to integrate existing knowledge across 

disciplinary boundaries, and to evaluate the limits 
of my own knowledge 

4% 26% 52% 17% 23 
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5 - Considering the needs and expectations of your organization, how important 

is it for an entry-level employee to be able to demonstrate the following skills 

(related to literacy)? 

# Question 
Not at all 

important 
Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Essential Total 

1 
Ability to identify, critically evaluate and use 

information effectively from a variety of resources 
and formats 

0% 13% 48% 39% 23 

2 
Ability to interpret, use, and communicate 
numerical data and quantitative evidence 

4% 30% 39% 26% 23 

3 
Ability to select and use appropriate technology to 

enhance and manage the communication of 
knowledge 

4% 35% 48% 13% 23 

4 
Ability to find, interpret, evaluate, use and create 

images and visual media 
9% 52% 30% 9% 23 

 

6 - Considering the needs and expectations of your organization, how important 

is it for an entry-level employee to be able to demonstrate the following skills 

(related to global understanding)? 

# Question 
Not at all 

important 
Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Essential Total 

1 
Ability to integrate different disciplines to 

provide a balanced perspective on global issues 
23% 50% 23% 5% 22 

2 
Ability to explain the historical and contextual 

factors that affect disciplinary perspectives 
32% 45% 23% 0% 22 

3 
Ability to engage with local and global 

communities to make a difference in civic life 
32% 41% 23% 5% 22 

 

7 - Considering the needs and expectations of your organization, how important 

is it for an entry-level employee to be able to demonstrate the following skills 

(related to communication)? 

# Question 
Not at all 

important 
Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Essential Total 

1 
Ability to orally present information clearly and 

effectively 
5% 18% 18% 59% 22 

2 
Ability to present scientific information in poster 

format 
23% 73% 5% 0% 22 

3 
Ability to write lab reports and scientific reports 

clearly and effectively 
14% 36% 45% 5% 22 

4 
Ability to read and extract key information from 

complex texts 
0% 9% 64% 27% 22 

5 
Ability to integrate experience (lab, field, research), 

with knowledge and understanding to communicate 
this effectively (e.g., research presentations) 

0% 5% 68% 27% 22 
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8 - What other skills, training or knowledge should an entry-level applicant have 

to be hired into your organization? 

An entry level applicant would be best served by gaining experience in public speaking and being shown how to present 
scientific material to a non scientific audience.  Given that my role has me reaching out to individuals who do not have a 
science background, being able to explain scientific concepts to them in a clear and concise manner would be a strong 
advantage for KPU students 

Works well independently, effective communicator, proficient in excel, word, InDesign, etc. 

Time management, lab techniques, easily adapts to change, maintains calm under pressure. 

Entry level applicants should be aware of their local context, including ecosystems, government jurisdictions, regulations, 
primary industries, and diversity of peoples. 

I am a wildlife biologist with a larger multi-disciplinary consulting firm. Most of our work is in the mining and oil and gas 
sectors. We typically hire new grads primarily for field work. I find that real-world field skills (technical and general) are often 
lacking in new/recent grads.  Technical skills: wildlife ID by sight and sound, know how to do common surveys (e.g., point 
counts, amphibian, raptor stand-watch, raptor call-playback, RISC standards) General skills like: UTV training, able to drive 
large trucks on logging roads, able to tow a trailer, first aid (OFA1), back-country hiking and navigation, etc. 

We ask for "Smart and curious". 

In addition to the technical biology skills, entry-level applicants should also focus on their “soft skills”, such as analytical 
thinking, critical analysis, problem solving, verbal and written communication skills as well as core people skills such as 
demonstrating integrity and respect, showing initiative, using good judgement, and working effectively with others. 

To be hired as a veterinarian (DVM) or registered veterinary technician (RVT), one must have completed additional training 
beyond their Bachelor's degree. A veterinarian must complete a 4-year Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degree and an RVT 
must complete a 2-year college program in veterinary technology. Most of the specialized skills required in the veterinary 
industry would be acquired at these programs, not during undergraduate studies. 

Hands on experience, not just theoretical knowledge. 

In our sector, field experience is very important. We need our employees to be able to adapt to working outside in all kinds of 
weather and to apply laboratory and classroom knowledge in the work environment. 

Self-starter, resourceful, problem solver 

Great communication skills, written and oral, and the ability to make and support an argument. 

The skill set requires varies greatly from department to department, and even position to position, but in my organization, 
we focus on the following skills/training/knowledge for entry level scientific sales roles during the interview process: -
Scientific knowledge, specifically a specialization in immunology or stem cell biology. Thesis based lab experience is a huge 
plus. -Sales training, basic understanding of the sales process from lead acquisition to closing a sale -Teamwork, a good 
understanding of how to work in teams, internally and externally -Decision making/problem solving/strategic thinking, strong 
process for logical decision making and the ability to seek out additional information as required. Ability to think creatively -
Communication, the ability for new hires to communicate ideas, internally and externally, both verbal and written (generally 
through emails) is incredibly important. We often assess a candidate on a written proficiency test prior to hiring. -Integrity & 
Resilience - while not skills, these are very important qualities in a successful candidate 

It would help if the understand what a quality assurance program looks like and why it's important. 
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9 - What are the emerging trends in the sector that KPU Biology students should 

be prepared for? 

KPU Biology students should have exposure to the CRISPR/CAS9 system, as this tool is becoming the focus of a wide variety of 
scientific research 

Rapidly growing fields within biology include Computational Sciences, gene editing, restoration ecology, and global change. 
Students need to be prepared for part-time contingent work even if they get advanced degrees. 

Remote imagery/sensing, geographic information systems, invasive species, climate change. 

Grads must be prepared to pursue and acquire their RPBio in order to continue working as a biologist. I have found that a 
quite a few recent grads do not understand the importance of getting their RPBio, what the College of Applied Biology is, and 
how the Professional Governance Act applies to biologists. 

Synthetic biology, microbial conversions, data capture/management, systems solutions 

Emerging trends include bridging of western and Indigenous science and knowledge and sustainability and climate change. 

Integration with technology.  Robots, vertical farming, blockchain, etc. 

KPU Biology students should be aware that there is a dire need for food animal veterinarians in Canada, as well as 
veterinarians in rural areas in mixed animal practice. 

Use of bio solutions (as opposed to chemical-based). 

We are using more and more automation and robots, so that would be something to add to course requirements. 

Creative, bold, able to integrate institutional values (eg equity, diversity, inclusion)into work 

Interactions with societal trends, especially Indigenous nations values and reconciliation. 

Climate change and how to mitigate 

In my sector, emerging trends include adapting to the new norm, which is heavily skewed to virtual communication. This will 
change as the SARS-CoV-2 vaccines distribute, but a lot of the remote work will likely be here to stay for many positions in 
some capacity as companies realize savings on office locations with similar team efficiencies. 

Whole Genome Sequencing, bioinformatics (programming languages like R), data management, privacy concerns (cloud 
based computing, etc). Ethics associated with gain of function studies, animal research, etc. 

 

10 - How familiar are you with KPU’s Biology program? 

# How familiar are you with KPU’s Biology program? Percentage 

1 Not at all familiar 33% 

2 Slightly familiar 33% 

3 Moderately familiar 29% 

4 Very familiar 5% 

 Total 21 
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11 - When you think about KPU’s Biology program, what are the top three 

characteristics that come to mind? 

Characteristic #1 Characteristic #2 Characteristic #3 

Breadth of material Number of labs Small class sizes 

Passionate Faculty Knowledgeable Faculty Hand-on learning 

Lab/research experience Small, class (cohort) learning Strong connection to industry/government 

Wide breadth Laboratory based Small class size 

integrated practical  

Acessiible Adequate Intimate 

Hands on Variety Technical 

 

12 - Have you ever hosted, hired, or worked with KPU Biology alumni and/or 

students? 

# Have you ever hosted, hired, or worked with KPU Biology alumni and/or students? Percentage 

1 Yes 18% 

2 No 82% 

 Total 22 

 

13 - Which of the following best describes your previous experience with 

students and/or alumni in KPU’s Biology program? Please select all that apply. 

# 
Which of the following best describes your previous experience with students and/or alumni in 

KPU’s Biology program? Please select all that apply. 
Percentage Count 

1 I have hosted KPU Biology co-op, internship, mentorship or work experience students 50% 2 

2 I have hired KPU Biology alumni to work in my organization 75% 3 

3 I have worked with KPU Biology alumni 25% 1 

 Total  4 

Note: The last row presents the total number of respondents. The total number of responses for this question is greater than 

the number of respondents. Therefore, the percentage total exceeds 100%. 
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14 - Based on your experience, how prepared were KPU’s Biology alumni and/or 

students to work in your organization? 

# 
Based on your experience, how prepared were KPU’s Biology alumni and/or students to work in your 

organization? 
Percentage 

1 Not at all prepared 0% 

2 Somewhat prepared 50% 

3 Very prepared 50% 

4 Extremely prepared 0% 

 Total 4 

 

15a - Please comment on the alumni and/or students you hired or worked with. 

Please highlight any strengths you have observed. 

Well rounded knowledge, and we appreciate the practical experience and training they received at KPU. 

A great attitude and enthusiasm to turn their training into an environmental science career. 

 

15b - Please comment on the alumni and/or students you hired or worked with. 

Please highlight any suggestions you have for improvement. 

No response was provided.  
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16 - What can KPU’s Biology program do to build better connections with the 

discipline/sector? 

Working to establish KPU as a source for COOP students would be a massive boon to students.  While they have access to a 
program that is designed to provide them with extensive exposure to research, they are lacking the exposure to industry 
research. 

It takes faculty willingness to take initiative with seeking out community and discipline connections that will benefit the 
students. Both industry and communities want to have these connections but it takes time and effort. The University has to 
be willing to pay faculty more and grant release time to make these critical connections. 

Co-op with industry 

Co-op coordinators should contact HR departments and office leaders of consulting firms to encourage firms to send co-op 
postings to KPU. 

Hard to say. I would suggest working with CAB to ensure your program meets the academic requirements for RPBio 
registration. Hosting recruiting events or information sessions that provide the opportunity for students and industry to 
meet. Perhaps hosting in formation sessions where students can talk to and ask questions of a CAB representative. I would 
also encourage all students to take part in a co-op program (if available), and/or volunteer with biology/conservation groups 
to gain practical skills and networking. I receive hundreds of resumes each summer and unfortunately any without some 
practical experience through summer work terms or volunteering are put to the bottom of the pile. 

Work has started now with [Instructor Name Redacted]. We work extensivly with other departments. (ISH) 

I often find BSc programs focus so much on the technical/knowledge of learning that transferable or "industry" skills such as 
communication, ethics, science & society, and reconciliation are missing. It would be great to infuse these aspects within the 
curriculum/teaching to ensure students are not only qualified scientists, but contributors to the larger society/community. 

Site visit and meeting.  I have met with [Instructor Name Redacted]- he's great! 

I'm not sure how many pre-veterinary students KPU has in their program, but possibly seeking co-op placements for students 
in the veterinary industry would help these students achieve their goal of acceptance into veterinary school. 

Have some kind of forum to show KPU students what industry options are open to them. 

Internships are a great way to evalute a student's ability to fit in with our organization.  We often need extra hands for pest 
scouting especially in April-June. 

Coop, work study, internships 

I'm not sure what events our HR team has in conjunction with KPU, but we often engage with students who are interested in 
the life science industry through career events put on by a variety of schools. 

Start offering co-ops or encourage students to join the Student Biotech Network and host some of their events on KPU 
campuses. 
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APPENDIX F: Relevant Links 
 

For Program Calendar description, and program admission and completion requirements: 

Biology Program Website (https://www.kpu.ca/science/biology/bsc-biology) 

 

For Faculty Bios and instructor credentials: 

Biology Faculty and Instructors List (https://www.kpu.ca/science/biology/faculty) 

 

For all BIOL course descriptions: 

Biology Course Calendar (https://calendar.kpu.ca/courses-az/biol/) 

 

KPU Applied Genomics Centre Website (https://www.kpu.ca/agc) 

 

KPU Science Rendezvous Website (https://www.kpu.ca/sr) 

 

KPU Institute of Sustainable Horticulture (https://www.kpu.ca/ish) 

 

 

https://www.kpu.ca/science/biology/bsc-biology
https://www.kpu.ca/science/biology/faculty
https://calendar.kpu.ca/courses-az/biol/
https://www.kpu.ca/agc
https://www.kpu.ca/sr
https://www.kpu.ca/ish
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REPORT: Biology Self Study Report 

 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT:  
Please provide a brief assessment of the Self-Study Report under review and an overall recommendation. 
 
Reviewer #3: Kudos to the Biology program for a detailed and comprehensive Self Study! The department’s 
efforts to present a large amount of information in such a crisp and clearly articulated way are much 
appreciated. 
 

The Report:  

☒         Reviewer #1: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR as is 

☒         Reviewer #2 & #3: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR pending further action (see below) 

☐         Recommend return to the Program for major revision 

☐         Recommend for rejection by the SSCPR 
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Direction for Reviewers: Determine if the criterion for each chapter is fully addressed according to the standard. 

CHAPTER 1: Program Overview 
 
Criterion: This chapter provides a description of the program, its history, and the scope of the review. 
 
Standard: The Chapter clearly describes the program, its history and curriculum, and the scope of the current 
review. 

 
THE CHAPTER:  

  ☒     Meets the Standard 
Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
This chapter lays out the foundation for the rest of the report. However, I did wonder (on page 7) why 
the KPU BIOL program required the highest number of credits. No historical reason was given for this 
difference and yet I feel there must be a reason. As changes go forward, this should be addressed. I also 
noted that The Applied Genomics Lab provided great opportunities for our students, so that is a real 
plus.   

 

  ☒     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 
Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Reviewer #2:  
1. The following statement is not clear: “The FSH Admission Requirements, consisting of KPU’s 

undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement, apply to this program; however, first-year BIOL 
courses require English 12 with a B grade or equivalent.” How does the “English Proficiency 
Requirement” relate to “English 12 or equivalent” and why the first year BIOL courses have 
different requirement than the higher level courses?  

2. While the entire Chapter 3 is focused on the development and assessment of program curriculum, 
the description of program curriculum in the Overview chapter is in my view too general.  

3. The stated scope of this review mentions only the fact that it is the first self-review. I wonder if it 
would be possible to describe a more specific purpose or perspective of this effort to guide 
reader’s attention.  

4. Minor syntax errors require further editing 
 

Reviewer #3:  
The “Scope of the Review” section should be shorter than many others because it does not address a 
previous review; however, bullet 2 of the “Program Review Self Study Guide” specifies that this section 
should also “Identify the program-specific issues that will be addressed in this review.” This Self Study 
is missing that piece of information, which, since the Self Study is complete, should be fairly straight-
forward to include. 
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CHAPTER 2: Program Currency and Connections 

 

Criterion: This chapter assesses program demand and its current relevance to the discipline/sector. 
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported assessments and recommendations. 

 
THE CHAPTER:  

  ☒     Meets the Standard 
Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
There is a little confusion on page 30 about the English requirements. Students are admitted with an 
English grade of C+ Grade 12 (or equivalent). Later they must meet the higher standard of B in order to 
declare for Biology. This must be discouraging for students. Is there any thought of how this discrepancy 
between two requirements could be resolved? 
 
Reviewer #3: 
This chapter does a very clear job of articulating the many ways that the program is connected to other 
areas of the institution and to external stakeholders. The applied opportunities are impressive and 
faculty deserve credit for fostering connections that benefit students. I do have a clarity question about 
the early part of the chapter: If there are nine institutions that offer Biology degrees in BC (as stated on 
page 7), why do only five appear in the table on page 8? Perhaps a line or phrase could be inserted that 
clarifies this. It may also be worthwhile to note what information is available to students about entrance 
requirements for professional programs (page 12). Does the department offer information in a session 
or on a web page? Is there an advisor who is particularly well-versed in the electives students may want 
to pursue for specific programs? Finally, I wondered whether some of the recommendations belong 
with Chapter 3 since they are not addressed or only very briefly addressed within the main body of the 
chapter (particularly the recommendations about the honours, ethics curriculum and the total number 
of credit hours) and might be clearly explained under the scope of Chapter 3.  

 

  ☒     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 
Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Reviewer #2:  
Generally, I find this chapter very informative and engaging. A few minor suggestions include the 
following: 
Page 7: Provision of information on class sizes at KPU and other institutions offering similar programs 
would help support the statement with data.  
Page 14 and 15: Provision of data sources ( e.g., a ‘citation - reference list’ format) would improve 
credibility and help support the presented information. The appendices A or B do not appear to provide 
access to information on enrolment trends at KPU and other institutions.  
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CHAPTER 3: Quality of Curriculum Design 

 

Criterion: This chapter examines the quality of the program’s curriculum. 
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported assessments and recommendations. 

 
THE CHAPTER:  

  ☒     Meets the Standard 
Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #2:  
Very informative and engaging chapter. To further increase readability and clarity, please consider 
moving Tables 3.3 to 3.6 to the appendix and remind readers the learning outcomes (by listing them in 
brackets) on pages 32 and 33. 
 
Reviewer #3:  
The curricular mapping in this chapter is detailed, thorough, and informative. Recommendations seem 
appropriate and well supported. Some recommendations from Chapter 2 may be appropriate here (see 
note above).  

 

  ☐     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 
Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Click here to enter text. 
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CHAPTER 4: Quality of Instructional Design 

 

Criterion: This chapter examines the quality of the program’s instructional design. 
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported assessments and recommendations. 

 
THE CHAPTER:  

  ☒     Meets the Standard 
Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
Suggestions on page 49 to realign first and 2nd year courses to address higher DFW rates seems 
appropriate and the suggestion of a first year language course should also address some of the concerns 
around written expression.   
 
Reviewer #2:  
Generally, this chapter does contain data-supported assessments of the quality of instructional design 
and does provide rational recommendations. However, the discussion is often difficult to follow and 
would benefit from some editing. For example, Page 36: the discussion of the three experiential learning 
opportunities is not clearly explained. It is unclear which components are voluntary, which are 
obligatory and how they compare in terms of the time commitment and credit allotment. It would be 
also helpful if the issues associated with the shortage of faculty were discussed earlier in the chapter 
(before recommendations section) and substantiated with data analysis (e.g., linked with lower 
satisfaction among the faculty – Figures 3 and 4 or with the inability to engage students in practical 
activities within the first two years).  
 
Reviewer #3:  
Summary and recommendations are clear and backed up by evidence from the chapter.  

 

  ☐     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 
Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Click here to enter text. 
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CHAPTER 5: Quality of Services, Resources and Facilities 

 

Criterion: This chapter assesses program resources, equipment, software, and facilities from both the student 
and instructor perspective.  
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported assessments and recommendations. 

 
THE CHAPTER:  

  ☒     Meets the Standard 
Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
Page 55. The difficulty in finding space for students to do group work is important. I wonder if there 
would be any interest from the library as they re-design library spaces over the next few years. It could 
be a good idea to approach them with this idea if you feel library space could meet your group space 
needs.  
 
Reviewer #2:  
Minor text editing would improve readability, but otherwise a clearly stated and well supported 
discussion and recommendations. I am wondering if it would be possible to revise the recommendation 
5.2 related to the role of the facilities services and resources by making them more concrete. 
 
Reviewer #3: 
The chapter offers a very thorough accounting of the resources and facilities potentially used by 
students and faculty. Recommendations are clearly supported.   

 

  ☐     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 
Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Click here to enter text. 
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

Criterion: This chapter summarizes the conclusions drawn from the evidence gathered in the program review. 
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported recommendations. 

 
THE CHAPTER:  

  ☒     Meets the Standard 
Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
The short medium and long term objectives reflect the concerns elsewhere in your self-study. These are 
well done. Overall your first self-study for biology four-year degree program and the minor in biology is 
showing strong ideas for the future development of the biology department.  
 
Reviewer #3:  
Overall, the summary and recommendations seem clear and appropriate. I do not see any reference in 
Chapter 3 to the decolonization and Indigenization goal articulated at the end of the report. This can be 
achieved with a minimum amount of disruption by adding a few sentences to close the loop between 
chapter and recommendations.  

 

  ☐     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 
Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Click here to enter text. 

 
MINOR EDITS (Spelling, syntax, word choice and other mechanical issues). 
Please list corresponding page numbers. Minor edits are NOT discussed at the SSCPR meeting. Add or remove 
rows as needed. 

Minor Edits (page #) 

p. 36- In the second paragraph. The word extend should read extent.  

See track change comments attached. Many are around consistency with capitalization of “Biology program.” 
Others are to attempt to make consistent the use of oxford commas.  
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Abbreviations Used Throughout the Self Study Report  

Abbreviation Term or Meaning 

AGC Applied Genomics Centre 

ARTI Applied Research Tools and Instruments 

B.Sc. Bachelor of Science 

BAC Biology Articulation Committee 

BC British Columbia 

BCCAB British Columbia College of Applied Biology 

BCCAT  British Columbia Council on Admissions and Transfer 

BIOL Biology (typically referring to a Biology course number or section) 

CICan Colleges and Institutes Canada 

DFW The percentage of students who received a grade of D, F, or withdrew 
from the course; a common metric used to identify courses with high 
rates of poor student performance. 

FSH Faculty of Science and Horticulture 

ISH Institute of Sustainable Horticulture 

KPU Kwantlen Polytechnic University 

NSERC Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada 

PAC Program Advisory Committee 

PD Professional Development 

PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction 

SFU Simon Fraser University 

SMART Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time-bound; metrics 
typically considered when setting goals or outcomes. 

UBC University of British Columbia 

WI Writing Intensive 
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 Program Overview 

Program Description  

The Biology (BIOL) program at Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU) is offered as a four-
year Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) degree. The program is administered by the Faculty of 
Science and Horticulture (FSH) at KPU. The B.Sc. Major in Biology equips students for 
graduate study, health professional and teacher certification programs, or jobs in 
industry, government or academic research. Central to this program is the provision of a 
lab intensive experience where students learn first-hand the appropriate use of 
equipment and techniques to investigate living organisms and how they function. There is 
currently no Honours option, nor are there specialized streams. Completion of the degree 
requires students to complete a minimum of 138 credits of university coursework. The 
FSH Admission Requirements, consisting of KPU’s undergraduate English Proficiency 
Requirement, apply to this program; however, first-year BIOL courses require English 12 
with a B grade or equivalent. 
 
The curricular requirements for a B.Sc. at KPU include: 

 120 credits from courses at the 1100 level or higher.  

 45 credits from a minimum of 15 courses at the 3000 level or higher, including 9 
credits at the 4000 level. 

 18 credits of breadth electives (see Electives below) including: 
o at least 12 credits from courses that are offered outside the Faculty of 

Science & Horticulture; and 
o up to 6 credits from fields of science not prescribed in the Major 

requirements; and 
o 3 credits from a course at the 3000 level or higher. 

 Cumulative GPA of 2.0 or higher 

 At least 50% of all courses for the BSc, and at least 66% of upper-level courses for 
the BSc, must be completed at KPU. 

The Biology department also offers a Minor in Biology, in which a minimum of thirty-
three credits comprising a set of core courses and electives must be taken 
(https://www.kpu.ca/calendar/2018-19/science-hort/biology/biology-
bsc.htmlhttps://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/science-horticulture/biology/biology-
bs/)[A1][A2].  A Minor in Biology is awarded as part of a Bachelor’s degree program.   
 
The Biology department currently offers courses at KPU’s Langley, Richmond and Surrey 
campuses. Langley sections are restricted to first year general Biology, first year Anatomy 
and Physiology, and second year Ecology. These courses are generally offered to students 
in the B.Sc. in Nursing programs and the Environmental Protection Technologies and 
Horticulture programs. Students attending the Richmond campus can complete the first 
two years of the BIOL program. The majority of BIOL sections are run at KPU’s Surrey 

https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/science-horticulture/biology/biology-bs/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/science-horticulture/biology/biology-bs/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/science-horticulture/biology/biology-bs/
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campus, including all BIOL courses at the third and fourth-year levels. The Surrey campus 
also has dedicated research spaces. 
 
As of June 2021, the Biology department at KPU includes 19 regular faculty 
members[A3][A4] (and 2 non-regular), 13 laboratory instructors (and 2 auxiliary contract 
instructors), and five technicians (plus 1 contract technician). There is also a lab 
supervisor that manages the laboratory instructors and technicians (under the guidance 
of the FSH Dean’s office) and research coordinator for the newly minted Applied 
Genomics Centre laboratory. 

Brief History of the Program 

KPU has been offering BIOL courses since the inception of the institution in 1981.  

The Biology program was originally designed to cover the first two years of a General 
Biology degree, with the intention of transferring students to one of the large universities 
for completion of their upper-level courses such as the University of British Columbia 
(UBC) or Simon Fraser University (SFU). The B.Sc. Major in Biology degree was approved 
by Senate in August 2010 and by the Ministry in December 2010. The following changes 
were implemented prior to the launch and progressive roll-out of this program beginning 
in September 2013: to update and standardize the entrance requirements for all students 
entering the program and to restructure the program to increase course offerings in 
common with the B.Sc. Major in Health Science degree[A5][A6]. 
 
In 2016, the Biology department transitioned to offering a full four-year course load. The 
B.Sc. Major in Biology was originally developed to help satisfy the expected growing need 
for graduates that have practical skills in the life sciences. Its initial priority was to help 
retain current students enrolled in heavily subscribed first- and second- year Biology 
courses who wished to pursue a B.Sc. degree in the field, as well as provide transfer 
opportunities for students from other institutions. This was important since the ability to 
obtain a B.Sc. degree in Biology in the region that KPU serves (Langley, Surrey, Delta, 
Richmond) was and is limited. By incorporating small class sizes, a broad-based degree 
program with an emphasis on practical skills and undergraduate research opportunities 
with community/industry affiliations, the goal was to produce graduates who have a 
competitive edge in the job market in comparison to graduates from other institutions. In 
addition, graduates would be eligible for entry into professional, graduate or teaching 
programs. 

External Accreditation 

Currently, the B.Sc. Major in Biology is not designed to fulfill specific accreditation 
standards of an external body.  
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Scope of the Review 

This is the first program review for both the B.Sc. Major in Biology and the Minor in Biology. 
This review will address issues identified by survey respondents among students, alumni, 
faculty, and sector representatives. Also, as the first review since the development of the 
program, a complete assessment of curriculum and learning outcomes will be performed. 
Some of the program-specific issues that will be focused on include alignment of course 
outlines with program-wide curricular goals and learning objectives; fulfillment of the 
polytechnic mandate for hands-on and experiential learning; connections between the 
program and the sector; and appropriateness of available equipment, facilities, spaces, and 
other resources. 
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 Program Currency and Connections 

Competitive Context 

In British Columbia (BC), KPU is one of nine institutions that offer a B.Sc. with a Major in 
Biology. 
 
Some of the features that make KPU’s Biology pProgram unique relative to other BC 
programs include: 
 

 designation of KPU as a special-purpose teaching institution with small class sizes 
relative to larger research institutions (e.g., UBC, SFU). 

 the polytechnic mandate and focus on experiential learning. 

 the option to take first- and second-year courses across multiple campuses. 

 the senior research project (BIOL 4199/4299). 
 
Table 2.1 compares the programs that offer a B.Sc. Major in Biology across BC. Key 
differences between the Biology Program at KPU and other BC institutions are as follows: 
 

 KPU’s Biology program requires the highest number of credits of all BC 
institutions, at 138.  

 All other institutions in BC offer some sort of degree specialization, whether it be 
Honours degrees in different areas of biology, biology degree streams with 
different subsets of upper division courses, or distinct biology majors.  

 All other BC institutions offer a Biology Honours program, and seven offer biology 
Co-op programs.  



Table 2.1: Comparison of Biology Major Programs in BC. 
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Program’s Connections to its Advisory Board  

The Biology Program Advisory Board includes broad representation from a variety of 
sectors and industries in BC that are relevant to the Biology discipline, as well as KPU 
student and faculty representatives. The Board currently consists of the following 
members: 
 
Cheryl Wiens (Chair) - BC Ministry of Agriculture – outgoing 
Elizabeth Worobec - Dean of FSH 
Jeff Dyck - Associate Dean of FSH 
Cate Anderson - Admin Assistant of FSH 
Gregory Harris - BIOL Faculty Member 
Amy Jeon - KPU Biology department Co-Chair - outgoing 
Nick Inglis - KPU Biology department Co-Chair - outgoing 
Lauren Macleod - Veterinarian, Agwest Veterinary Group 
Ashley Welsh - Science Faculty Liaison, UBC Teaching and Learning 
Bashe Bashe - Business Development Specialist, Applied Biological Materials 
Marina Winterbottom - Senior Marine Biologist, Golder Associates 
David Woodsk - BC Ministry of Agriculture Greenhouse lead 
Jermaine Walcott - KPU Biology Graduate - outgoing 
 
The Biology Program Advisory Committee held its first meeting on March 21, 2019. Policy 
dictates two meetings per calendar year; however, because of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
there have only been two intervening meetings (November 13, 2019, and January 27, 
2021). Meetings consist of a review of the current Biology programs (Major and Minor) 
followed by a broad discussion, driven by the members of the committee. Discussions and 
suggestions included the introduction of a Co-op program, incorporation of specific ethics 
curriculum, degree streams, and the need for an Honours option. 

Program’s Connections to the Discipline/Sector  

The Biology program maintains connections within the scientific community through its 
annual Program Advisory Committee (PAC) meetings. The present and past members of 
PAC represent various sectors including academia, medicine, industry, biotechnology, 
agriculture, government, ecological & environmental research, and biology consulting. 
The members of the department are also actively engaged in various organizations 
serving as members of the BC Bio community, BC Biology articulation committee, BC 
Anatomy and Physiology articulation committee, Society for Canadian Woman in Science 
and Technology, Society for Developmental Biology, Society for Conservation Biology, 
Society of Wetland Scientists, College of Naturopathic Physicians of British Columbia, 
Canadian Consortium for the Investigation of Cannabinoids, Canadian Society of Plant 
Biologists, and others. Moreover, the Bbiology program graduates are now working in 
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various sectors including medicaline, industryy, academica, pharmaceutical, ecology & 
environmental, and biotechnology sectors. Some faculty continue to mentor graduates by 
providing guidance and advice on post-graduate academic endeavors and professional 
careers. Through industrial and government partnerships maintained by the KPU Applied 
Genomics Centre (AGC, see below) and other Biology Faculty research activities (Table 
2.2), students in the Biology pProgram have performed a wide variety of undergraduate 
research projects. Additionally, since 2017, the AGC has hired 18 undergraduate students 
and graduates of the program and plans to continue hiring additional students and 
graduates as contract research assistants for the next five years. 

Table 2.2: Examples of industryial and government partnerships and description of 
research projects within the Bbiology program.  
 

Company Name Project Description 

Westgen Developing detection assays for bovine 
infections in dairy cows. 

Boviteq and Semex Monitoring DNA methylation for in vitro 
bovine embryo development. 

Van Belle Nursery Ornamental plant breeding program, plant 
genotyping and metagenomics analysis of 
soil 

BC Ministry of Agriculture, and 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 
(Summerland) 

Developing a qPCR detection assay for soil 
nematodes. 

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 
(Agassiz) 

Identification of plant pathogens through 
DNA sequencing and barcoding. 

Agwest Veterinary Group Using 16S rDNAs metagenomics assay to 
determine cause of equine gut dysbiosis. 

Thomson Rivers University Breeding climate tolerant beef cattle in 
Canada 

Green Flora Greenhouses Breeding new varieties of hops. 

Myrtle Meadows Testing terroir effects on new hop varieties. 

Barnside Brewing Testing new hop varieties in beer 
production. 

Topps Hops Testing terroir effects on new hop varieties. 

Bredenhof Farms Testing terroir effects on new hop varieties. 

Atkins Veterinary Clinic Developing on-farm testing for bacteria in 
dairy herds in Alberta and BC. 
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Bakerview Farms Breeding climate tolerant beef cattle in 
Canada 

Western Canada Turfgrass Assn. Testing impact of microbial communities on 
soil health. 

Terralink Testing impact of microbial communities on 
soil health. 

UBC Dairy Research Centre  Effects of metritis on calf health in dairy 
cows. 

BC Hops Growers Association   Hops chemical testing. 

City of Richmond and City of Surrey Studying the Garden City Lands Bog 
Conservation area. 

BC Ataxia Society Whole exome sequencing of ataxia patients 
to find causative mutations in ataxia. 

 
The program has achieved considerable connections with industry leaders and expanded 
our presence in various disciplines and sectors. These recent initiatives can be considered 
one of the strengths of our growing program, and they are expected to continue to 
expand in future. 

Program’s Connections to Other KPU Academic Units 

The Biology program offers and shares many courses with various fFaculties and 
departments. Selected courses within the Biology program curriculum are offered for 
programs within the FSH (Health Science, Chemistry, Math, Physics, Astronomy & 
Engineering, Horticulture, Environmental Protection, Sustainable Agriculture & Food 
systems), Faculty of Arts (Psychology), and Faculty of Health (Nursing, Health 
Foundations). Moreover, the Biology program is intertwined with the Health Science 
program within the Biology department, where several faculty members are teaching in 
both Biology and Health Science programs. Additionally, the Biology program is affiliated 
with the Institute for Sustainable Horticulture (ISH) and the AGC. The Applied Genomics 
Centre is a new state of the art genomics research facility established in January 2019, led 
by Dr. Paul Adams, Scientific Director and faculty member in the Biology department, 
with funds from the Canadian Foundation of Innovation and the BC Knowledge 
Development Fund. The students enrolled in courses such as BIOL 3320 (Molecular 
Genetics), BIOL 4320 (Human Genetics), and BIOL 4199/4299 (Research Project) are both 
directly and indirectly [A7][A8]using the cutting-edge genomics analysis equipment in their 
course work and in research. This experience allowed several of our graduates to secure 
research-related positions in the industry immediately after graduation from the 
program. 
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Program’s Articulation and Credential Recognition Processes 

KPU is an active participant in the provincial Biology Articulation Committee (BAC) 
organized by British Columbia Council on Admissions & Transfer (BCCAT).  BCCAT guides 
the articulation process by providing a handbook on How to Articulate 
(https://www.bccat.ca/pubs/resources/HowToArticulate2018.pdf) and is the repository 
for established transfer credit agreements. 
  
The BAC meets annually to discuss changes to biology programs at all BC institutions and 
to ensure that articulation is consistent across the province. Each new or revised KPU 
Bbiology course outline is sent by the Dean’s office to BCCAT to establish articulation 
agreements with other institutions. Students can search the BCCAT website to look for 
courses that transfer between institutions to ensure that they will receive transfer credit 
for specific courses that they have taken or want to take. Requests for Prior Learning 
Assessment are addressed on a case-by-case basis and are guided by the KPU Policy and 
Procedures AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning.   
 
BCCAT is expanding its transfer credit system to include courses from non-BC institutions.  
Coursework from non-BC postsecondary institutions, or without an established transfer 
agreement, are assessed on a case-by-case basis by the KPU articulation committee 
member(s). 
 
Even though the Biology program is not an accredited program, the courses in the 
program were originally selected to provide entrance requirements for students applying 
to postgraduate professional programs. As the entrance requirements for professional 
programs change, KPU students can achieve the needed entrance requirements by 
selecting relevant elective courses offered at KPU. 

Program’s Public Information and Community Outreach 

The Biology program has been showcased at both internal and external events. Our 
programs and research successes have both been presented at various on-campus events 
such as KPU Open Houses, Science Rendezvous, Open Door Open Minds, KPU discovery 
day, Fall Applicant Night, and the KPU Teaching, Learning, Scholarship and Research 
Symposium (Figure 2.1).  
  
  

https://www.bccat.ca/pubs/resources/HowToArticulate2018.pdf
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Figure 2.1: The Bbiology program presence at various KPU outreach events held at Surrey, 
Richmond, and Langley campuses in 2018 – 2020. 
 
The Biology program has been well-represented at external events such as Girls and 
STEAM in Science World, Vancouver Community Science Celebration and South Fraser 
Regional Science Fair. Further, the Biology faculty has supervised a research project for a 
high school student in the IB program at Semiahmoo Secondary School. During the last 
few years, several students and faculty members have been invited to present their 
research findings at both domestic and international conferences including Colleges and 
Institutes Canada (CICan) Connections conference, National Ataxia Foundation 
Investigators meetings, International Plant Propagators Society, Polytechnics Showcase, 
and KPU Teaching, Learning, Scholarship and Research Symposium (Figure 2.2). 

  

  
  

Figure 2.2: Student poster presentation at Colleges and Institutes Canada (CICan) 
Connections conference in Ottawa, ON (2020). 
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Within the last 5 years, faculty members in the Biology program have successfully 
obtained approximately $9 million in research grants from both internal and external 
grant agencies, including the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of 
Canada (NSERC), Canada Foundation for Innovation, BC Knowledge Development Fund, 
BC Ministry of Agriculture, Investment Agriculture Foundation of British Columbia, NSERC 
Engage, NSERC ARTI, and Kwantlen Polytechnic University. Additionally, various courses in 
the program have invited community partners to be guest lecturers and organized 
collaborative student‐based projects. While the KPU Biology program has enjoyed 
notable successes and accolades to date, we will need to continue toously work together 
with the scientific community to promote advancement of science and to nurture future 
industry leaders and talents. 

Student Demand for the Program 

This information has been obtained using the Administrative Data for the Bachelor of 
Science in Biology (Appendix A) and the Student Survey (Appendix B, 34 respondents). 
 
The B.Sc. Major in Biology was launched in 2016/2017. There was an 8% increase in 
enrollment in BIOL courses between 2015/2016 and 2016/2017. Enrollment has increased 
each year, with an overall increase of 6% between 2016/2017 to 2018/2019. In 
comparison, only a 2% increase in student enrollment in FSH programs has occurred over 
the same time period. 
 
From 2018/2019 to 2019/2020 there was a 17% decrease in students enrolled in BIOL 
courses, and a 11% decrease in FSH students overall.  This decrease may be a result of an 
overall reduction of students enrolled in post-secondary education during this time due 
to the switch to online learning as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, and to budget cuts 
at KPU that resulted in changes to course offerings during the 2019/2020 academic year. 
 
The fill rate in BIOL courses was stable over the years 2016/2017 (84%), 2017/2018 (84%) 
and 2018/2019 (82%).  These rates are higher than the FSH fill rates for the same period 
(2016/2017 (77%); 2017/2018 (78%); 2018/2019 (78%)). From the year 2018/2019 to 
2019/2020 there was a 5% decrease in the fill rate for both the Biology program and 
other FSH programs, again possibly due to the factors listed in the previous paragraph.   
 
Over the past five years, the majority of Biology students have been female (59-65%), 
which is higher than the range for the percentage of womenfemales enrolled in FSH 
programs overall (49-58%). There does however appear to be an increasing trend in the 
number of male studentss enrolling in the Biology program in the past few years, with an 
increase from 36% in 2017/2018 to 40% in 2019/2020. 
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The percentage of students enrolled in the Biology program that are 22 years of age or 
younger ranges from 76% to 85% over the past five years. For FSH overall, the percentage 
of students that are 22 years of age or younger in the same time period ranges from 71% 
to 79%, indicating that students enrolled in the Biology program tend to be younger than 
in other FSH programs. 

The enrollment trends for students pursuing a B.Sc. Major in Biology at KPU and at other 
institutions has been stable over the past five years, indicating a continued demand for 
Biology programs in BC. 

The top reasons students reported for choosing to enroll in the KPU Biology program 
according to the Student Survey were the small class sizes (68%), program admission 
requirements (47%), career prospects/earning potential (41%), ease of transfer from/into 
other institutions (38%), and qualifications for program of advanced study (35%). 
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Summary and Recommendations 

 Strengths 

Competitive Context KPU Biology offers good research opportunities and directed 
studies, with the option of taking lower-year courses at multiple 
campuses. 

Connections to the 
advisory board 

Broad representation from relevant industries and sectors. 
 

Connections to the 
discipline/sector 

The Biology program is well connected to many professional 
organizations.  In addition, through its connection to the AGC, the 
development of many new industry connections for our students 
has been achieved. 
 

Connections to other 
KPU programs 

The Biology program is well connected with other KPU academic 
units, including AGC and ISH. These connections have provided 
students with opportunities to be involved in undergraduate 
research projects.  
 

Articulation and 
credential recognition 
processes 

KPU is an active participant in the Biology Articulation Committee, 
attending all annual meetings.  
 

Public information and 
community outreach 
strategies 

Students within the Biology program represent their work at many 
community events. Faculty and students work collaboratively with 
a variety of government and community organizations.  
 

Student demand for 
the program  

Enrollment rates have increased every year since the degree was 
launched (except during the 2019/2020 academic year). Rates are 
higher than other FSH programs. 
 
Fill rates are higher in the Biology program than other FSH 
programs. 
 
Over the past three years, there has been a trend toward a greater 
equity in student gender. 
 
Student’s top reasons for pursuing studies in KPU’s Biology 
program include the small class sizes and the program admission 
requirements.  
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Recommendations 

 As suggested by the Biology Program Advisory Board, determine the feasibility of 
introducing an Honours program and Co-op program to maximize competitiveness 
with other institutions. 

 As suggested by the Advisory Board, explore options for degree streams, 
particularly molecular biology vs organismal biology, and the inclusion of specific 
ethics curriculum (stand-alone course or increased content in existing courses). 

 As research and experiential learning opportunities were highly rated by students 
and alumni, explore options to further support faculty and student research 
opportunities, particularly opportunities to present at research symposia and 
conferences. 

 The Advisory committee could use more members from sectors that are relevant to 
molecular biology and research. Outgoing members need to be replaced. 

 Potential exists to further develop community connections as the program 
expands, via advertising and outreach opportunities. 

 Explore the viability of reducing total credit-hours to streamline the program while 
maintaining program integrity and cohesiveness. 
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Chapter 3.  Quality of Curriculum Design 
 

Assessment of the Curriculum 
 
Overview of the Program 
 
The B.Sc. Major in Biology is a foundational degree program strongly grounded in 
scientific methodology and practical skills. The structure and breadth of courses offered is 
designed to address the program’s main goal, which is to equip graduates with a high 
level of competency in the knowledge, skills and experience necessary for competitive 
entry into the workforce in a wide range of scientific fields related to biology. Graduates 
will also be well prepared for entry into a professional school or graduate studies 
program. 
  
The program utilizes KPU’s small class sizes to provide a lab- intensive experience where 
students learn, first -hand, the appropriate use of equipment and techniques to 
investigate living organisms and how they function. To achieve this, course offerings are 
primarily face-to-face and recognize the benefits gained by students being actively and 
directly engaged with their learning, including the interactions they have with each other. 
Upper-level courses build upon the core knowledge and skills developed in first and 
second year, allowing the exploration of more advanced biological concepts and practical 
techniques. Fourth-year students have the opportunity to design and conduct lab and/or 
field-based research projects in collaboration with faculty, enabling them to showcase the 
knowledge and skills they have learned. This student-focused hands-on approach to both 
learning and assessment supports KPU’s polytechnic mandate as a special purpose 
teaching institution and distinguishes the program from those offered by most other 
post-secondary institutions. 

Program Competencies 

The B.Sc. Major in Biology encompasses a total of eight program competencies focused 
on knowledge, skills and values: 
 
1. Knowledge and understanding of biological principles and processes.  
  
2. Communication skills. 
  
3. Critical thinking and problem solving. 
  
4. Laboratory and field techniques. 
  
5. Research skills. 
  
6. Collaborative group work. 
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7. Leadership skills. 
  
8. Ethical awareness of global issues in biology. 
 
The Biology program provides students with many opportunities to develop these 
competencies through the achievement of program learning outcomes which, in turn, are 
linked to specific course learning outcomes. The underlying pedagogical basis of this 
program is the recognition that science is an active process where students “learn by 
doing”. Many courses are four credits and consist of a dedicated lab and/or field 
component where students actively engage in the scientific method of investigation. In 
doing so, they are faced with challenges and opportunities to make observations and 
apply their knowledge and understanding of biological concepts and processes to develop 
hypotheses, conduct investigations, analyze data and draw conclusions. In this lab setting, 
students learn how to set up and manipulate equipment, coordinate tasks with group 
members and communicate their experimental findings in formal lab reports. Students 
develop these skills in a sequential manner that is facilitated by a spiral curriculum design 
where concepts and skills are reinforced and used as a platform to develop more 
advanced skills in upper-level courses including the fourth-year research courses. 
 
The alignment of program competencies with learning outcomes is examined in the 
following sections of this chapter where opportunities for students to attain program 
competencies are will be identified and assessed in more detail. 

Essential Skills 

The Biology program competencies listed above resonate strongly with the essential skills 
identified by the Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Training. These skills are 
deeply embedded in the program and are developed progressively across the year levels 
through a scientific lens. The applied nature of the program lends itself to students’ 
achievement through the attainment of learning outcomes and program competencies. 
The linkskage between program competencies and essential skills areis shown in Table 
3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Mapping Biology program competencies to essential skills. 

 
 

Learning Outcomes 

Twelve program learning outcomes were developed collaboratively by faculty utilizing 
SMART criteria (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time-bound). While these 
outcomes are, by necessity, less specific than the learning outcomes of individual courses, 
they represent a focal point for assessing student achievement of the knowledge, skills 
and values considered necessary for graduates to be competitive in the workforce and/or 
prepared to pursue post-graduate studies. 
  
The alignment of program learning outcomes with program competencies is shown in 
Table 3.2. It reveals that each program competency, with one exception, is met through 
the achievement of multiple learning outcomes. This suggests that students have multiple 
opportunities that reinforce each other to satisfy most program competencies. It further 
indicates that there is capacity to improve this alignment by finding ways to expand 
opportunities for students to demonstrate competency number eight: ethical awareness 
of global issues in biology.   
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Table 3.2: Mapping program learning outcomes (rows) to program competencies (columns). 
            This table recognizes the non-linear overlapping nature of curriculum design where   
            learning outcomes may contribute to the development of multiple program competencies. 
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1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
        

2. Apply a detailed knowledge and 

understanding of biological principles to 

natural processes and systems. 
        

3. Demonstrate a cohesive understanding 

of biological principles as they apply 

across a range of disciplines. 
        

4. Describe and explain biological 

concepts and processes at the molecular, 

cellular, organismal, ecosystem and 

biosphere levels. 

         

5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key characteristics of 

the structure, function, development and 

adaptations of a range of organisms 

including microorganisms, fungi, algae, 

plants and animals including humans. 

        

6. Apply the scientific method in designing 

and conducting controlled experiments to 

investigate various natural phenomena. 

        

7. Demonstrate competence in the safe 

use of scientific instruments and 

equipment in both the laboratory and the 

field by following established procedures 

and developing novel techniques. 

        

8. Apply a knowledge and understanding 

of scientific principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, interpret data, 

and develop evidence-based solutions. 

        

9. Use appropriate technology in applying 

mathematical principles, models, 
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formulae, and numeracy skills to analyze 

and evaluate data to solve problems. 

10. Synthesize scientific information from 

a variety of sources to communicate 

ideas, procedures and independent 

research findings in a structured coherent 

manner using oral, visual and written 

formats. 

        

11. Discuss and debate the value and 

ethics of advances in biological 

knowledge, practice, understanding, and 

technology as they relate to 

contemporary societal and world issues. 

        

12. Develop leadership skills through 

collaborative group work in the 

laboratory, classroom or field to address 

biological problems. 

        

 
To conduct a more fine-grain analysis of the curriculum, we examined and assessed the 
level of cohesiveness of the program by exploring the relationship between program 
learning outcomes and individual courses specified in the program at each year level. The 
purpose of this analysis was three-fold: 

 To determine how well the learning outcomes for individual courses align with 

program learning outcomes. 

 Identify gaps in the curriculum regarding knowledge, skills and values (gap 

analysis). 

 Assess the degree to which the curriculum is cohesive in structuring the 

development of knowledge, skills and values essential to students’ achievement of 

program learning outcomes and competencies. 

  
The following procedure was adopted in order to achieve these goals: 
 
1. To identify how each course contributes to the achievement of program learning 
outcomes, learning outcomes from individual course outlines were first matched against 
the twelve program learning outcomes. 
 
2. Each course was assigned a category to indicate whether the learning outcome was 
being introduced (I), developed further after being introduced in previous courses (D) or 
being developed at an advanced level (A). The category to which a course was assigned 
was determined by a combination of three criteria: 
(a) The number of times the program learning outcome had been addressed in previous  
      courses. 
(b) Whether the course addressed a new aspect of the program learning outcome not  
      previously covered. 
(c) The degree of complexity of the specific course learning outcome. 
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3. Program learning outcomes were then mapped separately across all courses at each 
year level (Tables 3.3-3.6). 
 
4. Tables were subsequently analyzed to track the development of program learning 
outcomes across courses and year levels to enable the identification of gaps and 
opportunities for curricular improvement and cohesion. 
  
Table 3.3: Program Learning Outcomes Mapped across First Year Courses 
               (I = Introduced,   D = Developed,   A = Advanced) 

 

Program Learning Outcomes 

BIOL 

1110 

BIOL 

1210 

CHEM 

1110 

CHEM 

1210 

ENG 

1100 

MATH 

1130 

MATH 

1230 

PHYS 

1101 

PHYS 

1102 

Intro 

I 
Intro II Matter Energy Writing Calc. I Calc. II Phys. I Phys. II 

1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to 

biological structures, functions 

and processes. 

  I I I   I I I I 

2. Apply a detailed knowledge 

and understanding of biological 

principles to natural processes 

and systems. 

I                 

3. Demonstrate a cohesive 

understanding of biological 

principles as they apply across a 

range of disciplines. 

I I               

4. Describe and explain biological 

concepts and processes at the 

molecular, cellular, organismal, 

ecosystem and biosphere levels. 

I I               

5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key 

characteristics of the structure, 

function, development and 

adaptations of a range of 

organisms including 

microorganisms, fungi, plants and 

animals including humans. 

I I               

6. Apply the scientific method in 

designing and conducting 

controlled experiments to 

investigate various natural 

phenomena. 

I I I I       I I 

7. Demonstrate competence in 

the safe use of scientific 

instruments and equipment in 

both the laboratory and the field 

by following established 

I I I I       I I 
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procedures and developing novel 

techniques. 
8. Apply a knowledge and 

understanding of scientific 

principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, 

interpret data, and develop 

evidence-based solutions. 

I I I I   I I I I 

9. Use appropriate technology in 

applying mathematical principles, 

models, formulae, and numeracy 

skills to analyze and evaluate data 

to solve problems. 

I I I I   I I I I 

10. Synthesize scientific 

information from a variety of 

sources to communicate ideas, 

procedures and independent 

research findings in a structured 

coherent manner using oral, 

visual and written formats. 

I I I I I I I I I 

11. Discuss and debate the value 

and ethics of advances in 

biological knowledge, practice, 

understanding, and technology as 

they relate to contemporary 

societal and world issues. 

                  

12. Develop leadership skills 

through collaborative group work 

in the laboratory, classroom or 

field to address biological 

problems. 

I I I I I     I I 

 Note: Course mapping years 1-4 is based on learning outcomes in Course Outlines, NOT on what is actually taught. 
 
Table 3.4: Program Learning Outcomes Mapped across Second Year Courses 
               (I = Introduced,   D = Developed,   A = Advanced) 

  

Program Learning Outcomes 

BIOL 

2320 
BIOL 

2321 
BIOL 

2322 
BIOL 

2421 
CHEM 

2320 
CHEM 

2420 
MATH 

2335 

Genetics Cell 

Biol Ecol Biochem Organic 

I 
Organic 

II Stats 

1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
    D D D D D 

2. Apply a detailed knowledge and 

understanding of biological principles to 

natural processes and systems. 
D D D D       

3. Demonstrate a cohesive understanding 

of biological principles as they apply across 

a range of disciplines. 
D D D D D D   

4. Describe and explain biological concepts 

and processes at the molecular, cellular, 
D D D D       
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organismal, ecosystem and biosphere 

levels. 
5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key characteristics of the 

structure, function, development and 

adaptations of a range of organisms 

including microorganisms, fungi, plants and 

animals including humans. 

    D         

6. Apply the scientific method in designing 

and conducting controlled experiments to 

investigate various natural phenomena. 
D D D D       

7. Demonstrate competence in the safe use 

of scientific instruments and equipment in 

both the laboratory and the field by 

following established procedures and 

developing novel techniques. 

D D D   D D   

8. Apply a knowledge and understanding of 

scientific principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, interpret data, 

and develop evidence-based solutions. 

D D D D D D D 

9. Use appropriate technology in applying 

mathematical principles, models, formulae, 

and numeracy skills to analyze and evaluate 

data to solve problems. 

D   D       D 

10. Synthesize scientific information from a 

variety of sources to communicate ideas, 

procedures and independent research 

findings in a structured coherent manner 

using oral, visual and written formats. 

D D D D D D D 

11. Discuss and debate the value and ethics 

of advances in biological knowledge, 

practice, understanding, and technology as 

they relate to contemporary societal and 

world issues. 

I I I I       

12. Develop leadership skills through 

collaborative group work in the laboratory, 

classroom or field to address biological 

problems. 

D D D D D D   

 
 
Table 3.5: Program Learning Outcomes Mapped across Third Year Courses 
               (I = Introduced,   D = Developed,   A = Advanced) 

  

Program Learning Outcomes 

BIOL 

3110 
BIOL 

3165 
BIOL 

3180 
BIOL 

3215 
BIOL 

3225 
BIOL 

3320 
BIOL 

3321 
Anim 
Beh 

Cons 

Bio 
Res 

Meth 
Zoology Botany Mol 

Gen 
Adv 

Cell 
1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
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2. Apply a detailed knowledge and 

understanding of biological principles to 

natural processes and systems. 
D D   D D A A 

3. Demonstrate a cohesive understanding 

of biological principles as they apply 

across a range of disciplines. 
  D   D D A A 

4. Describe and explain biological 

concepts and processes at the molecular, 

cellular, organismal, ecosystem and 

biosphere levels. 

D D   D D A A 

5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key characteristics of 

the structure, function, development and 

adaptations of a range of organisms 

including microorganisms, fungi, plants 

and animals including humans. 

D D   D D D D 

6. Apply the scientific method in 

designing and conducting controlled 

experiments to investigate various 

natural phenomena. 

D   D   D D D 

7. Demonstrate competence in the safe 

use of scientific instruments and 

equipment in both the laboratory and the 

field by following established procedures 

and developing novel techniques. 

D     D D A A 

8. Apply a knowledge and understanding 

of scientific principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, interpret 

data, and develop evidence-based 

solutions. 

D D D   D A   

9. Use appropriate technology in applying 

mathematical principles, models, 

formulae, and numeracy skills to analyze 

and evaluate data to solve problems. 

D D D   D D   

10. Synthesize scientific information from 

a variety of sources to communicate 

ideas, procedures and independent 

research findings in a structured coherent 

manner using oral, visual and written 

formats. 

D D D D D D D 

11. Discuss and debate the value and 

ethics of advances in biological 

knowledge, practice, understanding, and 

technology as they relate to 

contemporary societal and world issues. 

D D   D D A A 

12. Develop leadership skills through 

collaborative group work in the 

laboratory, classroom or field to address 

biological problems. 

D D D D D D D 

 
 
Table 3.6: Program Learning Outcomes Mapped across Fourth Year Courses 
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               (I = Introduced,   D = Developed,   A = Advanced) 
  

Program Learning Outcomes 

BIOL 
4140 

BIOL 
4150 

BIOL 

4235 
BIOL 

4245 
BIOL 

4900* 
BIOL 

4199* 
BIOL 

4299* 
Anim 

Phys Evol Marine Develop Special 

Topics 
Res I Res II 

1. Relate chemical, physical and 

mathematical concepts to biological 

structures, functions and processes. 
    A          

2. Apply a detailed knowledge and 

understanding of biological principles to 

natural processes and systems. 
A A A A       

3. Demonstrate a cohesive 

understanding of biological principles as 

they apply across a range of disciplines. 
A A A A       

4. Describe and explain biological 

concepts and processes at the molecular, 

cellular, organismal, ecosystem and 

biosphere levels. 

A A A A A A A 

5. Communicate a knowledge and 

understanding of key characteristics of 

the structure, function, development 

and adaptations of a range of organisms 

including microorganisms, fungi, plants 

and animals including humans. 

A A A A A A A 

6. Apply the scientific method in 

designing and conducting controlled 

experiments to investigate various 

natural phenomena. 

A   A  A   A A 

7. Demonstrate competence in the safe 

use of scientific instruments and 

equipment in both the laboratory and 

the field by following established 

procedures and developing novel 

techniques. 

A   A A     A  

8. Apply a knowledge and understanding 

of scientific principles and concepts to 

critically analyze problems, interpret 

data, and develop evidence-based 

solutions. 

A A A A A A A 

9. Use appropriate technology in 

applying mathematical principles, 

models, formulae, and numeracy skills to 

analyze and evaluate data to solve 

problems. 

A D D A   A A 

10. Synthesize scientific information 

from a variety of sources to 

communicate ideas, procedures and 

independent research findings in a 

structured coherent manner using oral, 

visual and written formats. 

A A A A A A A 
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11. Discuss and debate the value and 

ethics of advances in biological 

knowledge, practice, understanding, and 

technology as they relate to 

contemporary societal and world issues. 

D D A D   A A 

12. Develop leadership skills through 

collaborative group work in the 

laboratory, classroom or field to address 

biological problems. 

A A A A A     

* Students in the Biology Program are required to take either BIOL 4900 or BIOL 4199 and 4299. 

 
 
Key findings from the analysis of curricular mapping: 

 Learning outcomes for individual courses were developed prior to the 
formalization of program learning outcomes and as such, many of these outcomes 
did not align well with the program learning outcomes.  

 Some course learning outcomes did not meet one or more of the SMART criteria. 
For example, some course outlines contain learning outcomes that are not 
sufficiently specific, making them also difficult to measure/assess. 

 It was recognized that some aspects of knowledge, skills and values that are 
taught in individual courses, are not captured by the current course learning 
outcomes. This gives the impression that there are gaps in the curriculum that in 
reality, do not exist. For example, there is an apparent gap in program learning 
outcome 1 across third and fourth-year courses but it has been confirmed that this 
learning outcome is addressed in at least some of these upper-level courses. 

 This fine-grain analysis did not reveal any significant gaps in curricular knowledge, 
skills or values. Program learning outcomes appear to be developed and 
consolidated in a comprehensive manner and to a level that is appropriate for an 
undergraduate science degree. 

  
Opportunities exist to address the issues identified from the above analysis, when course 
outlines are revised. 

Credential-Level Specifications and Degree-Level Standards 

The Biology program provides a rigorous and demanding curriculum beginning with 
foundational first year courses that require no prior knowledge or understanding of 
biological principles and processes. The program culminates in fourth-year courses where 
students must demonstrate their ability to conduct scientific investigations, communicate 
a comprehensive knowledge across a range of biological disciplines and apply their 
knowledge to solve problems and address contemporary issues. Tables 3.3-3.6 illustrate 
how this is achieved through the progressive development of program learning 
outcomes. The importance and rigour of skill development is reflected in the significant 
weighting of assessment tasks assigned to the lab component of courses and the 
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requirement that students must pass the lab component in order to achieve a grade of C 
in the course. 
The Biology program offers two credentials: a B.Sc. Major in Biology and a Minor in 
Biology, as described in Chapter 1. The following descriptions provide examples of how 
these programs meet the Degree Quality Assessment Board degree-level standards: 

Depth and breadth of knowledge: 

 Lower-level courses cover a wide range of sub-disciplines within biology and 
explore their application and relevance to other fields of study. They include both 
science and non-science courses outside of Bbiology that help to develop critical 
thinking and problem-solving skills that are transferable across disciplines. 

 Upper-level courses expand the depth of knowledge in the fields of molecular, cell 
and organismal biology, genetics, ecology and evolution. 

 Knowledge of methodologies and research: 

 Strong emphasis is placed on opportunities for students to practice the scientific 
method of enquiry in a lab and/or field setting to learn the practical hands-on 
techniques necessary to develop hypotheses, conduct rigorous investigations and 
then analyze and evaluate the data. 

 Fourth-year research courses provide opportunities for students to engage in 
meaningful research projects. 

Application of knowledge: 

 Students use their knowledge of biological principles and processes to critically 
analyze new information and develop explanations for observed natural 
phenomena. 

 Students use numeracy skills and follow established techniques to solve problems. 

 Student research assignments and projects are focused on the application of both 
knowledge and skills to explore alternative approaches and pursue a line of 
investigation that advances our understanding of a particular field. 

Communication skills: 

 Students debate contemporary ethical issues related to the application of 
biological research and its potential to benefit humanity. 

 Student assignments/projects involve conducting literature searches in specific 
fields to critique current research and report their findings to a general audience 
using oral, written and visual means of communication including digital formats. 

 Students collaborate in groups to organize equipment and coordinate tasks 
necessary to perform lab investigations in a timely manner. 

 Independent completion of formal written lab reports following established 
procedures. 
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 Awareness of limits of knowledge: 

 Throughout their courses, students learn that the evolution of life is an unfolding 
mystery that we are only just beginning to understand. While new technology and 
research continues to expand our knowledge, there are many questions that 
remain unanswered. 

 When students conduct their own investigations in the lab and/or field, they learn 
first-hand that while some questions may be answered, many new questions arise 
that require further investigation. This is a key attribute of the scientific process. 

 Students learn that biological techniques and equipment have limitations in terms 
of what can and cannot be accomplished. They learn to identify sources of error in 
data that is collected and how this might impact analysis and interpretation. 

 Professional capacity/autonomy: 

 All first-year students are required to complete the KPU online Academic Integrity 
Course and many courses also require the completion of an Academic Integrity 
Declaration statement.  

 By engaging in independent assignments and projects, students are encouraged to 
exercise personal leadership by drawing upon their own initiative and 
resourcefulness. Students grow confidence in their own abilities to take ownership 
of, and accept accountability for, the completion of tasks by posted deadlines. 

 When conducting group work in the lab, students learn to maximize efficiency by 
utilizing the strengths of their peers and also to take personal responsibility for 
their safety. 

Admissions and Prerequisites 

Students wanting to complete the B.Sc. Major in Biology must satisfy the Faculty’s 
admission requirement which consists of KPU’s undergraduate English Proficiency 
Requirement, English 12 with a minimum grade of C+ (or equivalent); however, first year 
BIOL courses require English 12 with a B grade or equivalent. Students are required to 
declare the credential by the time they complete 60 credits of undergraduate 
coursework. At the time of declaration, students must satisfy all of the following 
requirements: 

 In good academic standing with the University 

 Completion of a minimum of 24 credits of undergraduate coursework, including 
the following: 

o 3 credits of ENGL at the 1100 level or higher 
o BIOL 1110 with a minimum grade of C 
o BIOL 1210 with a minimum grade of C 
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o CHEM 1110 with a minimum grade of B or CHEM 1210 with a minimum 
grade of C 

o MATH 1120 with a minimum grade of C or MATH 1130 with a minimum 
grade of C 

o PHYS 1101 with a minimum grade of C or PHYS 1120 with a minimum 
grade of C 

The Biology program places heavy emphasis on the iterative development of key 
concepts and skills specified by the program learning outcomes and considered crucial to 
student success. To guide the progressive development of these concepts and skills and 
to support student retention and success, firm prerequisites were established for the 
majority of required courses in the program. For the most part, this entails the successful 
completion of one or more lower-level courses with a minimum grade of C. This includes 
achieving a minimum of 50% on the final exam; for courses with labs, this also includes 
achieving 50% or more in the lab component. Formative assessments are used to 
evaluate the level of skills achieved at different stages of the program and the results 
support continued use of this approach. 
  
Ongoing faculty assessment of prerequisites, corequisites and course exclusions has 
revealed several bottlenecks and barriers associated with a small number of upper-level 
courses including BIOL 3321 (Advanced Cell Biology) and more recently, BIOL 4900 
(Special Topics). Prerequisites and credit exclusions for the latter placed undesirable 
limitations on course options for students and hampered synergy with the Health Science 
program. These issues have since been addressed through course outline revisions 
involving updates to both prerequisites and course exclusions.  

Student Satisfaction with the Curriculum 

Student satisfaction with the curriculum is based on an analysis of the feedback obtained 
from the Student Survey (Appendix B, 34 respondents). 

Learning Outcomes: 

 Students reported that most program learning outcomes were achieved to a large 
or moderate extent in greater than 80% of cases. 

 Program learning outcomes numbered 2, 4, 5, 6 and 8 (Tables 3.2-3.6) recorded 
the highest levels of satisfaction (70% or greater). 

 Program learning outcomes numbered 11 and 12 recorded the lowest values; 51% 
and 52% respectively. This could be addressed by more clearly identifying and 
emphasizing opportunities for students to develop leadership skills and engage in 
discussions about the value and ethics of advances in biological knowledge as they 
relate to societal and world issues. 

Skills: 
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 Students reported high levels of satisfaction with communication skills (89% 
satisfied to a large or moderate extent for writing lab reports clearly and 
effectively). 

 Other skills recording high levels of satisfaction (70% or greater) included literacy 
skills (other than visual media), collaboration, personal organization, analyzing 
evidence and solving problems. 

 Skills recording the lowest levels of satisfaction were leadership (44%), visual 
media (56%), historical and contextual factors affecting the discipline (54%) and 
engagement with local communities (34%). 

 

Overall satisfaction with curriculum: 

 Students reported 70% satisfaction (somewhat or very satisfied) with the 
curriculum as a whole and 67% satisfaction with the level of ability required to 
succeed in the program. 

 81% of responses indicated that lab-based courses contributed a moderate or 
large extent to their learning.   

 Only 36% of responses indicated satisfaction with the range of courses offered 
each term. Future course offerings and scheduling need to be planned carefully to 
address this; however, it is important to note that this survey took place during 
the 2020/2021 academic year, and some of this dissatisfaction was likely caused 
by temporary course cancellations due to the Covid-19 pandemic. A program 
revision may also consider the possibility of offering a greater range of courses. 

 Written feedback provided by students included the following suggestions for 
improvement: 

o better scheduling and greater course options across campuses 

o more out-of-class learning opportunities or work experience 

o reduce workload of some courses 

o improve course transferability 

o honours program for research students 

Faculty Satisfaction with the Curriculum 

Faculty satisfaction with the curriculum is based on an analysis of the feedback obtained 
from the Faculty Survey (Appendix C, 26 respondents including lab staff). 
 
Program Learning Outcomes: 

 More than 60% of faculty were somewhat or very satisfied with the program 
helping students to achieve most of the learning outcomes. 
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 Learning outcomes numbered 2, 4 and 7 (Tables 3.2-3.6) received scores greater 
than 80%. 

 Learning outcomes numbered 9 and 11 received scores lower than 50%. Faculty 
may consider modifying course content and/or learning activities in response to 
this. 

Skills: 

 Satisfaction scores of 60% or greater (satisfied to a large or moderate extent) were 
reported for group work, literacy skills and most components of communication 
skills. This is consistent with feedback from the student survey. 

 Skills that recorded the lowest levels of satisfaction were those relating to global 
issues (32%), community engagement (36%), ethics & social responsibility (32%) 
and leadership (36%).  

 Community engagement and leadership are common themes of concern arising 
from both student and faculty surveys. The introduction of an optional Co-op 
program may contribute substantially towards improving these skills. 

 

Overall satisfaction with curriculum: 

 72% of responses indicate that faculty are somewhat or very satisfied with the 
curriculum overall. Components scoring the highest levels of satisfaction were the 
preparation of students for further education (80%) and the discipline/sector 
relevance (76%). 

 81% of responses indicated that lab-based courses contributed a moderate or 
large extent to student learning 

 No component of the curriculum scored lower than 60%. 

 Written feedback provided by faculty included the following suggestions for 
improvement and open the possibility for program changes: 

o increase course options for students and reduce the number of required 
courses 

o improve cross-discipline integration 
o introduce stream options 
o introduce a writing intensive (WI) course  
o optional Co-op program 
o honours program 
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Career/Further Education Preparedness  

Career Pathways 

 A list of careers for which a biology background is required or very useful is as follows 
(https://www.kpu.ca/science/biology/careers): 

 Teaching 

 Research 

 Environmental Consulting 

 Medicine 

 Dentistry 

 Chiropractic Medicine 

 Veterinary Medicine 

 Naturopathy 

 Physiotherapy 

 Pharmacy 

 Optometry 

 Forestry 

 Agricultural science 

 Biotechnology 

 Forensic Science 

Work Safe BC (https://www.workbc.ca/labour-market-industry/labour-market-
outlook.aspx) predicts that 36% of the new job openings in BC from 2019-2029 will 
require a Bachelors, Graduate or Professional Degree. Most of all jobs in the Professional 
Scientific and Technical Services sector are concentrated in the Mainland/Southwest 
region of the province.   
 
Biotechnology is one career path for our graduates. The Biotechnology and Life Sciences 
Industry in BC is the largest in all of Canada. Thirty-three percent of biotechnology and life 
science employers are reporting skill shortages across Canada, and 20% have job 
openings.  Seventy percent of this industry is based in Metro Vancouver 
(https://pwp.vpl.ca/siic/industry-profiles/fastest-growing-industries-biotechnology-life-
sciences/). Biotechnology was one of the career paths targeted when the program was 
first conceived. Program competencies relating to problem solving, laboratory techniques 
and research skills, make our graduates well suited for a career in this field.  
 
According to the Canadian Occupational Projection System, 
(http://occupations.esdc.gc.ca/sppc-cops/.4cc.5p.1t.3.4n.1lf.4rc.1sts.5mm.1rys.2.1rch@-
eng.jsp) over the period 2019-2028, the number of job openings and job seekers for Life 
Science Professionals, which include Biologists, Forestry Professionals, Agricultural 
representatives, consultants and specialists, are projected to be relatively stable, with 
new job openings arising from expanding demand and retirement. It is expected that 

https://www.kpu.ca/science/biology/careers
https://www.workbc.ca/labour-market-industry/labour-market-outlook.aspx
https://www.workbc.ca/labour-market-industry/labour-market-outlook.aspx
https://pwp.vpl.ca/siic/industry-profiles/fastest-growing-industries-biotechnology-life-sciences/
https://pwp.vpl.ca/siic/industry-profiles/fastest-growing-industries-biotechnology-life-sciences/
http://occupations.esdc.gc.ca/sppc-cops/.4cc.5p.1t.3.4n.1lf.4rc.1sts.5mm.1rys.2.1rch@-eng.jsp
http://occupations.esdc.gc.ca/sppc-cops/.4cc.5p.1t.3.4n.1lf.4rc.1sts.5mm.1rys.2.1rch@-eng.jsp
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investments into the health and biomedical research sector will continue over the 
projected period, providing jobs in this field. The projected number of job openings to job 
seekers as Biological Technologists and Technicians, Natural and applied science policy 
researchers, consultants and program officers is also projected to remain stable. 
Experiential learning in both the lab and field is a strength of our program and when 
combined with competencies centered around understanding biological processes, group 
work and leadership, lend themselves to the development of skills needed for careers in 
fields such as forestry, agriculture, lab technician and environmental consulting. 
 
Graduates from our program may pursue further vocational training and become Medical 
Technologists and Technicians. A continued labour shortage in this area over the same 
projected period is expected to continue, primarily due to the increase in an aging 
population in addition to the advancement of medical technologies and techniques.   
 
BC Budget 2019 (https://www.jobbank.gc.ca/content_pieces-eng.do?cid=15065) aims for 
the recruitment of more family doctors, nurse practitioners and clinical pharmacists. In 
addition, BC aims to provide more direct care for seniors and enable a strategy for shorter 
surgical waits. These plans will have a large impact on our graduates’ future employment 
possibilities. Communication skills, critical thinking, collaboration and lab skills are key 
competencies of the program that provide students with a strong foundation to pursue 
post-graduate studies necessary for a career in the medical field. 
 
With new innovations in green technology and natural resources, new job opportunities 
for graduates within these industries is also predicted to rise. Leadership, communication, 
problem solving and research are fundamental competencies required for such career 
paths and figure prominently in this program. 
 

Alumni Preparedness for Work/Further Education  

Alumni preparedness is based on an analysis of the feedback obtained from the Alumni 
Survey (Appendix D, 16 respondents). Out of 13 respondents for current employment, most 
of whom are recent graduates, 69% are employed. Of those who are employed, 75% have 
program-related employment. These alumni are employed in the following sectors: 

 38% Medical 

 25% Industry 

 25% Ecological/Environmental 

 13% Academia 

 13% Pharmaceutical  

 

https://www.jobbank.gc.ca/content_pieces-eng.do?cid=15065
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54% of alumni have pursued further education following KPU’s Biology program (includes 
those with Major, Minor and Associate degrees). Further pursuits education pursued 
included: 

 Bachelor’s degree at other institutions (Molecular Biology and Biochemistry 
program at SFU, UBC) 

 Bachelor of Education Program 

 Nursing 

 

Alumni who reported satisfaction (to a large or moderate extent) with how the program 
prepared them to develop the skills deemed essential by the Ministry of Advanced 
Education are as follows:  

 100%   Written Communication 

 93% Oral Communication 

 93% Group Collaboration 

 93%  Critical Analysis 

 92%  Problem Resolution 

 93%  Learn on your own 

 85%  Reading and Comprehension  

Alumni who reported satisfaction (to a large or moderate extendextent) with additional 
competencies specific to our program are as follows: 

 100%  Knowledge and understanding of biological principles and processes  

 82%   Laboratory and field techniques 

 81%  Research skills 

 72% Leadership skills 

 81%  Ethical awareness of global issues in biology 

77% of Alumni reported (strongly or somewhat agree) that the program prepared them 
for their desired career. The overall satisfaction rate (very or somewhat) of alumni who 
felt that the program prepared them for work and/or further education was 69%.   
 
85% of Alumni strongly or somewhat agreed that the time invested in their Biology 
education was well spent, whereas 69% reported that the money invested in their 
education was well spent.   
 
85% of Alumni reported that our laboratory-based courses and experiences contributed 
to their learning to a large extent. Alumni reported that the fourth-year research project 
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course was a beneficial experience for post-graduation, except for the lack of an honours 
designation.   
 

Discipline/Sector Feedback 
 
The Discipline/Sector Feedback analysis is based on the Discipline/Sector Survey results  
(Appendix E, 25 respondents).  Of the respondents, 66% were not at all or only slightly 
familiar with KPU’s Biology program. 18% had hosted, hired or worked with KPU Biology 
alumni and/or students, and of those, 50% reported that they were very prepared and 
50% reported that they were somewhat prepared for work in their organization.   
In terms of KPU’s Biology Program competencies, the percentage of participants from the 
Biological Discipline/Sector survey who responded that the following were very important 
or essential were as follows: 

 100% Group Collaboration 

 83% Research Skills 

 83% Problem Solving  

 82% Critical analysis 

 77% Oral Communication; 50% Written Communication  

 71% Laboratory and field techniques 

 60% Leadership skills  

 54% Knowledge and understanding of biological principles and processes 

 41% Ethical awareness of global issues in biology 

 
In addition to the above skills, 100% of respondents reported that the ability to 
demonstrate personal organization, accountability and time management were either 
essential or very important.   
 
Additional skills, training or knowledge that an entry-level applicant should have include: 

 Ability to present scientific material to a non-scientific audience 

 Real world field skills (technical and general) 

 Ability to demonstrate integrity, respect, resilience and good judgement 

 
One respondent stated that “thesis-based lab experience is a huge plus.” 
 
Emerging trends that KPU Biology students should be prepared for include:  

 Using CRISPR/Cas systems for genome modification 

 Computational science, especially Bioinformatics 
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 Bridging of Western and Indigenous science, knowledge and values  

 Integration with technology (automation, robots, remote imagery/sensing, 
geographic information systems) 

 Synthetic biology 

 Use of Biological instead of Chemical-based solutions in agriculture 

 Climate change 

 Invasive species  

The strengths of KPU’s Biology program were reported as being the lab-based, hands on 
skills and knowledge that students receive, in addition to the small class sizes.   
 
KPU’s Biology program can build better connections with the discipline/sector by: 

 Offering co-op to students so they can get industry experience 

 Hosting recruitment events or information sessions with industry 

 Offering work-placements or internships 

 Encouraging students to join the Student Biotech Network 

 Encouraging students to volunteer with Biology/Conservation groups  

Curriculum Development and Review Processes 

The Biology program is still relatively new and is experiencing its first program review. The 
Program Advisory Committee meets periodically to assess its currency and relevance to 
both post-graduate studies and to the employment sector. Most recently this committee 
suggested strengthening the ethical skills component of the program and the inclusion of 
a Co-op program. Both of these suggestions have been echoed by the current review 
process and bear careful consideration moving forward. 
  
No major program revisions have occurred since the roll-out of the degree but it 
maintains currency through a number of ongoing and iterative processes including: 

 Revisions to course outlines that involve updates to course content, learning 

outcomes, assessments, lab/field activities, learning resources, prerequisites, etc. 

 Upper-level Special Topics courses that are developed, updated and rotated on an 

ongoing basis to reflect the latest biological applications relevant to contemporary 

societal issues. 

 Student research projects under faculty supervision permit students to engage in 

new techniques using cutting edge technology. These research projects, many of 

which are applied research and/or involve industry or government partners, 

provide connectivity and relevance to the broader community. 
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 Faculty who are engaged in research bring their knowledge and experience into 

the classroom and lab to bring relevance to theoretical concepts. 

 Faculty integrate current scientific literature into upper level courses, both for 

classroom examples and student assignments   
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Summary and Recommendations 

 Strengths 

Assessment of the 
Curriculum 

Strong correlation between program competencies, essential 
skills, and individual course learning outcomes. 
 
Program learning outcomes were comprehensive to an 
appropriate level for an undergraduate science degree. 

Student Satisfaction with 
the Curriculum 

70% of respondents expressed satisfaction with the curriculum 
as a whole and 67% with the level of ability required to 
succeed in the program.   
 
Students reported high levels of satisfaction (> 80%) with 
achieving most program learning outcomes to a large or 
moderate extent. 
 
Lab-based courses contributed significantly to student 
learning. Alumni commented that they liked the hands-on 
experience that they received from their laboratory courses. 

Faculty Satisfaction with 
the Curriculum 

Most respondents (72%) were somewhat or very satisfied with 
the curriculum overall.  
 
A majority of respondents (60%) were satisfied with the 
program helping students to achieve most of the program 
learning outcomes.   
 
Curricular strengths identified by Faculty include hands-on lab-
based courses, literacy and communication skills and 
preparation of students for further study. 

Career/Further 
Education Preparedness 

Of Alumni Survey respondents, 75% of the graduates that are 
employed, are in a program-related field. 
 
Of Alumni Survey respondents, 54% of graduates have pursued 
further education. 
 
Alumni found the fourth-year research project valuable in their 
post-graduate careers. 
 
Industry survey respondents commented that the hands-on 
practical skills that students acquire were a strength of the 
program, as was KPU’s small class sizes. 
 
Skills deemed either very important or essential by the 
discipline/sector respondents were compatible with the skills 
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that alumni reported gaining from the program. Examples 
include group collaboration, research skills, problem solving, 
personal organization and time management. 

Curriculum Development 
and Review Process 

The flexibility and currency of curriculum is augmented 
regularly due to the rotating nature of the Special Topics course 
and Research Project courses. 

 
Recommendations 

 With regards to shortcomings identified by the Curricular Analysis above, course 
outlines should be revised to ensure that course learning outcomes: 

o Are better aligned with program learning outcomes 

o Meet all SMART criteria 

o Capture the relevant knowledge, skills and values of program learning 
outcomes that are taught in specific courses 

 In response to student and faculty survey data indicating the need to address 
shortcomings in the development of leadership and community engagement skills, it 
would be useful to revise course outlines to: 

o Clearly identify opportunities for students to develop leadership skills and 
engage in discussions about the value and ethics of advances in biological 
knowledge as they relate to societal and world issues. 

o Integrate more content involving specialized technical skills and the use of 
technology and computing relevant to sector career paths 

 In response to suggestions from the student and faculty surveys, the following 
additional actions are recommended for consideration: 

o Provide more flexible course options for students including a greater range of 
courses across campuses 

o Expand experiential learning opportunities for students, particularly by 
exploring the introduction of an optional Co-op program and further research 
options in existing courses. 

o Incorporate 4th Year research courses into an honours program 

o Investigate the viability of offering degree streams 

 In response to student and alumni responses regarding job preparedness, as well as 
industry feedback, it would be useful to increase advertisement/awareness of student 
career support programs. 

 With regard to industry feedback about future trends in the Biology sector, it would 
be useful to increase content specifically identified by sector respondents such as 
additional exposure to bioinformatics, technological integration, synthetic biology, 
CRISPR/Cas9, Iindigenous content, and content related to climate change and 
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sustainability. In order to improve course offerings, it may be useful to develop new 
upper-year course electives, particularly for hands-on methods. 

 Further to career/education preparedness, sector respondents also suggested 
exploring a Co-op or job placement program. As the development of such a program 
is likely to be a significant undertaking, a program coordinator should be appointed, 
possibly in cooperation with other departments. 

 Although Faculty connections with professional organizations and industry is good, it 
would also be useful for the program to forge additional connections with 
graduate/alumni groups and professional accreditation organizations, such as the 
College of Applied Biology, Student Biotech Network, etc. 
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Chapter 4.  Quality of Instructional Design 

Delivery Modes 

The Biology program at KPU includes course instruction delivered via the following 
modes: face-to-face classroom lectures without experiential laboratory component; face-
to-face classroom lectures with an experiential laboratory component; fully online; and 
blended face-to-face/online. Online courses or course components may be delivered 
synchronously or asynchronously. The majority of course delivery is face-to-face. 
 
Diverse learning styles may be accommodated by online or blended delivery. Other 
accommodations are provided by KPU Accessibility Services, and include exam 
accommodations (extra time, distraction-reduced rooms, questions read out loud); 
course material accessibility (alternate formats such as e-text, audio, large print, or 
Braille); note-taking services; technology and equipment (Smart Pens, read aloud 
programs, screen readers, dictation programs, ergonomic chairs, large screens for 
computing, transcription services). 
 
Experiential and hands-on learning opportunities in Biology include laboratory 
components, field trips, and opportunities for basic and applied research in the 
laboratory and/or the field. Many core courses in the Biology program include laboratory 
components (BIOL 1110 & 1210, CHEM 1110 & 1210, PHYS 1101 & 1102, BIOL 2320 & 
2321 & 2322, CHEM 2320 & 2420, BIOL 3110 & 3215 & 3225 & 3320 & 3321, BIOL 4140, 
4235 & 4245). Required courses, including Multiple field trips are included in BIOL 2322 
(Ecology), BIOL 3165 (Conservation Biology) and BIOL 4235 (Marine Biology), have 
mandatory field trip components. In particular, the BIOL 4235 course includes a capstone 
3-day field experience for students at the Bamfield Marine Sciences Centre on Vancouver 
Island, a highlight of the degree program. Several of the required courses at the third- and 
fourth-year level include significant independent research components, including BIOL 
3180, 3215, 3165, 4140, and 4235. The senior Research Project (BIOL 4199/4299) course 
also provides important opportunities for basic and applied research, although this set of 
courses is optional (students may take BIOL 4900 instead). Although the Research Project 
involves a significant time investment on the part of the student, the hands-on 
experience gained provides invaluable preparation for entry into graduate programs and 
industry. There areand additional optional experiential learning opportunities are 
available to Biology students in the form of student research assistant and technical 
assistant positions offered routinely for competition within the department. Students 
who work in the laboratory environment are required to take Laboratory Safety Training, 
in addition to specific course safety information provided in course lab manuals and by 
laboratory instructors. Students also have opportunities to showcase their scholarship at 
departmental outreach initiatives as described in chapter 2. 
 
Student Satisfaction with Delivery Modes (Appendix B, tables 26-29): 
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 Student satisfaction with program delivery modes was very high (73% somewhat 
or very satisfied), and dissatisfaction was commensurately low. 

 Satisfaction with accommodation, experiential learning opportunities, and safety 
measures were all moderately high (54%, 58%, and 50% respectively). 

 Dissatisfaction was also relatively low by comparison (20%, 28%, and 27%, 
respectively), indicating general overall satisfaction with program delivery. 

 Students preferred courses with face-to-face components very highly (84%) as 
compared to purely online course delivery (15%).[A9][A10] 

 For online course delivery, students generally preferred a mixture of synchronous 
and asynchronous components (65%), compared to purely one or the other. 

 For online laboratory content, mixed synchronous/asynchronous delivery was 
moderately preferred (46%), but the remaining students were split between 
preference for fully synchronous and fully asynchronous (both 27% preferred) 

 

Alumni reported in their survey (Appendix D, table 11) that the experiential learning 
components (laboratory components, undergraduate research, and capstone course 
projects) were the greatest contributing factors to student learning in the program (93%, 
69%, and 80% large or moderate extent, respectively). Building on this strength, additional 
lab-based and experiential learning opportunities may be considered. 
 
Faculty Satisfaction with Delivery Modes (Appendix C, table 11): 

 Faculty satisfaction with program delivery modes was similar to student 
satisfaction (72% somewhat or very satisfied). 

 Satisfaction with accommodation was also similar (52% somewhat or very 
satisfied, compared to 54% for students). 

 However, satisfaction rates for experiential learning opportunities and safety 
measures was higher among faculty (68% and 76%, respectively, compared to 58% 
and 50% for students). Overall, this indicates a high level of general satisfaction 
with the program delivery among faculty. 

Assessment Methods 

Assessment methods in the Biology program include both formative and summative 
assessments. Formative assessment methods include draft-writing and feedback of 
written assignments (e.g., lab reports, term papers, research reports and proposals), 
practice and feedback on oral presentations, and direct practical feedback during 
supervision of laboratory exercises. Summative assessment methods include final drafts 
of written materials (as above); regular quizzes (in-class or online via Moodle); traditional 
timed midterm and final exams (including, for example, multiple choice questions, short 
answer, problem solving, and essay-style questions); practical assessments of laboratory 
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skills; written laboratory theory exams; and presentations (oral, poster, or 
digital/audiovisual) of journal articles or original research. 
 
 
Student Satisfaction with Assessment Methods (Appendix B, table 30): 

 Students have indicated general overall satisfaction with or neutrality towards the 
range of methods currently being used in the Biology Program (42% somewhat or 
very satisfied, 31% neither satisfied nor dissatisfied). 

 Satisfaction with instructor feedback in formative assessment was moderately high 
(65% somewhat or very satisfied). 

 Students generally agreed that the information regarding their evaluations was 
clear and accurate (58% somewhat or very satisfied) and consistently applied (50% 
somewhat or very satisfied). However, dissatisfaction rates were higher than 
anticipated (30% and 31% somewhat or very dissatisfied, respectively). 

Student comments regarding assessment methods included a few recommendations for a 
greater focus on formative assessments such as assignments, projects, and presentations, 
rather than tests and exams. 
 
Faculty Satisfaction with Assessment Methods (Appendix C, table 12): 

 Faculty satisfaction with clarity of evaluations was greater than students (88% 
somewhat or very satisfied, and 0% dissatisfied). 

 Satisfaction with consistency of assessment standards was similar to students (52% 
somewhat or very satisfied), but dissatisfaction rates were lower (16%). 

 Faculty were generally very satisfied with the extent to which assessment methods 
support the program competencies and learning outcomes, and allow students to 
demonstrate their attainment of these competencies and outcomes (72% and 80% 
somewhat or very satisfied, respectively). 

Faculty made the following comments and suggestions regarding assessment consistency: 

 A focus on more consistency when a course is taught by multiple instructors. More 
communication between faculty members and lab staff all teaching the same 
lower-level course is needed. 

 The assessment tools for some labs may need to be revised. 

 More consistency -[A11][A12] providing for marking assistance (student teaching 
assistants, for example) or additional technological resources would help with this. 

 Assistance from T&L on setting up new technologies so that they are easier to 
incorporate into existing courses would be good. 

Although current student satisfaction with the range of assessment methods was lower 
than faculty satisfaction, alumni rated their overall attainment of program learning 
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outcomes quite highly, as noted in chapter 3. When asked to rate their attainment of 
specific learning outcomes, the two lowest positive response rates were 69% (attained the 
learning outcome to a moderate or large extent), and four out of twelve learning outcomes 
had 100% positive response rates.  

Student Experience 

Grade Distribution (Appendix A): 

 64-66% of students in the Biology program receive a grade of C or better, which is 
slightly lower than students in FSH courses (68-71%). 

 Cumulative grade distribution for Biology students at all grades from C- to A+ was 
lower than for FSH students overall.  

 The cumulative grade distribution over the 2015/2016 to 2019/2020 period has 
been stable for Biology courses and FSH courses.   

 
Biology is unique among the sciences in that it places a much greater demand on 
students' language skills in terms of their ability to express their understanding of 
complex concepts and processes in clear, well-structured, logical, coherent detail using 
appropriate terminology. Many students have poor written language skills, and this is a 
major barrier to their success in this discipline. As such, these grade distributions fall 
within expectations. 
 
The repeat rate in BIOL courses remained stable from 2015/2016 (13%), 2016/2017 
(15%), 2017/2018 (14%) until 2018/2019 (14%). This is similar to the repeat rate in FSH 
which ranged from 10-13% over the same period. In 2019/2020 there was an increase in 
the repeat rate of students in BIOL courses to 19% in comparison to FSH courses at 14%.  
This increase in the repeat rate for BIOL courses may be attributed to the delivery of 
content, including labs, in an online format during the COVID-19 pandemic. This mode of 
delivery, especially for the laboratory content of our courses, may not have been 
amenable to the success of students, especially those students in Level 1 (first year), 
resulting in an increase in the percentage of students repeating courses. This is supported 
by the data in which the Level 1 repeat rate for students in BIOL courses in 2019/2020 
was 23% (vs 16% in FSH courses) in comparison to repeat rates in 2017/2018 and 
2018/2019 of only 13%.  These repeat rates of 13% are identical to what was observed in 
Level 1 FSH courses during 2017/2018 and 2018/2019.   
 
The repeat rate in Level 2 (second year) courses is higher in Biology than in FSH.  This 
does not seem to be a result of the switch to online delivery during the pandemic since 
the rate was higher not only in 2019/2020 (15% in Biology vs 11% in FSH), but also in 
2018/2019 (14% in Biology vs 10% in FSH) and 2017/2018 (16% in Biology vs 10% in FSH).  
While the DFW rate has been stable for both Biology (27% - 30%) and FSH (24% to 27%) 
over the period of 2015/2016 to 2019/2020, analysis by level number does show an 
increase in the DFW rate among Biology students in comparison to FSH students at Level 
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2 each year.  In 2017/2018, the Level 2 DFW rate for Biology was 28% vs 22% for FSH.  In 
2018/2019 the Level 2 DFW rate for Biology was 25% vs 18% for FSH, and in 2019/2020 
the DFW rate for Biology was 27% vs 17% for FSH.   

Graduation Rates  

The number of students who have graduated with a B.Sc. Major in Biology has remained 
stable since the launch of the degree. The number of students whothat graduated in 
2017/2018 was 11, 6 in 2018/2019 and 8 in 2019/2020. These graduation rates may seem 
low in comparison to the BIOL course headcount, but our first-year courses are required 
for other programs within FSH, or serve as electives for other Faculties.   
 
The median number of years it took students to receive their B.Sc. Major in Biology is 
higher than for a B.Sc. in other FSH programs. In 2017/2018 it took Biology students 5.9 
years vs 4.9 years for FSH, in 2018/2019 it took 5.3 years vs 4.9 years for FSH, and in 
2019/2020 it took 6.6 years vs 5.9 years for FSH. Students and Alumni identified limits on 
course offerings and scheduling as the primary cause of delays in graduating in the 
surveys. 
 
Student Outcomes 
 
The Biology program scores of student outcomes for Satisfaction, Quality and Skill 
Development were all above the Ministry Targets. The Ministry Target for Usefulness is 
>90% and our student outcome measure was 86%, within 5% of the target.  The Ministry 
Target for Employment is >85% and our student outcome measure was 70%, although 
three students did not respond and may be pursuing further education. The sample size 
used for the Student Outcome Measures was low, at only ten respondents. Future data 
on these metrics should be monitored to establish patterns. 

Student Satisfaction with Instruction (Appendix B, Tables 32-34): 

Faculty continually assess and make efforts to improve the quality of their instruction. 
These efforts are reflected in the following student responses: 

 80% of students expressed overall satisfaction (somewhat or very satisfied) with 
the instruction they received. 

 84% of students were satisfied with the quality and relevancy of content taught. 

 80% were satisfied that the information presented on subject matter was up to 
date. 

 Written responses reported the following strengths regarding instruction: 

o experienced & passionate instructors 
o content taught in a variety of media 
o curriculum is clear & consistent 
o hands-on labs were most useful for learning. 
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 Students highlighted the following areas for improving instruction:   

o more time in class to practice, discuss, solve problems and ask questions 
o provide more (applied) assessment options 
o opportunities for hands-on work outside of classes and labs. 

Faculty Experience 

Expertise and Qualifications 

All non-regular and regular faculty members in the Department of Biology have the 
appropriate qualifications as outlined by KPU’s Policy AC13 - Minimum Qualifications for 
Faculty Positions. A link to the list of departmental members and their qualifications can 
be found in Appendix F. 
 
Faculty members maintain expertise and currency in their specialized areas through various 
professional activities enacted during professional development time. These activities may 
include but are not limited to: 

 Attend KPU workshops offered by the Teaching and Learning Commons. 

 Engage in research projects with industry partners. 

 Apply for research grants. 

 Engage in community-based research projects. 

 Mentor student research projects. 

 Membership in professional associations. 

 Attend local and international conferences/workshops. 

 Skill training programs. 

 Textbook reviews. 

 Clinical work/experience. 

 Read latest Journal articles and other current literature. 

Faculty Satisfaction with Instruction (Appendix C, Tables 13-15): 

 79% of faculty expressed overall satisfaction (somewhat or very satisfied) with the 
instruction delivered across the program. 

 96% were satisfied with instructors‘ collective expertise to deliver the curriculum. 

 80% were satisfied that the instructional methods facilitate student learning. 

 68% were satisfied that instructional methods facilitate student progression 

through the program. 
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 Faculty reported the following strengths regarding instruction: 

o hands-on lab skills 

o small class sizes 

o one-on-one mentoring of research students 

o instructor expertise and commitment 

o adaptability and diversity of instruction 

o integration of labs with lectures 

o training students to be job-ready. 

 Faculty highlighted the following areas for improvement: 

o more consistent assessment for courses with multiple instructors 

o communication between faculty & lab staff regarding lower-level courses 

o technology and learning support 

o integration of lower & upper-level courses 

o explore more online/blended course options 

o reduce course content & promote independent active learning 

o update course outlines and learning outcomes 

o opportunities for field & community experience are limited. 
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Summary and Recommendations 
 

 Strengths 

Delivery Modes 
 

Student and faculty satisfaction with delivery modes is very 
high, particularly regarding lab and other experiential learning 
modes. 

Assessment Methods Student and faculty satisfaction with assessment modes is 
generally high. 

Student Experience The majority of Biology student outcome measures are above 
the Ministry targets. 

Faculty Experience Faculty have the required expertise and maintain currency in 
their specialized fields. Faculty satisfaction with instructional 
methods was very high. 

 
Recommendations 

 As there is a desire for even greater emphasis on lab-based and experiential learning 
and research, particularly as identified by alumni, we should explore options to 
create even more such opportunities, particularly field work and research 
experiences. These opportunities could be linked to community organizations, 
industry, etc. 

 Student dissatisfaction with clarity and consistency of assessment is significant. To 
address this, establish communication protocols for larger courses with multiple 
instructors (especially first and second year courses). 

 Encourage faculty to increase focus on assignments and formative modes of 
assessment other than exams where possible. 

 To decrease the time to graduate, reexamine the frequency and campus locations 
of core course offerings; ensure advisors are aware of the schedule for course 
offerings. Incorporation of additional elective options as the program expands 
would also help with this. 

 To address second-year DFW and repeat rates, reexamine second year courses 
including learning outcomes, to better align and distribute lower level and upper 
level course content throughout the degree. 

 Limitations of student language skills in Biology may indicate a need for additional 
student resources for language skill development. Explore options for expanded 
resources (such as The Learning Centre) or incorporating a first-year writing course 
or other credentials into the program. 
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Chapter 5.  Quality of Services, Resources and Facilities 

Description of Program Resources, Services and Facilities 

Resources 

 Faculty and instructional staff have long used Adobe Creative Cloud[A13][A14] and more 

recently, BioRender, to create professional quality images for in-house publication of 

custom courseware.  

 Students rely on library course reserves for accessing textbooks and other hard copy 

course materials on campus. 

 Many instructors have switched to offering electronic textbooks and incorporating the 

use of publisher’s online learning software, such as Pearson’s Mastering Biology to 

create dynamic study modules that prepare students for in-class learning.   

 There are seven Biology Course help pages on the KPU Library website, custom 

designed in consultation with faculty by the library liaison to the Faculty of Science 

and Horticulture. These pages direct students to library resources appropriate to their 

course assignments and projects. 

 Discipline- specific research databases and access to online and print academic 

journals through the KPU library supports research conducted within the department 

by both faculty and students. 

 Laptops, headsets, webcams and other computer and audio/visual hardware are used 

for content creation and communication between faculty, staff and students. 

 Faculty and instructional staff make extensive use of the learning management 

system, Moodle, for the creation and delivery of course content, assignment 

submission and grading, and the confidential communication of grades to students in 

both online and face-to-face learning environments. 

 Many faculty and instructional staff are using Kaltura, and more recently Camtasia, to 

record and edit high quality video content for asynchronous delivery of online course 

components. Some instructors also make use of Kaltura for student video assignments 

and video quiz production. 

 Online laboratory simulation software including Praxilabs (in addition to free browser-

based services) has been used extensively by cell and molecular lab courses to 

continue offering students high quality experiential learning opportunities during the 

temporary pivot to online teaching. 

 Increasingly, faculty and instructional staff members are taking advantage [A15][A16]of 

the recently acquired access license to the Pebblepad ePorfolio platform to 

incorporate “folio thinking” into their curriculum development (for example, digital 

plant collections presented in BIOL 3255). This platform, in addition to the Wordpress 

web design platform have provided alternate modes for student research and project 

presentations in online courses (BIOL 2322 and 3255). 
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 Access to the Office 365 suite including OneDrive has helped to facilitate the switch to 

preparing electronic assignments and file-sharing for students, faculty and staff in the 

new online learning environment. 

 Students, staff and faculty have all relied on the use of one or more of the three video 

conferencing platforms offered to the KPU community including Zoom, Big Blue 

Button, and MS Teams. These platforms are used for synchronous lecture meetings 

and office hours with students, informal organizational meetings amongst faculty and 

staff, and regular department and faculty meetings. 

 
Administrative and Support Services 

 Registration maintains the online registration guide for students, publishes 

timetables, and advises department chairs on the development of ed plans, 

timetabling and establishing course reserves to ensure students are able to proceed 

through the degree efficiently. 

 Counselling Services provides services to support student mental health and wellness 

including drop-in counselling services and Keepme.SAFE’s My SSP app which provides 

students 24/7 access to support services.  

 Academic Advising provides current domestic and international students assistance 

with course and degree planning and incoming students will be served by the new 

Head Start program that will connect them with advisers and resources prior to first 

registration and throughout the first year of their studies at KPU. The Early Alert 

program helps instructors connect struggling students with a team of staff that will 

help to identify problems and provide support from a range of KPU services to help 

students get back on the path to success.    

 Accessibility Services maintains contact with faculty to provide accommodation plans 

and strategies to reduce barriers to education. 

 The Learning Centre works with the Biology department to develop academic skills 

workshops tailored to the specific needs of biology students including the “Writing 

Right in Biology” Workshop. They also provide discipline-specific peer tutoring and 

one-on-one student consultation with learning strategists.  

 The Teaching and Learning Commons provides professional development workshops, 

skills training, and educational design consulting to support faculty with curriculum 

development. 

 The Information Technology Department supports faculty and staff by maintaining a 

help desk on the Surrey campus, phone and email access for emergency service 

requests and a self-service portal for student and faculty access to IT and Teaching & 

Learning services. IT provides hardware and software for employee workstations and 

student laboratories, access to printing equipment, and updates and maintains online 

learning technologies. 
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 The KPU Library provides a dedicated liaison to the Faculty of Science and 

Horticulture who works with faculty to design course-specific web resources and 

research skills workshops and acquire discipline specific literature and periodical 

access. The library additionally provides students and faculty with computer access 

and borrowing services for books and equipment. 

 The Print Shop provides printing services for teaching materials including examination 

papers, custom courseware, laboratory manuals, and student posters for 

presentations. 

 The KPU Bookstore orders and facilitates the purchase of required and recommended 

courseware including textbooks, dissection kits, laboratory manuals and personal 

protective equipment (lab coats, goggles, etc.). 

 
Facilities 
 
Teaching space: 

 Faculty and students use classrooms that accommodate 20-35 students with white 

boards, instructor workstations, PC, and LCD projectors. 

 Faculty, instructional staff, and students use teaching laboratories that accommodate 

20 or more students with white boards, instructor workstations, PC, LCD projectors. 

These spaces also typically have sinks, gas hook-up, ventilation systems and other 

safety equipment.  

 Personal office space equipped with employee workstations and tables for course 

preparation, student evaluation, and face-to-face instructor-student meetings. 

 Aquatic habitats, green spaces, gardens, and forest fragments on the Langley and 

Surrey campuses are used for laboratory teaching and research in courses at all levels 

of the biology program. Greenspaces are limited on the Richmond campus, but some 

labs make use of the nearby Garden City lands. 

 Faculty and instructional staff coordinate with the library liaison to the FSH to use the 

library learning lab for course-integrated research workshops. 

Research space: 

 Faculty and upper-level research students make use of Biology lab space to conduct 

research projects.  

 Laboratory technicians use preparatory space and greenhouse and aquarium facilities 

to produce, store and maintain the materials, equipment, and live organisms needed 

to support laboratory teaching and research. 

 Conference rooms for organizational meetings between faculty, lab, and support staff. 

 Research students and faculty make use of the state-of-the-art equipment in the AGC 

to conduct upper-level research projects and facilitate research partnerships with 

industry professionals. 
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 Some faculty also work closely with the ISH to facilitate student research and 

partnerships with industry professionals. 

Student study space: 
In addition to quiet study and group meeting spaces provided by the library on each 
campus, Biology students have access to the following group study spaces adjacent to 
Biology laboratories and instructor offices: 

 On the Richmond campus there are tables and white boards available in the third-
floor hallway near instructor offices and surrounding the main staircase leading to 
the Biology laboratories and classrooms commonly assigned to Biology lecture 
sections. These spaces are available to all KPU students.  

 On the Surrey campus there are a few tables available for student study in the 
atrium of the Spruce building. Otherwise, there is no study space available for the 
general KPU student population or dedicated study space for FSH students 
adjacent to the program facilities. 

 On the Langley campus there are a number of tables and a seating area adjacent 
to the student reception area that students can use. There is also a small seating 
nook next to the FSH lab but this is not set up for study purposes. 

 
Specialized Equipment 
 
Lab Equipment: 
Biology labs are well-equipped for molecular, organismal, and field studies, using an 
extensive array of equipment including but not limited to the following: 
 

 Microscopes (Bright-field, Upright and Inverted Phase contrast, Stereoscopes; 

Cameras attached for still image and video capabilities) 

 Microtomes and other histology equipment 

 EVOS Fluorescence Microscope 

 Gel Documentation System and electrophoresis apparatus 

 Electroporator 

 Biological Safety Cabinets, incubators, and fume hoods 

 PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) machines 

 Beckman-Coulter Avanti centrifuge, benchtop microfuges 

 SpectraMax Microplate Reader  

 C-Digit Blot Scanner 

 Refrigerators and Freezers (-20 and –80ᵒC), liquid nitrogen containment 

 Autoclaves 

 Controlled environment growth chambers 

 Genetic Sequencing equipment 

 Circulating-water aquaculture system 
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 Lt LabStation, a lab-based learning platform that records and analyzes physiology 

and neurology data 

 Herbarium cabinets and plant pressing equipment 

Field equipment: 

 Laser levels 

 Water sampling and testing equipment including colorimeters 

 Soil testing equipment (e.g., pH and moisture) 

 Atmospheric testing (hygrometers, Kestrels, light meters, thermometers, sling 

psychrometers etc.) 

 Handheld GPS 

 Vermiculture supplies 

Student Satisfaction with Program Resources, Services and Facilities 

Student satisfaction with the program resources, services and facilities is based on an 
analysis of the feedback obtained from the Student Survey (Appendix B, 34 respondents). 
Reports on satisfaction ratings include combined values from the response categories 
“somewhat satisfied” and “very satisfied” unless otherwise indicated. 
 
Resources 
Only four of the student respondents (29%) indicated that they were actively involved in 
independent research. Of those students, 75% indicated overall satisfaction with the 
availability and access to the space and resources they required to implement their 
research. One student (25%) indicated strong dissatisfaction. 
 
Student respondents were generally satisfied with the library resources relevant to the 
Biology program. For example, 

 Satisfaction rates were very high for library orientation (80%). 

 Students were generally satisfied with librarian support for program-related 
research (63%), but were less satisfied with the Biology-specific website of the 
library (59%). 

 Students were more satisfied with access and availability of online resources - 
journal articles etc. (92%) than print periodicals, journals etc. (67%). It is worth 
noting that all respondents reported use of online journals, but 25% reported 
never accessing print periodicals, journals, etc. 

 Students were more satisfied with the availability of hard copy books (71%) than 
eBooks (54%). 

 Underutilized resources included audio-visual and computer equipment (42%) and 
DVDs/streaming video (54%).  
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Administrative and Support Services 
In general, students reported satisfaction with administrative support and services related 
to the program. For example, 

 The majority of students (58%) reported overall satisfaction (somewhat or very 
satisfied) with the availability of textbooks and supplies at the KPU bookstore. The 
remainder mostly expressed indifference (25% were neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied). 

 The majority of students were satisfied with Advising Services (71%), but in the 
comments one student expressed frustration with the lack of input by advisers on 
course offerings. 

 Of the students that had used counselling/financial/career services, the majority 
were satisfied (51%) and the remainder indifferent (21%). A significant proportion 
of students (21%) had never accessed these services.  

 Of the 54% of students that reported having used Accessibility Services, 29% 
reported indifference (neither satisfied nor dissatisfied) or general satisfaction 
(25%). 

 
Facilities 
The majority of students expressed satisfaction with the classroom (84%) and lab space 
(92%) provided for BIOL courses, but satisfaction ratings were lower for computer space 
(59%) and places for students to do group or individual work (58%). A small but significant 
percentage of students (21%) reported dissatisfaction with the availability of places to do 
group or individual work. 
  
Equipment 
All students surveyed had used microscopes in their courses and most (88%) were 
satisfied with the availability of this equipment. Of those students that had used the 
following equipment, most were satisfied with the availability of software (62%), field 
equipment (79%), PCR machines (80%) and other molecular biology equipment (89%). 
The majority of the remaining equipment users expressed indifference (neither satisfied 
nor unsatisfied), although a very small percentage (4% each) were somewhat dissatisfied 
with the availability of microscopes and PCR machines. 
  
In general, students expressed satisfaction with the resources, services and facilities 
offered through the KPU Biology program (80%), but with only 17% indicating that they 
were very satisfied and 4% responding as very dissatisfied, there is some room for 
improvement.  
  
In the written comments, students indicated library services and the availability of online 
resources as major strengths of the program. The major areas identified for improvement 
included increasing the access to online journal articles, more study space, better 
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communication with academic advisers, and updating lab equipment including 
microscope cameras, cabinets with HEPA filters, and incubators. 
 

Faculty Satisfaction with Program Resources, Services and Facilities 
 
Faculty satisfaction with the program resources, services and facilities is based on an 
analysis of the feedback obtained from the Faculty Survey (Appendix C, Tables 16-20, 26 
respondents including lab staff).  
 
Resources 
Faculty satisfaction with software resources available to the program was low (46%) with 
17% of faculty reporting that they were somewhat dissatisfied. 
 
In general, faculty indicated satisfaction with library resources. For example, 

 The majority of faculty were either satisfied (21%) or very satisfied (50%) with 
librarian support for research. 

 Most faculty were also satisfied overall with library orientation (79%) and books 
(70%).  

 Although the majority were satisfied with online resources and access to online 
journal articles (67%), this resource had the highest dissatisfaction rating at 16% 
(8% very dissatisfied and 8% somewhat dissatisfied). Some faculty also noted an 
insufficient availability of online journals in the written comments. 

Dissatisfaction with library resources was very low among faculty, but a large proportion 
did express indifference (neither satisfied nor dissatisfied) regarding the following library 
resources, indicating that they may be underutilized by faculty:  

 DVDs/streaming video (50%) 

 eBooks (50%) 

 print periodicals, journals etc. (46%) 

 study guides (50%) 

 Biology-specific website (50%) 

 
Administrative and Support Services 
Overall, the majority of faculty were satisfied with the availability of texts and supplies at 
the KPU bookstore (71%), but satisfaction levels were lower for Advising Services (52%), 
Counselling/financial/career services (55%), and Accessibility Services (63%), although still 
within acceptable levels. Advising Services satisfaction was lowest of all support services. 
  
Facilities 
Faculty satisfaction with facilities was lower than other resources. For example, 
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 Overall satisfaction with the availability of computer space was very low (25%), 
and significant portion of faculty reported levels of dissatisfaction (38%). 

 Only half of the faculty reported satisfaction with the availability of places for 
students to do group or individual work (50%), and 29% reported dissatisfaction. 

 Low satisfaction ratings were also reported for the available classroom (50%) and 
lab space (54%). A significant proportion of faculty reported levels of 
dissatisfaction with the lab space (26%).  

  
Equipment 

 The majority of faculty were satisfied with the availability of microscopes (79%) 

and the safety protocols/resources (75%) offered in the lab, but satisfaction with 

the availability of other specialized equipment was somewhat lower, including 

field equipment (46%), PCR machines (63%) and other molecular biology 

equipment (59%). 

Overall, faculty satisfaction with the resources, services and facilities was quite high, with 
71% satisfied, 17% neutral, and 13% somewhat dissatisfied. 
  
In the written comments, faculty indicated the availability of lab equipment and facilities 
including access to the AGC as major strengths of the program, though it was 
acknowledged that we have limited room to grow these and other laboratory resources. 
Library resources including librarian support and tutorials were also noted as important 
strengths. 
 
Areas identified for improvement included program-specific library resources and 
facilities such as access to online journal articles and databases, Biology-specific 
webpages, more computer lab access, better communication between the department 
and academic advisers, and modernization of lab equipment and facilities across 
campuses. Lab facilities and equipment were noted to be particularly insufficient on the 
Richmond campus by several respondents.  
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Summary and Recommendations 

In general, student and faculty surveys indicated satisfaction with the availability and 
quality of resources, services, and facilities available to students in the Biology program. 
However, the written comments were much more heavily focused on limitations and 
suggestions for improvement, indicating that there is still much work to be done to make 
our program more competitive with other universities in the province. 

 Strengths 

Description of Program 
Resources, Services and 
Facilities 

The program has access to cutting-edge technological 
resources and very good quality research resources, 
including lab space, library resources, and equipment. 

Student Satisfaction with 
Program Resources, Services 
and Facilities 

Students noted the availability of tutors as a strength of 
the resources available to the program. 
 
Students also rated library services related to research 
quite highly. 
 
Access to the Applied Genomics Centre was noted as a 
strength. 

Faculty Satisfaction with 
Program Resources, Services 
and Facilities 

Faculty rated library services highly. 
 
Access to high-quality lab equipment and research 
spaces such as the Applied Genomics Centre were 
identified as strengths of the program. 
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Recommendations: 

 Both students and faculty noted the need to increase availability and upgrade 
outdated equipment, particularly on the Richmond campus. 

 Increase student study space in areas surrounding the Biology laboratories on the 
Surrey campus. Students are dissatisfied with the limited space currently available to 
them. The program would benefit by having a hub for students to gather close to 
Biology department facilities. This space would create opportunities for building 
comradery among students (possibly leading to increased retention in the upper-
levels of the program) and for informal interactions between students and faculty. 
These types of spontaneous interactions are often the genesis of new research ideas. 

 Both faculty and students reported strong preference for access to online journals. 
Given their popularity and student and faculty comments suggesting the collection be 
expanded, it may be wise to reallocate funds from underutilized resources such as 
audio-visual equipment and DVD’s/streaming video. 

 Our lab space is nearing capacity on both the Surrey and Richmond campuses, while 
the program continues to grow. On the Richmond campus, Biology urgently requires 
renovation of existing lab space or access to new, larger spaces that will 
accommodate the minimum lab capacity of 20 students. 

 Both students and faculty reported that improvements are required in 
communication with academic advisers. Chairs should reach out to academic advisers 
early and communicate regularly throughout the timetabling and registration process 
to ensure that students are getting accurate information to assist them with mapping 
out their degree plans. 
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Chapter 6.  Conclusions and Recommendations 

Summary of Conclusions 

Although caution should be exercised in data analysis from surveys with small sample sizes 
(as the feedback may not always be representative of the entire group), there were several 
areas in which evidence from multiple sources supported specific conclusions. 
 
The table below summarizes the main conclusions gathered from the evidence in the 
Biology Program Review: 
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 Program Strengths Areas for Improvement 
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Competitive context is significant, particularly 
regarding directed studies/research opportunities. 

The Biology program is well connected to other 
academic and research units within KPU, 
particularly the ISH and AGC. Students' connections 
with industry have been increasing through 
undergraduate research opportunities. There are 
also significant connections with professional 
organizations. 

Enrollment in Biology courses has increased in 
most years since the inception of the degree in 
2016/2017, at higher than average rates for FSH, 
indicating high demand for the program. 

There is room for improvement in enrollment 
through expanded links with community 
organizations, degree advertising, and other 
outreach measures. 

Membership and composition of the Biology 
Advisory Board should be reviewed and updated. 

Student interest in directed studies suggests that 
even more hands-on research opportunities should 
be included where possible. In particular, the lack 
of an Honours program and co-op options was 
identified by students, alumni, sector, faculty, and 
Advisory Board. 

A significant desire for degree specialization could 
be addressed with Degree Streams, and this 
possibility should be explored. This may also help 
to reduce the high credit requirement for the 
degree. 

Q
u
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u
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Program Learning Outcomes were well-correlated 
with Program Competencies. Curricular strengths 
of the program included literacy and 
communication skills and preparation of students 
for further study. 

Satisfaction with the curriculum was high among 
both students and faculty, particularly of lab-based 
and hands-on curriculum. 

Of the alumni that are employed, 75% have 
program-related employment. 

The Biology degree’s emphasis on lab-based 
courses and other experiential learning 
opportunities contribute greatly to student 
learning and job preparedness.  

The small class sizes were reported to be beneficial 
by both the alumni and discipline/sector. 

The Biology degree offers limited flexibility in 
terms of course options for students; few of the 
courses in the program are electives, and 
scheduling often limits student choices in degree 
progression. 

No Honour’s designation is available, despite this 
accreditation being available at all other competing 
institutions. The implementation of an Honours 
option should not preclude access to research 
opportunities for students not meeting the GPA 
requirements for an Honours degree. 

Regarding career paths, no Co-op or work 
placement option currently exists, and course 
content involving technical skills could be 
increased. 

Alumni’s responses indicated that opportunities to 
stay connected to KPU’s Biology program post-
graduation were limited. 
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 Program Strengths Areas for Improvement 
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The majority of Biology student outcome measures 
are above the Ministry Target. 

Satisfaction with delivery modes and assessment 
methods was high among both students and faculty, 
particularly for lab-based and hands-on delivery. 

Biology faculty have the appropriate qualifications 
and expertise as outlined by KPU’s Policy AC13, and 
maintain their currency through various types of PD 
activities.   

Clarity and consistency of assessment methods 
would be improved by greater communication 
between instructors and lab staff in courses with 
multiple sections, and more focus on formative 
assessment and assignments. 

The Level 2 repeat rate and DFW rate is higher in 
Biology courses than in other FSH courses, and the 
median years to graduate is longer than for other 
FSH B.Sc. programs. 

There is interest in additional hands-on and 
experiential learning experiences, particularly as 
related to career preparedness. 

Q
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 The program has access to excellent cutting-edge 
technical resources for lab-based activities and 
student research, particularly via the AGC. 

Satisfaction with library services was very high 
among both students and faculty. 

Spaces for student study/group work specific to 
the program are lacking. 

Lab space and older equipment needs updating 
and/or expanding, especially on the Richmond 
campus. 

Communication between program faculty and 
student academic advisors needs to be improved. 
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List of Recommendations 

From the information above, the following recommendations are proposed: 
 

 Short-term   
Recommendations                            

Medium-term           
Recommendations           

Long-term  
Recommendations 
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    The Advisory committee 
could use more members 
from sectors that are 
relevant to molecular 
biology and research. 
Outgoing members need to 
be replaced. 
 
Introduce an Honours 
program to maximize 
competitiveness with other 
institutions. 
 
 

 
Further develop community 
connections as the program expands, 
via advertising and outreach 
opportunities. 
 
Explore options to further support 
faculty and student research 
opportunities, particularly opportunities 
to present at research symposia and 
conferences. 
 

Explore options for degree 
streams, particularly molecular 
biology vs organismal biology. 
 
Explore the inclusion of specific 
ethics curriculum (stand-alone 
course or increased content in 
existing courses). 
 
Determine the feasibility of 
introducing a Co-op program to 
maximize competitiveness with 
other institutions. 
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 Short-term   
Recommendations                            

Medium-term           
Recommendations           

Long-term  
Recommendations 
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   Increase advertise-
ment/awareness of 
student career support 
programs. 
 
Provide more flexible 
course options for students 
including a greater range of 
courses across campuses. 
 
It would be useful for the 
program to forge 
additional connections 
with graduate/alumni 
groups and 
professional accreditation 
organizations, such as the 
BC College of Applied 
Biology, Student Biotech 
Network, etc. 
 
In keeping with the KPU 
Vision 2023 goals regarding 
decolonization and 
Iindigenization, consult 
with the newly-formed KPU 
Indigenous Advisory 
Committee and Elder-in-
Residence regarding 
strategies to decolonize 
and indigenize the Biology 
curriculum. 

Revise course outlines to ensure that 
course learning outcomes are better 
aligned with program learning 
outcomes, meet all SMART criteria, and 
capture the relevant knowledge, skills, 
and values of program learning 
outcomes that are taught in specific 
courses. 
 
Revise course outlines to clearly identify 
opportunities for students to develop 
leadership skills and engage in 
discussions about the value and ethics 
of advances in biological knowledge as 
they relate to societal and world issues, 
and to integrate more content involving 
specialized technical skills and the use 
of technology and computing relevant 
to sector career paths. 
 
As the development of a Co-op program 
is likely to be a significant undertaking, 
a program co-ordinator should be 
appointed, possibly in cooperation with 
other departments. 
 
Support more career fairs and 
information sessions with industry 
partners and professional organizations. 
 
Given the importance and urgency of 
the global climate emergency, increase 
the already substantial program content 
related to climate change and 
sustainability, as identified by industry 
feedback about future trends in the 
sector. 
 

Expand experiential learning 
opportunities for students, 
particularly by exploring the 
introduction of an optional Co-op 
program and further research 
options in existing courses. 
 
Investigate the viability of offering 
degree streams (see above). 
 
With regard to industry feedback 
about future trends in the Biology 
sector, it would be useful to 
increase content specifically 
identified by sector respondents 
such as additional exposure to 
bioinformatics, technological 
integration, synthetic biology, 
CRISPR/Cas, indigenous content, 
and content related to climate 
change and sustainability. 
 
In order to improve course 
offerings, it may be useful to 
develop new upper-year course 
electives, particularly for hands-on 
methods. This may include the 
specific content identified above. 
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 Short-term   
Recommendations                            

Medium-term           
Recommendations           

Long-term  
Recommendations 
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   Establish communication 
protocols for larger courses 
with multiple instructors 
(especially first and second 
year courses).  
To decrease the time to 
graduate, reexamine the 
frequency and campus 
locations of core course 
offerings; ensure advisors 
are aware of the schedule 
for course offerings. 
 

Reexamine second year courses 
including learning outcomes, to better 
align and distribute lower level and 
upper level course content throughout 
the degree. 
 
To further increase clarity and 
consistency of assessment, increase 
focus on assignments and formative 
modes of assessment other than exams 
wherever possible. 
 
Explore opportunities to expand lab-
based experiential learning experiences, 
particularly field work and research 
experiences. These opportunities could 
be linked to community organizations, 
industry, etc. 
 

Incorporation of additional elective 
options as the program expands 
would also help with time to 
graduate. 
 
Explore options for expanded 
resources (such as The Learning 
Centre) or incorporating a first-
year writing course or other 
credentials into the program. 
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   Increase student study 
space in areas surrounding 
the Biology laboratories on 
the Surrey campus 
 
Improve communication 
with academic advisers. 
Chairs should reach out to 
academic advisers early 
and communicate regularly 
through the timetabling 
and registration process. 
 

Increase availability and upgrade 
outdated equipment, particularly on the 
Richmond campus. 
 
Expand the online journal collection; 
consider re-allocation of funds from 
underutilized resources such as audio-
visual equipment and DVD’s/streaming 
video. 

Renovation of existing lab space or 
access to new, larger spaces on the 
Richmond campus that will 
accommodate the minimum lab 
capacity of 20 students. 
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Chapter 7.  Responses from the Dean/Associate Dean 

Program Overview 

What do you see as the program’s greatest accomplishments over the last 5 years?   
 
This degree was launched in 2013 with graduates convocating a few years later. This alone 
is a great accomplishment for a new degree. This is one of the most popular degrees offered 
by the FSH and continues to attract a steady number of students. Upper- level degree 
specific courses are close to capacity, which bodes well for the continued success of this 
program. 
 
The program is slowly gaining awareness within the external community, thanks to the 
diligence of the faculty, and graduates are finding applicable employment and further post-
secondary education opportunities. 
 
This program has greatly benefited from highly respected lead instructors who are known 
for their expertise and connections to the industry and community. 
 
Does the program adequately fulfill the purpose for which it was intended? If not, how can 
it be improved? 
 
This program was designed to fill a gap in comparable programming South of the Fraser 
and has successfully done so. The initial idea was to create a program that covered a broad 
spectrum of biological areas and also provide graduates with specific skills and requisites 
needed to find suitable employment, enter health professional programs and graduate 
programs, dependent on which electives were chosen. Given the success in graduates 
entering into these three areas, one can say that the initial purpose has been fulfilled.  
 
How does the program’s curriculum support the following: 
 

 graduates’ pursuit of meaningful employment and further education 
This program has a very substantial practical component with the majority of the courses 

having labs or field work which makes it unique to most other programs in BC 
institutions. Along with high levels of research opportunities and exposure to the 
Applied Genomics Centre, student exit the program with skills not often seen with 
students at the undergraduate level. Graduates have been successful in finding 
applicable employment, acceptance into graduate programs and into medical 
professional programs. 

 

 the viability and continued development of the program 
Being the most popular FSH degree program, and having a steady increase in enrollment 

since the 2013 launch, I see no concern about this program continuing on an upward 
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trajectory. The modifications outlined by the Program Review Committee in this report 
will remove some bottle necks in program progression.    

What challenges and opportunities for growth should the program consider based on the 
following? 

 student demand (past, present and future) 
Demand for this program is already strong and by implementing the recommendations 
outlined by the Program Review Committee should increase demand more. The 
challenges will be not having enough space nor faculty/staff to accommodate increases 
in enrolments. We are already stretched thin in that regard.  
Reducing the overall credit hours will greatly benefit students. 
Introducing Honours and optional Co-op programs will make the program more 
attractive, as will incorporating the elements required for an RPBio (Registered 
Professional Biologist) accreditation for graduates.  
Developing discipline specific streams (molecular versus organismal) will also be an 
attraction to students wanting very specific skill sets.  
Aim for more zero-text book courses. 
 

 comparable programs at competing institutions 
Overall credit hours to completion needs to be reduced and brought more in line with 
competing institutions.  
Other institutions have Honours and Co-op programs as well as distinct streams. The 
Program Review Committee has emphasized the need for all of these aspects to be 
incorporated into the Biology degree.  
 

 trends and changing contexts in the discipline/sector 
This program has always been very up to date and has successfully tweaked content to 
incorporate the newest areas.  
Introducing Indigenous concepts and ways of viewing biology into existing courses. 
Develop distinct streams.  

What plans (departmental, faculty and institutional) are in place for program growth and 
development? 
 
Implementation of the changes outlined in this report, including reduction of required 
credit hours, streamlined degree progressions, Honours and Co-op programs and distinct 
content specific streams. 
 
What resources, institutional support, and/or external support would help address the 
program’s plans for growth and development? 
 
Richmond Campus labs are in dire need of renovation and updating. They are inefficient 
and poorly designed.  The entire area should be gutted and start fresh as per the Spruce 
renovations. This will yield right-sized, safe and functional labs. The Surrey campus has 
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state-of-the-art labs in the newly renovated Spruce Building and the existing labs in Langley 
are functional so no need for anything major on those two campuses.  
 
Collectively, what qualifications and other human resources are required so the program 
will be able to make the changes required to improve and remain current? 
 
Presently there is an adequate complement of BCGEU lab staff and KFA faculty members, 
however, we are at the limit so any substantial increases in enrolment will require an influx 
of both BCGEU and KFA employees.  
Assistance from the KPU Special Advisor on Indigenous Leadership, Innovations and 
Partnership. 
Depending on the success of the ACP-FSH pilot where one ELST faculty member has been 
seconded by the FSH to assist faculty and staff with boosting student language skills, we 
may want to retain this role ongoing. Biology courses, for example, all have a very intensive 
writing requirement and we want our students to be successful in this regard.  
Depending on how many FSH programs adopt Co-op options, a FSH Co-op Coordinator may 
be needed. Presently only have two Co-op programs and those have been well served by 
Career Services staff. 
 
What areas should the program focus on for the short range (< 6 months), mid-range (6 
mo. – 2 years), and long range (>2 years) program directions and improvement? 
 
Short Range: 
Increase PAC membership. 
Liaise with external accreditation organizations. 
Devise a system striving for assessment consistency across multi-section courses. 
Promote zero-text book initiatives in all courses. 
Begin consultations with Special Advisor and Elder-in-Residence with aim to decolonize and 
Iindigenize curriculum. 
Set up regular meetings with Program Chairs and FSH Degrees advisors. 
Begin curriculum changes to ease bottle necks in degree progression and reduce overall 
credit hours needed to graduate. 
Initial development of Honours degree. 
 
Medium range: 
Initiate steps in setting up a co-op option. 
Revise course outlines. 
Initiate renovations of Richmond Campus labs and bring up to date.  
Develop Writing Intensive course and incorporate ethics into key courses. 
 
Long range: 
Degree restructuring to incorporate relevant streams to reflect current and future direction 
of the field(s). 
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External Connections and Support 

How could the program improve its connections with external groups (e.g. the 
discipline/sector, high schools, alumni, professional associations, other institutions)? 
 
Increase membership and variety of members on the PAC. 
Develop an avenue to connect with alumni. 
Investigate affiliations with accreditation bodies such as BC College of Applied Biology. Seek 
RPBio accreditation for students.  
 

Final Comments 

What else do you think is important to add about the program that is not covered in the 
previous questions?   
 
I would like to extend my congratulations to the Biology Program Review Committee for 
compiling an excellent, comprehensive, detailed report. I would also like to thank OPA for 
their assistance with surveys and data analysis. 
I support all the recommendations put forward in this report. 
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Chapter 8.  Appendices for Self-Study Report 

Provided in separate document. 
 



      SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ON PROGRAM REVIEW 
          Reviewers’ Comments: Self-Study Report 
 

1 
 

 
REPORT: Biology Self Study Report 

 
OVERALL ASSESSMENT:  
Please provide a brief assessment of the Self-Study Report under review and an overall recommendation. 
 
Reviewer #3: Kudos to the Biology program for a detailed and comprehensive Self Study! The department’s 
efforts to present a large amount of information in such a crisp and clearly articulated way are much 
appreciated. 
 
The Report:  

☒         Reviewer #1: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR as is 
☒         Reviewer #2 & #3: Recommend for approval by the SSCPR pending further action (see below) 
☐         Recommend return to the Program for major revision 
☐         Recommend for rejection by the SSCPR 
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          Reviewers’ Comments: Self-Study Report 
 

2 
 

Direction for Reviewers: Determine if the criterion for each chapter is fully addressed according to the standard. 
CHAPTER 1: Program Overview 
 
Criterion: This chapter provides a description of the program, its history, and the scope of the review. 
 
Standard: The Chapter clearly describes the program, its history and curriculum, and the scope of the current 
review. 
 
THE CHAPTER:  
  ☒     Meets the Standard 

Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
This chapter lays out the foundation for the rest of the report. However, I did wonder (on page 7) why 
the KPU BIOL program required the highest number of credits. No historical reason was given for this 
difference and yet I feel there must be a reason. As changes go forward, this should be addressed. I also 
noted that The Applied Genomics Lab provided great opportunities for our students, so that is a real 
plus.  [LM1] 

 
  ☒     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 

Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Reviewer #2:  
1. The following statement is not clear: “The FSH Admission Requirements, consisting of KPU’s 

undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement, apply to this program; however, first-year BIOL 
courses require English 12 with a B grade or equivalent.” How does the “English Proficiency 
Requirement” relate to “English 12 or equivalent” and why the first year BIOL courses have 
different requirement than the higher level courses? [LM2] 

2. While the entire Chapter 3 is focused on the development and assessment of program curriculum, 
the description of program curriculum in the Overview chapter is in my view too general. [LM3] 

3. The stated scope of this review mentions only the fact that it is the first self-review. I wonder if it 
would be possible to describe a more specific purpose or perspective of this effort to guide 
reader’s attention. [LM4] 

4. Minor syntax errors require further editing[LM5] 
 

Reviewer #3:  
The “Scope of the Review” section should be shorter than many others because it does not address a 
previous review; however, bullet 2 of the “Program Review Self Study Guide” specifies that this section 
should also “Identify the program-specific issues that will be addressed in this review.” This Self Study 
is missing that piece of information, which, since the Self Study is complete, should be fairly straight-
forward to include.[LM6] 
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CHAPTER 2: Program Currency and Connections 
 
Criterion: This chapter assesses program demand and its current relevance to the discipline/sector. 
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported assessments and recommendations. 
 
THE CHAPTER:  
  ☒     Meets the Standard 

Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
There is a little confusion on page 30 about the English requirements. Students are admitted with an 
English grade of C+ Grade 12 (or equivalent). Later they must meet the higher standard of B in order to 
declare for Biology. This must be discouraging for students. Is there any thought of how this discrepancy 
between two requirements could be resolved?[LM7] 
 
Reviewer #3: 
This chapter does a very clear job of articulating the many ways that the program is connected to other 
areas of the institution and to external stakeholders. The applied opportunities are impressive and 
faculty deserve credit for fostering connections that benefit students. I do have a clarity question about 
the early part of the chapter: If there are nine institutions that offer Biology degrees in BC (as stated on 
page 7), why do only five appear in the table on page 8? [LM8]Perhaps a line or phrase could be inserted 
that clarifies this. It may also be worthwhile to note what information is available to students about 
entrance requirements for professional programs (page 12). Does the department offer information in a 
session or on a web page? Is there an advisor who is particularly well-versed in the electives students 
may want to pursue for specific programs?[LM9] Finally, I wondered whether some of the 
recommendations belong with Chapter 3 since they are not addressed or only very briefly addressed 
within the main body of the chapter (particularly the recommendations about the honours, ethics 
curriculum and the total number of credit hours) and might be clearly explained under the scope of 
Chapter 3[LM10].  

 
  ☒     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 

Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Reviewer #2:  
Generally, I find this chapter very informative and engaging. A few minor suggestions include the 
following: 
Page 7: Provision of information on class sizes at KPU and other institutions offering similar programs 
would help support the statement with data. [LM11] 
Page 14 and 15: Provision of data sources ( e.g., a ‘citation - reference list’ format) would improve 
credibility and help support the presented information. The appendices A or B do not appear to provide 
access to information on enrolment trends at KPU and other institutions. [LM12] 
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CHAPTER 3: Quality of Curriculum Design 
 
Criterion: This chapter examines the quality of the program’s curriculum. 
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported assessments and recommendations. 
 
THE CHAPTER:  
  ☒     Meets the Standard 

Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #2:  
Very informative and engaging chapter. To further increase readability and clarity, please consider 
moving Tables 3.3 to 3.6 to the appendix and remind readers the learning outcomes (by listing them in 
brackets) on pages 32 and 33.[LM13] 
 
Reviewer #3:  
The curricular mapping in this chapter is detailed, thorough, and informative. Recommendations seem 
appropriate and well supported. Some recommendations from Chapter 2 may be appropriate here (see 
note above).  

 
  ☐     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 

Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Click here to enter text. 
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CHAPTER 4: Quality of Instructional Design 
 
Criterion: This chapter examines the quality of the program’s instructional design. 
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported assessments and recommendations. 
 
THE CHAPTER:  
  ☒     Meets the Standard 

Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
Suggestions on page 49 to realign first and 2nd year courses to address higher DFW rates seems 
appropriate and the suggestion of a first year language course should also address some of the concerns 
around written expression.   
 
Reviewer #2:  
Generally, this chapter does contain data-supported assessments of the quality of instructional design 
and does provide rational recommendations. However, the discussion is often difficult to follow and 
would benefit from some editing. For example, Page 36: the discussion of the three experiential learning 
opportunities is not clearly explained. It is unclear which components are voluntary, which are 
obligatory and how they compare in terms of the time commitment and credit allotment. It would be 
also helpful if the issues associated with the shortage of faculty were discussed earlier in the chapter 
(before recommendations section) and substantiated with data analysis (e.g., linked with lower 
satisfaction among the faculty – Figures 3 and 4 or with the inability to engage students in practical 
activities within the first two years). [LM14] 
 
Reviewer #3:  
Summary and recommendations are clear and backed up by evidence from the chapter.  

 
  ☐     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 

Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Click here to enter text. 
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CHAPTER 5: Quality of Services, Resources and Facilities 
 
Criterion: This chapter assesses program resources, equipment, software, and facilities from both the student 
and instructor perspective.  
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported assessments and recommendations. 
 
THE CHAPTER:  
  ☒     Meets the Standard 

Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
Page 55. The difficulty in finding space for students to do group work is important. I wonder if there 
would be any interest from the library as they re-design library spaces over the next few years. It could 
be a good idea to approach them with this idea if you feel library space could meet your group space 
needs.[LM15]  
 
Reviewer #2:  
Minor text editing would improve readability, but otherwise a clearly stated and well supported 
discussion and recommendations. I am wondering if it would be possible to revise the recommendation 
5.2 related to the role of the facilities services and resources by making them more concrete[LM16]. 
 
Reviewer #3: 
The chapter offers a very thorough accounting of the resources and facilities potentially used by 
students and faculty. Recommendations are clearly supported.   

 
  ☐     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 

Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Click here to enter text. 
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Criterion: This chapter summarizes the conclusions drawn from the evidence gathered in the program review. 
 
Standard: The Chapter contains data-supported recommendations. 
 
THE CHAPTER:  
  ☒     Meets the Standard 

Additional Comments (if necessary):  
Reviewer #1:  
The short medium and long term objectives reflect the concerns elsewhere in your self-study. These are 
well done. Overall your first self-study for biology four-year degree program and the minor in biology is 
showing strong ideas for the future development of the biology department.  
 
Reviewer #3:  
Overall, the summary and recommendations seem clear and appropriate. I do not see any reference in 
Chapter 3 to the decolonization and Indigenization goal articulated at the end of the report. This can be 
achieved with a minimum amount of disruption by adding a few sentences to close the loop between 
chapter and recommendations. [LM17] 

 
  ☐     Requires Further Action to Meet the Standard 

Further Action Required for this Chapter to Meet the Standard:  
Click here to enter text. 

 
MINOR EDITS (Spelling, syntax, word choice and other mechanical issues). 
Please list corresponding page numbers. Minor edits are NOT discussed at the SSCPR meeting. Add or remove 
rows as needed. 

Minor Edits (page #) 

p. 36- In the second paragraph. The word extend should read extent. [LM18] 

See track change comments attached. Many are around consistency with capitalization of “Biology program.” 
Others are to attempt to make consistent the use of oxford commas.  
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Agenda Item Orientation: Mandate and Membership 
  

Action Requested Education 

  
Recommended 
Resolution 

N/A 

  

Committee Report For Secretariat Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background 

On September 19, 2021, the Senate Governance and Nominating 
Committee (SGNC) discussed the value of having each committee 
annually reacquaint itself with its mandate and membership. The intent 
is for new members to learn about the committee mandate and 
membership and for returning members to refresh their memories. 

SGNC has the mandate to:  

“Review at least once every three years, the configuration of senate 
standing committees, their membership, terms of reference, their 
consultation and reporting relationships, and propose to Senate any 
recommendations for change.” 

This year, the Vice-Chair of Senate will lead the comprehensive review 
which will include consultations with the Standing Committees in Spring 
2022.  

During October and November 2021, the Standing Committees are 
expected to present its mandate and membership to the committee 
members. Any recommended changes will be forwarded to the Senate 
office to be included for consideration in the comprehensive review by 
SGNC.  

  

Key Messages 

1. On behalf of the SGNC, the Vice-Chair of Senate will be leading a 
comprehensive review of all Senate Standing Committee mandates 
and memberships.  

2. The Senate Standing Committees continue with the practice of 
providing an informational introduction of their mandates and 
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memberships during Fall 2021 and forward recommended changes 
to the Senate Office.  

3. The Vice-Chair of Senate will collect and forward the 
recommendations to SGNC for consideration in the comprehensive 
review. 

4. The Vice-Chair of Senate will meet with the Senate Standing 
Committees in Spring 2022 to discuss any changes.  

  

Attachments 
Current mandate and membership of Senate Standing Committee on 
Program Review 

  

Submitted by Amy Jeon, Vice-Chair of Senate 

Date submitted October 1, 2021 
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MANDATE 

Kwantlen Polytechnic University performs regular and consistent reviews of educational programs 
and units of study that are under the jurisdiction of Senate. The Senate Standing Committee on 
Program Review (SSCPR) oversees this process. 

Specifically, the mandate of the SSCPR is to: 

1. Make recommendations to Senate on proposed revisions to the Program Review Policy 
2. Develop procedures and standards to ensure program reviews are conducted in accordance 

with the principles of the Program Review Policy 
3. Review Self-Study Reports, External Review Reports and Quality Assurance Plans, and 

determine whether or not these meet KPU's program review standards 
4. Approve Quality Assurance Plan Annual Follow-up reports 
5. Provide regular reports to Senate on the progress of program reviews, and other items of 

note arising out of the committee’s work 
6. Report to Senate annually with a schedule for program Reviews planned for the coming 

year 

MEMBERSHIP COMPOSITION 

Voting Members 

 Chancellor 
 President 
 Student Senator 
 Two faculty Senators or representatives* 
 Senator or representative from each Faculty 
 Associate Vice-President, Academic or designate 
 Two Deans or Associate Deans 
 Representative, Office of Planning and Accountability 
 Representative, Office of Teaching and Learning 
 Representative, Student Services** 

*These two faculty Senators are additional to the faculty Senators from each Faculty. 

**The Representative, Student Services must not be from the Office of the Registrar. 

Non-voting Members 

 Vice-Chair of Senate 
 University Registrar or designate 
 Provost and Vice-President, Academic or designate 
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 Vice-President, Students 
 Manager, Quality Assurance 
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Agenda Item Notice of Election of Committee Vice-Chair 

  

Action Requested Information 

  

Context & Background 
The Vice-Chair of Senate has been acting as chair of the committee 
pending election of a committee chair in the 2021-22 academic year. 

  

Key Messages 

1. All senators who are members of the committee and all voting 
members of the committee are eligible to be elected as committee 
vice-chair. If the elected chair is not a senator, then the committee 
should elect a senator into the committee vice-chair position. 

2. The vice-chairs of Senate standing committees are normally elected 
for a three-year term beginning in September.  The term of office 
will be from December 1, 2021 to August 31, 2024, or to the end of 
the member’s term on Senate, whichever is shorter. 

3. Nominations will be from the floor at the next meeting.  If there is 
only one person nominated, then that person may be acclaimed.  If 
more than one person is nominated, then there will be an election by 
ballot. If there are no nominations, the Vice-Chair of Senate will 
continue to assist the chair. 

  
Attachment SSC Chair and Vice-Chair Responsibilities 
  

Submitted by Meredith Laird, Administrative Assistant, University Senate 

Date submitted October 1, 2021 
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Senate Standing Committee  

Chair and Vice-Chair 

Responsibilities 

Workplan 

 In consultation with the Vice-Chair of Senate, develops a draft annual workplan for the 
committee  

 Finalizes the workplan with the committee 
 Submits agenda items  
 Ensures the committee receives necessary information in a timely fashion 

Meeting Preparation 

 Reviews documents submitted to Senate Office.  
 Advises proponent and senate staff of any changes needed before the documents can 

proceed to committee 
 Approves the draft agenda and supporting materials for distribution to the committee 
 Cancels scheduled meetings as needed 

Meeting 

 Conducts the committee meetings. 

After the meeting 

 Reviews and edits draft minutes prepared by senate staff  
 Advises on next steps for action items 
 Emails members their action items 
 Reviews attendance of committee members 

Reports to Senate 

 Prepares report for Senate to inform the Senate of current committee issues and activities 
 Writes one-page report for the Senate Annual Report 

Other duties as required by individual standing committees. 
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Agenda Item Election of Committee Chair 

  

Context & Background 
Amy Jeon, Vice-Chair of Senate, provided notice of election at the 
September 22, 2021 meeting.  

  

Key Messages 

1. All Senators and voting members who are members of the Senate 
Standing Committee are eligible to be elected as committee chair. 

2. The chairs of senate standing committees are normally elected for a 
three-year term beginning in September. 

3. Senators will be elected for a three-year term or for the term 
remaining in the Senator’s term on Senate, whichever is shorter. 

4. A member will be elected for a three-year term or for the term 
remaining in the member’s term on the Committee, whichever is 
shorter.  

5. This election is for the term November 1, 2021 to August 31, 2024. 

 

  
Attachment SSC Chair and Vice-Chair Responsibilities 
  

Submitted by Meredith Laird, Administrative Assistant, University Senate 

Date submitted October 1, 2021 
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Agenda Item Manager’s Report on Status of Program Reviews 

  

Action Requested Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

N/A 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background 

Support is currently being provided to 35 programs (or cluster of related programs) 
that are at various stages in the program review process.  

As of October 14, 2021 Number of Programs 

Phase 1: Self-Study  9 

Phase 2: External Review 4 

Phase 3: Quality Assurance Plan 5 

Phase 4: Annual Follow-Up 17 

Total 35 
 

  

Key Messages N/A 

  

Consultations N/A 

  

Attachments 
Manager’s Report_Status of Program Reviews_Details for Oct 2021 
SSCPR Meeting 

  

Submitted by 
Melike Kinik-Dicleli, Manager of Quality Assurance, Office of Planning & 
Accountability 

Date submitted October 14, 2021 

 



Program Reviews in Progress As of: 10/14/2021 Page 1 of 2

Planning 
Began

Data Collection Concluded Report 
Due

Report 
Approved

Site Visit 
Deadline

Date of 
Site Visit

Report 
Received 

QA Plan 
Due

QA Plan 
Approved

Report 
Due

1st Report 
Approved

2nd Report 
Approved

ACP English Upgrading Dec-18
re-start: Sep-

21

Admin Data: Feb-19

Arts Anthropology Sep-18 Admin Data: Feb-19
Survey Data: Feb-19

Sep-20 Apr-21 Nov-20 Oct 18/19 Jun-21 Jun-22 External review site visit is on October 18 & 19, 
2021.  

Arts Criminology Jan-19 Admin Data: Feb-19
Rev. Admin Data: Feb-20

Survey Data: May-20

Dec-20 Feb-21 Jun-21 Jun-22 Self-study report was due in December 2020. 

Arts Creative Writing Mar-21 May-22 Jul-22 Oct-22 Nov-23 Surveys are being drafted. 

Arts Education Assistant Sep-19 Admin Data: Oct-19
Survey Data: June-20

Feb-21 May-21 Mar-21 Nov 
25/26

Sep-22 Sep-22 External review site visit is on November 25 & 
26, 2021. 

Arts Minor in Counselling Feb-18 Admin Data: April-18
Survey Data: April-18

x Apr-19 x Oct-19 Jan-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Sep-21 First Annual follow-up is in.

Arts English May-20 Admin Data: Jan-21
Survey Data: April-21

Sep-21 Nov-21 Apr-22 Apr-23 Self-study report is due in November 2021.

Arts History Dec-18 Admin Data: Feb-19
Survey Data: March-20

Aug-20 Feb-21 Oct-20 June 
17/18

Jul-21 May-21 May-22 QA Plan is due in January 2022. 

Arts Philosophy Sep-17 Admin Data: Sep-18
Survey Data: Dec-17 (Discipline 

Survey: Mar-18)

x Apr-19 x Jul-19 Jul-19 Jan-20 Apr-21 Jan-21 First Annual follow-up is due in April 2022.

Arts Political Science Dec-19 Admin Data: Dec-19
Survey Data: June-20

Jan-21 Mar-21 Sep-21 Sep-22 Self-study report is in. 

Arts Psychology Dec-16 Admin Data: Oct-17
Survey Data: Apr/Jun-17

x Apr-18 x Jun-18 Jul-18 x May-20 May-21 May-21 SSCPR asked program to report on their progress 
one more time in May 2022. 

Arts Sociology Sep-15 Admin Data: Nov-17
Survey Data: May-16

x Dec-17 x Apr-18 May-18 x Oct-18 Oct-19 Apr-20 May-21 SSCPR asked program to report on their progress 
a third time in May 2022. 

Business Accounting Nov-17 Admin Data: Jun-18
Survey Data: Jan-18

x Sep-18 x Jan-19 Feb-19 x Feb-20 Feb-21 Feb-21 SSCPR asked program to report on their progress 
one more time in February 2022. 

Business Computer Science and 
Information Technology

Apr-19 Admin Data: May-19
Survey Data: Jan-20

Aug-20 Nov-20 Nov-20 Mar 1/2-
21

Mar-21 Aug-21 Aug-22 QA Plan is in.

Business Business Management Sep-15 Admin Data: Jun-18
Survey Data: Mar-18

x Jun-18 x Jul-18 Jul-18 x Mar-20 Mar-21 First Annual Follow-Up is in.

Business Entrepreneurial Leadership Jun-16 Admin Data: Aug-16
Survey Data: Apr/Aug-17

x Apr-18 x Jul-18 Sep-18 x May-19 May-20 Oct-20 SSCPR asked program to report on their progress 
one more time in October 2021. 

Business Human Resource 
Management 

May-14 Admin Data: Sept-16
Survey Data: Mar-17

x Jun-17 x Nov-18 Dec-18 x Sep-19 Sep-20 Oct-20 SSCPR asked program to report on their progress 
one more time in October 2021. 

Design Fashion Marketing Diploma Oct-17 Admin Data: Sept-18
Survey Data: Dec-17

x Oct-18 x Feb-19 Mar-19 x Sep-19 Sep-20 Sep-20 Second Annual Follow-Up is in.

Design Fashion Design & 
Technology

Sep-20 Admin Data: Feb-21
Survey Data: Mar-21

Jun-21 Oct-21 Sep 28 & 
29

Jun-22 Jun-23 External Review Report is due on October 30, 
2021. 

Design Foundation in Design 
Certificate

Oct-17
re-start: Oct-

19

Admin Data: Aug-17
Survey Data: Nov-17 (Student 

Data: Feb-18)
Revised Admin Data: Oct-19

Survey Data: Aug-20

Sep-20 Apr-21 Oct-20 June 
29/30

Jul-21 May-21 May-22 QA Plan is due January 2022. 

Design Graphic Design for 
Marketing 

Oct-17 Admin Data: Oct-18  
Survey Data: Mar-18

x Dec-18 x Mar-19 Apr-19 x Oct-19 Oct-20 SSCPR asked program to report on their progress 
one more time in October 2021. 

Progress Update
The table includes only the reviews in progress. 

Faculty Program Self-Study External Review Annual Follow-upQA Plan
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Planning 
Began

Data Collection Concluded Report 
Due

Report 
Approved

Site Visit 
Deadline

Date of 
Site Visit

Report 
Received 

QA Plan 
Due

QA Plan 
Approved

Report 
Due

1st Report 
Approved

2nd Report 
Approved

Progress Update
The table includes only the reviews in progress. 

Faculty Program Self-Study External Review Annual Follow-upQA Plan

Design Interior Design Sep-18 Admin Data: Nov-18
Admin Data: Sep-19
Survey Data: Nov-18

x Jan-20 Jan-20 Jun-20 Aug-20 Jun-20 Feb-21 Jun-21 Annual follow-up is due in February 2022. 

Design Product Design Feb-19 Admin Data: Feb-19
Survey Data: Oct-19

Feb-20 Jun-20 Apr-20 Feb 
24/25-21

Apr-21 Oct-20 Oct-21 Quality Assurance Plan is due in October 2021.

Design Technical Apparel Design Jun-18 Admin Data: Dec-18
Admin Data: Oct-19
Survey Data: Dec-18

x Jan-20 Sep-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Jun-21 Jan-21 Jun-22 First annual follow-up is due in January 2022.

Health Bachelor of Psychiatric 
Nursing

Sep-18 Admin Data: Feb-19
Survey Data: Feb-19

x Oct-20 x Feb-20 Mar-20 Aug-20 Nov-20 Aug-21 Annual follow-up is due in November 2021. 

Health BSN -New
BSN - Revised

Sep-16 Admin Data: Jan-18
Survey Data:

Faculty: Jan-17
Discipline: Feb-17

Student + Alumni: Sep-17

x
Feb-18

x
Mar-18 May-18

x Feb-20
Dec-18

Feb-21
Dec-19

Feb 21
Feb 20

SSCPR asked New BSN program to report on their 
progress one more time in February 2022. Note 
that the Revised BSN review has been completed. 

Health Health Care Assistant 
Certificate

May-19 Admin Data: Jun-19
Survey Data: Sep-19

x Jan-20 Sep-20 Dec 9/10-
20

Feb-21 Jun-21 Jun-21 Jun-22 First annual follow-up report is due in June 2022. 

Health Health Unit Coordinator 
Certificate

Jan-18 Admin Data: Jun-18
Survey Data:

Discipline + Alumni: Mar-18
Student + Faculty: Aug-18

x Dec-18 x Jun-19 Jul-19 x x All intakes are suspended. The review is on hold 
until the future of  the program is determined.

Science Biology Oct-19 Admin Data: Nov-19 Oct-21 Jan-22 Sep-22 Sep-23 Self-study report is in. 

Science Brewing and Brewery 
Operations

Jan-21 May-22 Sep-22 Feb-23 Feb-24 PR Kick-off meeting took place in January 2021. 
Program review will start in the fall. 

Science Health Science Sep-18 Admin Data: Nov-18
Survey Data: Nov-18

x Mar-19 x May-19 Jul-19 x Jan-20 Jan-21 Jan-21 SSCPR asked program to report on their progress 
one more time in January 2022. 

Science Bachelor of Horticulture 
Science 

Jan-18 Admin Data: Jun-18
Survey Data: Apr/Jun-18 

x Mar-19 x Apr-19 May-19 Aug-19 Apr-21 Aug-20 Annual follow-up is due in April 2022.

Science Horticulture Technology 
Diploma

Dec-20 PR Kick-off meeting took place in December 
2020. The review will start in the fall. 

Science Mathematics May-19 Admin Data: Jul-19
Survey Data: 

Faculty: Jul-19 
Alumni: Sep-19 

Discipline/Sector: Sep-19

Sep-19 Oct-20 Nov-19 Mar 
10/11-21

Apr-21 May-20 May-21 QA Plan is due in October 2021. 

Science Physics for Modern 
Technology

Jan-21 Jan-22 Mar-22 Sep-22 Oct-23

Science Sustainable Agriculture Oct-19 Admin Data: Nov-19
Revised Admin Data: Feb-21

Survey Data: 
Student: Aug-20

Faculty & Alumni: Jan-21
Discipline/sector: Feb-21

Aug-20 Sep-21 Oct-20 or 
Nov-20

May-21 May-22

Science Turf Management Diploma May-19 Admin Data: May-19
Survey Data: Sep-19

Oct-19 Jan-20 Sep-20 Sep-21 Turf Management will be reviewed as part of 
Horticulture Technology program review. 
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